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ABSTRACT This dissertation examines the notion of syntactic derivation and proposes a new and more principled account.



It adequately extends the notion of



transformational relation to constructions standardly taken to be outside the scope of that relation. One example is the comparison between free relatives and correlatives. We claim that the semantics shared by the two superficially distinct constructions reflects the common syntactic structure, formalized by chains as the occurrence(s) of a lexical item (Chomsky 1981:45, 1982, 1995:250-252, 2000:114-116, 2001:39-40, 2004:15). Two items standing in an occurrence relation form a constituent, which subsumes the head-complement and Spec-head relation (Chomsky 1995:172; Koizumi 1999:15). The occurrence(s) explicitly represent(s) the contexts that the item bears during the derivation. In free relatives (e.g. Ann ate what Mary cooked), the wh-word has the occurrences (*atemain, Compembedded, cookedembedded), with ate coming from the matrix predicate, and Complementizer and cooked from the embedded clause. In correlatives (e.g. What Mary cooked, Ann ate that as in Hindi), the wh-word has the occurrences (*Comprelative, cookedrelative, thatmain), and that has an occurrence (*atemain).



That is an occurrence of the wh-word given the



coindexation, analyzable by the doubling constituent [DEM-XP what that] (extending Kayne 2002). The phonological realization of an item corresponds to its strong occurrence (*) (Boeckx 2003:13). A derivation is then an algorithm of matching lexical items with their occurrence(s)/context(s). Each item bears a conceptual and a contextual role, the xi



latter driving a derivation (Vergnaud 2003; Prinzhorn, Vergnaud and Zubizarreta 2004:11). Each item contains a set of contextual features that are matched by another item. Two items match their contextual features and derive at least one interpretable relation at the interface level. No matching of contextual features is interpretably empty. We also claim that narrow syntax is the recursive application of a binary operation of concatenation (+) defined over syntactic objects. The system is free of some problems faced by Merge (Chomsky 1995:226), and the recursive application of concatenation of lexical items entails all major properties of constituent structures, for instance the derivation of labels, heads and complements (also Collins 2002).



xii



CHAPTER ONE - PREAMBLE 1.1. INTRODUCTION The present work addresses several common issues that were considered as the central inquiry since the advent of generative grammar, for instance in Government and Binding Theory (GB) (Chomsky 1981, 1982) and Minimalist Program (MP) (Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001, 2004, 2005a, 2005b; Uriagereka 1998, 1999, 2002; Epstein and Seely 2002, 2006; Lasnik and Uriagereka 2005; inter alia). Both versions of generative grammar ‘are concerned, then, with states of the language faculty, which we understand to be some array of cognitive traits and capacities, a particular component of the human mind/brain.’ (Chomsky and Lasnik 1995:14).



Minor details of the differences among theories aside, we strive to



propose a theory of grammar that properly addresses the issue of descriptive and explanatory adequacy.



A grammar is descriptively adequate if it can correctly



describe the initial state of the faculty of language (FL), whereas it is explanatorily adequate if it provides an explanation of how the FL generates grammar in a restricted fashion so that the native speaker of language L could in principle generate and comprehend an infinite number of grammatical sentences (Chomsky and Lasnik 1995:18-19). In particular, MP focuses on the ‘tension’ between descriptive and explanatory adequacy. It is a research agenda that collects a set of basic theoretical tools that could adequately address Plato’s problem, i.e. the acquisition of language competence by native speakers in the face of the poverty of stimulus. As long as a framework provides a pathway through which the above issues could be touched 1



upon adequately, it may be regarded as a particular instantiation of MP. This work is no exception. One of the major aims in this dissertation is to re-examine and redefine certain aspects of syntactic theory so that all theoretical constructs and mechanisms are based on concepts that are well-defined. In this work, we focus on two major components of a derivational theory of syntax and some empirical discussions of constructions that hinge on the two issues, i.e. the notion of Chains and Merge, both of which are arguably the indispensable properties of syntactic theory. A further study of the two notions directly hinges on our general understanding of generative grammar as a whole. We start with the observation that the notion of chains (CH) is a formal representation of a list of occurrence(s) of a lexical item (Chomsky 1981:45, 1982, 1995:250-252, 2000:114-116, 2001:39-40, 2004:15).



The term ‘occurrence’



appeared as early as in Chomsky 1957/75, though it was defined somewhat differently. 1 We thereby refer to the definition provided in Chomsky (2000:115) as a useful source: (1) An occurrence of α in context K is the full context of α in K. The MP defined an occurrence of α be a sister of α. In the head-complement relation such as the VP saw Mary, saw is an occurrence of Mary (and vice versa). It



1



Chomsky (1957/75: 109) followed Quine’s 1940 usage of occurrence in the following sense: “Using a device of Quine’s [footnote omitted], we can identify an occurrence of a prime X in a string Y as that initial substring of Y that ends in X.” The Logical Structure and Linguistic Theory (LSLT) therefore defined an occurrence in terms of linear order. See also Chomsky (2000: fn 63).



2



also applies to Spec-head relations. In John saw Mary, the VP saw Mary is an occurrence of John (and vice versa), under the sisterhood relation. A single notion of occurrence list subsumes simple derivations and displacement (i.e. movement). The moved item is described by an occurrence list that contains more than one member. Given the single notion of CH, we can make the following observations: (2) a. Syntactic derivations can be adequately described by the occurrence list of lexical items. b. The member(s) of the occurrence list determines various types of derivation. In passives such as John was arrested, John is semantically interpreted as the object of arrested while it is also phonologically interpreted at the sentence-initial position. The sentence can be analyzed by the occurrence list of John as (Twas, arrested), showing that John appears in more than one derivational context during the derivation. Assume that CH is a design feature of human language.



Therefore



displacement would be a natural consequence contingent on the identity of occurrence list, a claim that was also made explicitly in the MP. 2 In other words, syntactic derivations can be viewed as an algorithm of matching a lexical item with its occurrence list, be it single-membered (as in simple derivations) or multimembered (as in displacement). The following statement is used as a theoretical



2



The discussion of displacement and its relation to the design features of narrow syntax is not a trivial issue in generative grammar. Since the MP, Chomsky underwent a drastic conceptual shift regarding displacement, from what he viewed it as an ‘imperfect’ feature of grammar (Chomsky 1995:317), to the ‘optimal’ solution satisfying the ‘minimal design specifications’ (Chomsky 2001:3). The relation between displacement and the design features of narrow syntax will be discussed in the coming chapters.



3



claim concerning syntactic derivations, which we claim to be more optimal (also in Vergnaud 2003; Prinzhorn, Vergnaud and Zubizarreta 2004): (3)



Syntactic derivation is an algorithm in which lexical items as the syntactic objects interact with the list of occurrence(s), i.e. how the derivational contexts of lexical items are matched with each other.



Furthermore, we argue that the identity of occurrence list essentially corresponds to the representation of syntactic structure: (4) An occurrence list is a form of syntactic representation. This being said, we can hypothesize that a lexical item that contains more than one occurrence is also involved in more than one representation. A sentence potentially contains a family of constituent structures, each of which is interpreted at the interface levels. We will return to this claim later. The second issue of this dissertation is on Merge (Chomsky 1995:226, 2000:101, 2001:3).



The MP suggests that Merge is a costless mechanism that



combines two syntactic objects into bigger units. This is shown by the following definitions (Chomsky 1995:248, 2000, 2001, 2004): (5)



Merge α, β → {γ, {α, β}}, where γ is the label of constituent projected by either α or β. The particular definition of Merge derives a list of properties of constituent



structures rendered exclusive to syntax, e.g. binary branching, labels, heads and projections, etc. Given that Merge is designated as the major theoretical construct of the MP, any further examination of Merge has a direct impact on the notion of syntactic derivation in general. We argue that the algorithm of narrow syntax (NS) as the computational system receives a more solid foundation if it is defined as a 4



particular recursive function that is conceptually independent of the defining properties of Merge. 3 We thereby construct a more minimal theory of syntax that is defined independently of Merge, yet generates exactly what Merge could give us. Hereby we make the following claims to be justified: (6) a. Narrow syntax is defined by a binary operation of concatenation (+) defined over strings as the syntactic objects. b. Narrow syntax takes syntactic objects as the computable inputs c. The derivational mechanism generates all properties of constituent structures. The particular algorithm, called the matching of contextual features of lexical items, resonates the statement in (3). It should be pointed out that chains and Merge are closely related notions. A CH is a representation of an occurrence list of lexical items, whereas Merge is a derivation that constitutes a CH.



A substantial



instantiation of the idea stated in (3) would directly hinge on the two notions simultaneously. 1.2. SOME PRELIMINARY ISSUES ON SYNTACTIC DERIVATIONS As mentioned above, displacement is a universal property of language that is conditioned by our cognitive capacity. It exhibits a mismatch between the sound component and the meaning component such that the position where a word is pronounced does not coincide with the position where the same word is interpreted. Since the advent of generative grammar, transformations have been used to represent



3



It should be pointed out that Merge is also a recursive function that combines syntactic objects together (see Chomsky 2001:3). However it also contains ad-hoc properties that are not considered as trivial, considering Merge as a set-operation. This will be discussed in more details later.



5



a mapping between various phrase markers (PMs) that share analogous interpretations. One problem follows immediately: What does it mean to say that there exists a mapping between various PMs within a derivation? Consider PM1 and PM2 that are semantically related. If we adopt the original idea in Aspects that PS-rules generate the underlying PM as the input for subsequent transformational rules, (i) are subsequent PMs ordered such that PM2 is derived from PM1, or (ii) are PM1 and PM2 unordered in the sense that both are derived from the underlying PM simultaneously? The schemas of the two options are shown below: (7)



a. b.



PM → PM1 → PM2 → …→ PMn PM → {PM1, PM2…PMn}



The main difference between the two schemas is the notion of ‘derivational ordering’---in (7a) PM1 is preliminary to PM2 in the sense that the latter is derived from the former. For any natural number i, PMi is preliminary to PMi+1. Such a schema represents the underlying concept of Syntactic Structures (Chomsky 1957), Aspects, and the GB Theory in which the underlying representation (i.e. D-structure) is derived from the PS-rules.



Subsequent transformational rules apply to the



underlying representation and yield the surface representation (i.e. S-structure). Schema (7b) does not incorporate transformational rules in the traditional sense. It only states that various PMs are mappings of each other which stem from the same underlying PM. PM1 is not ‘deeper’ than PM2 in any sense. This is analogous to the MP in which there is no inherent ordering between D- and Sstructure (and they do not exist in MP) and between related PMs. In MP, syntactic 6



representations of PMs result from other factors, for instance the presence and absence of overt movement within the narrow syntax, along with different timing of Spell-Out. In wh-moving languages, wh-questions are formed by overt movement of the wh-word immediately followed by Spell-out; in wh-in-situ languages, overt movement of the wh-word does not occur. Spell-out applies so that the wh-word is pronounced at the base position at the Phonetic Form (PF). The interpretation of a question (e.g. in terms of variable quantification) is obtained by covert movement at the Logical Form (LF). One example to illustrate displacement is Raising. Consider the following sentence: (8) John seems to thrive. In GB Theory, the above sentence could be analyzed by the following two PMs, i.e. the underlying representation (9a) versus the surface representation (9b): (9)



a. seems John to thrive



(underlying representation)



b. John seems to thrive



(surface representation)



(9a) represents the semantic interpretation of John as the subject of thrive, whereas (9b) represent the phonological realization of the sentence, with John at the sentence-initial position.



One way to relate the two structures within a single



syntactic representation is to raise (or move) John from the Spec of an embedded IP to the Spec of matrix IP, represented by the trace t at the base position: (10) Johni seems [ti to thrive].



7



In the absence of D- and S-structure in MP, constituent structures are built up step-by-step toward LF, until a particular point when they are spelled out at PF. 4 Example (10) could be described by saying that John undergoes an overt syntactic movement in order to check off some particular uninterpretable feature (e.g. case or EPP feature) of the raising head, for instance the finite T in this case. After checking off the formal feature of T, the PM reaches the point of Spell-out so that the sentence-initial position of John is properly obtained at PF: (11)



T[EPP] seem [John to thrive] → movement and feature checking → Johni T[EPP] seem [ti to thrive] → Spell-Out → John seems to thrive In the MP, uninterpretable features (e.g. case feature, φ-feature of V, EPP-



feature) may not exist at LF, thus some mechanism (e.g. feature checking) is needed in order to strip away those features before Spell-out, otherwise the uninterpretable features remain at LF which lead to a crash. Alternatively, we could understand the representation of a sentence as consisting of a family of sub-structures that consist of multiple interpretations. Along this vein, the above sentence consists of (at least) two PMs, in which the moved item John appears in both PMs in the course of derivation: 5 (12)



a. PM1 = John to thrive b. PM2 = John seems to thrive Given the observation that various PMs are related incrementally, at first



approximation (which will be justified later), PM2 that contains the maximal structure (and moreover the most number of materials) is spelled out at PF. To 4



This particular PF-LF asymmetry as a design feature of the MP will be further discussed in §2. Note that in such an incremental approach to syntax, John seems John to thrive does not exist as a PM in the course of derivation, contrary to proposals of phonological deletion in response to linearization such as that of Nunes 2004.



5



8



generalize, assuming that Spell-Out is a function that takes a set of PMs and returns a single one PMn to be interpreted at the interface levels: (13) Spell-Out ({PM1, PM2, …, PMn}) → PMn There is another way to comprehend the notion of constituent structure as a family of sub-structures illustrated above. It refers to the notion of CH as the driving force of derivation that also subsumes the displacement property of language. What we need to do is to construct a list of occurrence(s) of all lexical items that exist in a particular derivation. The definition of ‘occurrence’ is repeated in the following (Chomsky 2000:115): (14) An occurrence of α in context K is the full context of α in K. In the above raising example, the occurrence list of John is (T, to, thrive) that corresponds to the fact that John appears in more than one sub-structure in the course of derivation. 6 In addition, other lexical items belonging to the same derivation would bear their own occurrence lists. The actual pronunciation of the lexical items depends largely on the syntactic as well as the phonological position of a particular occurrence.



Call this the strong occurrence (S-OCC) (Boeckx 2003:13).



The



position of S-OCC is uniquely determined by the NS, which corresponds to the interface conditions on the other hand.



In the raising example, the S-OCC is



determined by the raising T. In wh-questions such as ‘Who did John see?’ in which who bears the list of occurrences (did, see), the do-support did is an S-OCC and requires the phonological realization of who as its sister. Other occurrences that do



6



Let us take the set (T, to, thrive) as the first approximation for the occurrence list of an item. The identity of occurrence list will be discussed in more details.



9



not require the phonological realization are called the weak occurrence (W-OCC). Whether a derivation is grammatical depends on the well-formedness of the occurrence list of the lexical items, i.e. the assignment of S-OCC and W-OCC. If SOCC is vital in determining the well-formedness of a chain and moreover of a derivation, we are led to question whether derivation is essentially driving toward LF (as the MP suggests), or it proceeds toward a representation that is both PF- and LFrelevant. Throughout this dissertation, we hope to convince the readers that the second option could be seriously entertained. Also, the concept of NS as matching lexical items with their occurrence(s)/contexts does not require any underlying representation in any strict sense. The postulation of an underlying representation is a design feature of MP and other universal-based approaches to syntax (e.g. Kayne 1994). We argue that the general algorithm of NS could be reduced to the mutual interaction at the level of lexical items. To repeat: (15)



Syntactic derivation is an algorithm in which lexical items interact with the list of occurrence(s), i.e. how their derivational contexts are matched with each other. The spirit of the above claim stems from the recent discussion of Prinzhorn et



al (2004:11) (16)



A grammatical structure is primitively defined as a mapping between the two types of roles of constituents, i.e. the conceptual role and the contextual role. The coming chapters will describe statement (15) and (16) in more details,



especially what the two types of roles of constituents are that are relevant to the derivation of a grammatical structure. 10



1.3. OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION The dissertation is outlined as follows: §2 focuses on the notions of chains, Merge and the properties of the FL. §3 discusses the framework of Derivation by Phase by Noam Chomsky (2001). §4 illustrates the theory of matching contextual features of lexical items. §5 discusses the displacement property. §6 offers a structural analysis of free relatives, correlatives and conditionals and discuss how they are related to the current theory of syntactic derivations. §7 concludes the dissertation.
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CHAPTER TWO MERGE, CHAINS, AND THE FACULTY OF LANGUAGE 2.1. INTRODUCTION This chapter focuses on the basics of syntactic derivation with respect to three inter-related areas, i.e. the notion of Merge in the MP (§2.2-2.5), Chains (§2.62.9), and the discussions of the faculty of language (FL) (§2.10-2.15). 2.2. DERIVATIONS AS RULE APPLICATIONS The term ‘derivation’ receives different interpretations according to the frameworks.



Since Chomsky 1955/1975, 1964, 1965, inter alia, it signals an



algorithm in which a single syntactic object (e.g. S, NP, VP, N, V, etc) is represented by something else. For example: (1) [S [NP [ART The] [N boy]] [VP [V liked] [NP [ART the] [N girl]]]. The representation in (1) expresses the same information as the following tree diagram: (2)



S 3 NP VP 2 2 Art N V NP | | | 2 The boy liked Art N | | the girl Both representations could be understood as a list of derivations, indicated by



bracketing notation and rewrite rules respectively:
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(3) a. Bracketing notation



b.



i. [S [NP ] [VP]]. ii.[NP [ART ] [N ]] iii.[VP [V ] [NP]]. iv. [ART The] v. [N boy], [N girl] vi. [V liked]



Rewrite rules i. S → NP VP ii. NP → Art N iii. VP → V NP iv. N → boy, girl v. V → liked vi. Art → the



Starting from S as the root node, the derivation takes it as an input and returns a set of strings (i.e. daughters) as an ‘output’. 1 A daughter at a particular level could function as a mother to other elements at another level. Derivations by means of successive applications of rewrite rules therefore provide a formal link between different hierarchical levels of elements. The significance of rewrite rules was largely diminished and furthermore abandoned in the GB Theory (Chomsky 1981, 1982), which strived for a balance between descriptive and explanatory adequacy of grammar.



Language-specific



rewrite rules should be avoided in the central component of the language faculty, or they should at least be relegated to other morpho-phonological conditions which are somewhat peripheral to the current inquiry. 2.3. ON MERGE The Logical Structure of Linguistic Theory (LSLT) (Chomsky 1955/75) and Aspects offered a number of insightful discussions that are considered valid even by today’s standard.



One such discussion is the postulation of Generalized



1



This distinction was adopted from computer science when formal grammar was postulated in the mid twentieth century. It should be pointed out that derivations are merely the mathematical descriptions of computational algorithms within the language faculty. It is by no means a ‘process’ to perform which takes an input and returns an output. LSLT made this explicit by postulating the ‘is a’ relation between the phrase markers on the two sides of rewrite rules. For an up-to-date discussion, see Lasnik 2000.
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Transformation (GT) that combine with other Transformation-Markers (T-markers) (Chomsky 1965:131) to yield more complex structures, for instance in embedding: (4)



“GT targets a category α, adds an empty element ∅ external to α, takes a category β, and substitutes β for ∅, forming the new phrase structure γ, which satisfies X-bar theory.” (Kitahara 1997:27) In embedded constructions such as John thought that Peter would come, GT



combines the PM that Peter would come and John thought Δ, with Δ served as a place-holder for the embedded clause.



GT was once discarded because of its



apparent lack of generality which is indispensable for a grammar as a recursive system. Since the late eighties, this concept has been revived and its conceptual status significantly enhanced, symbolized in the MP.



MP argued that phrase



structures are built upon by a recursive structure-building operation. Call it Merge. 2 Merge is arguably the most central component in the course of derivation since its main function is to combine two primitive syntactic objects (e.g. SOi, SOj) into a single unit (i.e. SOij). 3, 4 To repeat (Chomsky 1995:248): (5) a. Merge α, β → {γ, {α, β}}, where γ is the label of constituent projected by either α or β . 5 2



To avoid further confusion, throughout this work, the term ‘Merge’ to represent the particular mechanism of combining syntactic objects proposed in MP. 3 This notion also applies in many other symbolic systems which are formed by discrete objects, e.g. the numerical system. The subsequent section will focus on the notion of discreteness of symbols and propose a theory of derivation based on discreteness of lexical items and its theoretical consequences. Most of the current theories of syntax adhere to the assumption that lexical items are isolated entities with independent phonological and semantic properties. This general consensus should receive more attention, especially in the context of syntactic derivation whose origin, I would argue, follows from this property. 4 A syntactic object K consists of the following types (Chomsky 1995:243): (i) lexical items (ii) K = {γ, {a, b}}, whereas a, b are syntactic objects, and γ is the label of K. 5 While Chomsky’s notion of Merge is defined by set-union notation, it was alternatively argued that (e.g. Fukui and Takano 1998) the head parameter that is instantiated at PF should play a crucial role in the core computational system. They posited that Merge of syntactic object immediately forms an ordered pair of elements in the following sense, i.e. K = {γ, }.
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γ 2 α β



b.



Formulating derivations via Merge defined in this manner without theoretical justification is not immune to criticism (e.g. Chametzky 2000), and any question directed to the formation of this central component would have immediate consequences for the theory of derivation as a whole. The most notable challenges to Merge include: (i) Why does Merge take two objects and generate binary branching (e.g. Kayne 1984, 1994; Haegeman 1994)? (ii) Where do syntactic labels come from (Collins 2002)? (iii) How do constituent structures embody the notion of heads and projections (e.g. Stowell 1981; Chomsky 1986; Fukui and Speas 1986; Speas 1990)? (iv) How does the algorithm of Merge relate to displacement as one defining property of language? Note that all these properties of Merge are not coherent with our general understanding of formal grammar in any traditional sense. The validity of Merge is questionable to start with, to say the least. 2.4. NARROW SYNTAX AS A BINARY OPERATION If we conceive syntax as simply an algorithm for combining computable objects as in the axiomatic set theory, the postulation of labels becomes highly problematic, since labels are not set-theoretic notation and therefore mathematically undefined.



Set-theoretic operations also are not restricted to be binary by



definition. 6 Chametzky summarized his question as follows:



6



The basic axiom of set theory is that sets are not a priori computable objects (but a ‘container’ of objects), though it can in some special cases. The set-union of {1, 2} and {3} yields {1, 2, 3}, not {{1, 2},{3}}. The difference between axiomatic set theory and syntactic derivation is that the former does not have the notion of hierarchy within sets (i.e. it just counts the number of elements), whereas such a concept is fully embedded in the latter.
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(6)



To begin with, why should Merge be limited only to pairs? From one point of view, this is minimal: any less is impossible (because there is no forming a new syntactic object from a single syntactic object), and any more is unnecessary (because a new object can be formed from two objects). But from another point of view, it lacks generality, and therefore is not minimal…Further, given that the operation here is Merge, and Merge is taken to be set formation, presumably something would have to be said to limit it so that it always forms doubletons, as nothing in se theory requires such a limitation. Indeed, given that the operation that works on selected lexical items is one that forms sets, it is then not even true that pairs are the minimal possible inputs which deliver new objects, as singleton sets are objects distinct from their members. (Chametzky 2000:124)



Alternatively, it is tempting to see if syntactic operations can be restricted as a high-level algorithm such as algebraic operations that generate all major properties of constituent structures. This idea originates in Chametzky 2000 that suggested that syntactic operations are primarily concatenative: (7)



“The simplest object constructed from [a] and [b] is the set {a, b}…” (MP: 243). But is this true? Why not the concatenation of a and b? Is this less “simple” than the set containing a and b?...Notice, further, that concatenation, unlike set formation, need not be stipulated to have more than one input. While set formation can take a single object and give a new object (the set containing the single input), concatenation is undefined for a single input. And, again unlike set formation, concatenation is typically defined as a binary operation. (ibid, p. 127)



At first glance, concatenation seems plausible given its compatibility with the binary property of constituent structures. However, Chametzky noticed that the syntax-by-concatenation proposal is too simple to derive other basic properties of constituent structures: (8)



From the standpoint of minimalist theorizing, concatenation seems to do pretty well when compared to Merge-as-set-formation…The problem with concatenation is that it is, so to say, too minimal. That is, if concatenation is how new syntactic objects are built, we no longer have a PS theory; the resource of this [concatenation] theory do not allow the construction of the hierarchically structured objects that PS-based approaches to syntax assume sentences to be. We can reject concatenation only if we assume that syntax is PS-based. (ibid, p.128; emphasis in origin)
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Chametzky ruled out the possibility of concatenation as an algorithm for derivation ‘given that our starting point is that syntax is PS-based’ (p.129). While I agree that simple concatenation of symbols is too minimal that does not generate the PS-grammar that is hierarchically structured, one plausible option (instead of totally discarding the concatenation theory) is to assign additional algorithms so that the output of concatenation somehow generates the properties of constituent structures. On the other hand, Chametzky’s argument of the co-occurrence restriction between concatenation and PS-syntax is not without flaws. It is because while syntactic structures are hierarchical objects, it remains largely vague as to whether such a structural property imposes a condition to the structure-building mechanism. The independence between output conditions and the design features of syntax was discussed in various contexts (Frampton and Gutmann 1999, 2002; Hinzen 2006; inter alia). Assuming that such independence is self-motivated, the concept of symbolic concatenation could be preserved for the purpose of minimalism, provided that the mismatch between concatenation and the hierarchy of syntax could be mediated by some other means. We could understand NS as an algebraic operator which forms a superstring of language based on existing substrings defined in a grammar G. We start with the following axioms: 7, 8



7



The starting assumptions for formal grammar is similar (though not identical) to other abstract algebras such as Groups. All of them are defined as a binary operation of some sort: (e.g. MacLane and Birkhoff 1967): A group G is a set G together with a binary operation G × G → G such that: (i) this operator is associative; (ii) there is an element u ∈G with ua = a = au for all a ∈ G; (iii) for this element u, there is to each element a ∈ G an element a’ ∈ G with aa’ = u = a’a.
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(9) a. Let a, b, c… n, be well-defined strings S defined over a formal grammar G. b. Let ‘+’ be a binary algebraic operator that takes strings as inputs. c. For all a, b ∈ S, a + b ∈ S. (closure) d. For all a, b, c ∈ S, a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c. (associativity) e. For all a, b ∈ S, a + b = b + a. (commutativity) f. There exists an element # in S such that for all a in S, a + # = # + a = a. (identity) Assume that a formal grammar is an algebraic system. A system consists of a domain of computable objects and operations. Moreover the particular algorithm that combines objects is defined as a binary algebraic operation (i.e. (9b)), following the discussion by Chametzky under the name of concatenation. 9 The formal grammar of natural language seems to exhibit counterparts of the binary operation. First, closure corresponds to the nature of Merge as recursive, i.e. two combined SOs become an SO at higher levels of syntax that is subject to Merge. Second, the law of commutativity is observed at LF, and the law of associativity is observed at PF (see below). Third, the function of the sentence boundary # as a null object (in the sense of Chomsky and Halle 1968) is that of an identity element, analogous to ‘0’ in addition and ‘1’ in multiplication. The operation ‘+ (#, SOi)’ does not change the PF or LF representation of the combined object (i.e. [SOi #]). In 8



The treatment of grammar as an algebraic system was seriously entertained in Chapter 3 in LSLT. Addition and multiplication are two typical examples of binary operations which are governed by the axioms of closure, commutativity, associativity and identity: Addition (+) is a binary operation on the set S such that: (i) For all a, b ∈ S, a + b ∈ S. (closure) (ii) For all a, b ∈ S, a + b = b + a. (commutativity) (iii) For all a, b ∈ S, a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c. (associativity) (iv) For all a∈ S, there exists an identity element I such that I + a = a + I = a. (identity) Multiplication (×) is a binary operation on the set S such that: (i) For all a, b ∈ S, a × b ∈ S. (closure) (ii) For all a, b ∈ S, a × b = b × a. (commutativity) (iii) For all a, b ∈ S, a × (b × c) = (a × b) × c. (associativity) (iv) For all a∈ S, there exists an identity element I such that I × a = a × I = a. (identity) 9
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addition, there are null elements defined at PF and LF.



For instance, empty



categories are null at PF, i.e. for any phonetic string a, and e an empty category, (a e) = (e a) = a. On the other hand, expletives are null elements at LF because of their semantic emptiness. 10 Note that what is concluded so far undergenerates the properties of constituent structures, e.g. syntactic labels, heads and projection, a worry that was raised in the original discussion in Chametzky 2000. Other algorithms need to be implemented in the course of derivation toward the interfaces. 2.5. BINARY OPERATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL ECONOMY The central question since the advent of generative grammar is why Merge must be binary, unless it is taken as an axiom (Chametzky 2000). The issue was addressed as early as Kayne 1984 under the notion of ‘unambiguous paths’. 11 In MP, there are mainly two ways to argue for it, one external and another internal. Externally, binary Merge is required in the face of the constraints stated at the interface levels such as linearization of phonetic strings (Kayne 1994; Nunes 1995, 1999, 2004), or the predicate-argument structures at the logico-semantic level (May 1977), thus binary branching satisfies Bare Output Conditions (BOC) stated in the interface level. Theory-internally, consideration of branching involves computational economy, and it was claimed that binary branching is less costly than other types of



10



See the original discussion of the concatenation theory of string and its relevance to the theory of grammar in LSLT (p.105-108). 11 In Kayne (1981:146): “An unambiguous path is a path such that, in tracing it out, one is never forced to make a choice between two (or more) unused branches, both pointing in the same direction.”
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branching since the former exhausts less memory load than the latter (Chomsky 1995:226, 2002:3, 2004:115; 2005a:4; Collins 1997:68, 2002; Hornstein 2001:45; inter alia). 12 The signification of computational complexity and its relevance to the design feature of NS is by no means definitive. In various works on the MP (e.g. Collins 2002; Chomsky 2000, 2001), the idea of computational cost was made concrete and Merge is motivated by Last Resort, i.e. two objects merge together so as to satisfy the Probe of one of them. Binary Merge is more economical than ternary Merge in that the former minimizes the search for a matching Goal. In another context, it was once argued that binary branching facilitates language acquisition since it provides a child with fewer parsing possibilities than other types of branching (Haegeman 1994). As the number of lexical items within a sentence increases, the number of parsing possibilities will increase exponentially if multiple branching is used, thus not a favorable scenario faced by every language-learning child. However such an idea received a lot of criticism given the lack of a unanimous definition of computational complexity in the first place. 13, 14 Culicover and Jackendoff 2005 concretized the criticism by reconsidering the following representations:



12



Collins 1997 claimed that Merge follows from Select which comes free. That Merge is subject to an economy condition which he called Integration does not conflict with the costlessness of Merge. 13 See also the discussion of Johnson and Lappin 1999, Postal 2004 for similar opposing views, and Freidin and Vergnaud 2001 as a representative work of the response from the generative syntacticians. 14 The claim that binary branching minimizes the search for a Goal (as in the Probe-Goal system such as Chomsky 2000) loses its force in that it leaves unexplained the mechanism of ‘search’. It is to my understanding that syntactic search must be serial given the derivational nature of grammar. On the other hand, some neuroscientific experiments (e.g. on monkeys’ vision) also revealed that both parallel and serial search for a target object (e.g. color feature search) are involved.
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(10)



a.



ty ty



b.



r|u



While binary branching as in (10a) seems to be less costly since it takes two computable objects at a time, the syntactic tree requires more nodes. On the other hand, though ternary Merge takes three objects at a time, it makes use of fewer nodes. As a result, whether one particular representation is more (or less) costly depends on how one defines the term ‘computational cost’ (i.e. number of nodes/branching), which largely remains an empirical issue. Conceptually speaking, if anyone postulates that an algorithm is ‘costless’ and therefore a natural process, it either suggests that the algorithm is actually epiphenomenal, or it is merely a restatement of description with no theoretical significance.



Unless we can come up with a model that can quantize the



computational cost (e.g. neural activity, indirect evidence such as language processing, etc), the term ‘costless’ remains highly stipulative and at best metaphorical. Alternatively, we could assume that NS is independent of the notion of computational economy because of the arbitrary definition of the latter term. Instead it is a binary algebraic operation defined over syntactic objects. The immediate task is to fill the gap between such a concatenation theory of NS and BOC. What mediates between the two domains should be well understood in the context of language. It is plausible to conjecture that such a mediation as defined above is either found at the level of sentence or lexical item, preferably not both. The first option 21



suggests that constituent structure is pre-determined by an architecture superimposed by the linguistic blueprint, an idea that dated back to the era of PS-rules or the X-bar schema in which derivation starts from the level of the sentence. In light of this, Merge is binary because of BOC.



The second option claims that constituent



structures are nothing but a formal representation of the properties of lexical items. According to the second view, had there not been the properties of lexical items, Merge should not have been binary. The thesis entertains the second proposal as a lexical approach toward sentence construction, a foundational concept that resonates with other natural sciences in which macro-structures are better understood by first looking at the nature of the sub-components. Under this analogy, I argue that all properties of constituent structures could be properly defined at the level of lexical items, which totally dispenses with a deterministic approach toward syntax. 2.6. ON CHAINS Since the GB theory (Chomsky 1981, 1982, 1986), various proposals were made concerning the conditions of syntactic representation with respect to the notion of chain (CH) formation and chain condition. The notion of CH and CH formation was restricted to the behavior of displaced elements of various categories. For instance (Chomsky and Lasnik 1995:47): (11)



a. Johni was arrested ti.



(NP/DP)



b. John wasi ti expected to hurt himself.



(V)



c. [To whose benefit]i would that proposal be ti?



(PP)



d. [How carefully]i does he expect to fix the car ti?



(AdvP)



e. [Visit English]i, he never will ti.



(VP) 22



We limit our discussion of CH to displaced NP/DP. In (11a), it was argued that John moves from the base position that receives a theta-role (e.g. patient) from the predicate arrested, to the sentence-initial position that receives a structural case from the finite tense T. The relation between the positions mediated by movement is described by the CH (Johni, ti), in which ti represents the trace left by the movement of John (since Fiengo 1977, also Chomsky 1981, 1982, 1986). In principle, a CH can consist of multiple members of CH links, in which exactly one of them is pronounced at the PF, e.g.: (12) Johni seemed ti’ to be arrested ti. In (12), the CH (Johni, ti’, ti) contains exactly one theta position (represented by ti) and exactly one case position (represented by John). The complementarity between theta roles and case observed in CH constitutes the first CH condition under the name of Theta criterion (Chomsky 1986:96-97): (13) Theta criterion: a. Each argument A appears in a chain containing a unique visible theta position P, and each theta position P is visible in a chain containing a unique argument A. b. A position P is visible in a chain if the chain contains a case-marked position. Furthermore, it was also argued that CH formation is constrained by other principles (Chomsky 1995:253). First, in the CH (αi, ti), the head of CH α needs to c-command the trace ti. 15 Second, chain uniformity must be satisfied in the sense that the phrase structure status of an element (e.g. minimal or maximal) is preserved throughout the CH. An X0/XP category remains the same throughout the derivation. 15



As a result, sideward movement (in the sense of Nunes 2004) is banned accordingly.
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Third, CH formation meets the Last Resort in which movement is driven by feature checking, e.g. the satisfaction of some morphological property of the functional heads. Fourth, given that a CH is formed by movement, the minimality principle and locality are effective in the formation of CH. Assume that the elements X, Y and Z are hierarchically ordered (also in Chomsky 1986:42, Rizzi 1990:1): (14) …X…Z…Y… The relation between the governor and the governee is bijective, i.e. there is exactly one governor for each governee. In the above case, X cannot govern Y if there is a closer potential governor Z for Y. For instance in VP such as talk to John, the verb talk does not govern John since the preposition to is a more potential governor. The notion of government was discarded in the MP in return for other representational conditions such as intervention. 16 Intervention couples with CH and the CH condition is stated as follows (Rizzi 1990, 2001:90-91): 17 (15)



(A1,…, An) is a chain iff, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (i) Ai=Ai+1.



16



I adopt the definition of the two types of government by Rizzi (1990:6): Head Government: X head-governs Y iff (i) X ∈ {A, N, P, V, Agr, T} (ii) X m-commands Y (iii) no barrier intervenes (iv) Relativized Minimality is respected. Antecedent Government: X antecedent-governs Y iff (i) X and Y are coindexed (ii) X c-commands Y (iii) no barrier intervenes (iv) Relativized Minimality is respected. 17 In the GB Theory (Chomsky 1986; Rizzi 1990:92), chain formation is conditioned by the following definition: (i) (A1,…, An) is a chain only if, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, A1 antecedent-governs Ai+1 The lexical item X antecedent-governs Y iff (ii) X and Y are non-distinct. (iii) X c-commands Y. (iv) no barrier intervenes. (v) Relativized Minimality is respected.
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(ii) Ai c-commands Ai+1. (iii) Ai+1 is in a minimal configuration (MC) with Ai. (16)



T is in a MC with X iff there is no Z such that (i) Z is of the same structural type as X, and (ii) Z intervenes between X and Y. One important property of a CH is that all elements within a CH represent the



same syntactic object (i.e. Ai=Ai+1). This statement merits further considerations. Chomsky (1995:251-252) pointed out in (16) that while various CH links are identical, they are distinguishable by means of the contexts in which they appear: 18 (16)



We can take the chain CH that is the object interpreted at LF to be the pair of positions. For instance in the passive sentence John was arrested which receives the



syntactic representation in (11a), the two CH links in the CH (Johni, ti) are identical based on their semantic interpretation. Alternatively we can express the same CH by noting the syntactic position/context in which the CH links appear. The syntactic information contained within the CH (Johni, ti) can be fully described by the following expression of CH, in which the syntactic contexts of the chain links (instead of the chain links themselves) are encoded: (17) (T’, arrested) To be concise, in the above representation, T’ signals the syntactic position of the head of CH (related by structural case assignment), whereas arrested indicates the position of the tail of CH (related by theta role assignment). In this example, the sisterhood relation is used to identify the positions of the CH links, an issue to which we will return. Following Chomsky (1981, 1982), we call (17) a list of occurrence(s) 18



The notion of ‘identity’ of chain links is extremely important in the discussion of movement and the copy theory of movement, to which we will return later.
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or an occurrence list. In the coming pages, the occurrence list will be used to represent a CH since it contains more useful information. 2.7. THE COPY THEORY OF MOVEMENT In the above examples, a CH consists of the head of CH that is phonologically realized at PF, and a list of empty categories that indicate the derivational history of the sentence. Since the advent of the GB Theory, this type of empty categories is referred as a trace left by movement (Fiengo 1977; Chomsky 1981, 1982, 1986).



A trace is bound by an antecedent, e.g. in the syntactic



representation in (11a), the antecedent John binds the trace ti. However there are at least two issues that lead us question the conceptual necessity of traces (Chomsky 1995). First, traces violate the Inclusiveness Condition (IC) that restricts syntactic objects to be the set of lexical features only. Traces are not lexical features to appear in the initial array within the numeration, instead they are the notation for coding the history of movement. The second issue concerns the notion of computational complexity. Since Chomsky 1981, 1982, Huang 1982, and Lasnik and Saito 1992, a large number of discussions were devoted to the argumentadjunct asymmetry with respect to the Empty Category Principle (ECP) that attempted to show the validity of traces. While the particular details are not crucial at this stage, we observe the following delicate asymmetry of judgment in English (Lasnik 2001a:64): (18) a. *Howi do you wonder whether John said ti’ (that) Mary solved the problem ti? b. ??[Which problem]i do you wonder whether John said ti’ (that) Mary solved ti?
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The adjunct movement in (18a) is ungrammatical whereas the argument movement in (18b) is slightly better.



It was proposed that both examples are



degraded given that the final step of long-distance movement (from ti’ to the sentence-initial position) violates Subjacency (Chomsky 1986). Lasnik and Saito 1992 proposed an argument-adjunct asymmetry in the sense that the intermediate trace ti’ of the argument movement can be deleted, whereas all traces left by adjunct movement must be fully represented through all syntactic levels. The trace ti at the theta-position satisfies the ECP in both cases, whereas the intermediate trace ti’ left by adjunct movement violates the ECP. 19 We suggest that trace deletion as an additional mechanism merely for the purpose of deriving the argument-adjunct asymmetry should be disfavored with respect to the computational economy. Another problem that questions the validity of traces concerns reconstruction. Given that traces are nothing more than a mark for the derivational history of the moved item, the trace position is uninterpreted at LF. In order to interpret the trace position, a further process of reconstructing the displaced item needs to be postulated. Call it LF-reconstruction, e.g: (19)



was arrested John → Johni was arrested ti (movement) → Johni was arrested Johni (LF-construction) Chomsky (1995:202) suggested the copy theory of movement in replacement



of the trace theory in the sense that the trace left behind is a copy of the moved elements. In the case of overt movement such as (19), the lower copy is deleted by a 19



Chomsky (1995:141) also stated that trace deletion can account for several overt movement that would otherwise violate Head Movement Constraint. For instance Agr passes the negation and adjoins with I in English (assuming the I-Neg-Agr-V order), giving rise the sentence such as ‘John does not write books’. The trace left by overt movement of Agr is deleted given that it is uninterpreted at LF.
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principle of the PF component. Nunes 2004 furthermore claimed that the copy theory of movement should be preferred to the trace theory on various grounds. First, the copy theory eliminates non-interface levels such as D- and S-structure. Instead the phonetic and semantic interpretation of a sentence (especially the moved item) can be adequately described by the PF- and LF-level without resort to D- and Sstructure. In overt movement, the higher copy of CH is interpreted at PF, whereas the lower copy is interpreted at LF. Second, the copy theory describes interpretation of discontinuous predicates. For instance: (20) How many pictures of John did you take? The idiomatic interpretation ‘to photograph’ that derives from the verb-object construction ‘to take pictures’ can be described by saying that a copy of the whphrase that contains pictures occurs at the object position of take, i.e.: (21) [How many pictures of John] did you take [how many pictures of John]? While both copies of the wh-phrase retain at LF for the idiomatic interpretation and the question reading, the lower copy is deleted at PF. 20 Third, the postulation of copies avoids the problem of reconstruction as an additional mechanism at LF. Fourth, the copy theory satisfies the IC in that copies are syntactic objects that are part of the lexical array. On the other hand, traces do not belong to the initial array. Lastly, given that different copies of a lexical item are also syntactic objects, they are subject to the conditions of PF and LF. The most notable condition



20



Chomsky 1995 suggested an alternative expression of the LF-reconstruction, namely: (i) [How many x] did you take [x pictures of John]? The wh-phrase needs to occupy the Spec-CP at LF in order to properly express the scope reading of questions.
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at the phonological component is stated by the Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA) (Kayne 1994) that governs the linear ordering of lexical items: 21 (22)



Consider the set A of ordered pairs  (X, Y: non-terminals) such that for each j, Xj asymmetrically c-commands Yj. Denote the nonterminal-to-terminal dominance relation as d, and T the set of terminals. d(A) is a linear ordering of T. Details aside, various copies of a lexical item are subject to LCA, so that only



one copy is realized at PF. The reason is simple. For instance in the passive sentence John was arrested, the copy theory yields the following representation: (23) John was arrested John The two copies of John are subject to LCA which states that all lexical items within a sentence receive a total ordering (e.g. in terms of precedence). In terms of hierarchical relation, the higher copy of John c-commands was, and the linear order (John, was) is established. The c-command relation also applies between was and arrested, and between arrested and the lower copy of John. The following linear ordering of lexical items is therefore established: (24) John > was > arrested > John (>: linearly precede) By transitivity of linear ordering as a property of PF (i.e. If a precedes b, b precedes c, then a precedes c), the linear order John>John is derived. However given the assumption that both are copies of the same item, the above representation is immediately ruled out at PF since a lexical item cannot precede or follow itself. As a result, one copy of John (i.e. the lower copy) needs to be deleted at PF in order to satisfy the LCA. On the other hand, traces are empty categories which are



21



The quotation (22) is slightly adjusted from Kayne (1994:5-6).
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invisible at PF. As a result, a trace is not subject to LCA and moreover it should not exist as a grammatical formative in syntactic representation, since it cannot be linearized with other lexical items. 2.8. THE PROBLEMS OF THE COPY THEORY OF MOVEMENT While the copy theory of movement is as descriptively adequate as the trace theory suggested by Chomsky and Fiengo, and it is argued to fulfill the conceptual necessity of UG, there are potential issues left unsolved. First, it was suggested that the copy theory treats movement as composed of three processes, i.e. Copy, Remerge, and Delete. For instance (also Nunes 2004:17): (25)



a. K = [TP T was [VP kissed John]]] b. Copy K = [TP T was [VP kissed Johni]]] L = Johni c. Merge K and L [TP Johni [T’ T [VP was [VP kissed Johni]]]] d. Delete the lower copy at PF component [TP Johni [T’ T [VP was [VP kissed Johni]]]] In the above illustration, another instance of John is copied from the initial



array. It merges with the Spec-TP position and checks its case feature with T. Under the assumption that the features of a CH are considered as a unit (Chomsky 1995:381, fn.12), the checked case feature of John applies across other CH links, including the lower copy. The lower copy undergoes the chain link deletion at PF. The conceptual question concerning the copy theory is as follows: Since the initial array of the derivation contains only one instance of John, and only one instance of John is pronounced at PF (in this case the sentence-initial position), the most natural analysis should involve some computation which takes the instance of 30



John within the lexical array as the input, and produces the same instance of John at a particular position at PF (for pronunciation) and LF (for semantic interpretation) as the output. 22 On the contrary, what is the theoretical motivation for making an additional copy, just for the purpose of a subsequent deletion at PF, as suggested by the copy theory?



Nunes claimed that the subsequent deletion of a CH link is



necessary given the LCA (mentioned above). As a result, sentence (26a) outranks (26b) in that the former satisfies LCA, even though the latter without the application of Delete involves fewer processes and its derivation should be more economical: (26)



a. John was kissed. b. *John was kissed John. We will argue that the grammaticality of (26a) is independent of LCA as an



output condition. Also the representation (26b) never exists at any derivational stage, thus the comparison of derivational economy between (26a) and (26b) is largely groundless. The second question about the copy theory is far more serious. It concerns the notion of identity and non-distinctiveness of copies. Nunes (2004:23) gave the following example: (27) John said that John was kissed. Nunes pointed out that the two instances of John in (27) are distinct, i.e. they are separately listed in the numeration and they form different chains, notated by distinct indices. That is: (28) [TP Johni T [vP Johni [v’ said [CP that [TP Johnj was [vP kissed Johnj]]]]]] 22



It should be made clear that the fact that a syntactic object occupies one syntactic position for semantic interpretation, and another position for phonetic interpretation, does not conceptually entail that there are two copies of a syntactic object.
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This fact that they form separate CH even though both are phonologically identical can be further verified by the following pair of ungrammatical sentences: (29)



a. *John said that John was kissed. b. *John said that John was kissed. On the other hand, are the various copies within the same CH really identical?



Nunes experienced difficulties in making a distinction between non-distinctiveness and identity of copies (Nunes 2004:164-165, fn.14) which I think is fallacious. For instance in (25c, d), the two instances of John within a CH are non-distinct in terms of initial array, whereas they are not identical since their values of the case features are different. The higher copy of John checks its case feature with T, while the case feature of the lower copy is unchecked. According to this idea, whether two copies are identical or not is determined by the syntactic position and its immediate consequence (e.g. case checking). However, deletion of CH links as the satisfaction of LCA only applies to identical elements within the syntactic structure. Recall that the following linear order is undefined at PF since there exist two copies of a. An element cannot precede itself (i.e. its identical element) by definition. For instance, the following linear order is ill-formed: (30) *a > b > c > a We therefore suggest that the notion of non-distinctiveness of copies is vague and misleading. This term is tenable only if a CH is represented by the copies themselves, e.g. (John, John, John) or (John, ti, ti) in trace notation. In this notation, the first instance of John is non-distinctive from the second instance of John, or the trace ti. On the other hand, according to Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1995), a CH is a list 32



of occurrence(s) of lexical items, whereas an occurrence of x is a context of x to be defined in a unique way.



The sentence John was arrested should instead be



described by the following CH formed by John: (31) CH (John) = (Twas, arrested) If a CH is defined by a list of occurrence(s) instead of the copies, the notion of non-distinctiveness of copies will be gone immediately since Twas and arrested are not the same lexical items within the initial array or in the syntactic structure. This being said, the deletion of CH links at PF is unmotivated. To summarize the major problems of the copy theory of movement: (32) a. The copy theory of movement postulates additional mechanisms Copy, Merge and Delete in the violation of derivational economy. b. The concept of non-distinctiveness of copies is fallacious; A chain should instead be defined as a list of occurrence(s) of the lexical items c. Given that the members of the occurrence list are distinctive, copies within the same chain are also distinctive, thus chain link deletion becomes unmotivated. 2.9. THE REPRESENTATION OF CHAINS Given the problems of the trace theory and the copy theory of movement, a CH should be defined as a list of occurrence(s) of the lexical items. Various copies (adopting the term from the copy theory) within the same CH are identical with respect to their semantic interpretation, whereas they are distinctive for the values of syntactic features (e.g. valuation of case features) and phonetic realization at PF (e.g. the trace as the empty category). In a way, one can say that a lexical item contains two abstract components. The first component determines the conceptual aspect of the lexical items that are invariant throughout the derivation. The second component assigns a contextual aspect to the lexical item that drives further consequences such 33



as feature checking and matching. The property of functional duality (adopting from Vergnaud 2003; also Prinzhorn et al 2004) of lexical items will be illustrated in more details in the coming pages. In the passive sentence John was arrested, the copy theory of movement postulates a CH (Johni, Johni) or (Johni, ti). This expression of a CH merely indicates the conceptual component of the moved item. Since all copies within a CH are conceptually identical, they are non-distinctive adopting Nunes’ term. In the alternative expression of the CH such as (Twas, arrested), the contextual component of the moved item is indicated. Under this notation, various copies within the same CH are distinctive. This piece of information needs to be preserved in constituent structure, therefore the expression of a CH as an occurrence list is more informative. On the other hand, it is the design feature of a CH that contains conceptually identical elements. In this regard, the expression (Johni, Johni) or (Johni, ti) is simply redundant, given the definition of CH. Under the assumption that a CH is a list of occurrence(s), it immediately entails that in the case of movement, the lexical item has more than one occurrence. That a lexical item has one occurrence means that it occurs in one syntactic representation. For instance in the VP saw Mary, we can postulate that the presence of Mary matches with the occurrence imposed by saw as the predicate. Since Mary matches with exactly one occurrence, it only occurs in one syntactic representation, i.e. the object of saw. In analogy, a lexical item appears in more than one syntactic representation if it contains more than one occurrence within the CH. That is to say: (33)



A chain as a list of occurrence(s) of a lexical item corresponds to a list of syntactic representation(s) in which the lexical item appears. 34



Consider the following raising example: (34) John seems to thrive. In trace theory and the copy theory, (34) receives the following representations: (35)



a. Johni seems ti’ to ti thrive.



(Trace theory)



b. Johni seems Johni to Johni thrive.



(Copy theory)



Alternatively, given the statement of (33) and the definition of CH as a list of occurrence(s), the fact that John has an occurrence list (Tseems, to, thrive) corresponds to the following list of syntactic representations in which John appears: (36)



a. John thrive



(John as an occurrence of thrive)



b. John to thrive



(John as an occurrence of to)



c. John seems to thrive



(John as an occurrence of Tseems)



In the above list of representations, John appears in each constituent structure given (33). Each constituent structure within the list of representations is interpreted, semantically and phonologically. In (36a), the constituent structure expresses the semantic relation between John and thrive, whereas the structures in (36b) and (36c) establish the phonological relation between John and to, and between John and Tseems. The syntactic relation between John and Tseems with respect to case assignment is also expressed in (36c).



We therefore make the following list of comparison



between the current approach to movement, with the trace theory and the copy theory of movement.



Call the present approach the Context-Representation



Correspondence (CRC):



35



(37) a. CRC suggests that the multiplicity of occurrences within a chain corresponds to the multiplicity of syntactic representations. b. CRC does not postulate copies and traces. c. CRC does not allow reconstruction and deletion of chain links as the additional mechanisms. As a result, the following statement concerning the theoretical status of CH as a list of occurrence(s) is repeated: (38) An occurrence list is a form of syntactic representation. Now reconsider the raising example in (34). CRC suggests that the CH formed by John corresponds to the multiplicity of syntactic representations, shown in (39a-c). Each syntactic representation essentially yields a semantic and phonological relation among elements respectively. For instance: (39)



a. John thrive Semantic relation: theta assignment Phonological relation: adjacency between John and thrive b. John to thrive Semantic relation: scope relation 23 Phonological relation: adjacency between John and to c. John seems to thrive Semantic relation: scope relation 24 Phonological relation: adjacency between John and seems Since the GB theory and the MP, it was generally proposed that syntax and



phonology are not symmetric to each other with respect to derivation. While this claim will be seriously discussed and questioned in the coming sections, we agree 23



This can be shown by A-movement of quantifiers such as: (i) Everyone seems not to thrive. (everyone>not) According to CRC, the following list of representations is created: (ii) Everyone thrive (iii) Everyone not to thrive (iv) Everyone seems not to thrive It is the representation (iii) that establishes a scopal relation everyone>not. 24 CRC also generates the ambiguity of scope reading by movement. For instance in Fox (2000:46): (i) An American runner seems to Bill to have won a gold medal (∃>seems) (seems>∃)
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that there is at least one notable distinction between the semantic and phonological interpretation of a sentence. CRC postulates that a CH as a list of occurrence(s) corresponds to the multiplicity of syntactic representations. The semantic interface (i.e. LF) interprets all individual representations and creates a list of semantic relations such as theta role assignment, ambiguous scope reading, etc. On the other hand, the phonological interface (i.e. PF) allows only one representation of constituent structure, i.e. (39c). Therefore John seems to thrive is pronounced at PF, whereas other representations such as John thrive and John to thrive are concealed even though both express a phonological representation of the constituent structure at some particular stage.



We can make the following observation concerning the



difference between the semantic and phonological interface: (40)



The semantic interface interprets all syntactic representations created by the chain as a list of occurrence(s). The phonological interface interprets only one of them. Notice that this asymmetry is defined only at the interface levels.



The



asymmetry between semantic and phonological (or phonetic) interpretation as a BOC is conceptually independent of the mechanism of the NS in general, an idea that was brought up in the previous sections. In the above example, we demonstrate that each syntactic representation created by a CH essentially establishes a semantic and phonological relation between elements. However it should be clear that whether the set of semantic and phonological relations is fully interpreted at the interface levels is a separate issue, subject to empirical evidence. In example (39), when we say that the moved item John stands in a phonological relation with thrive in one structure, and with to and seems in another two structures, it does not mean that one instance of 37



John appears as a neighbor of thrive, to and seems at the PF interface simultaneously. On the other hand, the copy theory of movement postulates the following syntactic representation that is subject to an output condition such as LCA, which finally leads to an additional mechanism of chain link deletion: (41) John seems John to John thrive The interim conclusion of this section is that the design features of NS that create a semantic (or syntactic) and phonological relation among elements is independent of the properties observed at the interface levels. As a result, there exists at least a stage in which syntax (that creates semantic interpretation) and phonology are symmetric to each other. This symmetric relation is mediated by the CRC in which each one of the list of syntactic representations expresses a semantic and phonological relation among elements. 25



25



The claim that each occurrence within a CH can establish a phonological relation along with a semantic relation can be shown, for instance, in the observation of Taiwanese tone sandhi described by Simpson and Wu 2002. The special tone sandhi used on the complementizer kong in Taiwanese suggests that its sentence-final position is the result of the upward movement of its IP-complement from the underlying structure [CP C IP] In Taiwanese, tone sandhi can occur for a lexical item provided that that it is followed by another lexical item in the same tone sandhi domain (with details omitted). Tone sandhi may not occur if the lexical item is followed by a syllable that bears a neutral/no tone, or if it is sentence-final. Details aside, it is shown that in the following sentence, the sentence-final particle kong undergoes a tone sandhi that is otherwise impossible for other sentencefinal lexical items: (i) A-hui liau-chun A-sin si tai-pak lang kong. A-hui thought A-sin is Taipei person PRT ‘Ahui thought that Asin is from Taipei.’ Simpson and Wu 2002 suggested that kong actually takes an IP-complement at the underlying representation, which naturally describes the presence of tone sandhi. Then the IP-complement raises over kong, i.e.: (ii) A-hui siong [CP [IP2 A-sin m lai]i kong ti] This suggests that the phonological relation between elements (in this case the tone sandhi) can be established at a prior stage of derivation that cannot be undermined by subsequent steps.
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2.10. ON THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN PF AND LF It was argued in the MP that PF is interpreted at the sensorimotor interface (S-M), whereas LF is interpreted at the semantic/conceptual-intentional interface (CI). The fundamental difference between PF and LF is that the former defines a total ordering of linear strings (Nunes 1995, 2004), whereas the latter defines a partial ordering of PM.



Prinzhorn, Vergnaud and Zubizarreta 2004 summarized the



difference between PF and LF as follows: (42)



a. The phonetic strings at PF are associative and non-commutative. b. The phrase markers at LF are commutative and non-associative: To illustrate these algebraic notions in PF and LF:



(43)



(i). (ba.da) ≠ (da.ba) (PF) (ii). (ba.da.ga) = ((ba.da).ga) = (ba.(da.ga))



(non-commutative) (associative)



(44)



(i). (x y) = (y x) (ii). x (y z) ≠ (x y) z



(commutative) (non-associative)



(LF)



At PF, phonetic strings are linearly ordered such that phonemes or lexical items are arranged along the timing axis, which is non-commutative (i.e. 43i). The grouping of strings at PF is not significant as long as linear ordering is preserved (i.e. 43ii).



At LF, while the linear order of lexical items can be altered within a



constituent without changing its semantics (i.e. 44i), the hierarchical relation between elements needs to be preserved. In (44ii), x antisymmetrically c-commands y on the left side, but at the same time x and y c-commands each other on the right side. In addition, the following questions are immediately raised: (45) a. Is there an asymmetry between PF and LF with regard to syntactic derivations? b. How does NS derive PF and LF? 39



The line pursued in the MP emphasizes an asymmetry between PF and LF. While the C-I interface which intermingles with the system of thought (in the sense of Fodor 1975) is largely universal across humans, the articulation of speech sounds by humans differ from language to language. Chomsky remains affirmative that derivations start from the NS and proceed directly toward LF, not PF 26 . This gives rise to the T-model: (46)



Numeration (Lexicon) Spell-out



PF



26



LF



The position taken by Chomsky that syntactic derivation is independent of PF is evidently shown in the following paragraphs: “Output conditions show that π [PF representation-TL] and λ[LF representation-TL] are differently constituted. Elements interpretable at the A-P [Articulatory-perceptual, same as SM- TL] are not interpretable at C-I, and conversely. At some point, then, the computation splits into two parts, one forming π and the other forming λ. The simplest assumptions are (1) that there are no further interaction between these computations and (2) that computation procedures are uniform throughout: any operation can apply at any point. We adopt (1), and assume (2) for the computation from N to λ, though not for the computation from N to π…Investigation of output conditions should suffice to establish these asymmetries, which I will simply take for granted here.” (MP: 229; emphasis added) “It might be, then, that there is a basic asymmetry in the contribution to “language design” of the two interface systems: the primary contribution to the structure of [faculty of language] may be optimization of mapping to the C-I interface. Such ideas have the flavor of traditional conceptions of language as in essence a mode of expression of thought, a notion restated by leading biologists as the proposal that language evolved primarily as a means of “development of abstract or productive thinking” and “in symbolizing, in evoking cognitive images” and “mental creation of possible worlds” for thought and planning, with communicative needs a secondary factor in language evolution. If these speculations are on the right track, we would expect to find that conditions imposed by the C-I interface enter into principled explanation in a crucial way, while mapping to the SM interface is an ancillary process.” (Chomsky 2005: 15; emphasis added)
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If syntactic derivations conform to the conditions set by LF under the uniformity principle, Merge would be defined as binary, commutative and nonassociative (Chomsky 1995: 226, 243; Gärtner 2002:62). For instance: (47)



a. Johni loves [photos of himselfi]. b. *[Johni’s photos] please himselfi. If Merge were associative, the syntactic relation between John and himself



should have been established in (47b) (i.e. Johni’s [photos please himselfi] in which John could bind himself), contrary to the fact. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that Merge is commutative only in the presence of labels. In the following notation, the order between objects could be altered as long as the label is preserved: (48) X [Y Y Z] = X [Y Z Y] (≠X [Z Z Y]) In principle, PF and LF correspond to each other with respect to the following properties: (49) a. The phonetic strings at PF are antisymmetric, i.e. for any two strings a and b, either  or  with respect to precedence or following. b. Syntactic labels at LF are antisymmetric, i.e. for any two syntactic objects a and b, either {a, {a, b}} or {b, {a, b}} with respect to the assignment of labels. The observation of such a correspondence between PF and LF assumes an immediate consequence regarding syntactic derivation in general. Recall that NS is a binary operation without any intrinsically asymmetric nature. It is the two interface levels that superimpose the asymmetric property of language (e.g. BOC), realized in the course of derivation. The constraint of PF states that lexical items need to receive a linear order, whereas at LF syntactic relations (e.g. head, complement, label) 41



need to be assigned to all phrase markers. Notice that it is still plausible to maintain the assumption that language evolved as a means of ‘development of abstract or productive thinking’, ‘symbolizing, evoking cognitive images’ and ‘mental creation of possible worlds’ for thought and planning (Chomsky 2005b:3-4, quoting Nobel Prize Laureate François Jacob during the Royaumont-MIT symposia in 1974). But these considerations are conceptually independent of the design feature of the NS as an algebraic system, i.e.: 27 (50)



The design features of NS as an algebraic system are neutral with respect to the interface levels. Thus there is no a priori reason to postulate that derivation is primarily



toward LF, whereas PF is ancillary, pace Chomsky. What is instead postulated is that the derivational algorithm generates syntactic relations at LF and linear ordering at PF in equal fashion. This is also different from Kayne’s (1994) position that states that the configuration of NS is intrinsically antisymmetric in which the antisymmetric c-command relation between non-terminal nodes maps onto the precedence relation of lexical items.



Again, the observation that constituent



structures are antisymmetric is largely independent of NS as an algebraic system. At least to my knowledge, there is no supporting argument for an algebraic system being antisymmetric in any rational sense. Symmetry is always taken as the null hypothesis of many laws in nature science, whereas asymmetry is something that needs to be verified given its unnaturalness.



27



Moreover since LF is only a formal representation of phrase structures which interface with the C-I level, it does not need to bear any direct relation with the development of productive thinking, symbolization of cognitive images, creation of possible worlds, and the like.
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2.11. SUBSTANTIVE AND FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES Given that PF and LF are largely parallel to each other, and that the design features of NS are neutral with respect to the interface conditions, we suggest that the cutting line between system and representation lies on the level of lexical items (LIs), especially how LIs are computed. The major properties of constituent structures involve how LIs are matched with each other in a well-defined manner.



This



hypothesis merits further justification. Recall in the previous section that LIs bear two roles, one conceptual (or denotational), and another contextual. We call this nature the functional duality of LIs, a claim that originated at Vergnaud 2003 in the discussion of metrical constituents, and also Prinzhorn et al 2004. Let us start from the first role. It is not surprising to any theory of grammar that the primary function of LIs is to refer to a particular concept of the outside world, ranging from the reference of a physical object (e.g. N), to the conceptualization of a verbal action (e.g. V), etc. Since X-bar theory (Chomsky 1970; Jackendoff 1977; inter alia) and the GB Theory (Chomsky 1981, 1982), it was argued that LIs are classified into two major classes, i.e. substantive and functional categories. Substantive categories (N, V, A, Adv) are usually content words that contribute to the lexical meaning of an expression. 28 They are always used to describe physical objects, entities, states, actions, properties, attributes, etc.



On the other hand, functional categories (C, T, v/v*, D) carry



information about the grammatical properties of expressions within the sentence



28



I leave aside as to whether Prepositions should be treated as a substantive or functional category. See the discussion of Emonds 1985 and Grimshaw 1991, 2005.
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(Radford 1997:45; Fukui 2001:393; inter alia), e.g. propositional force, tense, case, definiteness, aspectuality, quantification, etc. It is observed that a functional category is always coupled by a substantive category, and syntactic derivation always makes use of the substantive-functional distinction. To name a few, Fukui and Speas 1986 suggested that in DPs such as the enemy’s destruction of the city, the subject the enemy originates at Spec-NP (a substantive category) and it raises to Spec-DP (a functional category) for genitive case assignment. The same applies to the verbal domain. In the sentence The enemy destroys the city, the subject the enemy originates at the Spec-VP (a substantive category) and raises to Spec-IP (a functional category) for case assignment. 29 In the representational approach, Grimshaw 1991, 2005 proposed that functional categories are extended projections of the substantive categories that share identical categorial features. The following show two extended projection lines (F: functional value).



Substantive categories have the function value F0, whereas



functional categories have the functional value F1 or F2 depending on the categories: (51)



a. V [+V –N] F0 b. I [+V –N] F1 c. C [+V –N] F2



(52)



a. N [-V +N] F0 b. D [-V +N] F1 c. P [-V +N] F2 Given all these distinctions, however, it should be cautioned that that the



substantive-functional distinction might not be directly relevant to the NS as an algebraic system of binary operations. The idea that the structure-building algorithm 29



This follows from the VP-internal subject hypothesis (Koopman and Sportiche 1991).
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is neutral to the substantive-functional distinction dates back to the original proposal of X-bar theory in which the X-bar schema first described substantive categories, and was extended to other functional categories as in Chomsky 1986, Fukui and Speas 1986, Abney 1987, inter alia.



Under extended projection, while Grimshaw



distinguished the substantive-functional distinction in terms of functional values, the determination of F-values is relational (i.e. determined by the hierarchical position) rather than intrinsic. This being said, under the first approximation: (53) a. The design features NS are neutral with respect to the substantivefunctional distinction. b. The substantive-functional distinction is an interface property of grammar. A caveat is in order: the above discussion does not intend to conclude that the substantive-functional distinction does not exist in constituent structures, but the question is instead where we should locate such a distinction. Certainly such a distinction is widely observed. Fukui and Speas 1986, Fukui 2001 claimed that all functional heads can have Spec positions, whereas it is not clear that all lexical heads have Spec positions, as a consequence of the assumption that function categories drive movement whereas substantive categories do not. In morphology, Abney 1987 pointed out that functional elements constitute close lexical classes, whereas substantive elements form an open class, and the distinction could be defined with respect to the morpho-phonological realization (e.g. functional categories are phonologically dependent). He also argued that in language acquisition, there is a general tendency for a child to acquire substantive categories earlier than functional categories. This could be described in terms of phonetic and semantic saliency, e.g. 45



substantive categories receive more phonological prominence within the sentence, and they are commonly used as a representation of concepts that are more learnable to the child (e.g. physical entities, state, action, properties, attributes, etc). On the contrary, functional categories are phonologically dependent. They do not represent concepts that perfectly correspond to the external world, or they express concepts that require cognition of higher complexity that is not yet ready in the mind of a twoyear old child. Lebeaux 1988 proposed a different approach to syntax in which the substantive-functional distinction is analyzed by two independent syntactic structures. For instance, the structure projected by functional categories is responsible for case assignment, whereas the one projected by substantive categories is responsible for theta-role assignment. The two syntactic architectures are subject to a different set of conditions. The substantive-functional distinction is encoded differently in Derivation by Phase (DBP) (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004, 2005b; also chapter 3 in this work). Functional categories are designated as a Probe that searches for a Goal (usu. an N) for feature valuation. It is the presence of such distinction that guarantees that a well-formed sentence is generated. In addition, Fukui and Speas 1986, Fukui 2001 argued that functional categories provide the ‘computational’ aspects of linguistic structure, and it is the computational aspect (by means of postulating uninterpretable formal features) that is responsible for driving movement. However we notice that movement as a result of feature checking always brings along a PF or LF consequence observable at the interface levels. At PF, the linear order of phonetic 46



strings will be altered before and after the displacement. At LF, feature checking usually obtains a particular semantic interpretation, for instance it gives rise to the question reading (e.g. in wh-movement), or passivization (e.g. in passive movement). As a result, while some formal features are not interpretable, the consequence of feature checking between a substantive and functional category is always interpretable. That is to say: (54)



The feature checking between a substantive and a functional category is PF- or LF-interpretable at the interface levels. Again, the substantive-functional distinction is independent of the design



features of NS. Unless one attempts to construct a purely representational theory that entirely discards the derivational aspect of grammar and moreover its algebraic nature, it stands to reason that the NS that is based on an algebraic system is entirely immune to the substantive-functional distinction. 2.12. THE LEXICON-COMPUTATION DISTINCTION? As mentioned in the previous section, the functional duality of LIs suggests that the second role of LIs constitutes the major force of syntactic derivation. We argue that the computational aspect of LIs gives rise to all properties of constituent structure. In a way this questions the classic assumption that there exists a lexicon and a computational system (notated by CHL) as two independent modules. 30 Starting from Aspects, LIs are no more than a list of ‘exceptions’, i.e. the conceptual information that the speakers need to know through language acquisition.



CHL



30



Such a distinction could be traced back to the general claims proposed in the early twentieth century that there exists a distinction between ‘open class words’ and ‘closed class words’ in the work of Franz Boas and Edward Sapir. Accordingly, ‘open class words’ are the subject matter of lexicography, whereas ‘closed class words’ are the subject matter of grammar (Boas 1966: 29-30; quoted in Contini-Morava and Tobin 2000).
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constitutes ‘rules’ to which LIs serve as an input. The role played by CHL has been changing according to the particular models. Its design features are minimalized which attain a higher level of generality. In the MP: (55)



The lexicon specifies the items that enter into the computational system, with their idiosyncratic properties. The computational system uses these elements to generate derivations and [structural descriptions]. (Chomsky 1995:168-169). The minimalist nature of CHL is symbolized by the IC (Chomsky 1995:225).



IC states that nothing except the lexical features may be found during the derivation. Notions such as bar levels, traces, indices, etc, are not primitive and should be banned from the design features of NS (Chomsky 1995:228; Collins 2002). To be concise, the function of CHL is similar to a ‘mirror’ that reflects only what is present in the physical world. Insofar as the mirror does not add features that are not present in the physical world, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the physical world and the reflected world, mediated by the mirror. But do we really need CHL as an independent module that functions as a mirror in formal grammar? If constituent structure is a one-to-one correspondence of the properties of lexical items, studying constituent structures can be performed adequately at the level of LIs, without resort to CHL as a module. To further illustrate this idea, let us assume that in a formal number theory there exists an identity function f: Í→ Í’. This function performs a one-to-one mapping such that all numbers within a given set map onto itself. For a set with three members {1, 2, 3}, f maps onto {1, 2, 3} respectively: (56) f: 1 2 3 (input) 1 2 3 (output) 48



Such an identity algebraic function f is commutative and associative. To show this, let another two arbitrary functions g and h such that they are defined by the following arbitrary mappings: (57) g: 1 2 3 231



h: 1 2 3 321



We could easily deduce that f(g) = g(f), f(h) = h(f) (commutativity), and (g⋅f) h = g (f⋅h) (associativity). On the other hand, the operation is not commutative in the absence of f, i.e. g(h) ≠ h(g): (58) g(h): 1 2 3 231



123=123 321 213



h(g): 1 2 3 321



123=123 231 132



Moreover, one important property of f as an identity function is that for any other function k, f(k) = k. Thus f(g) = g and f(h) = h: (59) f(g): 1 2 3 123



123=123 231 231



f(h): 1 2 3 123



123=123 321 321



Based on (59), all results yielded by the transformation f(g) could be fully represented by looking at the function g. This totally diminishes the significance of f in the computation. Now we could take f to be the CHL within the grammar. The following claim is obtained: (60)



The computational system is not an independent module of grammar; rather it is an intrinsic property of lexical items.



2.13. INTERPRETABILITY OF FEATURES Now assuming that g symbolizes the direct mapping of an LI to a  triple, while f is the CHL which ‘mirrors’ the mappings defined by g. By f(g) = g,



49



all the properties could be fully expressed by looking at the mapping between the set of the LI and the  triple only. That an LI is a  triple (instead of ) is sensible given the following reasons. The interpretation of a sentence depends on the meaning of LIs on one hand, and the syntactic component that combines LIs and determines grammatical well-formedness on the other hand. 31 The syntactic component is also vital in deriving the semantic difference between sentences such as John likes Mary and Mary likes John. Given that CHL is nothing but a mirror that could be dispensed with, the formal features (FFs) should be an indispensable property of LIs. However, it is also pointed out that syntactic structure mediates between sound and meaning---it predetermines the phonetic arrangement of LIs on one hand, and the meaning of sentence on the other hand. All these observations seem to point to an interim assumption that FF should bear the same property as well, stated in the following: (61)



In the optimal case, the formal features of lexical items and the feature checking mechanism thereof should be visible at the interface levels.



31



There was once a debate in GB theory over whether conceptual meaning should determine the grammaticality of sentences. The debate reached its zenith when the notion of semantic selection (sselection) was discussed (Grimshaw 1991, 2005; Pesetsky 1982; Frank 2002): (i) They {merged/amalgamated/combined} {the files/*the file}. (ii) They gather {an/the/*some/*∅} army together. (iii) John {wondered/asked} if Mary could speak five languages. (iv) John {*wondered/asked} the time. Example (i) suggests that while all the predicates c-select a nominal category, they s-select plural NPs. (ii) shows that s-selection of plural NPs needs not be morphologically represented (e.g. ‘army’). The fact that the singular indefinite determiners (e.g. a/the) are used also indicates that s-selection between the verb and NP can be non-local. In (iii), both ‘wonder’ and ‘ask’ s-select a question, however ‘wonder’ only c-select a CP, whereas ‘ask’ could c-select an NP (e.g. iv).
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We start with the following candidate list of FFs (to be refined): 32 (62)



a. categorial feature b. subcategorization feature c. φ-feature d. case feature e. theta role f. EPP feature (or strong D-feature) Following the terminology in Chomsky (1995:277), the FFs in (62a-b) are



intrinsic features since their values are inherently determined that are invariant across constructions. For instance, the noun dog has the set of categorial features [+N, -V, singular], and the verb like has the set of categorial and subcategorization features [-N, +V, _ DP]. For (62c-e), whether a FF is an intrinsic feature or not relies heavily on its category. φ-features are intrinsic to N but not T. Case features are intrinsic to V and T but they are optional to N. Theta-roles (or theta-features in the sense of Hornstein 1998, 1999, 2001) are intrinsic to V but not N. In (62f), the EPP feature is intrinsic to certain functional heads such as (finite/infinite) T and C. Contrary to other types of feature checking, the checking of EPP features (or a strong D feature since it attracts a DP category) does not lead to valuation of either the target or goal element. The



MP



furthermore



distinguishes



features



as



interpretable



or



uninterpretable at LF. For instance, categorial and subcategorization features are interpretable. φ-features are interpretable for N but uninterpretable for T. Case 32



While the MP does not include theta role as a ‘feature’ to be checked in the course of derivation, it was later argued in MI that theta role assignment is vital in licensing First Merge, i.e. First Merge in theta position is required of (and restricted to) argument: “More accurately, θ-relatedness is a property of the position of merger and its (very local) configuration…θ-relatedness generally is a property of “base positions”” (MP: 313) See Hornstein 1998, 1999, 2001 for an alternative approach toward theta roles as a feature to be checked during derivation.
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features are uninterpretable across the board. Theta roles are always interpretable. The EPP feature is uninterpretable. The ‘phantom’ features (according to our optimal hypothesis in (61)) are the (i) case feature, (ii) φ-feature, and (iii) EPP feature, all being uninterpretable. We leave φ-feature aside since the checking of φ-features always involves an N whose set of φ-features are interpretable, therefore satisfying the statement in (61). Let us first turn to case features, then to EPP features. Chomsky (1995:278-279) claimed that case features are formal features par excellence since they are invented for purely syntactic reasons, an idea dating back to Jean-Roger Vergnaud’s (1982) proposal for the Case Filter (also Chomsky and Lasnik 1995:111): (63) Every phonetically realized NP must be assigned (abstract) case. The question is, how to accommodate the Case Filter such that it does not violate the optimal statement suggested in (61)? First, it should be stressed that the Case Filter applies primarily on structural case that is assigned as a result of satisfying some structural requirement.



For instance structural case could be



assigned in Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) and in sentences in which the caseassigner is adjacent to the case-assignee (Stowell 1981; Chomsky and Lasnik 1995; Koizumi 1999; Lasnik 2001; inter alia): (64)



a. I believed Mary to be here.



(ECM)



b. *I tried Mary to be here. (65)



a. Bill sincerely believed Sam.



(Adjacency)



b. *Bill believed sincerely Sam. (64) is a typical case of ECM in which Mary receives a structural case from the matrix predicate believe as a case-assigner. In addition, the contrast shown in (65) 52



suggests that an adjacency requirement need to be fulfilled for structure case assignment. Note that in both cases, case assignment is somehow related to the order of phonetic strings, i.e. case-assigners and case-assignees are adjacent with each other, which can be described by the following notation and statement: (66)



a. NP / V __ b. The noun phrase matches with the occurrence of the verb.



Second, in the traditional GB theory, structural case is directly linked to theta-role assignment, via the visibility condition: (Chomsky 1981, 1982, 1995:312-316) (67)



A chain is visible for θ-marking if it contains a case position (necessarily, its head) or is headed by PRO. (Chomsky 1981; Chomsky and Lasnik 1995:116) In addition, the Case Filter bears a significant status in the process of CH



formation (Chomsky and Lasnik 1995:116), repeated as the following: (68) In an argument chain (α1,…, αn), α1 is a case position and αn a θ-position. Third, the statement of Case Filter is primarily operative on phonetically realized NP. 33 All of the above factors converge to the conclusion that the checking of case features derives interpretable outputs at LF (in terms of theta role assignment) and PF (in terms of the establishment of the phonological relation between the case assigner and case assignee), satisfying the statement in (61). On the other hand, the concept of EPP features stems from the observation of Extended Projection Principle (Chomsky 1981:40, 1982:10). Svenonius 2002 noted that EPP is closely related to the notion of subjecthood that could be defined by three conceptually independent aspects, i.e. whether a subject is thematic-aspectual, 33



We put aside the possibility of a null case for empty categories such as PRO, whose case is assigned by an I that lacks tense and agreement features.
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morphosyntactic, or discourse-informational.



A thematic-aspectual subject



represents the most prominent argument of a predicate. A morphosyntactic subject is usually signaled by the bearing of a particular case/agreement.



A discourse-



informational subject represents the discourse topic of the whole proposition. In many cases the three aspects overlap with each other within a single subject, whereas they can also be independent in others, shown in the following: (69)



a. John likes Mary. b. John was beaten by Mary. c. There are three men in the garden.



In (69a), John is the most prominent argument in the sentence. It bears a nominative case and agrees with the predicate. It is also the discourse topic. In (69b), while John is a morphosyntactic and discourse-informational subject, Mary is the most prominent argument within the sentence. The expletive construction in (69c) reveals the independence between morphsyntactic and syntactic conditions on subjects. While the indefinite NP three men control the agreement, it is not placed at the canonical subject position. Different languages make use of difference aspects for the definition of a subject. Svenonius pointed out that the manifestation of EPP features always gives rise to an LF- and a PF-consequence. On the LF side (Svenonius 2002:19), the effect of EPP features checking stems from a requirement for any declarative statement to be predications, and a predicate must be predicated of something, namely the subject. Otherwise it would lead a vacuous quantification. Some languages (e.g. Finnish, Hungarian) relate EPP features with the discourse topicality of the subject. On the PF side, that the subject position is filled during the derivation is verified by 54



abundant evidence, ranging from the use of semantically empty expletives, to the observation that in some languages the intermediate functional heads agree with the subject trace in the case of successive movement (e.g. Irish, Spanish, see §3). All these discussions seem to converge to the fact that checking of case features derives at least a PF or an LF consequence. The PF consequence of case checking stems from the requirement for adjacency, and its LF consequence stems from the visibility condition.



This potentially brings along a claim that seems



unprecedented (also (61)): (70)



In the optimal case, all features that exist in the NS are PF- or LFinterpretable at the interface levels. The above discussion does not necessarily suggest that case features and EPP



features do not exist. Instead, it has been mentioned that the interface conditions are conceptually independent of the design features of NS as an internal system. The checking of case features and EPP features could be understood as an algorithm within the NS that generates a PF- or an LF-interpretable relation visible at the interface levels. The valuation of case features is the satisfaction of some structural requirement (i.e. a PF consequence), whereas the checking of EPP features leads to both a PF- and an LF-consequence. 2.14. PF-INTERPRETABLE OBJECTS Therefore we are more convinced to incorporate the PF feature as a type of computational feature within the NS. We tentatively call this FF the phonological (π-) occurrence. It is called the π-occurrence since the only defined phonological relation between two LIs is the notion of adjacency, which subsumes the notion of 55



immediate precedence as a contextual relation. In a phonetic string formed by […X Y Z…] in which X, Y and Z are three LIs, X is adjacent to Y, Y is adjacent to X and Z, and Z is adjacent to Y. We can express these relations by the following notations: 34 (71)



a. X / __ Y b. Y / X __, __ Z c. Z / Y __ The underscore that is adjacent to a particular LI could be analyzed as its FF.



The above notations therefore receive the following descriptions: (72)



a. X is an occurrence of Y. b. Y is an occurrence of X and Z. c. Z is an occurrence of Y. Alternatively, Vergnaud (2003:620) suggested that linear precedence of



strings as shown above can be formally described by postulating a set of ordered pairs of relations: (73)



a. {(X, Y), (Y, Z)} b. (x, y) =def “ y is the image of x” In order for a list of strings to become PF-interpretable, Vergnaud pointed out



that the mapping defined over the set of order pairs must be injective and contains no cycle. It should be noted that the set of mappings defined over (73a) is not total. For instance while Z is the image of Y (defined by (Y, Z)), nothing is the image of Z. Recall that NS combines two LIs and forms either a PF- or LF-interpretable object (or both) visible at the interface levels. To elaborate: 34



The notation in (71a) can be expressed by the following identical statements: (i) X is in the context of Y. (ii) X immediately precedes Y. (iii) Y immediately follows X. (iv) X is adjacent to Y. (v) Y is adjacent to X. The notation in (71b) and (71c) can also be expressed in the same fashion.
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(74)



For a lexical item X that matches with an occurrence of Y (i.e. X / __ Y), the algorithm X+Y matches the occurrence of Y and creates a PFor an LF-interpretable (or both) object. In order not to confuse with the traditional understanding of FF, I term the set



of PF- or LF-interpretable features within NS the contextual (K-) features: 35 (75)



Contextual (K-) features: a. subcategorization feature 36 b. φ-feature c. theta role d. π-occurrence Based on the current thesis that (i) NS is neutral to the interface levels, and (ii)



derivation proceeds toward the PF-LF correspondence, the following schema is proposed (LI: set of lexical items; K: set of contextual features; +: concatenation; PF: set of PF markers; LF: set of LF markers; ---: correspondence): (76)



LI, K, + ty PF --- LF



35



The use of the term ‘contextuality’ of lexical items shares with the original idea of PVZ while differing in details. PVZ focused on the way syntactic categories are pre-determined by its contexuality. For instance they argued that the ‘contextual roles’ N and V are equal with respect to their individual domains, i.e. nominal vs. verbal domain. This being said, N and V are argued to be formed by the same abstract elements, which led to Prinzhorn et al’s postulation of the Principle of Categorial Symmetry (ibid, p.40): “All IHC [iterated head-complement; detailed omitted] structures are constructed from the same primitive formatives arranged in the same hierarchical order.” The use of contextual feature as a feature of lexical item in this thesis instead focuses on the algorithm of the formation of constituent structures on one hand, and the way NS provides convergent outputs given the BOC on the other hand. 36 The postulation of subcategorization feature is mainly for the purpose of exposition. For instance a transitive verb subcategorizes for an internal argument and assigns a theta role, thus the matching is LF-interpretable. It is not clear, for instance, whether the observation that C selects a TP creates any LF consequence. One suggestion is to understand various cases of subcategorization as the matching of π-occurrence. The relation between subcategorization and π-occurrence will be discussed later.
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This schema contains several pieces of information. First, NS as a formal system contains a set of syntactic objects that include the set of LIs (LI) and Kfeatures, and a binary operation ‘+’. Second, NS is neutral to the interface levels. Thus the syntactic, semantic and phonological relations among elements are equally represented within the computational system, and no PF-LF asymmetry is a priori postulated from the point of view of derivation, pace Chomsky. 37 Third, the schema does not resort to CHL as a separate module. 38 Instead the computational aspect becomes an intrinsic property of LIs under the name of K-features. Assuming that one LI exists in the computation, a single expression (EXP)  is derived. If more than one LI exists in the derivation, the binary operator ‘+’ applies to that LI and generates an ordered pair of PF-LF correspondence (i.e. (PF1-LF1)) respectively: (77) a.



b.



LI1, K1, + ru PF1 ---- LF1 LI1,2, K1,2, + ru PF1 ---- LF1 PF2 ---- LF2



37



This being said, one can divide NS into two sub-systems, namely NS-LF and NS-PF, which are symmetric to each other. The computation of π-occurrence belongs to the scope of NS-PF. NS-LF and NS-PF should be clearly distinguished from the usual notion of LF and PF. LF and PF represent the interface levels, whereas NS-LF and NS-PF are the internal computational system. 38 This line was suggested in various works such as Goldberg 1995, Jackendoff 1999, 2002, Culicover and Jackendoff 2005 but for radically different reasons. The underlying motivations of those works are that grammars are constraint-based with licensing conditions on the output, which totally dispenses with the derivational algorithm of NS at all. In the recent work by Culicover and Jackendoff 2005, the function of LI is to act as a piece of the interface between phonological, syntactic, and semantic structures (pp.19). Instead of conceiving LI as an ‘input’ to the derivational system and got interpreted to PF and LF at subsequent stages, LI are inserted simultaneously into the three structures and establish a connection between them.
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c.



LI1,2,…n, K1,2,…,n, + ru PF1 ---- LF1 PF2 ---- LF2 : PFn ---- LFn Since an independent computational system is discarded in this work, it



immediately implies that more functional roles would be assigned to LIs. Further justifications are in order. 2.15. THE FUNCTIONAL DUALITY OF LEXICAL ITEMS The contextual component of lexical items and the significance of occurrence in syntactic derivation were discussed in LSLT and Aspects. In addition, it was generally argued that the presence of LIs is to satisfy some contextual requirement imposed by structure (e.g. Chomsky 1957/75, 1981, 1982, 1995, 2000, 2001, 2004; Brody 1995, 2003; Chametzky 2000, 2003; Lasnik 2001; Boeckx 2003; Vergnaud 2003; Prinzhorn et al 2004; Epstein and Seely 2006). 39 There are easy cases and hard cases to verify the significance of contexts in syntactic derivation. In the simple sentence John likes Mary, the basic observation (after simplification) is that Mary is placed in the context of likes, likes is in the context of John and Mary, and John is in the context of likes. 40 For more intricate cases, expletive constructions and A-movement are two major examples:



39



The current thesis serves as an immediate response to Epstein and Seely’s (2006: 7) recent quotation: “Consonant with the Minimalist Program, we assume that lexical items (consisting of certain features) play a central and ineliminable role. Perhaps, if we can discover the properties (features) of attraction and repulsion, then the way they arrange themselves in groups, as trees (or ‘sentences’) will fall out and thus be explained.” 40 Let us tentatively take ‘in the context of’ as ‘in the vicinity of’ without considering the X’-schema. Note that the term ‘context’ could be phonologically and syntactically defined. Prinzhorn, et al 2004
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(78)



a. It seems to me that John won the competition.



(Expletive constructions)



b. Johni seemed to me ti to win the competition.



(A-movement)



The pre-theoretic conclusion of expletives and A-movement is that English requires the subject position to be filled. In MP, such requirement is indicated by feature satisfaction in which some strong feature of a functional head attracts the phonological realization of an LI in its vicinity, whether it is by overt movement or expletives. As mentioned in the previous section, such a strong feature is called the EPP feature for short. 41, 42 Given the functional duality of LIs and the minimal schema that was mentioned before, we can understand syntactic derivation as an algebraic operation acting on the K-feature inherited from the LI. In particular, Prinzhorn et al 2004 proposed the Items and Contexts Architecture (ICA) that provided the fundamental block of the formalism pursued in this work (also Vergnaud 2003 in his discussion of the formation of metrical constituents):



proposes that ‘in the context of’ is highly relevant to the formation of constituent structure in the sense that an interpretable feature is put in the context of an uninterpretable feature for the sake of feature checking, i.e.: “In essence, an uninterpretable feature Φ* will be defined as the “edge version” of some corresponding interpretable feature F: (4) Φ* = [ _ F], for some interpretable F” (ibid, p.3; emphasis in origin) 41 “It may be that PH heads have an edge feature, sometimes called an “EPP-feature” (by extension of the notion EPP [Extended Principle Projection]), or an “occurrence feature” OCC because the object formed is an occurrence of the moved element in the technical sense. This edge feature permits raising to the PH edge without feature matching.” (Chomsky 2004: 15) 42 For proposals supporting the independence of EPP features, see Chomsky 1995, Lasnik 2001, 2002. For the opposite views, see Fukui and Speas 1986, Martin 1999, Grohmann et al 2000, Bošković 2002, Epstein et al 2004, Epstein and Seely 2006.
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(79)



Let LM be the grammatical interface level with the mental/brain system M. The primitive objects of LM are not lexical or grammatical items proper, but rather roles played by these items. Every LM item λ has two roles, [(i)] that of referring to an object in M, denoted by λ0, and [(ii)] that of being a context at LM, denoted by λ1. (Prinzhorn et al 2004:11; emphasis added)



(80)



A grammatical structure is primitively defined as a mapping between the two types of roles of constituents. (Prinzhorn et al 2004:11; emphasis added)



Thus we could conceive the contextual aspect of LIs as the computational component for derivation, along with the following claims: (81) Derivations as matching contextual features of lexical items: a. The K-feature(s) of lexical items are the grammatical formatives. 43 b. The algorithm of matching the K-feature(s) of lexical items defines syntactic derivation. c. Constituent structures are the formal representations which arise as a result of the matching of K-features. Insofar as derivations are the mechanism of K-matching, one consequence is to subsume all structural relations under K-matching as a unifying concept: (82)



Interpretable relations (e.g. relational categories such as heads, complements, labels, projections, and formal relation between elements such as case/agreement, subcategorization, theta roles, etc) are formal representations which arise as a result of K-matching. We claim that the major properties of syntax can be satisfactorily described if



K-matching is performed in a successive manner, hence successive derivation. In particular, under successive derivation, we suggest that the statement of ICA be augmented so that the dynamicity of K-matching is represented (c.f. (79)):



43



Also in Prinzhorn et al (2004:53; emphasis in origin): “The contextual function of a formative can itself be a formative.”
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(83)



Let LM be the grammatical interface level with the mental/brain system M. The primitive objects of LM are not lexical or grammatical items proper, but rather roles played by these items. Every LM item λ has three roles, one denotational and two contextual; (i) that of referring to an object in M, denoted by λ0; and (ii) that of matching at least one contextual feature K at LM, denoted by λ1; and (iii) that of generating a set of K-feature at LM, denoted by λ2. The second and third role is subsumed under the name of K-matching.



To reach the interim conclusion, we have the following statement: (84)



Each successive step of K-matching should output at least one PF- or LF-interpretable object. Let us take it as the guiding principle of this work, and the generation



of the properties of constituent structure by means of matching the K-features of LIs will be fully illustrated in §4.
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CHAPTER THREE- DERIVATION BY PHASE 3.1. INTRODUCTION In this chapter, we describe the properties of the framework of Derivation by Phase (DBP) in Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2005b). We start with the basic components of DBP (§3.2). Then we introduce the phase impenetrability condition as the central tenet of DBP and some empirical discussions (§3.3). In §3.4, we demonstrate the actual mechanism of feature valuations in DBP. From §3.5 to §3.10, we illustrate the potential problems of DBP, followed by the alternative suggestions. 3.2. THE BASIC COMPONENTS OF DERIVATION BY PHASE As the name suggest, in DBP, derivations proceed via the notion of Phase (PH) (Chomsky 2000, 2001; Nissenbaum 2000; Uriagereka 1998; inter alia). 1 PH is a chunk of phrase markers which are spelled out to the expression (EXP)  in the course of dynamic derivation. A PH is defined as propositional or convergent (i.e. it contains no uninterpretable features in the derivation) (Chomsky 2001:107) which usually corresponds to some degree of phonetic independence (Chomsky 2002:12; Legate 2003). 2 ,



3



It was assumed that CP and v*P are PH (or namely



1



The idea of PH originated from the notion of Subjacency (Ross 1967; Chomsky 1973). See below for the relation between PH and barriers. 2 The convergent requirement for a PH is immediately withdrawn by Chomsky who states that wh-CP is not convergent in the sense that the wh-feature of the moved wh-word remains in the derivation. As a result, the complexity consideration favors the claim that PH is propositional (e.g. wh-questions are propositional). However it should be noted that no matter if PH are propositional or convergent, the definition of PH strongly requires the external consideration from the interface level. Thus a proposition receives a complete interpretation with a true/false value on the semantic side, whereas it is treated as a prosodic unit (in this case an intonational phrase) on the phonetic side. On the other hand, a convergent PH means that the derivation is complete (i.e. without uninterpretable features) in the syntactic side. It is difficult to see, or it remains debatable, whether external considerations from the output interface hinge on the design feature of the NS. Any proposal which suggests a positive answer to this should provide strong empirical evidence and show that the issue could not be solved otherwise. For a related discussion, see Frampton and Gutmann 1999, 2002. 3 Chomsky (2002:11) remains largely vague as to whether TP/VP should be regarded as a PH.
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strong PH) for cyclic Spell-Out in that CP semantically denotes a proposition whereas v*P represents a complete argument structure (i.e. it requires an external argument within its projection). The derivation works as follows: It starts from a one-time selection of lexical array (LA) extracted from the lexicon which contains exactly one C or one v*. The C contains a complete set of FF, an EPP feature and/or wh-feature which could drive overt movement (e.g. English or French), while v* contains a complete set of φfeatures which values the case feature of nouns, and an EPP feature. CHL maps LA to an EXP. Four relations are established in order to construct before the LA is spelled out at PF, i.e. (1) a. Merge (§2.3-2.5) b.



Match: Two items share a feature within a search domain (i.e. a PH), e.g. a wh-feature of a wh-word (Goal) matches with the same feature of C (Probe) within CP; or the φ-features of T match with the φfeatures of a nominal category as its search domain.



c.



Agree: Two items share a value of a matched feature, e.g. the number feature of subject agrees with the number feature of the finite T, within the search domain.



d.



Move: Overt raising to the Spec of Probe as a result of Agree. Merge and Match are considered indispensable, whereas whether Agree and



Move occur is a language-specific issue. There exist languages which allow Match between categories within a search domain, without Agree.



For instance, the



intervention effect observed in Icelandic quirky subjects (Sigurðsson 1992, 1996) is “The choice of phases has independent support: these are reconstruction sites, and have a degree of phonetic independence (as already noted for CP vs. TP). The same is true of vP constructions generally, not just v*P.” See the discussion below.
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oftentimes used to illustrate the independence between Match and Agree on one hand, and between Agree and Move on the other hand. 4 It is well known that in Icelandic, the main predicate agrees with the nominative NP, whether it is a subject or an object, or a subject of an infinitival clause selected by raising predicates: (2)



a. Strákarnir



leiddust/*leiddist. (Icelandic)



(subject-agreement)



the boys-NOM.PL walked-hand-in-hand-3PL/*3SG ‘The boys walked hand in hand’ b. Henni



leiddust



(object-agreement) 5



strákarnir.



her-DAT bored-3PL the boys-NOM.PL ‘She found the boys boring.’ c. Mér



virtust/*virtist



[þeir



vera gáfaðir]. (raising predicate)



me-DAT seemed.3PL/*3SG they-NOM be



intelligent



‘It seemed to me that they were intelligent.' In ECM constructions, the subject of the infinitival clause agrees with the embedded predicate in receiving the accusative case from the matrix predicate: (3)



Ég taldi



strákana



(vera) gáfaða.



I believed the boys-ACC be



(ECM)



intelligent-ACC.PL



‘I believed the boys to be intelligent’ When a dative NP is selected by the predicate, non-agreement is observed. T will show the default non-agreeing form (i.e. third person singular), even though the dative NP is the subject of the sentence. Call this a quirky subject : 6



4



Also in Finnish (Koskinen 1999). This is subject to parametric settings. While it is universally attested that preverbal subject agreement with the finite verb is obligatory, the same conclusion does not apply to postverbal NP agreement. See Manzini and Savoia 2002 for a typological survey. 6 It was shown that quirky subjects behave like nominative subjects with respect to subjecthood tests, reflexivization, ECM, raising, control and conjunction reduction. See Sigurðsson 1996 for more details. 5
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(4)



Strákunum



leiddist/*leiddust.



(non-agreement)



the boys-DAT.PL bored-3SG/*3PL ‘The boys were bored.’ While quirky subjects do not agree with the predicate (5a), Icelandic still observes an intervention effect in which the presence of a quirky subject between the predicate and the nominative object blocks their agreement (5b): (5)



a. Mér



virðist/virðast þeir



me-DAT see-3SG/3PL



vera skemmtilegir



they-NOM be



interesting



‘It seems to me that they are interesting.’ b. Mér



fannst/*fundust



henni



leiðast þeir.



me-DAT seemed-3SG/*3PL her-DAT bore



they-NOM



‘I thought she was bored with them.’ The relation between Agree and Move has been discussed in other works, for instance Boeckx 2001, 2003, Richards 2001, McCloskey 2002, among others. One example is the observation of wh-agreement (Chung 1998; McCloskey 1990, 2000, 2001, 2002; Richards 2001) in which a special agreement (on C or V) is used as a signal of an overt wh-movement to the Spec position. In Irish, there are at least two types of complementizer agreement (McCloskey 2002): 7 (6)



a. Creidim gu-r



inis sé bréag



(Irish)



I-believe C-PAST tell he lie ‘I believe that he told a lie’ b. An ghirseach a the girl



ghoid na síogaí



aL stole the fairies



‘the girl that the fairies stole away’



7



There is a third type of C-agreement in Irish, i.e. aN, which is used with a resumptive pronoun (Boeckx 2001; McCloskey 2002; Richards 2001).
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In the absence of A’-movement in Irish (6a), the unmarked complementizer go is used. On the other hand, a particular form aL is used when an ghirseach ‘the girl’ is moved from the object position to Spec-CP. 8 Another example comes from French qui-que alternation in the presence of wh-movement (Déprez 1989; Rizzi 1990): (7)



a. Quii crois-tu



qui/*que ti est parti?



who think-you that



(French)



has left



‘Who do you think left?’ b. Quel livrei crois-tu *qui/que Jean a which book think-you that



acheté ti?



Jean has bought



‘Which book do you think Jean has bought?’ The use of qui/que in the embedded CP is determined by whether movement is from the embedded subject (7a) position, or the object position (7b). The complementizer qui agrees with subject movement, whereas the unmarked form que is used in nonsubject movement. Some language marks the wh-agreement on the verb. In Tagalog, there is always one topic (Agent-topic or Goal-topic) within a sentence which is marked on the main verb (data from Schachter 1996 quoted in Richards 2001:115; also Rackowski and Richards 2005): 9 (8)



a. Bumili



si



AT-bought TOP



Maria ng kalabaw Maria



GL



sa tindahan.



(Tagalog)



water-buffalo LOC store



‘For Maria, she bought a water buffalo at the store’



8 9



L is the shorthand for Lenition. The same is observed in Chamorro (Chung 1998).
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b. Binili



ni Maria ang kalabaw



GT-bought ACT



sa



tindahan.



Maria TOP water-buffalo LOC store



‘For water buffalos, Maria bought one/it at the store’ In wh-movement, the topic markers signal which types of argument are moved: (9)



Ano ang binili/*bumili



si Maria sa tindahan?



what TOP GT-bought/AT-bought ACT Maria LOC store ‘For what, Maria bought one/it in the store?’



(Goal-topic movement)



While Agree could lead to overt movement to the Spec of a corresponding function head, it is not necessary. For instance in particular constructions in Icelandic and English, the agreement between the matrix predicate and the postverbal nominal does not lead to movement: 10 (10)



a. Það erum/??er bara við. it



are/is



(Icelandic)



only we-NOM



‘It is only us.’ b. Það voru lesnar



fjórar bækur.



there were read-NOM.F.PL four books-NOM.F.PL ‘Four books were read’ (11)



a. There was/*were elected an unpopular candidate.



(English)



b. There *was/were elected three unpopular candidates. 3.3. PHASE IMPENETRABILITY CONDITION 3.3.1. INTRODUCTION A derivation is convergent insofar as no uninterpretable features remain at LF (or no unvalued features remain at LF). 11 The derivation of EXP proceeds by PH



10



This led Chomsky 2005 to assume that edge/EPP feature and Agree-feature of a PH could probe in parallel. 11 “The natural principle is that the uninterpretable features, and only these, enter the derivation without values, and are distinguished from interpretable features by virtue of this property.” (Chomsky 2002: 5)
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in the sense that the computation exhausts the subarray LAi of LA, placed in the active memory. The constituent structure extends as long as the subarray LAi is being exhausted (Chomsky 2002:12). An exhausted subarray becomes ‘frozen in place’ and is spelled out to the phonological component. The PH becomes inert since it is no longer part of the working memory. One immediate and important consequence is that the spelled-out PH is not accessible to subsequent operations in the NS. Call it the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC): (12)



The domain of H [as a head of a strong PH - TL] is not accessible to operations at ZP [as the next strong PH - TL]; only H and its edge are accessible to such operations. 12 (Chomsky 2001:14) According to PIC, a PH contains two portions, i.e. a chunk of phrase markers



to be spelled out (i.e. Spell-Out Domain) (Nissenbaum 2000; Fox and Pesetsky 2005; Ko 2005), and the escape hatch/PH edge that is immune to immediate Spell-out. This is schematized as follows (ZP, HP: strong PH; α: PH edge; YP: Spell-Out domain of HP): (13) [ZP Z… [HP α [H YP]]] The crucial component in DBP is the notion of escape hatch/PH edge. The elements at Spec-HP or H are still accessible to operations in the next higher PH ZP



CHL is therefore unable to distinguish whether a feature is interpretable or not, since it remains the task of the LF. Instead it is sensitive to whether a feature has value as it directly indicates if such a feature is computationally active or not. The claim that uninterpretable features are unvalued remains largely stipulative and merits further arguments. The question is, what mechanism constrains the one-to-one correspondence between interpretability and valuation of features. 12 “Suppose, then, we take CP and vP to be phases. Nonetheless, there remains an important distinction between CP/v*P phases and others; call the former strong phases and the latter weak. The strong phases are potential targets for movement; C and v* may have an EPPfeature, which provides a position for XP-movement[,]” (Chomsky 2002: 11-12; emphasis in origin)
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such as head movement or phrasal movement, if forced by other reasons. 13 The motivation of the escape hatch is to provide a position for successive wh-movement and reconstruction (Barss 1986; Lebeaux 1991; Fox 2000; Fox and Pesetsky 2005): (14) a. I wonder [CP which booki he [vP ti thinks [CP ti Mary [vP ti read ti ]]]] b. Which of the papers that hei wrote for Ms Brownj did every studenti get herj to grade? According to DBP, (14a) contains four PH. Starting from the lowest PH vP, the whword moves from the object position of read to the Spec-vP as a PH edge. The verb read becomes frozen in place since it is placed within the spell-out domain, while the wh-word belongs to its immediate higher PH CP. Wh-movement reaches at Spec-CP. Derivations apply in a manner in which the Spell-Out Domains are successively formed at PF, as in the following: (15)



PH1: Spell-out domain (vP) → read (PF1) PH2: Spell-out domain (CP) → Mary (PF2) PH3: Spell-out domain (vP) → thinks (PF3) PH4: Spell-out domain (CP) → which book he (PF4) Successive movement is empirically supported in various languages, which is



briefly described in the following. 3.3.2. SPANISH The evidence for successive cyclic movement at Spec-CP is abundant. 14 In Spanish (Torrego 1984), wh-movement always drives subject inversion. The fact



13



The postulation of escape hatch was criticized in Fox and Pesetsky 2005; and Ko 2005. They instead propose an alternative version of phase theory in which movement does not resort to the escape hatch. The only condition for movement is imposed by the phonological component which states that the linear ordering between elements in a lower PH is preserved in the higher PH. 14 These include wh-agreement (e.g. Irish, Tagalog), scope reconstruction (e.g. English, Norwegian), successive stylistic inversion (e.g. Spanish), the presence of wh-elements in each intermediate steps (e.g. Afrikaans, German, Romani, Frisian; see Nunes 2004), wh-expletives (e.g. German in van
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that subject inversions are shown within all CP in heavily embedded sentences suggests that wh-movement is successive cyclic: (16)



a. Qué querían esos dos?



(wh-questions)



what wanted those two ‘What did those two want?’ b. *Qué esos dos querían? What those two wanted c. No sabía



qué querían



esos dos.



(embedded questions)



not knew-1SG what wanted-3PL those two ‘I didn’t know what those two wanted’ d. *No sabía



qué esos dos querían.



not knew-1SG what those two wanted-3PL e. Qué pensaba Juan que le



había dicho Pedro que había publicado la revista?



what thought Juan that him had



said Pedro that had published the journal



‘What did Juan think that Pedro had told him that the journal had published?’ (successive wh-movement)



f. *Qué pensaba Juan que había le



Pedro dicho que la



revista había publicado?



what thought Juan that had him Pedro said that the journal had published 3.3.3. IRISH Irish demonstrates successive wh-movement in which all embedded C that serve as the ‘stepping stones’ for successive movement are realized as aL, shown in (17) (McCloskey 2000, 2002; Richards 2001). In the absence of movement such as (18), another complementizer gu is used: (17)



a. Céacu ceann a dhíol tú? which one



(wh-questions)



aL sold you



‘which one did you sell?’ Riemsdijk 1983, Hungarian in Horvath 1997), quantifier floating (e.g. English ‘all’ as in Sportiche 1988 and McCloskey 2001).
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b. An t-ainm a hinnseadh dúinn a



bhí ar an áit.(successivewh-movement)



the name aL was-told to-us aL was on the place ‘The name that we were told was on the place.’ c. An rud aL shíl



mé aL dúirt tú aL choinneofá



ceilte



orthu.



aL said you aL keep-COND.2SG concealed on-them



the thing aL thought I



‘The thing that I thought you said you would keep hidden from them’ The morpheme aL cannot be used when no wh-movement occurs, repeated below: (18)



Creidim gu-r/*a



inis sé bréag.



I-believe C-PAST/aL tell he lie ‘I believe that he told a lie’ 3.3.4. MALAY/INDONESIAN 15 Since vP is designated to be a PH, it is also found that Spec-vP serves as a PH edge for successive movement. In Malay/Indonesian, the transitivity of verbs can be expressed by an option preverbal prefix men- (Saddy 1991; Cole and Hermon 1998, 2005; Aguero 2001): (19)



Yohanes (men-)cintai Sally. Yohanes



TRANS-loves



Sally



‘Yohanes loves Sally.’ Malay/Indonesian exhibit three types of wh-questions (for wh-NP), i.e. in-situ whquestions, overt wh-movement (signaled by a preverbal C yang), and partial whmovement (Cole and Hermon 1998): (20)



a. Siapa (men-)cintai Sally? who



TRANS-loves



(wh-in-situ)



Sally



‘Who loves Sally?’



15



Standard Malay (or Bahasa Melayu) and Indonesian (or Bahasa Indonesia) exhibit a high degree of mutual intelligibility with small variation such as pronunciation and vocabulary (e.g. Bahasa Indonesia has a lot of Dutch loanwords due to colonization)
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b. Siapai yang ti (men-)cintai Sally? who



that



TRANS-loves



(Subject wh-movement)



Sally



‘Who loves Sally?’ c. Siapai yang Sally (*men-)cintai ti? who



that Sally



(Object wh-movement)



TRANS-loves



‘Who does Sally love?’ d. Ali (mem-)beritahu Ali



TRANS-told-you



kamu tadi [apai yang Fatimah (*men-)baca ti]?



just now what that Fatimah



TRANS-read



‘What did Ali tell you just now that Fatimah was reading?’ (Partial wh-ovement) If the object (instead of the subject) wh-NP of a transitive verb undergoes overt movement, the men-prefix is lost immediately (c.f. 20b vs. 20c). In partial whmovement, the men-prefix does not appear in the domain over which the wh-phrase has overtly moved, yet it can appear above the final landing site of the wh-phrase (e.g. 20d). 16 This co-occurrence restriction between wh-movement and the menprefix indicates that Spec-vP functions as an intermediate landing site of whmovement. 3.4. VALUATIONS IN DERIVATION BY PHASE In DBP, a derivation could be summarized by the following set of members (NUM: Numeration; T: ordering):



16



Voskuil 2000 furthermore showed that topicalization and tough-movement also exhibit the same property in Indonesian.
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(21) Derivation = {NUM, PH1,2,…,n, PF1,2,…,n, LF1,2,…,n, T} Spell-Out1 (PF1/LF1) Spell-Out2 (PF2/LF2) Spell-Out3 (PF3/LF3) Spell-Outn (PFn/LFn) For the sake of exposition, let us consider a simple derivation of raising within a PH (adopted from Chomsky 2001:16). Assume the following PH with the list of φ-features: (22) [CP C [TP T be likely [VP there to-arrive a man]]] Per[ ] Per[ ] Per[3] Num[ ] Num[sg] EPP[ ] Case[ ] According to Chomsky, the expletive has an unvalued person feature. It does not contain other φ-features (i.e. φ-incomplete). The DP A man consists of a full set of φ-features (i.e. φ-complete) that value a matched yet unvalued feature. The Probe is the finite T, which is also φ-complete though none of its feature is valued. By Minimal Link Condition (MLC), the unvalued φ-features of T search for its Goal within its search domain which is PH-based. 17 Since the expletive is φ-incomplete, it neither matches nor agrees with the finite T. Instead the person feature of T targets a man which is φ-complete. Match leads to Agree between the two sets of φ-features, and subsequently the structural case is assigned to a man (assuming that case is a reflex of agreement). The EPP feature of T requires overt movement of the expletive 17



In Chomsky (1995:296): “α can raise to a target K only if there is no operation (satisfying Last Resort) Move β targeting K, where β is closer to K.”
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to Spec-TP. Both EPP-T and the personal feature of the expletive are deleted as a result of expletive raising. All the features within the CP as a strong phase are valued, and the phrase markers are sent to Spell-out. The derivation is considered convergent: (23) There is likely to arrive a man. be likely [VP ti to-arrive a man]]] [CP C [TP Therei T Per[×] Per[3] Per[3] Num[sg] Num[sg] EPP[×] Case[nom]



3.5. VALIDITY OF PHASES One immediate challenge to DBP is whether PH and Spell-Out Domains are conceptually and empirically indispensable.



There are both conceptual and



empirical issues questioning the validity of PH. Conceptually, it was generally argued that the properties of PH as a cyclic node share some similarities with the notion of barrier (Chomsky 1986) in the era of the GB Theory (Bošković 2002; Boeckx and Grohmann 2004). First, both frameworks impose a locality condition on movement. Similar to PH, barriers also embed the notion of escape hatch, i.e. the locality condition is not violated when movement adjoins to the barrier via adjunction. Second, both PH and barriers have an effect on successive movement so that whenever there is an intervening PH/barrier, movement has to adjoin to its Spec as a stepping stone. Third, movement from the base position to the final landing site that skips over a PH/barrier is argued to be ungrammatical in both theories. Fourth, both converge with respect to what constitute a PH/barrier. An IP is not a barrier since it is 75



defective, while on the other hand (φ-incomplete) TP is not considered as a PH (according to Chomsky 2000). A vP is a PH whereas VP that is not L-marked is a barrier (Chomsky 1986:15). 18



In addition, a CP as a PH is also a barrier if it



dominates a blocking category (Chomsky 1986:14). Insofar as the notion of barriers and all other relevant postulates (e.g. blocking categories, government, etc) are totally dispensed with in the minimalist theory of syntax, there are reasons to ask whether PH, which shares several traits with barriers, should face the same outcome. In addition, the definition of PH that Chomsky proposed is also controversial. First, it remains highly stipulative as to why PH ought to be propositional. Chomsky’s motivation is that the PH assumes some degree of semantic and phonological independence. A VP in which all theta-roles are assigned (i.e. v*P) or a full clause including tense and force (i.e. CP) are good candidates for being a PH (Chomsky 2000:106). This is shown by the observation that CP/control clauses behave differently with TP/raising clauses in that the former can undergo movement and clefting and can appear as root expressions, whereas the latter cannot (Rizzi 1982). 19



On the semantic side, a semantic proposition could map onto various



categories which are not restricted to CP and v*P. A TP such as [TP John likes Mary] is also propositional in that all theta-roles are assigned by the predicate. On the contrary, Epstein and Seely (2006:62) argued that vP is not always propositional, e.g. 18



In Chomsky (1986:15): “α L-marks β iff α is a lexical category that θ-governs β.” To be concise, if Y is L-marked by X, it is likely that Y could incorporate into X to form a new word. As a result, ‘angry’ and ‘–er’ are L-related since the two could form a word. Also since ‘seal’ is Lmarked by ‘hunt’, one could form a new word such as ‘seal hunting’ (Lasnik and Uriagereka 2005:106) 19 C.f. ‘It is to go home (every evening) that John prefers (*seems).’
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[vP who bought what] as in John wondered who bought what is un-propositional ‘since it is a double-question, or since it exhibits vacuous quantification, due to the fact that neither wh-operator binds a variable’. On the phonetic side, the claim that only vP and CP are phonetically independent is subject to suspicion. Bošković (2002: fn.18) suggested that TP can also be a PH since it is phonetically isolable for its capacity of undergoing right node raising (also Boeckx and Grohmann 2004): (24)



a. Mary wonders when, and John wonders why, [TP Peter left]. b. (??) John believes that and Peter claims that – [TP Mary will get a job]. 20



Putting the above counterexamples aside, theoretically too, there is no a priori reason to restrict a PH (as an output of the computational system) to be propositional or convergent to begin with, unless it is strictly required by BOC. 21 As pointed out before, the design features of NS in principle are neutral to the properties that can only be viewed ‘extraneously’ (Epstein et al 1998; Frampton and Gutmann 1999, 2002; Epstein and Seely 2006, inter alia). Issues such as how a particular morpheme is pronounced (Halle and Marantz 1993) or the interpretability of features (Pesetsky and Torrego 2001) are not directly relevant to the NS. We could furthermore question the properties of the sensorimotor and conceptual-intentional interfaces that are functionally constrained and their relevance to NS. On the sound component, the physical fact remains that all sentences consist of a finite number of words are largely constrained by our biological system. On the 20



Example (24b) is judged by some native speaker to be worse than (24c) (Stephen Matthews, personal communication). 21 Also in Chomsky (2005:18, emphasis added): “The phases have correlates at the interfaces: argument structure or full propositional structure at the meaning side, relative independence at the sound side. But the correlation is less than perfect, which raises questions.”
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meaning component, that sentences are propositional with a truth value is conducive to the transmission of thought and ideas, which does not seem to have a counterpart in other primates.



These observations, however, are totally independent of the



design feature of NS. Unless PH as a design feature of the NS is justified theoryinternally, its validity is only restricted to the interface levels which are largely independent of the algebraic system that we are trying to pursue. Empirically, it was proposed that some other categories also exhibit traits of a PH if we follow the general assumption that a PH provides an escape hatch for movement/reconstruction.



This questions if PH should be considered as a



‘conceptual’ tool, or it is just a constellation of properties of some particular lexical items. 3.6. VP AS A PHASE Chomsky 2002 claimed that V is φ-incomplete since it does not project a full argument structure, therefore VP is not a PH. Legate 2003 countered that VPs (e.g. passive VPs) could be a PH, as shown by reconstruction: 22 (25) a. [At which of the parties that hei invited Maryj to] was every mani √_ introduced to herj *_ ? b. *[At which of the parties that hei invited Maryj to] was shej * introduced to every mani * ?



In (25a), the fronted wh-phrase needs to be reconstructed to the edge of the passive VP (headed by introduced) to yield the bound reading of he. The wh-phrase cannot be further reconstructed to the object position given the Condition C. Example (25b) shows that reconstruction to Spec-VP would lead to a Condition C violation. The 22



Legate 2003 also included diagnostics from Scope reconstruction (Fox 2000), parasitic gaps (Nissenbaum 2000) and nuclear stress rule (Bresnan 1972).
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same result applies to reconstructions with respect to unaccusative VPs (assuming that ‘escape’ is an unaccusative verb which means ‘be forgotten’ in the following examples): (26) a. Every organizeri’s embarrassment escaped the invited speakerj at the conference where hei mispronounced herj name. b. *Every organizeri’s embarrassment escaped herj at the conference where hei mispronounced the invited speakerj’s name. c. [At which conference where hei mispronounced the invited speakerj’s name] did every organizeri’s embarrassment √_ escape herj * ? d. [At which conference where hei mispronounced the invited speaker’s namek] did itk * escape every organizeri entirely * ? Example (26c) indicates that the wh-phrase is reconstructed and adjoined to the unaccusative VP to yield the bound reading for he. That the VP is a PH that provides an escape hatch for reconstruction is also shown in Norwegian (Svenonius 2004: 263): (27) [Hvilken av oppgavene which elev1



blitt



som han1 skrev for Frøken Olsen2] har hver



of the-assignments as bedt av henne2 om



student1 become asked of her2



he1 wrote for Miss Olsen2 has every å skrive om?



about to write over



‘Which of the assignments that he wrote for Miss Olsen has every student been asked by her to write over?’ 3.7. PHASE HEAD AND CHAIN UNIFORMITY Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2005b argued at length that T is not a PH head, though finite T is φ-complete whose unvalued features match with an NP within its minimal domain. T is φ-complete by being selected by a C, and is φ-incomplete (or defective) when being selected by a V (e.g. control/ECM). That the feature matrix of T is 79



inherited from C is necessary to obtain the distinction between A- and A’-movement. In the following example, the ‘probing capacity’ of finite T is assigned by its selecting C. The C as a PH head has arguably two features, an Edge-feature (EF), and an Agree-feature. In the example ‘Who saw John?’ (Chomsky 2005:15): (28)



a. CEF, AGREE [T AGREE [who [v* [see John]]]] b. whoi [C [whoj [T [whok v* [see John]]]]] c. Who saw John? The EF of C attracts who to undergo A’-movement to Spec-CP, whereas the



Agree-feature transferred from C to T attracts who to Spec-TP for the purpose of structural case valuation. The two movements are done in parallel, and an A-chain (i.e. (whoj, whok)) and an A’-chain (i.e. (whoi, whok)) are formed simultaneously (28b).



That the head of the A-chain (i.e. Spec-TP) is not pronounced can be



described in various ways, e.g. linearization (Kayne 1994; Nunes 1995, 2004), the semantics of questions which requires Spell-out of the wh-word at Spec-CP (i.e. EF), etc. 23 Another possible solution is to allow only A-movement with the wh-word generated at Spec-CP that checks off the EF of C: (29) [wh [C [someonej [T [someonek v* [see John]]]]]] Treating who as ‘wh-someone’ (Cheng 1991; Reinhart 1998) potentially dispenses with A’-movement. The base-generated wh-morpheme satisfies the EF of C, while A-movement of someone lands at Spec-TP for structural case assignment.



23



But note that ‘whoi’ and ‘whoj’ do not form a chain. Instead they are indirectly connected by having the same tail chain ‘whok’. While Nunes’ proposal allows Spell-out of both head chains, ‘whoj’ cannot be pronounced at Spec-T in that an operator always requires a corresponding functional head (i.e. C).
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The morpho-phonological condition spells out the wh-morpheme and someone as ‘who’ at PF. According to Chomsky, if T were a PH head which has an EF, a non-uniform chain (whoi, whoj, whok) should have been formed which is argued to be ill-formed (Browning 1987; Rizzi 1990; Lasnik and Saito 1992; Takahashi 1994; Chomsky 1995; Lasnik 1998; Nunes and Uriageraka 2000;



Stepanov 2001; Lasnik and



Uriagereka 2005): 24 (30)



CEF, AGREE [TEF, AGREE [who [v* [see John]]]] → *whoi [C [whoj [T [whok v* [see John]]]]]



According to Chain Uniformity (CU) (Chomsky and Lasnik 1995:91), all chains links should be uniform in the sense that they bear the same formal properties. In this regard, movement from Spec-TP (an A-position) to Spec-CP (an A’-position) renders the chain non-uniform. CU was argued to be in force when accounting for the ungrammaticality of subextraction, e.g.: 25 (31) *Whoj was [a picture of tj]i taken ti by Bill? In the example of subextraction, an A-movement (of a picture of who) is followed by an A’-movement (of who) which violates CU. First, it should be pointed out that the notion of CU relies heavily on the validity of CH. There are recent debates as to whether CH should be considered as a grammatical formative in minimalist syntax.26 If CH is not conceptually necessary in the theory of syntax, CU will lose its



24



However note that whether chains should be treated as syntactic objects is subject to controversy. See Epstein and Seely 2006 for their negative response to this issue, based on the definition of syntactic objects as in the MP (p.243) 25 This also corresponds to Subject Island Condition (Ross 1967; Chomsky 1986). 26 See the discussion of Epstein and Seely 2006 in §3.
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significance. 27 Also CU is construed as a condition on LF representation. It is again debatable whether such an output condition is relevant to the NS in any deep sense. 28 Second, subextraction is not always inviolable, for instance in Stepanov 2001: 29 (32) Which presidenti was there [a picture of ti]j tj on the wall? Raising in questions also involves movement from Spec-TP to Spec-CP: (33)



Which athletei seems ti to be likely ti to ti win the competition?



Which athlete undergoes successive movement to various Spec-TP positions, and finally lands at Spec-CP to obtain an interpretation of a question. That which athlete is a constituent is shown by the following Left Branch Condition (LBC) (Ross 1967): (34)



a. *Whichi do you think ti athlete seems to be likely to win the competition? b. Which athletei do you think ti seems to be likely to win the competition?



The Spec-TP was argued to be a reconstruction site in some work (e.g. Barss 2001; Lasnik 2003 and references cited there): 30



27



Whether chains are grammatical formatives in syntax is not directly relevant to our notion of chain as a list of occurrence(s) as mentioned in the previous chapter. As we mentioned before, a chain is a form of syntactic representation interpreted at the interface levels. On the other hand, a list of occurrence(s) is formed by the contextual features of lexical items which are grammatical formatives (also Vergnaud 2003; Prinzhorn et al 2004). 28 Instead CU can be reduced to Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990) such that A- and A’- movement always lands at A- and A’-positions respectively. 29 C.f. *Which presidenti was [a picture of ti] hanged on the wall? Stepanov 2001 suggested that (32) could be described by assuming that in a small clause configuration, the subject behaves as a complement to the main verb, i.e. [V DP1 DP2] (DP1=a picture of which president; DP2=the wall). Therefore it is not subject to island conditions and its extraction is grammatical. 30 We notice that whether A-reconstruction virtually exists is largely inconclusive. Chomsky (in citing the discussion by Robert May) noticed the following contrast (Chomsky 1995:327): (i). (It seems that) everyone isn’t there yet. (ii). I expect everyone not to be there yet. (iii). Everyone seems not to be there yet. While the negation could scope over the quantifier in (i) and (ii), it does not in (iii), suggesting that Areconstruction of the quantifier to the embedded clause does not occur. However May 1977, Boeckx 2001 offered examples to show that A-reconstruction could exist in various contexts: (iv) Some politician is likely to address John’s constituency. (some>likely, likely> some)
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(35) a. Each otheri’s houses [TP appear/seem to the womeni [TP ti to be overdecorated]]. b. John seems [TP ti to be likely [TP ti to love himself]]. In (35a), each other is reconstructed so that it is properly bound by the women. In (35b), John and himself have to satisfy the clause-mate condition, therefore reconstruction to Spec-TP is necessary. If we maintain a theory of PH, it is plausible that the finite or infinite T are the PH head. Assuming that this is tenable, we have more reasons to believe that the following pair can receive the same level of analysis, given that both C and T are PH heads (see Bošković 2002): (36)



a. Johni seems ti to be arrested ti.



(A-movement)



b. Whati do you think ti that Mary bought ti?



(A’-movement)



At the outset, A- and A’-movement are compatible with each other in the following areas: (37) i. The movement starts from the base position and ends at the sentence-initial position. ii. The morphological requirement of the wh-word or the NP is satisfied at the last derivational step. (v) I believe everyone not to have arrived yet. (every > not, not > every) (vi) John proved every Mersenne number not to be prime. (every > not, not > every) Lasnik also observed that in the examples when the surface word order shows clearly that overt raising is involved, scope is unambiguous (i.e. no A-reconstruction). In (vii), overt raising of pronouns that passes the particle is obligatory, whereas (viii) shows that the overt raising of NP out of IP could properly bind the anaphor: (vii) John made himi out ti to be a fool. (c.f. * John made out him to be a fool). (viii). The DA made the defendantsi out ti to be guilty during each other’s trials. (c.f. * The DA made out the defendants to be guilty during each other’s trials) As a result, the following difference of scope reading is observed based on the surface position of the NP: (ix) The mathematician made every even number out not to be the sum of two primes. (every>not, *not>every) (x) The mathematician made every out even number not to be the sum of two primes. (every>not, not>every)
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iii. Wh-movement that forms a question semantically denotes a set of propositions. The only difference between A- and A’-movement stems from the difference between wh-NP and NP, an issue of semantic interpretation that is independent of algorithms within the NS. 3.8. NP AND DP AS PHASES Recall that the Subject Island Condition is related to LBC. 31 In parallel, we found cases of extractions out of Spec-DP in various languages: 32, 33 (38) Hayii ti man-mäguf [DP famagon-ña ti] who not INFL-happy



(Chamorro)



children-AGR-3S



‘Whose children are unhappy? (39) Jakoui by



Jan dal [DP ti knížku] Markovi?



which would Jan give



book



(Czech)



to-Markovi



‘Which book would Jan give to Markovi?’ (40) Whoi do you think [DP ti’s fish] is in the cradle?



(Child’s English)



(41) Wati heb je voor [DP ti auto’s] gekocht?



(Dutch)



what have you for



cars



bought



‘What kind of cars have you bought?’ 31



It should be noted that the condition is in effect provided that the subject is preverbal. In Spanish, extraction out of postverbal subject is grammatical (Vicente 2005): (a) ?* ¿De que equipoi crees que [varios jugadores ti] se dopan? of what team think that some players SE dope ‘Which team do you think that some players of take drugs?’ (b). ¿De que equipoi crees que se dopan [varios jugadores ti]? of what team think that SE dope some players ‘Which team do you think that some players of take drugs?’ 32 Chamorro (Chung 1998), Czech (Corver 1992), Dutch (Corver 1990), Child’s English (Gavruseva and Thornton 1999), French (Boeckx 2003), Hungarian (Truswell 2005), Korean (Cho 2002), Polish (Rappaport 2001), Russian (Truswell 2005). 33 It was claimed that LBC is also licensed by other factors, e.g. whether the moved and stranded elements within the DP are agreement-related. In languages in which the Spec shares some agreement feature with the D, extraction will be banned (e.g. Bulgarian, Italian, etc). Note that whether LBC is strongly linked to DP remains obscure. See Corver 1992 for his original proposal and Rappaport 2001 for the opposite viewpoints using Polish. Also see Boeckx (2003: 42-46) for more discussion.
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(42). Combieni Marie-a-t-elle



écrit [DP ti de livres]?



how-many Marie-PERF-she write



(French)



of books



‘How many books did Marie write?’ (43). Kineki



gondolod hogy jol



nez



ki



a [DP ti kalapja]?



who-DAT think-2SG that well looks PRT the



(Hungarian)



hat-ARG



‘Whose hat do you think looks good? (44) John-uli



Mary-ka [DP ti tali-lul] cha-ess-ta



John-ACC Mary-NOM



(Korean)



leg-ACC kick-PAST-DECL



‘Mary kicked John’s leg.’ (45) Którei widziales [DP ti auto]? which you-saw



(Polish)



car



‘Which car did you see?’ (46) Chiiai ty dumaesh [DP ti sobbaka] pokusala Mariiu? who-F you think



dog-F



bit-F



(Russian)



Mary



‘Whose dog do you think bit Mary? On the other hand, the following cases of extraction in Serbo-Croat are out of SpecNP (Boskovic 2005; Jelena Krivokapic (personal communication)): (47) a. Visokei tvrde tall



da vole



[NP ti momke].



they-claim that they-love



(Serbo-Croat)



boys



‘They claim that they love tall boys.’ b. Trii tvrde da vole [NP ti plave momke], a cetirij da vole [NP tj crne three claim that they-love



blond boys,



and four that they-love black



momke]. boys.



‘They claim that they love three blond boys and four black-haired boys.’ To schematize the subextraction from subjects: (48) [CP whi…[TP [DP ti …]j …



[VP tj



]]]?



All subextraction examples indicate that Spec-DP is an intermediate position for successive movement to the sentence-initial position. At first blush this violates 85



CU that is used regularly to rule out adjunction to the head of a chain, e.g (Stepanov 2001): (49) a. ?*/?? Whoi does a picture of ti hang on the wall? b. Who does [IP [DP who [DP a picture of who]] [vP [DP a picture of who] hang on the wall]] c. Who does [IP [IP who [DP a picture of who]] [vP [DP a picture of who] hang on the wall]] Example (49a) is ungrammatical in that either the Shortest Move Condition (SMC) (Takahashi 1994) or CU is violated, as shown by the two derivations in (49b) and (49c). In (49b), after the internal subject raising of a picture of who to Spec-IP, who from the higher copy of a picture of who is raised to Spec-DP (shown by the bold face). This step is ungrammatical since it is an adjunction to the head chain a picture of who, and it violates the CU. Now consider (49c). Who moves to Spec-IP (shown by the bold face). This step, however, violates SMC since there is another potential intermediate step Spec-DP. Now consider another example: (50)



a. Whoi did you hang a picture of ti? b. Who did you hang [DP who [DP a picture of who?]]



The sentence does not violate SMC or CU in that the CH formed by a picture of who is trivial (i.e. one-membered) which allows adjunction. The combination of SMC and CU distinguishes between subject and nonsubject extractions. Object extractions show that Spec-DP can function as an escape hatch. For instance Chomsky 1973 and Fiengo and Higginbotham 1981 showed the following in which the sentence is degraded when the DP out of which extractions occur is always formed by ‘strong’ quantifiers: 86



(51) a. Whoi did you see {∅/a/two/?*every/?*all/?*most/?*the/?*that} picture(s) of ti? b. Whoi did you John read {∅/a/two/*every/*all/*most/*the/*that} stori(es) about ti?



Various analyzes have been proposed concerning this asymmetry (e.g. Diesing 1992 and the references cited there), one of which involves proposing that strong quantifiers belong to the DP projection, whereas others are within the NP projection (Bowers 1988). While Bowers’ proposal was stated in terms of barriers (i.e. DP constitutes a barrier for extraction, whereas NP is not), one could also apply SMC to yield the same asymmetry. In the above examples with strong quantifiers, movement from the object position (e.g. who) is ungrammatical in that Spec-DP is occupied by the strong quantifiers. On the other hand, weak quantifiers are within the NP projection, and Spec-DP becomes vacant. Adjunction to NP is grammatical in that a picture/two pictures of who is a trivial chain that allows adjunction. The subsequent movement of who to Spec-DP satisfies SMC, thus the sentence is grammatical: (52). Whoi did you see [DP ti [NP ti [NP {a /two} picture(s) of ti]]]? The combination of SMC and CU indicates that NP and DP could function as an escape hatch for successive movement, if DBP remains tenable. This either reveals that NP and DP are PH along with CP and vP, or the latter is different only with respect to the special properties of their heads. All in all, the conceptual motivation of PH is still missing.
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3.9. PARALLELS BETWEEN THE NOMINAL AND VERBAL DOMAIN While the typical PH head C and v* belong to the verbal domain, questions arise as to whether a compatible concept of PH also exists in the nominal domain as well. This is reasonably argued given the previous discussion on one hand, and the parallel between the nominal domain and verbal domain on the other hand. The correspondence between the two domains can be argued from the point of view of structure, mechanism (Chomsky 1970; Abney 1987; Pollock 1989; Ogawa 2001; Prinzhorn et al 2004; Borer 2005; Svenonius 2004; inter alia), or some evolutionary considerations (Bickerton 1990, 1995; Pinker and Bloom 1990; Carstairs-McCarthy 1999). 34 For instance, it was proposed that LBC is analogous to That-trace Effect (Chomsky and Lasnik 1977; Pesetsky 1982; Chomsky 1986). In LBC, whether extraction out of DP is grammatical depends on the overt presence of D (e.g. English, Bulgarian). In That-trace effect, the overt presence of C blocks extractions of SpecCP: (53)



a. *Whoi did you see [DP ti ’s books]?



(LBC)



b. Whoi do you think [CP ti that saw Bill]?



(That-trace effect)



The correspondence between the nominal and verbal domain can be described on the ground of semantics. Consider the notion of aspectuality (Krifka



34



Thus at an abstract level, one could understand the constituent structures projected by the nominal/verbal domain as the formal representations of the same set of formal features. For instance the formal feature F1 would surface as N (in the nominal domain) and V (in the verbal domain), F2 surfaces as D (in the nominal domain) and C (in the verbal domain), and so on. This idea was pointed out in Prinzhorn et al 2004. Also see Leung 2006 for the instantiation of this idea with respect to the classifier system of Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese)
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1992; Verkuyl 1993). It is known that language can alter the aspectuality of an event by adding an internal argument to an atelic predicate. For instance: (54)



a. He ran yesterday.



(unbounded)



b. He ran a mile yesterday.



(bounded)



The verbal event ran a mile is bound and therefore quantized, and it can be modified as in ‘He ran a mile three times yesterday’. Correspondingly, classifiers also serve the function of quantizing nominal objects which are inherently mass (Chierchia 1998; Cheng and Sybesma 1999), e.g.: (55)



a. Yi bei shui



(Mandarin)



one CL water ‘a cup of water’ b. Yi ge ren one CL person ‘one person’. These facts suggest the correspondence between aspectuality and classifiers. Svenonius 2004 summarized the following schema to show that the nominal and verbal domains are globally parallel to each other (the underscored categories indicate a (potential) PH): (56)



Verbal domain



Nominal domain



 ~  The categorical correspondence between TOP/OP, C/Q, T/K, ASP/NUM/CL, v*/n*, V/N, is shown by various sources of evidence which we do not discuss in detail. 35 This converges to the conclusion that Chomsky’s postulation of PH can 35



Svenonius (2004:270) argued along this line by means of movement: V attracts N for incorporation; v attracts n for argument saturating incorporation; the categorical counterpart of Asp is Num in terms
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well extend to other categories and other domains. Unless we come up with a clearcut definition of what a PH is (in addition to the notion of propositionality and phonetic independence), such an ad-hoc grammatical formative turns out to be conceptually unmotivated. 3.10. GENERALIZED PHASES? Recall in the previous chapter that syntactic derivation is the algorithm of matching the contextual features of lexical items with others.



To repeat the



statement about the functional duality of lexical items: (57)



Let LM be the grammatical interface level with the mental/brain system M. The primitive objects of LM are not lexical or grammatical items proper, but rather roles played by these items. Every LM item λ has three roles, one denotational and two contextual; (i) that of referring to an object in M, denoted by λ0; and (ii) that of matching at least one contextual feature K at LM, denoted by λ1; and (iii) that of generating a set of K-feature at LM, denoted by λ2. The second and third role is subsumed under the name of K-matching. The functional duality of lexical items is coupled with the following



statement that suggests the actual algorithm of concatenation of lexical items that derives an interpretable object at the interface level: (58)



For a lexical item X that matches with an occurrence of Y (i.e. X / __ Y), the algorithm X+Y matches the occurrence of Y and creates a PFor an LF-interpretable (or both) object.



of object shift. Asp could also link to CL in which both Asp and CL serve as an individuating function in semantics (in the original text, Svenonius did not mention CL). T attracts K (case) for the close relation between case and agreement; C attracts Q for wh-movement; Top attracts Op for operator and topic movement.
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We restrict our discussion to the phonological (π-) occurrence as a type of Kfeature.



Consider the following contextual relation (59a) and the equivalent



statement in (59b): (59)



a. X / __ Y b. X is an occurrence of Y. Given the statement in (57) in which each lexical item matches with a set of



K-features of on one hand, and generates a set of K-features for matching on the other hand, we can simplify by the following schema: (60) π-Y → select X → [π-X π-Y] The π-occurrence of Y is matched by the presence of X. In computation, an edge (in this case X) can be defined as the most active/salient LI in the current working space. Note that edge is relative to the derivational stage. In the above illustration, X matches with the π-occurrence of Y. Now Y becomes opaque and X that bears an outstanding π-occurrence becomes the active lexical item within the computation.



In principle, derivation is without limit as long as there is an



outstanding K-feature (in this case π-occurrence) in the computation: (61)



π-Y → select X → [π-X π-α] → select W → [π-W [π-X π-α]] → …. → select A → [π-A…..[π-W [π-X π-α]]]… The observation that later matched elements correspond with a higher degree



of saliency is instantiated elsewhere. In A’-movement, who occupies Spec of the matrix CP that is formed at the last derivational stage, a position that always relates to focus and phonetic saliency: 91



(62) [CP Whoi do [CP you think ti [CP Mary met ti yesterday]]]? We can assume that every syntactic object (i.e. lexical item) is a PH with a πoccurrence (along with other types of K-features mentioned before). Therefore the sentence John likes Mary is treated analogously with the question Who did Mary like. In both examples, the sentence-initial element John and who are the edge elements of the global representation, i.e. both are the most salient among other items within the computational sense, since the K-features of the matrix T (for simple sentences) and C (for questions) are matched lastly. The allusion that every LI can function as a PH has consequences concerning the economy of computation. The notion of PH stems from the issue of operative complexity, an intuitive idea guiding cognitive sciences and other design considerations (Chomsky 2000:99). Chomsky contended that operative complexity would be maximally reduced if derivations make a one-time selection of a lexical array formed by a set of lexical items (each of which consist of a list of formal features). On the other hand, “[i]f the derivation accesses the lexicon at every point, it must carry along this huge beast, rather like cars that constantly have to replenish their fuel supply.” (ibid, p.100). Thus one-time selection of LIs without further access to the lexicon (within each derivation) fulfills the criterion of being an optimal design of the computational system. Another issue that relates to the reduction of computational burden is PIC, repeated as the following:
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(63)



The domain of H [as a head of a strong PH - TL] is not accessible to operations at ZP [as the next strong PH - TL]; only H and its edge are accessible to such operations. Only the current PH is put in the active memory, with preceding PH being



opaque to syntactic operations, thus “the computational burden is further reduced if the phonological component too can “forget” earlier stages of derivation” (Chomsky 2002: 12). There are two issues that should be carefully considered. First, whether lexical array (LA) could reduce computational burden is a contentious claim to make. Consider the procedures from (108a-d) that Chomsky (2000: 101) proposed: (64)



a. Select [F] from the universal feature set F. b. Select LEX (lexicon), assembling features from [F]. c. Select LA from LEX. d. Map LA to EXP, with no recourse to [F] for NS. The problem lies on step (64c). It is premature to tell which of the following



reduces more computational burden--- pre-selection of LEX to assemble an LA, followed by a one-time selection of LA that maps onto EXP (as Chomsky suggested), or direct mapping between LEX and EXP excluding LA. Note that a PH can have an arbitrary length (e.g. in the case of successive raising or wh-movement), thus multiple pre-selections from LEX in (64c) are somehow needed. On the other hand, if the notion of PH or LA is totally dispensed with, the process of pre-selection simply does not exist, and derivation becomes a direct mapping between LEX and EXP. Examples such as successive movement are not problematic in that derivation involves on-line selection of LIs from the active memory.
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The second issue is that, in principle, the concept of impenetrability condition is independent of the notion of PH or LA. The underlying concept of PIC is that prespelled-out phrase markers are not accessible to subsequent operations, which can be stated without recourse to PH or LA. Therefore we can safely dispense with PH and LA and preserve the spirit of the impenetrability condition, by stating the following: (65) a. The derivation involves on-line selection of lexical items whose Kfeatures are matched by another lexical item. b. A lexical item with a set of fully matched K-features becomes inaccessible to syntactic operations. c. The notion of PH can be totally dispensed with since (i) it does not reduce computational burden; (ii) the impenetrability condition is independent of the notion of PH. To conclude in this section, the following items that were assumed in various versions of MP can be ruled out as design features of NS. Some are epiphenomenal, while others do not exist at all: (66)



a. Syntactic relations (e.g. heads, labels, projections, complements) b. Phase c. Lexical array d. Numeration e. Modular computational system
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CHAPTER FOUR – THE ALGORITHM OF MATCHING CONTEXTUAL FEATURES 4.1. INSTANTIATING CONTEXTUAL FEATURES Recall in chapter one that the major proposal is to restrict the computational aspect of language to a set of contextual (K-) features of lexical items (LIs). Kfeature is a cover term that corresponds to a set of features whose matching derives either a PF- or an LF-interpretable (or both) object at the interface levels. In the previous sections, we illustrated that it contains subcategorization features, φfeatures, theta roles, and (π-)occurrences of LIs. The notion of context proves to be significant in many fields of cognitive science. It correlates with the basic observation that any physical/conceptual entity is defined by the particular context that it is positioned.



Moreover that entity



receives a larger degree of prominence given this circumstance. At an abstract level, the dichotomy between elements and contexts is somewhat analogous to the figure/ground distinction, a term that is widely used in the theory of psychology such as visual perception, and in various theories of grammar (e.g. Cognitive Grammar as in Langacker 1987; Taylor 2002; Construction Grammar as in Fillmore 1985; Lakoff 1987; Fillmore et al 1988; Goldberg 1995, 2006).



The interplay between elements and contexts is a attested in speech



articulation and lexical semantics as well. 1



1



For instance, while all phonemes are autonomous mental representations, in actual articulation there exists a phonological dependency such that consonants are more dependent than vowels in that the utterance of the former requires the support of the latter. It is hardly possible to articulate just the phoneme [p] or [b] without the support of a vowel such as [a]. In speech perception, it is a difficult
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At the interface levels, the concept of context is also salient. At PF, the observation that phonemes are put in the context of others corresponds to the fact that they are placed in a linear order along the timing slot.



The simplest



demonstration of the linear order of the syllables in the string [ba.da.ga] can be shown by the following set of contextual relations (Vergnaud 2003; Prinzhorn et al 2004 inter alia): (1) {, , , } Linear precedence or following is a binary relation, i.e. for any string a and b, either a precedes b or b precedes a. In (1), a trisyllabic word consists of four sets of contextual relations.



For each ordered pair, one member is a context-provider,



whereas another one is a context-matcher, according to the functional duality of LIs as the syntactic objects (Vergnaud 2003). 2 It is the context-provider that bears a Kfeature (i.e. π-occurrence). In addition, assume that the right member of the ordered pair bears a K-feature, and the left member matches with the K-feature. The set of ordered pairs becomes the following: (2) {, , , }



task for the hearers to identify a stop consonant ([b/p] or [d/t] or [g/t]) just by focusing on the stop (since a stop means silence), without the contextual information such as the realizing and closing gestures. It is also widely assumed that lexical meaning is contextually determined. The concept of hypotenuse is based on the entity itself (i.e. the straight line) plus the context the entity is positioned (i.e. as the longest side of a right-angled triangle). The contextual information is crucial; otherwise the distinction between hypotenuse and straight line will be lost (Langacker 1987). The assumption that contextual information is significant also receives support from various psychological and neuroscientific studies, of which I put detailed discussion aside. 2 In this case, syllables are the computable objects in phonology.
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Since each item has two ‘instances’ (one with and another without K-feature), the phonetic string [ba.da.ga] could be fully represented by the following set: (3) {#, ba, da, ga, K1-ba, K2-da, K3-ga, K4-#} Therefore a PF-representation is a set of instance(s) of computable objects whose K-features are matched with each other in a particular way. 3 The phonetic string of [ba.da.ga] could be summarized by postulating an ordered pair of ordered pairs: (4) ( ( ( ))) Note that the strings of PF are associative, i.e. (ba.(da.ga)) = ((ba.da).ga). Thus the following list of ordered pairs of ordered pairs could also be generated: (5)



a. ((( )  ) ) b. (( ) ( )) c. (( ( )) ) d. ( ((  ) )) What about LF? At first glance the task seems more difficult. Let us start



with the assumption that a syntactic context could be defined as ‘the sister of’ following Chomsky’s (1955/75, 1981, 1982, 2005) notion of occurrence.



In a



constituent structure such as [VP V [DP D [NP N]]], NP (as a projection of N) is in the context of D, and DP (as a projection of D) is in the context of V, and so on. The problem is that the properties of constituent structure cannot be fully described just by postulating the K-feature for each LI without resort to maximal projections 3



Other strings such as [ga.ba.da] or [da.ba.ga], etc, are the result of matching the K-features of LIs in other ways.
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(contrary to PF). Let us assume that the following sets of contextual relations (under sisterhood) are listed: (6) {, , , } The immediate problem in the current thesis is that maximal projections are not LIs that can bear a K-feature. Even if we assume that maximal projections could bear a K-feature, the K-features of the following members are unable to match with each other to yield a grammatical output. For instance in the following: (7)



a. {, , , } b. {#, V, D, N, K1-VP, K2-DP, K3-NP, K4-#} For the above set of members to properly match with each other, a notion of



immediate containment should be somehow postulated (e.g. NP immediately contains N), a notion that is assumed in the representational theory that is largely undefined in derivational terms (given our discussion of Merge in §2.3). In the following, we argue that all properties of constituent structures are derived by a successive derivational approach to contextual matching. It is only through successive derivation that the above set of members can match with each other in a well-defined way. We also examine various approaches such as Collins’ 2002 label-free theory of constituent structure, and Phillips 2003 that define constituent structure dynamically. We show that Collins’ theory is conceptually flawed, and Phillips’ theory could be subsumed under the postulation of πoccurrence as a typical K-feature.
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4.2. SYNTACTIC RELATIONS One major consequence of our approach is to totally dispense with syntactic relation as a syntactic construct.



It is instead a formal representation that is



somehow required by the BOC. 4 The following shows how a derivational approach toward syntax can derive the various properties of syntactic relations. In §4.2.1 we discuss the notion of labels.



In §4.2.2 and §4.2.3, we present Collin’s (2002)



proposal of the elimination of labels and its potential problems. In §4.2.4 and §4.2.5, we suggest an alternative way of generating syntactic relation. 4.2.1. LABELS The MP claimed that labels are the primitive object of constituent structures given the definition of Merge in the following paragraph: (8)



Applied to two objects α and β, Merge forms the new object K [emphasis added], eliminating α and β. What is K?..., so we take K to involve at least this set [{α, β}], whereas α and β are the constituents of K. Does that suffice? Output conditions dictate otherwise; thus, verbal and nominal elements are interpreted differently at LF and behave differently in the phonological component. K must therefore at least (and we assume at most) be of the form {γ, {α, β}}, whereas γ identifies the type to which K belongs, indicating its relevant properties. Call γ the label of K. (Chomsky 1995:243)



Syntactic labels are conceptually identical to syntactic heads that project constituent structures (Chomsky 1995:244): (9) [T]he label γ is either α or β; one or the other projects and is the head of K. Chomsky’s explanation is as follows: the label can neither be the union nor intersection of α and β because there might be cases in which the features of α and β are opposite to each other. If α is [+F] and β is [-F], feature union yields [±F] which



4



Epstein et al 1998, Epstein 1999, Epstein and Seely 2006 are also major attempts to derive syntactic relations through a derivational approach.
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is ambiguous, whereas feature intersection creates an empty set.5 This leaves feature identity with either α or β as the only option. This corresponds neatly with the notion of heads and endocentricity in which the head of a constituent is uniquely determined by one of the daughters. A head cannot be formed by two objects. Given such idiosyncratic property of Merge, we may question if the postulation of syntactic labels/heads is a primitive feature of the narrow syntax, or it could be reduced to something else. 4.2.2. THE PROBE-GOAL SYSTEM WITHOUT LABELS In his seminal work, Collins 2002 suggested that labels go beyond the central tenets of grammar that makes ‘infinite use of finite means’. 6 Instead the various properties of the X-bar theory could be fully described by considering a list of well-known syntactic relations: 7



5



Along this idea, language is different from chemistry. One observation of chemistry is that combining an acid with a base obtains a salt which is neither acid nor the base, and combining a hydrogen and oxygen atom obtains a water molecule which bears a function of putting off fire, which is neither is the function of hydrogen nor oxygen. 6 The critique of the postulation of heads occurred as soon as Jackendoff 1977, p.30 defined the meaning of heads: “The head of a phrase of category Xn can be defined in two difference ways, either as the Xn-1 that it dominates or as the lexical category X at the bottom of the entire configuration.” Rothstein 1991 commented that such a definition for heads works only with a labeled tree. This notion will be unusable unless the syntactic analysis could accurately define X n that makes no reference to relations between levels. In a label-free theory of syntax, one could arbitrarily assign the head status to virtually any syntactic category. 7 In Collins 2002, subcategorization is not limited to syntactic categories that are defined by sisterhood. The following examples are some cases of Subcat (X, Y) that do not involve sisterhood: (i) that John will leave ‘that’ [ _ IPfin] (ii) too happy to leave ‘too’ [ _ CPinf] (iii) so happy that I will leave ‘so’ [ _ CPfin] On the other hand, Bhatt and Pancheva 2004 showed that there is a co-occurrence requirement between the degree head (e.g. –er, as) and the degree clause (e.g. than-clause, as-clause): (iv). Cleo ate more apples than/*as/*that Matilda did. (v). David is less worried than/*as/*that Monica is. (vi). Simone drank fewer beers than/*as/*that Alex did. (vii). Anastasia is as tall as/*than/*that Daniel is.
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(10)



Theta (X, Y): X assigns a theta-role to Y. EPP (X, Y): Y satisfies the EPP feature of X. Agree (X, Y): X matches Y, and Y values X. Subcat (X, Y): X subcategorizes for Y. There were two major claims in Collins 2002. First, label-free Merge is



adopted. Compare the two proposals of Merge: (11) a.



Labeled Merge (Chomsky 1995)



b. Label-free Merge (Collins 2002)



X ty X Y



ty X Y



Second, in Collins 2002, Merge is the result of feature saturation between a Probe/selector and a Goal, along the same vein as Chomsky 2000. Call it the Locus Principle (LP) (Collins 2002:46): (12)



Let X be a lexical item that has one or more probe/selectors. Suppose X is chosen from the lexical array and introduced into the derivation. Then the probe/selectors of X must be satisfied before any new unsaturated lexical items are chosen from the lexical array. Let us call X the locus of the derivation. 8 Assume that the numeration consists of {see, the, man} along with the



following procedures (ibid, p.47): (13)



a. Select ‘see’ b. Select ‘the’ c. Merge (see, the) = {see, the} d. Select ‘man’ e. Merge ({see, the}, man) = {{see, the}, man}



They adopted the essence (but not the actual analysis) of Bresnan 1973 that the degree head forms a constituent with a degree clause in the absence of structural adjacency at the PF. They suggested that the constituency between the degree head and degree clause is formed by QR of the degree head, that is combined with the degree clause by Postcyclic Late Merge, in the exclusion of the degree predicate. 8 The idea shares a similar character with Feature Cyclicity (Chomsky 1995; Richards 1997, 2001): “A strong feature must be checked as soon as possible after being introduced into the derivation” It was claimed that feature cyclicity drives head and phrasal movement and bans ungrammatical operations such as Superiority. The signification of contextual features shares the spirit with Feature Cyclicity, but it further generalizes to simple phrase structure building such as Merge.
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Derivation is grammatical provided that one of the syntactic relations listed in (10) is satisfied in each derivational step. Step (13c) is ungrammatical in that the selector feature of see is not satisfied, i.e. it needs to assign a theta-role to its argument. According to the LP, new LIs cannot be chosen from the array and the derivation is ill-formed. In contrast, Merge in (14a) and (14b) are grammatical since the selector feature of one of the merged elements is satisfied, with the constituent shown in (14c): (14)



a. Merge (the, man) = {the, man} b. Merge (see, {the, man}) = {see, {the, man}} c.



(Subcat (the, man)) (Theta (see, {the, man}))



ty see ty the man



Collins contended that the locus as a feature of LIs could get rid of labels/heads while generating the basic properties of X-bar theory. One property of the X-bar theory is the condition on syntactic configurations with respect to levels of projections. Chomsky suggested that the level of syntactic projections is relational: (15)



A category that does not project any further is a maximal projection XP, and one that is not a projection at all is a minimal projection Xmin; any other is an X’, invisible at the interface and for computation. (Chomsky 1995:242-243) The X-bar theory imposes constraints on the possible combination of



categories. For instance the constituent structure [XP X ZP] is grammatical, whereas [XP X Z’ ] is not. Instead of stating it as a representational constraint as in the X-bar theory, the LP suggests that in the configuration [XP X ZP], the complement ZP is a saturated element. The introduction of X as a locus subcategorizes ZP and creates a 102



particular syntactic relation (Subcat (X, ZP)). On the other hand, [XP X Z’ ] is ungrammatical in that Z’ is not a saturated element by definition. An unsaturated element means that its Probe/selector is not satisfied. The selection of X is therefore banned since the feature of Z’ is not saturated, according to LP. For a Probe/selector to be saturated, it has to fulfill the Minimality Condition, stated in the following (Collins 2002: 58): (16)



Let X (a lexical item) contain a probe P. Let G be a matching goal. Then Agree (P, G) is established only if there is no feature F (a probe or a goal) matching P, such that P asymmetrically c-commands F and F asymmetrically c-commands G. A simple example is shown by subcategorization.



For instance tell



subcategorizes a PP with on as the head, i.e. [ __ PPon]. In the absence of labels, the constituent structure is represented as the following: (17)



ty tell ty on Z In a label-free theory which does not state the subcategorization in terms of



maximal projections (e.g. tell/__PPon), one has to say that there is a matching between tell as a Probe and on as a Goal. The Probe-Goal matching is done at the level of terminal nodes, which is analogous to movement.



It follows that



subcategorization should be subject to the constraints with movement such as minimality. For instance: (18)



a. *I told a secret on John. b. It is important that someone says that John is nice. c. *It is important that to say John is nice.
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In (18a), a secret blocks the Probe-Goal matching between told and on. In (18b), the complementizer that as a probe searches for a finite T in the embedded clause as a goal. The presence of an intervening infinite T would block the probegoal matching, shown by the ungrammatical sentence in (18c). 9 Another instance to illustrate the Probe-Goal matching at the level of lexical items is observed by subjunctives.



In (19), the verb demanded searches for a



subjunctive modal within the embedded clause as the Goal: (19) Bill demanded [that John SUBJ leave]. 4.2.3. THE PROBLEMS OF LABEL-FREE MERGE There are at least two ensuing issues which are unsolved and moreover unsolvable in such a label-free approach of Merge. First, its validity relies heavily on the notion of Probe-Goal configuration whose minimality condition is stated as a representational constraint, e.g. antisymmetric c-command in the sense of Kayne (1994: 4, 16). Kayne defined antisymmetry in terms of categories and hierarchical relations such as domination and exclusion, that is: (20)



X asymmetrically c-commands Y iff X c-commands Y and Y does not c-command X.



(21)



X c-commands Y iff X and Y are categories and X excludes Y and every category that dominates X dominates Y. The problem for incorporating antisymmetry into the label-free theory is that



antisymmetry is a representational relation that relies on the segment/category



9



The postulation of minimality for subcategorization between Probe and Goal also has consequences for double object constructions. In constructions such as John gave a book to Mary, in order for the subcategorization between gave and Mary to be licensed, there must exist a stage at which gave forms a constituent with Mary to the exclusion of a book, otherwise the presence of a book would block the subcategorization by minimality. Thanks to Roumi Pancheva for pointing out this possibility.
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distinction (May 1985) and domination. A category is a set of nodes, whereas a segment is a member node of a category. This distinction was argued to be pivotal in yielding the total ordering of lexical items (i.e. terminals). For instance in Kayne (1994:15-16): (22) a. *



L ty M P | ty Q R S | | | q r T | t



b.



P ty M P | ty Q R S | | | q r T | t



All else being equal, (22a) is ruled out since M antisymmetrically ccommands R, and P antisymmetrically c-commands Q. The two ordered pairs of non-terminals  and  obtain the linear order  and  respectively, which is immediately ruled out at PF. On the other hand, (22b) is wellformed since the lower node P does not antisymmetrically c-command M---it is a segment of P and therefore does not fit into the condition for antisymmetry. M antisymmetrically c-commands R and the linear order of terminals  is derived at PF. Now we consider a label-free representation, with A, B and C being the lexical items: (23)



ty A ty B C



Lexical items are not categories, therefore the basic condition for antisymmetry is not met. Even if we assume that A, B, C were categories, the syntactic relation 105



between A, B and C is still undefined since all nodes are label-free. A syntactic node without labels is category-free, given that syntactic categories are pre-determined by the head and projection of labels which are absent in such theory. Thus the condition ‘every category that dominates X dominates Y’ in (21) is not defined in a label-free theory. Another problem for the label-free theory of Merge is that the Probe-Goal relation is an indirect representation of labels in that both involve an asymmetric relation. The asymmetry exists between Probe and Goal such that the Probe searches for a Goal for feature matching, but not the other way round. On the other hand, in a labeled constituent, an asymmetry exists between a head and a complement such that the former but not the latter projects its label to the constituent. We therefore question whether the Probe-Goal distinction is conceptually motivated, the same as we question the validity of labels. 10 ,



11



The following two representations are



conceptually identical in providing the same piece of information. Both merit full motivations:



10



One could postulate a competing theory that acts as a mirror Probe-Goal system. For instance the complement is a Probe that searches for a transitive verb as a Goal, or an NP searches for a T as a Goal for agreement checking. It is difficult to see, at least to my understanding, what difference this approach could make comparing with Chomsky’s system. 11 Epstein et al (1998:94) suggested that checking relations be relations of mutual dependence, i.e. each term in a checking relation is dependent on the other for feature-checking. This led to their assumption that mutual c-command is required for the establishment of checking relation. For instance in movement in which the subject moves to Spec-IP for case checking, I0 c-command the VP-internal subject before movement, while the moved subject c-commands I0 after the transformation. This mutual c-command relation (across derivational steps) is called derivational sisterhood: (ibid, p.96) (a) X and Y are Derivational Sisters in a derivation D iff (i) X C-commands Y at some point P in D, and (ii) Y C-commands X at some point P’ in D (where P may equal P’) (b) X is in a Checking Relation with a head Y0 in a derivation D iff (i) X and Y0 are derivational sisters, and (ii) Y0 bears an uninterpretable feature identical to some feature in X. Following this line of thought, the head-complement relation must involve checking in that the two are in mutual c-command relation, hence sisterhood.
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(24)



a. Labeled Merge α ty α β



b. Label-free Merge with Probe-Goal distinction ty Probe Goal [uF] [+F]



Adopting the minimalist spirit, redundancy of grammar is to be avoided. The observation that asymmetry of syntactic relations is attested at the interface level is not sufficient to conclude that asymmetry is a design feature of Merge whose primary function is to combines two objects together, given the assumed independence between the NS and BOS. 4.2.4. SYNTACTIC RELATIONS AND CONTEXTUAL MATCHING We contend that constituent structures and the properties thereof are properly described without any resort of asymmetric representational notions such as the Probe-Goal distinction. Instead they are the general consequence of the way LIs are introduced to the computational space. Let us look at how see and Mary combine to yield see Mary as a syntactic constituent. We could list the following list of K-features of the two LIs: (25)



see: Subcat, θ1, π1, π2 Mary: θ1



The verb see has a subcategorization feature that requires a direct object. It also assigns a theta role to its internal argument. The two π-occurrences imply that see needs to immediately precede and follow one LI. 12 On the other hand, Mary requires



Note that subcategorization also subsumes the notion of π-occurrence (i.e. the subcategorizing category requires an immediately following complement). Thus matching with one subcategorization feature means matching with one π-occurrence simultaneously. For the sake of clarity, in the presence of subcategorization, only the π-occurrence that does not overlap with subcategorization will be shown. 12
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a theta role. 13 The complete set of φ-features of Mary are interpretable on its own, and need not be matched with other LIs in the absence of object agreement. Combining the two LIs means that some K-features are matched in order to derive interpretable outputs at PF/LF: (26) (see + Mary) : Subcat, θ1, π1 (see), θ1 (Mary) A simple binary operation between see and Mary immediately creates a set of interpretable syntactic relations, i.e. subcategorization, theta-role assignment and phonological adjacency.



The case of Mary is assigned as a consequence of



subcategorization and adjacency. This example verifies the following claim: (27)



Each step of syntactic derivation in terms of matching of contextual features creates at least one interpretable syntactic relation.



After see combines with Mary, all the K-features of Mary (i.e. K-Mary) are properly matched and Mary become opaque. On the other hand, some K-features of see are not matched, e.g. π2. It is this outstanding K-feature that exists in the computational space, and this gives rise to the effect of generating a syntactic label. On the contrary, within a computational space, an LI with a fully matched K-features (e.g. Mary) become a complement within that constituent structure. This is stated in the following: 14



Presumably Mary also bears a π-occurrence by definition. I suppose that it is matched by the sentence boundary # as a context-matcher. 14 This bears a similar conceptual root with Koopman and Sportiche 1991and Collins 2002 by means of ‘saturation’. 13
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(28) Within a computational space, a. A label/head represents the lexical item that bears more K-features. b. A complement represents the lexical item with fully matched Kfeatures. This corresponds to Collins’ label-free theory, except for the fact that no notions of probe and goal are utilized in this basic framework. Two things should be noted.



First, the generation of syntactic relations seems only possible under a



derivational approach toward syntax that is successive cyclic. While the MP/DBP are also derivational theories that are successive cyclic, the current thesis differs in that LIs are treated as an independent cyclic domain.



Second, in DBP in which



numerations are defined in terms of lexical arrays (LA), the Probe-Goal distinction is pre-determined within the LA so that a Probe is always paired with a Goal. Given the assumption that each LI bears a set of K-features, and that each K-feature of an LI needs to be matched by another LI, the Probe-Goal distinction can be dispensed with. Moreover, the level of projections such as minimal and maximal projections can be derivationally determined in a unique fashion. We should be aware that in another model (e.g. Brody 1995, 2002, 2003), a representational approach is postulated that describes projections in relational terms.



Brody argued that all



properties driven by the derivational theory could well be described by a representational one without any loss (or gain) of generality. According to the representational theory of syntax, a derivational approach to syntactic relation runs afoul of restrictiveness. The reason presented in Brody 2002 is that a derivational theory is multi-representational (i.e. a mixed theory) in that it imposes conditions on 109



the input and output representation, and moreover the correspondence between them. On the other hand, a purely representational theory is a single-level theory since only the final representation is evaluated at the interface level. A mixed theory that involves derivation- representation duplication should not be favored unless it is forced by empirical evidence that is arguably lacking at the moment.



Brody



furthermore reduces the c-command relation, derivationally construed as in the work of Epstein 1999, to representational notions such as domination, mediated by the Mirror Theory (Baker 1988). 15 The comparison between the various definitions of c-command is stated as follows: (29)



Representational definition of c-command (First version) (Reinhart 1976): 16 X c-commands Y iff (a) the first branching node dominating X dominates Y, and (b) X does not dominate Y, and (c) X ≠ Y.



(30)



Representational definition of c-command (Second version) (Brody 2002): X c-commands Y iff (a) there is a Z that immediately dominates X, and (b) Z dominates Y.



(31)



Derivational definition of c-command (Epstein 1999; emphasis in origin): X-c-commands all and only the terms of a category Y with which x was paired by Merge or by Move in the course of the derivation. Brody’s argument against a derivational approach to syntactic relation and



moreover a derivational approach to syntax is mainly conceptually driven. One



15



For more technical details about the translation of c-command to simple domination, please refer to chapter 7-10 in Brody 2003. 16 Brody contended that ‘X c-commands Y’ could be represented by the conjunction of two conditions: (i) there is a Z that immediately dominates X, and (b) Z dominates Y. Note that there exists an asymmetry between the two conditions, which corresponds to the asymmetrical nature of c-command. I agree with Brody (and counter derivationalists such as Epstein) that c-command relation is not necessarily an indispensable property of the narrow syntax. In fact, I would say that the definition of ‘syntactic relations’ is broader than that. There exist elements standing in some syntactic relation with each other that is not (and cannot be) defined by c-command, especially when inter-arboreal relation is considered (e.g. Bobaljik and Brown 1997, Nunes 2001, 2004, etc). In this regard, ccommand is epiphenomenal on one hand, and it is merely important for one to state intra-arboreal relation on the other hand.
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focus concerns the notion of binary branching. In a derivational approach, Epstein 1999 reduced this property to the pairing between elements based on structure building rules such as Merge and Move. Since by definition in MP, Merge takes two objects at one time, it is a natural consequence that branching must be binary instead of uni-branching or ternary. Brody countered this argument in that nothing in the notion of concatenation forces the pairing operation to be binary, if Merge is comparable to set operations (Brody 2002:28) (also §2). One way out, as shown in §2, is to treat the narrow syntax as a binary operation. In basic algebraic operations such as addition, the additive operator (+) applies to two computable objects at one time. Under the law of associativity, the following three formulas are equivalent: (32) a+b+c = (a+b)+c = a+(b+c) The above mathematical notations have two pieces of important information. Consider b.



In ‘(a+b)+c’, b is computed with a, whereas in ‘a+(b+c)’, b is



computed with c. As a result, b is involved into two independent computational domains, notated by the parentheses. Second, the computation is ordered such as in ‘(a+b)+c’, (a+b) is computed before the output is computed with c; in ‘a+(b+c)’, (b+c) is computed before the output is computed with a. No mathematician would conjecture that such an ordering of computation stems from the inherent properties of a/b/c, or even the algebraic operation (+) --Instead the ordering of mathematical computation is derived by the fact that addition is a binary operation whose output serves as an input for subsequent computations.
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In this regard, NS is compatible with algebraic operations, while the difference between them stems from the identity of computable objects.



For



algebraic operations on formal numbers, computable objects are the numbers. For narrow syntax, it is the dual roles of lexical items. The contextual component of an LI is binary so that within an algebraic operation between a and b, there is a division of labor such that one member within the operation is the context-provider and another the context-matcher. To repeat the analysis of the phonetic string [ba.da.ga] in terms of contextual matching: (33) {(# + K1-ba), (ba + K2-da), (da + K3-#)} In the derivation of see Mary, while both LIs have their own set of K-features, it is always the case that for a particular type of K-matching, one is always a contextprovider and another a context-matcher: (34)



see K-provider



Mary K-matcher



π-occurrence K-provider



K-matcher



K-provider



K-matcher



Theta role Subcat



The division of labor between K-provider/matcher has immediate consequences for case theory as discussed before. Given our general understanding in the MP that both the case-assigner and the case-receiver bear an unvalued case feature, the matching between the two categories becomes mysterious. This being said, case features seem not fit into the general picture of K-provider and K-matcher, which provides another reason for us to reanalyze case features in terms of theta role 112



assignment (via visibility condition) and π-occurrence (via adjacency) (See §2 for discussion). The above discussion has an impact on the meaning of syntactic objects in general. Compare the definition of syntactic objects as in MP (35) and the current proposal (36) (Chomsky 1995:243): (35)



A syntactic object K consists of the following types: a. lexical items b. K = {γ, {a, b}}, whereas a, b are syntactic objects, and γ is the label of K.



(36)



A syntactic object is the contextual components of lexical items that are matched by the binary operation +. Given the functional duality of LIs and the refined definition of syntactic



objects, the notion of labels could be totally dispensed with. It is moreover plausible to claim that the c-command relation that represents an asymmetry between merged elements is not a primitive property of the narrow syntax, summarized as follows: 17 (37) a. Syntactic relations are the formal representation of the derivational algorithm of grammar. b. The properties of constituent structures (e.g. heads, complements, labels, probe-goal distinction, etc) are not primitive, but derivative. 4.2.5. CONTEXTUALITY OF SYNTACTIC RELATIONS In the GB theory and MP, the difference between a head and a complement is relational, i.e. a head is an X0-category that is driven from the lexicon, whereas the complement is a XP that does not project any further (Chomsky 1995:242). In light of this, we have shown that matching of contextual features of lexical items is dynamic, which directly corresponds to the contextuality of syntactic 17



This accords with Brody 2002 but goes counter to Epstein 1999. Brody suggested that cases where c-command appears to be useful are cases of accidental interplay between two notions, one of which is domination, the other the Spec-Head relation and Head-Comp relation.
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relations. The syntactic role of LIs is largely dependent on their syntactic contexts. Syntactic context means the particular computational space/derivational step an item is involved. Consider the simple noun Mary. While driven from the lexicon, Mary is the head. In a simple VP such as see Mary, Mary functions as a complement. In the previous discussion, while both see and Mary bear a different set of K-features, it is always the case that after combining see and Mary, there remains at least one outstanding K-feature hosted by see (but not Mary). 18 Within a single constituent, a lexical item with fully matched K-features is formally represented by a complement, whereas one with more outstanding K-feature(s) within the constituent becomes a head.



The following is an idealized form of how dynamicity of K-feature(s)



determines the syntactic relation: (38)



…Compk ty Hk Compj ty Hj Compi ty Hi Comp



(Σ4) (Σ3) (Σ2) (Σ1)



Contextuality also has consequences for semantics.



One concerns the



interpretation of wh-CP in embedded contexts. While it is commonplace that the



18



This being said, there is no case in which two LIs combine with each other so that all K-features of both items are matched completely. This applies even we assume that ‘see’ only assigns one thetarole and subcategorizes for one argument (and let the small v introduce an external theta role, the subject of ‘see’). The significance lies on the necessity of π-occurrence as an outstanding K-feature of ‘see’.
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wh-CP can be selected by an interrogative predicate as its complement, it could also be selected by an argument-taking predicate, as in the case of free relatives (also §6): (39)



a. I wondered [CP what John cooked yesterday].



(Interrogatives)



b. I ate [FR what John cooked yesterday].



(Free relatives)



The CP in both cases receive a question interpretation, however (39b) shows that a CP could receive an argument reading (which corresponds to a DP syntactically) in particular contexts. 19 Let us look at how contextuality operates in Phonology.



In metrical



constituent structures (Liberman and Prince 1977; Halle and Vergnaud 1987; Hayes 1995, inter alia), it is proposed that each syllable is a stress-bearing element, shown by the asterisk in line 0 in (40). The asterisks on line 1 represent the stressed element within each metrical constituent (marked by parenthesis on line 0). Note that some stress-bearing elements on line 0 become unstressed on line 1 (Halle and Vergnaud 1987:9): (40)



* . * . * . (* *)(* *)(* *) Apa lachi cola



* * . * . (*)(* *) (* *) Ti conde roga



* . * line 1 (* *) (*) line 0 Hacken sack



The stressed elements of line 1 could be further classified so that further strong-weak distinction is observed, for instance in the following metrical grid (in the sense of Liberman 1975), the stressed elements on line 1 are classified so that the fifth syllable of Apalachicola bears the primary stress of the whole word (shown by 19



Some other verbs could select a DP and CP by postulating two subcategorization frames: (i) John believed [CP that Mary was sick] / [CP whatever Mary told him] / [DP Mary’s explanation]. (ii) John asked [CP what Mary bought] / [DP the time]. These verbs are either psychological (e.g. believe) or question-selecting (e.g. ask). On the other hand, simple transitive verbs like ‘eat’ behaves differently. It is neither a psychological nor a questionselecting verb: (iii) John ate *[CP that Mary cooked yesterday] / [CP whatever Mary cooked] / [DP the dish Mary cooked]
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the asterisk on line 2), and the first and third syllable bear the secondary stress (shown by the dots on line 2): (41)



(. . *) (* .)(* .)(* .) * * * * * * Apa lachi cola



line 2 line 1 line 0



The basic idea is that there is always one stressed element within a constituent, with others unstressed. Thus phonological prominence is a contextual notion in the same fashion as syntactic relations. 4.3. RECURSIVITY The original idea of recursivity dated back to the era of Aristotle and Plato, and later Wilhelm von Humboldt made a famous quotation that language is a system that makes ‘infinite use of finite means’, a sentence that is frequently referred to as in the foundation of LSLT and Aspects.



The agreed assumption that language is



potentially unbounded and sentences could be recursive (e.g. through further embedding) provides the basic building blocks for a generative theory of grammar. When Context-free PS grammars were postulated in LSLT, recursivity is described by the rewrite rule stated below (Σ: initial symbol; F: rewrite rules) (Lasnik 2000: 17) (42)



a. Σ: S b. F: S→ aSb Recursion is generated by the rewrite rule in the following fashion:



(43)



Line 1: S Line 2: aSb Line 3: aaSbb Line 4: aaaSbbb
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In Syntactic Structures (Chomsky 1957), recursion is treated into PS-rules as in the (44a) which generates embedding constructions such as (44a-c): (44)



VP → V S a. [S Peter sings]. b. [S Mary thinks [S Peter sings]]. c. [S John thinks [S Mary thinks [S Peter sings]]]. The significance of the recursive nature of syntax becomes more central to



the issue, which leads to a dramatic shift of research paradigm, from PS rules which is totally ad-hoc, to simpler mechanisms such as the X-bar schema.



The MP



furthermore discards the X-bar schema in favor of Merge that assumes maximal generality. MP postulated the notion of ‘terms’ that refers to functioning objects for computation: (45)



For a syntactic object K to be a term: a. K is a term of K b. If L is a term of K, then the member of the members of L are terms of K. c. Nothing else is a term. A basic constituent formed by two objects has three terms:



(46)



γ ty α



β



The boxed objects are the terms: α, β, and {γ, {α, β}}. Note that the label γ is not a term, and not computationally active by definition. Chomsky claimed that the notion of terms suffices to account for the recursive nature of syntax, i.e. a newly formed constituent is always a term for further computation. However such notion is derivative, as I would argue.
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In a theory of syntax that is treated as an algebraic operation, one central property is the notion of closure in binary operation, defined as follows: (47)



a. Let a, b, c… n, be well-defined strings S defined over a formal grammar G. b. Let ‘+’ be a binary algebraic operator that takes strings as inputs. c. For all a, b ∈ S, a + b ∈ S (closure) In the number theory, it is the property of closure that guarantees that given



any two natural numbers N1, N2, and the mathematical addition +, the expression N1+N2 is also a natural number. 20 The set of all natural numbers can be derived by this property.



However it should be cautioned that the property of closure is



necessary but not sufficient in generating the nature of recursivity of grammar in that closure is merely a mathematical description of the property of addition. In syntax, one would also need a theory of actual computation that put elements together, and moreover guarantees that the composite object is subject to the same computation. Under the assumption that there is at least one outstanding K-feature in the computational space, derivation will continue without termination, either by selecting new items or movement of existing items.



Note that recursivity also



corresponds to successive movement in an intimate way: (48)



a. Johni seems ti to be likely ti to ti win the competition.



(A-movement)



b. Whoi do you think ti Mary said ti Peter met ti yesterday? (A’-movement) As mentioned in §3.7, both A- and A’-moved elements are sentence-initial and their lexical requirements are satisfied at the final derivational step. That is to



20



This property of closure also applies to real numbers, integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers and complex numbers.
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say, movement is unbounded as long as some K-feature(s) are existing in the computational space: (49) a. Recursivity as a design feature of narrow syntax derives from the property of closure and the K-feature(s) in the computational space that needs to be matched. b. Successive movement is motivated by the matching of K-feature(s) of an existing item (e.g. C, T). c. Successive movement is a natural consequence of syntax. Extending the above claim, we conclude that when two objects combine with each other, some K-feature(s) of either objects (or both) will be matched, but the following situation never happens: The sets of K-features of the two items are completely matched so that no outstanding K-features exist in the computation. The π-occurrence of the combined objects cannot be fully matched with each other, to say the least. 4.4. ASYMMETRY One of the major problems in generative syntax is the thesis of asymmetry of grammar. Since the inception of X-bar theory and later on the GB theory, it was widely assumed that grammar incorporates an asymmetric nature which is instantiated in various dimensions. Di Sciullo 2005 summarized three major types of asymmetric relation in the following, i.e. (a) precedence; (b) dominance; (c) sistercontainment:
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(50) a.



[A B]



b.



A | B



c.



E ty A D ty B C



The claim that asymmetry is a property of the language faculty is generally argued to be attested at the interface levels, i.e. linear ordering at PF and scope reading at LF. Asymmetry is also verified in some psycholinguistic work such as language perception (see Di Sciullo 2005 and the references cited there). Again, I argue that it is oftentimes overlooked that there is a fundamental difference between BOC and the design features of NS. The former includes the particular traits and properties a physical/biological entity sustains under a certain environment, which means the natural world in most cases.



The latter can be



understood as a recipe that contains all-and-only-all ingredients of a formal system. What the system contains are the synchronic properties. In many cases there is a one-to-one correspondence between internal design and external conditions, provided that there are no intervening elements between them. To take a basic example, the genetic blueprint of humans (i.e. internal system) is that bipedalism is a design feature of homo sapiens. It is also commonplace that output representations (i.e. the formal expression of human beings) are subject to external conditions. Thus skin color or body height are the conjoined effect of the genetic disposition on one hand, and the external conditions (e.g. geography, life experience) by which a particular person is constrained on the other hand. In the natural world, there are cases in which the superficial properties of a material or an element are not uniquely determined by its design feature, even 120



though there appears to be no intervening factors between the two levels. Any fiveyear-old child knows that water has a function of extinguishing fire. However it would be immediately mistaken to conclude that extinguishing fire is a design feature of water. The design feature of water contains its chemical components oxygen and hydrogen atoms, its particular traits such as the three states of matter under a particular environment, color, odor, taste, and the property that it is a universal solvent, etc.



None of the abovementioned properties have any direct



relation whatsoever with the fire-extinguishing capacity of water. While one could argue that the two levels of properties can be indirectly related (e.g. fire is extinguished by water since the chain reaction of combustion that is necessary to sustain a fire is stopped by vaporization of water under heat), this is radically different from saying that water is designed in such a way to extinguish fire. 21 The above illustration can also be used as a guideline for the study of the design feature of grammar. The assumption is that the ingredients of the NS do not contain the nature of asymmetry, whereas the observation of asymmetry should lie elsewhere, i.e. the way in which the K-features of lexical items are matched with each other, stated in the following: (51)



The asymmetry of grammar stems from the fact that no two LIs that form a constituent have exactly the same set of K-features. Indeed, symmetry does not need any words of justification (also Brody 2006).



Given what we know about mathematics and physics, it would be a waste of time to explain again the observation of symmetry in the natural world, for instance why the 21



And moreover it is not true that water can distinguish fire in all occasions, e.g. fire caused by oil wells.
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physical object and its mirror image (created by a flat mirror) are always symmetric to each other, or why the force of action equals that of reaction according to Newton’s law.



On the other hand, any theory that postulates the notion of



asymmetry should be fully justified by supporting evidence, empirically and theoryinternally. However, all ‘arguments’ that are discussed in support of asymmetry of language do not seem to have any bearing on the design feature of NS per se. On the other hand, the evidence of the symmetry of grammar is found everywhere, e.g. the symmetry of categories between the nominal and verbal domain, and the symmetry between syntax and phonology with respect to the computation. 4.5. CONSTITUENT ORDER 4.5.1. INTRODUCTION If derivation is nothing but the matching of K-features of LIs, it paves a way for a more flexible theory of constituent structures. The most central issue is about the word order that is observed in the world’s languages. Since the advent of the modern generative grammar in mid fifties, the debate as to whether various word orders share the same underlying configuration, with one word order derived from another via transformational rules (i.e. syntactic approach), or word orders are merely phonological variations based on particular rules (i.e. phonological approach), or various word orders are not intrinsically related at all, has never ended. 22



22



For the movement approach toward word order variation, see Kayne 1994, 1998, 2005, and various papers in Svenonius 2000. On the typological and functional approaches, please refer to the original work in Greenberg 1963, Hawkins 1983, 1988, 1994, 2004, Comrie 1986, 1989, Croft 1990, Givon 2001, inter alia.
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A thorough study of word order variation is beyond the main scope of the current work, partly due to the fact that one could not simply make any analysis by looking at the surface strings of linguistic elements, but instead attention should be paid to (i) the relation between various word order patterns within and among languages; (ii) the relation between analysis and empirical evidence with respect to distribution, language acquisition, and arguably also language change. 23 I hereby briefly summarize in the following competing approaches: (52)



Principle-and-Parameter (Chomsky 1981): Word order variations result from parametric settings in individual languages fixed by experience (e.g. head-initial in English vs. headfinal in Japanese).



(53)



Universal-base approach (Zwart 1993; Kayne 1994, 1998): Word order variations result from the possibility of (overt) movement that is language-specific based on a universal syntactic configuration.



(54)



Correspondence Theory (Bresnan 1982, 2001; Jackendoff 1997) Word order variations result from different correspondence rules that link the conceptual/functional level with the constituent level, these levels being mutually independent.



(55)



Functional Approach (Greenberg 1963; Comrie 1986; Croft 1991; Hawkins 1983, 2004) Word order variations result from competing functional motivations that interact with universal typological principles. Disagreement is observed even within approaches. In the universal-base



approach, Kayne 1994 argued that SVO is more primitive in that the configuration is more pertinent to the Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA): (56)



23



Consider the set A of ordered pairs  (X, Y: non-terminals) such that for each j, Xj asymmetrically c-commands Yj. Denote the nonterminal-to-terminal dominance relation as d, and T the set of terminals. d(A) is a linear ordering of T.



See Newmeyer 2005 for an extensive summary and the references cited there for details.
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The implication of LCA as a syntactic primitive is that the hierarchical relation between non-terminals in the constituent structure is one-to-one correspondence to the linear order of terminals. Kayne claimed that asymmetric ccommand between non-terminals maps onto linear precedence of terminals. The claim that SVO is primitive is based on the assumption that only Spec-head-comp word order is allowed given LCA. 24 The word order of SOV results from overt phrasal (i.e. object) movement to some position analogous to Spec-AgrOP. 25 In his later work, Kayne 1998 made a more radical claim that even SVO as observed in the output representation is the result of a sequence of movements (based on the comparative work between English and other West Germanic and Scandinavian languages). Treating it in the same way as SOV, he argued that in the derivation of SVO, the first step involves overt object movement to Spec-AgrOP, and the second step is a remnant movement of VP that contains the object trace. This being said, the only difference between SVO and SOV stems from the landing site. For SOV, verb movement lands at a lower Spec position than in SVO: 26 (57)



(SVO) a. S [VP V O] → S [AgrOP O [VP V ti]] → S [[VP V ti] j [AgrOP O tj]] b. S [VP V O] → S [AgrOP O [VP V ti]] → S [AgrOP O [VP [VP V ti] j [tj]](SOV)



24



For reasons why the mirror order complement-head-spec that maps on OVS is not allowed in LCA, please refer to Kayne 1994 pp.36-38. 25 This leaves aside other details such as V-to-I movement that was argued to be related to inflectional morphology in various Germanic languages (Pollock 1989; Kayne 1994; Holmberg and Platzack 1995; Haegeman 2000). Insofar as the verb lands at Spec-AgrS as a result of V-movement, in order to derive SOV word order, the object that was once situated at Spec-AgrO has to move to the left of AgrS. This is supported by the data in West Germanic languages. For instance in West Flemish the complements precede not only the verb but also the preverbal negative clitic. 26 There are various suggestions as to how to derive SOV order under the universal-base hypothesis. In particular, the parameters could stem from (i) whether V-movement is overt/covert; or (ii) the landing site of V-movement. An SOV order could be derived from an overt object movement followed by covert V-movement, or overt V-movement that lands at a lower functional projection.
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On the other hand, Fukui and Takano 1998 and Haider 2002 contended that Spec-comp-head linear order is preferred to Spec-head-comp, and OV order is more basic that derives VO order, for independent reasons which I do not attempt to discuss in detail. 27 While I agree that there exists a PF-LF correspondence that is the output of the NS (see also §2), it is up to the empirical evidence to evaluate whether the correspondence is one-to-one, or many-to-many.



Postulating a one-to-one



correspondence between LF and PF could potentially exclude the features of PF as a construct of the core computational system. However one is immediately forced to complicate the NS in order to maintain such a strict PF-LF correspondence (e.g. strong features, remnant movement, etc). On the other hand, the universal-base approach is largely undefined under the current theory. As long as K-matching is properly licensed at each individual step, any word order is theoretically possible and be empirically attested. We make the following claim: (58)



Word order is the total ordering of lexical items whose K-features are matched. Assume that the set of syntactic features are invariant across languages. Word order variation is attributed to the fact that lexical items bear different set of phonological occurrence(s) that need to be matched during the derivation. One major consequence is that there is no a priori asymmetry between



VO/OV languages, and the transformational analysis of one order deriving from 27



The basic idea presented in Fukui and Takano 1998 is that there is no evidence showing overt object movement in SOV languages. For instance Japanese as a SOV language does not have overt wh-movement (e.g. wh-in-situ), contrary to English as a SVO language. As a result, English has more reasons to postulate a strong feature that drives overt movement. This being said, English SVO was argued to be the result of verb movement from the SOV base.
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another becomes largely irrelevant under the current assumptions. This claim is made with great care after we observe the symmetry between VO and OV languages. Quantitatively, VO/OV languages are equally spread among world’s languages (in terms of number of languages or language families), showing that neither of the two is more intrinsically basic than another. VO/OV languages also exhibit a high degree of symmetry based on a number of implicational universals. For instance the following two sets of parametric settings are mirror images of each other (Greenberg 1963; Comrie 1986): (59)



a. VO/Pre-P/NGen/NAdj b. OV/P-Post/GenN/AdjN



(e.g. English, Hebrew) (e.g. Japanese, Korean)



Ross 1970 discovered that VO/OV languages differ in their behavior of Gapping. Gapping of VO languages appear to the right conjunct, whereas for OV languages, it happens at the left conjunct: (60)



a. SVO and SO (c.f. *SO and SVO) b. SO and SOV (c.f. *SOV and SO) Showing that the two orders are not inherently ranked with each other, the



surface difference between the two could be determined by the matching of contextual features, especially the phonological occurrence of lexical items. 4.5.2. DERIVING VERB-OBJECT AND OBJECT-VERB ORDER Consider the following SVO sentence in (61a) and the list of objects computed in (61b): (61)



a. John likes Mary. b. {T, v*, John, like, Mary} In constituent structures, the following representation is always used: 126



(62) [TP Johni T [vP ti v* [VP like Mary]] The following list of K-features is shown as follows: (63)



a. T/v*, v*/V, like/Mary (Subcat) b. v*/John, like/Mary (theta role) c. John/T (φ-feature) d. T/John, v*/John, like/Mary (π-occurrence) Recall that the general assumption is that each step of derivation is either PF-



or LF-interpretable, and the derivation is unbounded as long as there exist an unmatched K-feature. The following shows that all derivational steps are legitimate and it terminates at (64e) when all K-features of LIs are properly matched: (64)



a. [VP like Mary] b. v* [VP like Mary] c. [VP John v* [VP like Mary]] d. T [VP John v* [VP like Mary]] e. [TP John T [VP v* [VP like Mary]]]



(Subcat (V), theta role (V), π (V)) (Subcat (v*)) (theta role (v*), π (v*)) (Subcat (T), φ-feature (T)) (π (T))



In the above schema, all LIs are linearly ordered such that Mary becomes opaque before like, like becomes opaque before v*, and so on. The last derivation step in (64) merits further consideration. We notice that there are two instances of John, one at the position of Spec-vP in (64d), and another at Spec-vP in (64e). From the point of view of K-matching, their co-occurrence is legitimate. Its presence at Spec-vP is licensed by theta role assignment, whereas its presence at Spec-TP is licensed by π-occurrence. Only one instance of John is actually pronounced, i.e. Spec-TP. An explanation needs to be stated concerning the choice of pronounced copy. We suggest that the actual pronounced copy is determined by whether the π127



occurrence is a strong occurrence (S-OCC) or a weak occurrence (W-OCC). The assignment of S-OCC and W-OCC within a sentence can be determined in more than one way.



For instance the following two statements concerning S-OCC are



conceptually convergent: (65) a. A strong occurrence is the last matched occurrence of the chain. b. A strong occurrence is the occurrence that corresponds to the maximal syntactic representation. Recall the proposal in §2 about the relation between a chain as a list of occurrence(s) and the syntactic representation: (66) An occurrence list is a form of syntactic representation. The example that we illustrated before is the raising sentence such as John seems to thrive, in which John as a moved item has a list of occurrences. Each individual occurrence corresponds to a syntactic representation: (67)



a. John thrive b. John to thrive c. John seems to thrive Given the occurrence list of John as (Tseems, to, thrive), the occurrence Tseems



is the strong occurrence in that it fits into the statement in (65a) and (65b), i.e. it is the last matched occurrence of John (i.e. seems), and it corresponds to the syntactic representation contains the maximal structure comparing with others (i.e. John to thrive and John thrive). Now consider how the alternative OV order is generated by matching a different set of π-occurrences. A case-by-case description of SOV languages is largely out of the current scope, since there is strong evidence showing that SOV languages, especially the final position of O and V, is derived in a language-specific 128



way. For instance some SOV languages (e.g. Germanic) observe V-movement (e.g. to I), shown by the presence of φ-agreement on the V (e.g. personal agreement). As a result, object movement needs to land at a position higher than V. Let us take Germanic languages as the example, using the following quotation as the guideline: (68)



If the verb has raised to AgrS in German and Dutch, and if complements have moved to the left of that position, then the subject, at least when it is to the left of one or more complements, cannot be in Spec, AgrS…, although it presumably will have passed through it. The conclusion that subjects in German and Dutch can be, and with ordinary transitives typically are, higher than AgrS projection may ultimately contribute to an understanding of a striking asymmetry within Germanic, namely, that complementizer agreement with the subject ([a list of references]) is found only in the Germanic SOV languages, and never in the Germanic SVO languages, to the best of my knowledge. 28 (Kayne 1994: 52)



For instance, an SOV sentence in Dutch (e.g. (69a)) should have the following constituent structure (69b), or something analogous to it: 29 (69)



a. omdat hij het boek kocht. because he the book bought ‘because he bought the book’



(Koster 1975: 119)



b. … [CP omdat [TopP hijs [AgrSP [het boek]o kochti [vP ts [VP ti to]]]] The above constituent structure verifies a division of labor between establishing syntactic relation between elements on one hand, and the phonological arrangement 28



For instance in some dialects of Dutch (Zwart 2006): (i) Dat-´ s´ spel-´. (South Hollandic Dutch) that-PL 3PL play-PL ‘..that they play.’ (ii) Dat-(*´) s´ speel-t. that-(PL) 3SG-F play-3SG ‘..that she plays.’ However it should be noted that the existence of complementizer agreement with the subject does not necessarily entail any Spec-head agreement relation between the subject and C. See Zwart 2006 for an alternative treatment. 29 What does not concern us here is the observation of verb-second in Germanic languages. We could easily postulate a subsequent V-movement to C (e.g. Koster 1975). V2 is generally observed in root sentences, but not in embedded sentences (Zwart 1991): (i) Ik heb een huis met een tuintje gehuurd I have a house with a garden-DIM rented ‘I rented a house with a little garden.’ (ii) * ..dat ik heb een huis met een tuintje gehuurd that I have a house with a little garden rented
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of stings on the other hand. We propose the following list of K-features in (70), and the step-by-step derivation in (71a-g): (70)



a. kocht/het boek, v*/V, AgrS/v*, Top/AgrS (Subcat) 30 b. kocht/het boek, v*/hij (theta role) c. hij/AgrS (φ-feature) d. AgrS/kocht, het boek (π-occurrence) kocht/het boek Top/hij v*/hij



(Subcat, θ-het boeck, π-kocht) (71) a. [VP kocht [DP het boeck]] b. v* [VP kocht [DP het boeck]]] (Subcat (v*)) c. [vP hij v* [VP kocht [DP het boeck]]] (θ-hij, π-(v*)) d. AgrS [vP hij v* [VP kocht [DP het boeck]]] (Subcat (AgrS), φ-hij) e. [AgrSP [DP het boeck] kocht-AgrS [vP hij v* [VP [DP ]]] (π1(AgrS), π2(AgrS)) f. Top [AgrSP [DP het boeck] kocht-AgrS [vP hij v* [VP [DP ]]] (Subcat (Top)) g. [TopP hij [AgrSP [DP het boeck] kocht-AgrS [vP v* [VP kocht [DP het boeck]]] (π-(Top)) Given the statements in (65), the syntactic position where the last π-occurrence is matched on one hand, and which corresponds to the maximal syntactic representation on the other hand, is the strong occurrence which gives rise to the SOV order, i.e. (71g). To compare the current theory with the universal-base approach such as antisymmetry, we come up with the following conclusion: (72) a. Matching of contextual features motivates the X-bar schema by simple derivational mechanisms, whereas Antisymmetry reduces the X-bar schema to smaller representational components. b. Word order is a PF consequence. It concerns the position of the strong occurrence of a chain; On the other hand, antisymmetry postulates strong features that attract overt movement before Spellout, or remnant movement to ensure the desired PF output. Recall that Subcategorization subsumes π-occurrence since the former is satisfied by means of phonological adjacency. Only π-occurrence that is matched by the moved NP is shown for the sake of exposition. 30
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Instead of saying that word order variations are syntactic parameters (as in GB theory), they are lexicalized in the sense that there is a phonological requirement for the occurrence of a special LI in a particular context. 31 This is equal to saying that phonology should form a part of syntactic computation, a claim that radically deviates from the GB theory and the MP. The incorporation of PF-interpretable features into NS is not totally bizarre. For instance the framework of LCA (Kayne 1994), the Principle of Symmetry of Derivation between overt syntax and phonological component (Fukui and Takano 1998), the postulation of EPP features (e.g. Chomsky 1995), and remnant movement (Kayne 1994, 1998), are all syntactic processes that assume a phonological consequence. This is justifiable given the fact that language is a mapping between sound and meaning, and derivation should guarantee convergent outputs at the sound side and meaning side. The following claim is reiterated: (73) a. Language and its building blocks (i.e. sentences, lexical items) represent a correspondence between sound (i.e. a PF component) and meaning (i.e an LF component). b. As a result, the narrow syntax as a computational system derives PFand LF-interpretable outputs. 4.6.



CONSTITUENTHOOD MATCHING



AND



DYNAMICITY



OF



CONEXTUAL



One notion that was postulated and frequently referred to since the inception of generative grammar is ‘constituenthood’. The general understanding of this term



31



This is similar to some versions of Type-logical grammars such as Categorial Grammar (Ajdukiewicz 1935; Bar-Hillel 1953; Lambek 1958; Steeman 1996, 2000) and Montague Grammar (Partee 1975). In these grammars, word orders are defined by a directionality parameter that is lexicalized, indicated by the slash notation. The notation ‘A/B’ and ‘A\B’ differ in that in the former B linearly follows the functor whereas B precedes the functor in the latter.
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is that it refers to the grouping of LIs that can be moved as a whole. For instance, it was argued that syntactic tests such as coordination, ellipsis, movement, or the scope/binding facts, provide clues to the constituency of a language. In tree notation, a constituent is dominated by a single node or surrounded by a pair of brackets in bracketing notation. Thus for lexical item A, B and C that form the constituent [A [B [C]]], the set of syntactic constituents includes {A, B, C, BC, ABC}. AB and AC are not within the set of constituents. In SVO languages, VO forms a constituent VP. The constituenthood could be clearly verified by the ellipsis test: (74) John liked Mary, and Bill did like Mary too. On the contrary, S-V do not form a constituent since there is no node such that it immediately occupies the two elements. It does not undergo ellipsis: (75) * John liked Mary, and did John like Bill too. However, the following coordination examples show that S-V could be grouped: 32 (76)



a. John likes, but Mary hates, Peter. b. I like John’s but not Peter’s work. Given a universal-base approach in which the constituency is static



throughout the whole derivation, there is never a stage at which the subject forms a constituent with the head verb/genitive. Either we conclude that coordination is not a reliable test for constituency, or constituency should be redefined so as to fit into the various tests.



32



See the original proposal in Ross 1967, Maling 1972, and Postal 1974 that treated it as a case of clausal coordination.
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Phillips 2003 also noticed the conflict between various constituency tests. Coordination tests are sometimes in conflict with other constituency tests such as movement and ellipsis. In some cases, they converge: (77)



a. Gromit [likes cheese] and [hates cats].



(coordination)



b. Gromit [likes cheese] and Wallace does too.



(deletion/ellipsis)



c. [Like cheese] though Gromit does, he can’t stand Brie.



(movement)



However, some constructions are viewed as a constituent in one test but not in the others. For instance the subject-verb construction (shown above) and double object construction (Phillips 2003:39): (78)



a. Wallace gave [Gromit a biscuit] and [Shawn some cheese] for breakfast. b. *[Gromit a biscuit] Wallace gave for breakfast.



Phillips furthermore pointed out that some constructions allow constituents formed by overlapping strings. For instance: (79)



a. Wallace gave [Gromit a biscuit] and [Shawn some cheese] for breakfast. b. Wallace gave Gromit [a biscuit in the morning] and [some cheese just before bedtime].



In (79a), biscuit appears to form a constituent with Gromit. On the other hand, the same element in the same double object construction forms a constituent with a PP, as in (79b). So the question is, does biscuit form a constituent with in the morning, or Gromit, or both? Based on the conflict constituency tests, Phillips suggested that one viable option is to question the general assumption that a sentence only presents one syntactic structure.



Instead the mutually conflicting constituent tests could be



subsumed if a single sentence represents a multiple (and parallel) structures so that 133



some combinations of words are considered as a constituent (and therefore passes the constituency test) in one particular structure, but not the others. What he proposed is that syntactic derivation involves an incremental process starting from left-to-right. In such incremental derivation, new constituents are formed at each single stage, with existing constituents being destroyed at the same time (see the similar proposal by O’Grady 2005). In sentences such as John liked Mary, given the left-to-right incremental derivation, there is a stage in which John and liked form a constituent. This explains the coordination of subject-verb combination such as John liked but Mary hated Peter. The derivation continues and the existing constituent is destroyed while new ones are built. At the subsequent stage, liked forms a constituent with Mary. As a result, the notion of syntactic relation is dynamically established since “a syntactic relation provides a ‘‘snapshot’’ of the constituent structure of a sentence at the stage in the derivation when the syntactic relation was formed.” (ibid, p.46; emphasis in origin).



Moreover such a theory could reconcile the conflict between various



constituency tests in that different tests apply at different stages in the incremental derivation of a sentence (ibid, p.52). While I do not totally agree with Phillips’ proposal, for instance with respect to his treatment of grammar as a language parser in which the theoretical significance of syntax as a formal generative device is largely diminished (also Phillips 1996; O’Grady 2005), his theory paves a way for a novel derivational approach in which each successive derivational step gives rise to corresponding
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constituents. 33 Given the associative operation of the algebraic system, a single LI (e.g. b in the following demonstration) could be involved in more than one computation: (80) {(a + K-b), (b + K-c)} (in the formation of the constituent structure [a [b c]]) As a result, a matches with the π-occurrence of b, b matches with the πoccurrence of c. All these converge to the conclusion that π-occurrence is vital in defining constituency that is verified from syntactic structure.



Henceforth the



following claims are made: (81) a. Constituents are defined by the matching of contextual features of lexical items. b. Constituents establish a syntactic, semantic or phonological relation. c. Since matching of occurrences defines a constituent, the occurrence as a type of contextual features should exist in the narrow syntax



33



For another approach that assume multiple structures represented by a single sentence, please refer to Combinatory Categorial Grammar (Ades and Steedman 1982; Steedman 1996, 2000, etc).
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CHAPTER FIVE - DISPLACEMENT AND OCCURRENCE 5.1. INTRODUCTION In this chapter, we focus on the discussion of displacement as a universal property of language. The main claim is that displacement is interpreted as an LI that is involved in more than one occurrence (OCC) within a CH. The idea of occurrence stems from the classical discussion of LSLT. In the example New York City is in New York, the two instances of New and York are distinguished by means of their occurrence, i.e. syntactic context. One possible definition of OCC of a string X is the initial substring Y that ends in X (Chomsky 1957/75:109). As a result, the different occurrence lists identify the various instances of elements that are pronounced identically: (1)



OCC (New1) = # New1 OCC (New2) = # New1 York City is in New2 OCC (York1) = # New1 York1 OCC (York2) = # New1 York City is in New York2 Given the general claim in the current thesis that displacement is a natural



consequence of syntactic derivation, and that derivation is the algorithm for matching lexical items with contexts, displacement could be accounted for by investigating the K-matching mechanism. In this chapter, we focus on A- and A’-movement. A lot of effort has been spent on both types of movement in the previous literature, and I will be unable to do justice for all of them. In particular we delve into the relation between successive cyclic derivation and chain formation as a partial unification of two types of movement. This chapter is listed as follows: From §5.2 to 5.3, we give a brief 136



summary of the evidence for successive movement and EPP features. In §5.4, we present the potential problems of the postulation of EPP features. Then in §5.5 and §5.6, we evaluate two major proposals on successive movement, Epstein and Seely 2006 and Bošković 2002. In §5.7, we examine the syntax of copulas and its relation with expletives.



In §5.8, we propose that the expletive constructions can be



described by a special type of chain formation. In §5.9, we argue for the existence of expletive movement. Finally, in §5.10, we discuss the affinities and differences between A- and A’-movement. 5.2. SUCCESSIVE MOVEMENT Most work on syntax (starting from Chomsky 1973, 1981, 1986, 1995; also Sportiche 1988; Mahajan 1990; Rizzi 1991; Lasnik and Saito 1992; McCloskey 2000; Bošković 1997, 2002; Lasnik 2003; Lasnik and Uriageraka 2005; inter alia) agrees with the existence of displacement in which a constituent could be interpreted in more than one position. One main stream is to couch the displacement property of human language within the framework of movement. This concept subsumes A- and A’-movement, such as the following: (2)



a. John seems to be likely to win the competition.



(A-movement)



b. Who do you think that Mary said that Bill liked?



(A’-movement)



In (2a) the predicate seems and be likely are unable to assign theta roles. Instead win assigns a theta role to the subject John: (3)



a. *John seems/is likely. b. John won the competition.



As a result, transformational grammar postulates that John moves from the underlying position (i.e. Spec-Vwin) to the sentence-initial position.
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concept applies to A’-movement, i.e. in (2b) who is understood as the patient of the predicate liked. The displacement between the sentence-initial position Spec-CP and the underlying object position is mediated by overt movement of who. Let us start from A-movement. The evidence for A-movement is attested in various constructions: (4)



a. Johni was believed ti to have been arrested ti.



(passives)



b. Advantagei seems ti to have been taken ti of John. (idiomatic expressions) c. John believed Maryi ti to be intelligent.



(ECM)



Regardless of the versions of syntactic theory, the consensus is always there, i.e. displacement involves multiplicity of occurrences of a single item in related contexts. The notion of occurrence and multiplicity of contexts were proposed in Chomsky (1981:45, 1982, 1995:250-252, 2000:114-116, 2001:39-40, 2004:15), whose definition was adopted from Quine 1940: (5)



An occurrence of α in context K is the full context of α in K. The notion of ‘full context’ which provides accurate structural information



for the position of α is arguably indispensable in any version of syntactic theories. In the MP, as we briefly mentioned, an occurrence of α to be the sister of α. Moreover we already pointed out that an occurrence list corresponds to the notion of chains (CH). To repeat, the list of occurrences or CH of John in (4a) is shown as follows (assuming bare phrase structure notation): (6) CH (John) = (Twas, to, arrested) In MP and DBP, movement starts from the theta position by First Merge, and is driven by other syntactic conditions. On the other hand, in GB Theory, A-movement 138



is always motivated by the Case Filter (Rouveret and Vergnaud 1980; Vergnaud 1982) that requires all NPs to bear an abstract case so that the CH formed by movement is visible for theta assignment (Visibility Condition). But the Case Filter as an output condition is at most a restatement of facts that awaits further motivation in terms of a computational algorithm. This was attempted in the MP, in which Chomsky claimed that overt movement is driven by the strong uninterpretable features (or call it the D-feature) of particular functional heads. What the strong feature does is to Attract the closest matching category for feature-checking: (7)



Attract (Chomsky 1995:297) K attracts F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking relation with a sublabel of K.



Thus A-movement is said to be driven by the strong feature of a particular functional head to its Spec position. Case is immediately licensed by Spec-Head agreement in that configuration, and a trace is left behind in the base position. If movement does not occur in the presence of a strong feature, the strong feature will remain active after Spell-Out, which leads the derivation to crash at PF under the legibility condition. 5.3. EVIDENCE FOR SUCCESSIVE MOVEMENT AND EPP Granted that movement is generally attested, one immediate question is the nature of movement and its relevance to syntactic derivation in general. To begin with, there are two competing perspectives. The first one started from Lasnik and Saito’s 1992 notion of ‘Move α’, and was further developed in Chomsky 1995, 2001, Lasnik 2002, among many others. The underlying concept is successive cyclic movement, i.e. movement involves successive cyclic steps so that the surface and 139



base positions of an object are related by multiple derivational steps. Under the MP in which movement is only driven by the presence of strong features of particular functional heads (Attract), successive movement means that each individual step of movement must involve some kind of feature checking.



The most common



candidate is the EPP feature (H: a functional head with an EPP feature): (8) DPi H1 [ti H2… [ti H3… [ti H4…….. […ti…]…]]] For instance in Raising: (9) a. Johni seems ti to1 be likely ti to2 ti win the competition. Assume that John originates at the theta position of the predicate win. Its sentence-initial position is driven by the EPP feature of Tseems, to1 and to2, respectively: 1 (10) CH (John) = (Tseem, to1, to2, win) The claim that NP occupies the Spec-TP position and checks the EPP feature of T may be verified by the following examples: 2 (11)



Locality a. John seems ti to be expected ti to ti leave. b. *John seems that it was expected ti to ti leave.



(12)



Expletive constructions a. Therei seems ti to be a man in the room.



1



Epstein and Seely 2006 argued that the representation of CHs by means of occurrence is not conceptually motivated. Since occurrence of an object is defined by means of sisterhood (or mothermood) in MP, the X’-level is used as the list of occurrence. However X-bar as an intermediate level is not conceptually motivated since its presence violates the inclusiveness principle. One possible solution (as argued in the present work) is to understand occurrence as a PF-interpretable object. Given that π-occurrence exists in the computational system, all the abovementioned problems raised by Epstein and Seely will disappear immediately. 2 The discussion of (11) and (12) originated at Chomsky 1995. Example (13) stemmed from and Sportiche 1988 and Koopman and Sportiche 1991; Example (14) can be found in the discussion of Castillo et al 1999 and Epstein and Seely 2006. Example (15) comes from Lasnik 2003 ch.8.
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b. *Therei seems a man ti to be in the room. c. A man seems to be in the room. d. *A man seems there to be in the room. (13)



Quantifier Floating The studentsi seem all ti to know French.



(14)



Condition A a. Billi appears to Mary ti to1 seem to himselfi ti to2 ti like physics. b. *Billi appears to Mary ti to1 seem to herself ti to2 ti like physics.



(15)



Scope reading a. The mathematician made every even number out not to be the sum of two primes. (∀>not) b. The mathematician made out every even number not to be the sum of two primes. (∀>not, not>∀)



Example (11) shows that A-movement is successive local and lands at each Spec-TP for EPP-checking.



In the presence of other intervening elements such as the



expletive it in Spec-TP, short distance movement of John to Spec-TP is blocked (11b). Nor can John move to the sentence-initial position in one fell swoop, since this would violate Locality (Manzini 1992). The use of expletives in (12a,b) leads to the issue of ‘Merge-over-Move’ hypothesis in syntax (MP). Given such a hypothesis, Merge of the expletive there with Spec-TP (to check off its EPP feature) preempts the movement of a man as long as there exists in the numeration: (16) There to be a man in the room. Because of the locality of movement, there moves to check the EPP-T (12b). On the other hand, (12d) is ungrammatical.
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Example (12b,c) differ in numeration --- there does not exist in the numeration in (12c). Thus a man moves to check off the EPP-T. Again since EPP feature is a strong feature, it cannot be checked in-situ: (17) *seems a man to be in the room. The case of Q-float in (13) indicates that Spec-to is occupied by all the students at the underlying level for EPP-checking, followed by movement of the students that strands the quantifier all, c.f. All the students seem to know French. The examples in (14) suggest that Spec-to needs to be occupied (at least at LF) in order to explain certain binding facts. 3 In (14a) Bill is argued to occupy the position of Spec-to1 at LF in order to license the anaphor himself, given the clausemate requirement for Condition A (Postal 1974; Lasnik 2002). On the other hand, in (14b) it was argued that the presence of Bill at Spec-to1 at LF blocks the binding of ‘herself’ by Mary (i.e. Bill becomes the potential binder). Example (15) shows that the universal quantifier occupies Spec-to. Given the assumption that the underlying structure starts from ‘make out NP’, (15a) is described by an object shift which happens at the point of Spell-out (Lasnik 2003, ch.5). Since the universal quantifier precedes the negation in the surface level, the scope (∀>not) becomes unambiguous. 3



The empirical support for EPP feature by the examples of (14) is rather flimsy and their syntactic analyses are not conclusive. The main problem surrounding (14) is the treatment of the experiencer PP which is formed by to. In (14b) it remains highly mysterious as to whether Mary that is embedded within the PP can c-command into the embedded clause that includes herself. The following ungrammatical sentence was sometimes used as the evidence to show that the NP within an experiencer PP can bind into the embedded clause (Epstein and Seely 2006:131): (i) *Bill appears to heri to like Maryi. On the other hand, some work argued that there is no binding relation established between her and Mary in the above example, and its ungrammaticality should lie elsewhere (e.g. Torrego 2002, Epstein and Seely 2006). If we adopt the second proposal, in (14a) Bill does not need to occupy Specto since to Mary is not an intervening binder for himself. Also (14b) is ungrammatical since Mary cannot bind herself. More discussion will be presented in the coming pages. Thanks to Stephen Matthews for the comments and intuitions on these binding examples.
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On the other hand, if there is no object shift, the universal quantifier will stay inside the embedded clause and the scope reading will be ambiguous. The only possible position for the universal quantifier is Spec-to. Given that it is not a case position, something should be postulated which requires that the universal quantifier occupy Spec-to. The best candidate seems to be the EPP feature of to. 5.4. EPP: AN EXTREMELY PERPLEXING PROPERTY? Recent work that provides ‘evidence’ for the presence of EPP feature seems to bring us back to the hard-and-dry claim that all sentences require the presence of a subject (Perlmutter 1971; Chomsky 1981), a mere description without any conceptual motivation that would satisfy linguists. One wake-up call was (indirectly) brought up by Lasnik 2001 in his analysis of pseudogapping: (18) Peter read a book and Mary did a magazinei [VP read ti]. Lasnik claimed that the above pseudogapping is done by overt object shift (in this case a magazine) to Spec-ArgOP, followed by PF deletion of VP that includes the verb read. 4



Extending this analysis, the SVO order observed in English is



resulted by object shift that is immediately followed by a short V-movement (presumably to T and AgrS). To illustrate: (19)



John read the magazine (underlying representation) → John [the magazine]i [VP read ti] (object shift) → John readj [the magazine]i [VP tj ti] (V-movement) Overt movement was analyzed in Chomsky 1995 and Lasnik 1995 that it



consists of movement of formal feature followed by pied-piping of the relevant category. As a result, (20) is ungrammatical in that the verb read from which its 4



See also Kayne 1998 for arguments for object shift (with slight technical differences) in English.
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formal feature has moved is ‘phonologically deficient’, i.e. it needs to be positioned in the vicinity of the feature-checking head (e.g. T and AgrS): (20) *John [the magazine]i read ti. On the other hand, the pseudogapping example without overt V-movement in (18) is grammatical in that the deficient category that is offending is phonologically deleted, which would not lead to a crash at LF. As a result, grammar could virtually rescue a structure by deleting it (Lasnik 2003). However Bošković 2002 claimed that rescuing the sentence by phonologically deleting the deficient category overgenerates sentences. For instance: (21)



a. *Mary said she won’t sleep, although will [VP she sleep]. b. Mary said she won’t sleep, although shei will ti sleep. c. *Mary said she won’t sleep, although will [VP she sleep]. Assume that she needs to move to check off the EPP feature of will in (21a).



Following Lasnik, this could be done either by pied-piping she to Spec-TP (21b), or by moving just the formal feature of she to Spec-TP, followed by phonological deletion of the relevant category (21c). However only (21b) is a grammatical option. The implication of these facts is to admit that the EPP feature requires that Spec-TP be overtly filled. This is as unattractive as saying ‘you have to fill in SpecTP because it is what language sounds like’. Given the perplexing problem of EPP, some linguists proposed that the ‘EPP nightmare’ could be totally forgotten since it never exists. This brings along an immediate theoretical and empirical consequence concerning the nature of successive cyclic derivation and the formation of CH. 144



5.5. ELIMINATIVISM Recall the general understanding is that EPP is not independent of successive movement. As a result, any proposal that refutes the postulation of EPP potentially leads to a rethinking of the notion of successive derivation as a whole. The work by Epstein 1999 and Epstein and Seely 2006 (henceforth E&S) represents this line of thought. 5 In §5.5.1 and §5.5.2, we introduce the main claims of E&S with respect to their opposition to EPP, chains, successive movement and phases, and the adoption of Torrego’s (2002) proposal of experiencer PP as the explanation of several binding facts. In §5.5.3 we present the problems of their analysis. 5.5.1. AGAINST EPP, CHAINS AND SUCCESSIVE MOVEMENT The argument from E&S started from the non-isomorphism between CH formation and movement, originated in MP, shown in the following example (Chomsky 1995:300): (22) We are likely [t3 to be asked [t2 to [t1 build airplanes]]]. According to MP, movement of we proceeds from the base position t1 via t2, t3, and finally reaches at Spec-TP. Three CH are formed as long as movement occurs: (23)



a. CH1 = (t2, t1) b. CH2 = (t3, t1) c. CH3 = (we, t1) The theoretical motivation of CH formation is to get rid of the uninterpretable



feature that originates at the base position (i.e. the unchecked case feature of t1). This is done in CH3 in which we finally gets its case feature checked by the matrix T.



5



As a matter of fact, the ‘anti-EPP campaign’ can be dated back to Fukui and Speas’s 1986 work (see also Martin 1999) which argues that EPP-checking always involves case/agreement checking.
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In this regard, CH formation is non-isomorphic to movement. What if CH formation were parallel to movement, such as: (24)



a. CH1 = (t2, t1) b. CH2 = (t3, t2) c. CH3 = (we, t3) The main problem is that none of the three CH is able to delete the



uninterpretable case feature of t1, whose presence leads to a crash at LF. Chomsky furthermore claimed that CH1 and CH2 in (24) are the offending CH in that they contain unchecked case features, hence a violation of CH Condition. Given that the sentence (22) is grammatical, the two offending CH need to be eliminated somehow. However E&S pointed out that deletion of CH1 and CH2 that contain the trace t1 should not be allowed since elimination of t1 destroys CH3 which needs to be interpreted at LF. As a result, there are two major problems pointed out by E&S. First it is about the undefined nature of CH formation that is non-isomorphic to movement. CH and CH formation are at best the formal representations of the derivational history of certain elements (to be discussed later). Second it involves a technical problem of deleting offending CH/traces, i.e. since all CHs in (23) have the trace at the base position (i.e. t1) as one member, deletion of any offending CH means that t1 is also deleted. This would lead to a violation of Full Interpretation in that the trace at the base position needs to be interpreted at LF. In addition to these technical problems, E&S moreover proposed to dispense with the notion of CH in that it is conceptually unmotivated, given the following claims: 146



(25) a. CHs are not syntactic objects and therefore inaccessible to syntactic operations. b. A CH defined by the occurrence list makes use of X’ (i.e. sister of α) which is invisible to syntactic operations. The use of bar levels also violates the Inclusiveness Principle. c. The information encoded in CH is already contained in Merge and Move. As a result, the concept of CH is redundant and reducible to simpler operations. 6 Based on these considerations, E&S proposed that movement is not successive cyclic. Everything could be done in only one step, as in the following representation: (26) Wei are likely [to be asked [to [ti build airplanes]]]. In such a theory, movement from the base to surface position is done at one fell swoop. There is no successive movement to the various Spec-to positions. E&S contended that this analysis was more preferred in that (i) CH formation (if CH were still tenable given that they are not syntactic objects) would be isomorphic to movement; (ii) the only CH (we, ti) satisfies the CH Condition; (iii) no offending traces or CHs exist, therefore no unmotivated deletion process occurs; (iv) since movement is not via Spec-to, EPP as a perplexing problem does not arise at all.



(i-



iii) are conceptual issues while (iv) is both conceptual and empirical. First, insofar as CH are not syntactic objects that are accessible to syntactic operation, it is tempting to ask if traces exist at all. Given the co-occurrence relation between CH and traces, the latter should not exist because of the former, and vice versa. E&S’ point is that since CH/traces are not syntactic objects, their presence is mainly for the formal representation of the derivational history of certain elements, which is independent of the derivational algorithm.



6



In a rule-free output-conditioned



For similar discussions, see Hornstein 2001 and Brody 2002.
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framework such as GB theory, syntactic representations are always equipped with fine-grained tools (i.e. bar levels, traces, index, etc) so that the derivational history of an element could be directly read off from the surface. However it was immediately shown that a formal representation of syntactic structure does not satisfy curious linguists concerning the actual computational process that gives rise to such a representation. Just as Einstein said that nature is the realization of the simplest conceivable mathematical ideas, syntactic representation is the realization of the simplest conceivable mathematical ideas in terms of computation within the human mind. 7 According to E&S, we should seek a ‘deeper’ explanation. Based on this, in the MP (but not in GB theory), the focus was shifted to structure-building rules such as Merge and Move. The question according to E&S is, insofar as a detailed derivational algorithm suffices to encode the ‘derivational history’ of elements, why do we bother to encode the same piece of information by means of representation, for instance CH and traces (see also §2)? Their claim is that a mixed derivation-representation theory of grammar should be avoided given that representational theories are in fact one kind of derivational theory (ibid: 45) (also Brody 2002). Trace and CH are ‘representational’ constructs that encode the derivational history of the structure, an invention that seems conceptually unnecessary as long as a fully-fledge derivational theory that incorporates a welldefined rule application system (such as Merge and Move) is defined here: (27)



The question then is not: ‘which is preferable, derivational or representational theory?’, but rather ‘Which type of derivational theory is preferable, one which refers to the existing rules and derivational itself, or



7



Einstein 1934 “On the method of theoretical physics.” Printed in Ideas and Opinions (1954). New York: Bonanza Books, p.275, quoted from Epstein and Seely 2002a, pp.2.
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one that instead has incorporated rules and derivations, but does not appeal to them and instead encodes derivational history in output representations containing traces and chains?’ (ibid, p. 45)



To E&S (pp.47), CH and trace are merely ‘coding tricks’ that are in fact ‘unrepresentable’ during computation derivationally.



However, it becomes



immediately self-contradictory since CH and traces are representational constructs that provide useful information about syntactic representations. What one could say at best is that derivational history is an intrinsic property of the rule applications in a purely derivational system (e.g. MP, DBP), whereas there is a division of labor between representation and derivation with respect to the encoding of derivation history in a rule-free theory such as GB. In the derivational theory such as MP, First Merge already establishes a syntactic relation between two items, recorded at LF. In this regard, whether it is a trace or a copy of lexical item that undergoes First Merge is merely a notational difference, to the best of my knowledge. 5.5.2. AGAINST PHASES AND MANY OTHER THINGS Empirically, E&S commented that all the acclaimed ‘evidence’ of EPP is either unclear, or its explanation should lie elsewhere.



Recall that the use of



expletive there is strongly related to EPP-checking. Under the assumption that there exists in the numeration, it merges with Spec-to because of the Merge-over-Move principle: (28)



a. There seems there to be a man in the garden. b. *There seems a man to be a man in the garden. c. A man seems a man to be a man in the garden. However movement sometimes occurs in the presence of there, e.g.: 149



(29) There is a possibility that [proofs will be discovered proofs] Chomsky 2000, 2001 divides numeration into a number of lexical arrays (LAs) that constitute a phase (PH) (also §3). A CP and a transitive vP constitute a PH. Thus the above example can be described by saying that there does not occur in the LA when proofs moves to the phase-initial position, i.e. there and proof belong to different PHs, separated by a CP. However counterexamples are found everywhere as long as only CP and vP are PHs. For instance: 8 (30)



a. There was a proof discovered a proof. b. There was discovered a proof. c. A proof was discovered a proof.



Short passive vPs as in (30c) that lack an external theta role are not PH. Thus there, if existing in the numeration, must occur in the same LA with a proof. Given Merge-over-Move, (30a) should never be generated. On the other hand, while (30b) is grammatical, it is not enough to show that there originates at the pre-VP position which blocks the movement of a proof. Note that Merge-over-Move is not limited to expletives. In the following ECM example (31), John and a proof occur within the same PH. It is difficult to explain why a proof moves to, rather than John merging with, Spec-to: (31)



a. John expected a proof to be discovered a proof. b. *John expected John to be discovered a proof.



Some condition for Merge needs to be augmented, for instance (Chomsky 2000): (32) Pure Merge in theta position is required of (and restricted to) arguments.



8



The judgment is from Chomsky 2001, whereas some native speakers of English found (30b) unacceptable.
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Since John receives an external theta role from expect, it should merge at the sentence-initial position, instead of Spec-to which assigns no theta role, which allows movement of a proof. E&S argued against such an augmentation as uneconomical. They claimed that the Bare Output Condition (BOC) suffices to rule out uninterpretable sentences. In this vein, the following sentences are bad because a wrong verb is chosen (33a), or the sentence includes items which violate the principle of full interpretation (33b), both of which are independent of syntactic derivation in general: (33)



a. John *seems/thinks that Bill sleeps. b. I was in England last year (*the man). Insofar as EPP brings along a list of concomitant properties, any argument



against the postulation of EPP directly refutes its corresponding properties, such as (i) the notion of numeration; (ii) Merge-over-Move principle; (iii) phases; (iv) theta constraint on Pure Merge. If there is no EPP-checking, nothing should occupy Spec-to. How do E&S account for those evidence for EPP as mentioned in §5.2? Recall that the following examples are used as the evidence for successive movement and checking of EPP features (Chomsky 1995:304; Lasnik 1998): (34)



a. Bill appears to Mary to1 seem to himself to like physics. b. *Bill appears to Mary to1 seem to herself to like physics. First, though not universally agreed, it was argued in various literatures that



an NP embedded within an experiencer PP can c-command into the embedded clause (Boeckx 1999; Bošković 2002). Chomsky (1995:304) also claimed that in
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(35), him cannot take John as its antecedent, showing that they are in c-command relation which leads to Condition C violation: (35) They seem to him*i/j [ti to like Johni]. If we proceed further and assume that in (34) Mary can c-command himself (34a) and herself (34b), the intuitions on the two sentences would provide some support to the successive cyclic movement analysis. (34a) is grammatical since Bill occupies the Spec-to1 that binds himself. On the other hand, since Bill occupies Spec-to1, it becomes an intervener for the binding relation between Mary and herself in (34b), and the sentence is ungrammatical.



This is shown in the following



representations: (36)



a. Billi appears to Mary ti to1 seem to himself ti to like physics. b. *Billi appears to Mary ti to1 seem to herself ti to like physics. Any approach without resort to EPP-checking and successive movement



(such as E&S) needs to say that nothing (now and then) occupies the position of Spec-to1. E&S questioned if the embedded NP within experiencer PP can really ccommand down the embedded clause.



Examples (b) from (37-39) show that



anaphoric binding between the embedded NP and the NP within the embedded clause is banned, suggesting the lack of c-command relation: 9



9



We should point out that the judgment of whether an embedded NP can c-command the embedded clause is always unclear to the native speakers. For instance, E&S quoted the following example from Boeckx 1999 and Bošković 2002: (i) Pictures of any linguist seem to no psychologist to be pretty. Boeckx and Bošković claimed that it is grammatical whereas E&S thinks that it is ill-formed. Notice that Condition C violation is always used to argue for the claim that the embedded NP within a PP can c-command the embedded clause, and (35) is the most typical ‘evidence’. We should stress that neither a successive movement approach (e.g. Chomsky 1995; Boeckx 1999; Lasnik 2001; Bošković 2002) nor the EPP-less approach (e.g. Torrego 2002; Epstein and Seely 2006) to the above binding examples is conclusive.
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(37)



Reciprocals a. The artistsi said that each otheri’s paintings got the most attention. b. *?/? It appears to the artistsi that each otheri’s paintings got the most attention. 10



(38)



Negative polarity items a. No linguisti seems to Bill to like anyi recent theory. b. *Bill seems to no linguisti to like anyi recent theory.



(39)



Quantifier binding a. No mani/Every mani seems to Mary to like hisi theory. b. *? Mary seems to no mani/every mani to like hisi theory. 11



However if the embedded NP within experiencer PP does not c-command the embedded clause, the following sentences in which her cannot take Mary as the antecedent become problematic: (40)



a. Bill appears to her*i/j to like Maryi.



(Condition C)



b. It appears to her*i/j that Bill likes Maryi. To rule out the ‘quirky’ binding by the embedded NP suggested by Chomsky 1995, E&S incorporated an alternative analysis by Torrego 2002 about experiencer PP. Details aside, what Torrego suggested for experiencer PP is that while the NP embedded within the PP does not c-command into the embedded clause, the embedded NP is attracted by another functional category (call it P as a functional 10



Stephen Matthews (personal communication) pointed out that (37b) is well-formed while slightly marginal, contrary to E&S’ judgment. 11 The original example used in E&S (p.137): (i) Mary seems to no mani/every mani to like himi a lot. is argued to be ungrammatical under the anaphoric reading, which is actually unclear (Stephen Matthews, personal communication). The weirdness of the sentence may be due to the fact that no man cannot be embedded within an experiencer PP. However (i) is an irrelevant example to show quantifier binding. Alternatively, the sentence: (ii) *No mani/every mani seems to Mary to like himi a lot. is still ungrammatical for the anaphoric reading. In fact, Condition B is powerful enough to rule out the anaphoric biding of the pronoun him: (iii) Every mani loves *himi/hisi mother/himselfi. (iv) Every mani thinks that Mary loves himi/hisi mother/*himselfi.
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head of ‘point of view’) at a higher position of the sentence at LF. After the covert movement of the embedded NP, it can c-command the embedded clause and license anaphoric binding. For instance in (35), repeated as (41): (41) They seem to him*i/j [ti to like Johni]. Assume that him does not c-command John. Torrego assumes that to him as an experiencer PP is merged into the Spec position outside the VP headed by seem (also E&S:140), i.e.: (42) They seem to him to like John → They [vP [PP to him] seem to him to like John] Now him within the PP is attracted by a point of view functional head at the sentence-initial position, i.e.: (43) P-him They [vP [PP to him] seem to him to like John] It is at this step that him c-commands John and leads to Condition C violation, banning John as the antecedent of him. Now consider the difficult case (34b’), repeated as (44): (44)



*Billi appears to Mary ti to1 seem to herself to like physics.



Following Torrego’s analysis, the experiencer PP first merges into the Spec position outside the VP headed by appears: (45) T [vP [PP to Mary1] appears [to seem to herself1 to be Bill like physics] At this point, Mary does not c-command herself and no anaphoric binding is licensed at this step. Now Bill is attracted by T and moves to the sentence-initial position in one fell swoop: (46) Bill T [vP [PP to Mary1] appears [to seem to herself1 to be Bill like physics] 154



Note that this one-step movement is licensed since Mary as an embedded NP is not an intervener for T to attract Bill.



Next a point of view functional head P is



introduced that attracts the movement of Mary: (47) Bill T [vP [PP to Mary1] appears [to seem to herself1 to be Bill like physics] → P Bill T [vP [PP to Mary1] appears [to seem to herself1 to be Bill like physics] → P-Mary1 Bill T [vP [PP to Mary1] appears [to seem to herself1 to be Bill like physics] Here is the distinction between (41) and (44). In (44), while Mary can c-command herself after the movement to P, the anaphoric binding is blocked by Bill as an intervener, since it is a subject. It should be noted that both EPP-based and EPP-less analysis of the above binding examples rely heavily on the notion of interveners. According to the EPP approach, Bill in (44) occupies at the Spec position of to1 which stops Mary from binding herself. On the other hand, in the EPP-less approach, Bill as the subject of the sentence is an intervener for the binding between Mary that is attracted to another functional head (i.e. point of view) and herself. 5.5.3. ELIMINATIVISM AND COMPLEXITY OF GRAMMAR Readers should notice that most of the judgments of the binding examples mentioned above are not entirely conclusive to native speakers, which do not provide convincing evidence or refutation to the EPP-based or EPP-less approach to syntax. Even if we follow E&S in which the embedded NP within the experiencer PP moves covertly to the sentence-initial position and licenses anaphoric binding, counterexamples still occur everywhere. For instance: (48)



a. The pictures of himselfi seem to Johni to be blurry. b. The pictures of Johni seem to himi to be blurry. 155



c. Johni seems to himselfi to be blurry. The subjects of the various examples in (48) are the result of overt movement from the base position, i.e.: (49)



a. The pictures of himselfi seem to Johni to be the pictures of himselfi blurry. b. The pictures of Johni seem to himi to be the pictures of Johni blurry. c. Johni seems to himselfi to be Johni blurry.



Under Torrengo’s hypothesis in which the embedded NP within the experiencer PP is attracted by the ‘point of view’ functional head in the sentence-final position at LF, the various examples in (49) have the following representations: (50) a. P-Johni The pictures of himselfi to Johni seem to Johni to be the pictures of himselfi blurry. b. P-himi The pictures of Johni to himi seem to himi to be the pictures of Johni blurry. c. P-himselfi Johni to himselfi seems to himselfi to be Johni blurry. While the representation in (50a) can correctly license the anaphoric binding of himself by John, (50a, b) should be ruled out because John in both examples is ccommanded by him and himself respectively, which leads to a Condition C violation. However (48b, c) are grammatical with the anaphoric readings. If E&S insists on the analysis of LF movement of the embedded NP within the experiencer PP, they need to suggest the following statement: (51)



Insofar as Condition A is licensed at a particular derivational stage, the anaphor binding cannot be destroyed by subsequent derivational steps.



This statement can describe (48a) and (48c). The derivation of (48a) can be further analyzed in the following list of steps. Notice that it is until the last step that John 156



can bind the reflexive himself (recall that John within an experiencer PP cannot ccommand outside): (52) seem to Johni to be [the pictures of himselfi] blurry. → to Johni seem to Johni to be [the pictures of himselfi] blurry. → [The pictures of himselfi] to Johni seem to Johni to be [the pictures of himselfi] blurry. → P-Johni [The pictures of himselfi] to Johni seem to Johni to be [the pictures of himselfi] blurry. (anaphoric binding) The anaphoric binding relation is also established in (48c) that cannot be destroyed by subsequent derivation: (53) seems to himselfi to be Johni blurry. → to himselfi seems to himselfi to be Johni blurry. → Johni to himselfi seems to himselfi to be Johni blurry. (anaphoric binding) → P-himselfi Johni to himselfi seems to himselfi to be Johni blurry. What about example (48b)? We might need to say that since no Condition C is violated at earlier steps, it cannot be violated even him moves to the sentenceinitial position in the last step: (54) seem to himi to be [the pictures of Johni] blurry. (no Condition C violation) → to himi seem to himi to be [the pictures of Johni] blurry. → [The pictures of Johni] to himi seem to himi to be [the pictures of Johni] blurry. → P-himi [The pictures of Johni] to himi seem to himi to be [the pictures of Johni] blurry. On the other hand, if Condition C is violated at earlier stages, no subsequent steps can rescue this construction, e.g (55) with the list of derivational steps in (56): (55) *Hei seems to Johni to be ill. (56) seems to Johni to be ill → to Johni seems to Johni to be ill → Hei to Johni seems to Johni to be ill (Condition C violation) → P-Johni Hei to Johni seems to Johni to be ill 157



This is analogous to reconstruction of wh-phrase that leads to Condition C violation. Examples (57a, b) are ungrammatical under the coreferential reading between Mary and she, and they should be described in the same manner: (57)



a. * Which picture of Maryi does shei likes best? b. *Shei likes the picture of Maryi best. However we are now convinced that the analysis of anaphoric binding by



Torrego 2002 and E&S is untenable. The analysis of (48) is in direct conflict with (41) in which him cannot take John as the antecedent: (41) They seem to him*i/j to like Johni. Assuming that him does not c-command John at the earlier steps, and no Condition C is violated. However the sentence is ungrammatical with the coreferential relation between him and John, showing that subsequent derivations can alter the possibility of anaphoric binding: (58) seem to himi to like Johni. (no Condition C violation) → to himi seem to himi to like Johni. → They to himi seem to himi to like Johni. → P-himi They to himi seem to himi to like Johni. (Condition C violation) While all of these examples do not necessarily refute E&S’s theory as a whole, and granted that minimalism is a guiding principle of the syntactic theory, it should be noted that eliminativism sometimes brings along the consequence of complicating a grammar which is not favored.



It is plausible to claim that



eliminating EPP, chains, the Spec-to position, traces, etc, could potentially economize the tools of a theory. But at times, reducing the number of theoretical tools or conceptual formatives means that we have to increase the complexity of 158



algorithms that are usually computationally costly.



Recall E&S’s claim that



movement is done by one fell swoop from the base position to the sentence-initial position, without any intermediate steps: (59) Johni seems to be likely to ti win the competition Is the change from successive movement to one-step movement more computationally economical if syntax is robustly derivational?



What about the



following example in which the number of raising predicates is unbounded? (60) Johni seems to be likely to appear to seem to ……….. ti to win the competition. If syntax is derivational and bottom-up, one early derivational stage is: (61) [VP John win the competition] However according to the one-step theory, John is unable to raise since raising predicates could be added ad infinitum before the sentence finally reaches a finite T. In principle, John could stay in-situ forever without raising, as long as the derivation is ongoing without hitting the finite T, i.e.: (62) to be likely to appear to seem to ……….. John to win the competition. Is this approach even more computationally costly in that one has to keep track of the base position of John while the latest numerated lexical item is already a thousand words away? While the one-fell-swoop theory economizes the number of conceptual tools, it largely increases the computational cost (e.g. in terms of working memory load if one is interested in the interaction between syntactic derivation and language processing), at least in this particular instance.
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Another consideration that leads us to maintain that a lexical item could bear multiple occurrences is through the comparison of the following sentences (in addition to the examples of floating quantifiers): (63)



a. John is sure to appear to be likely to win the competition. b. It is sure that John appears to be likely to win the competition. c. It is sure to appear that John is likely to win the competition. d. It is sure to appear to be likely that John wins the competition.



Putting the existence of expletive and complementizer in (63b-d) and the use of tense aside, all sentences have the same interpretation, whereas John is placed at different subject positions. If we assume that all of them share the same derivational source (whereas their only difference is the position where John checks its agreement), it stands to reason that an instance of John could exist at each Spec-IP position. In the derivation of (63a), we could hypothesize that it actually consists of a family of phrase markers, each of which contains exactly one instance of John at the subject position, established in different derivational stages (also §2): (64)



[TP John to win the competition] [TP John to be likely to win the competition] [TP John to appear to be likely to win the competition] [TP John seems to appear to be likely to win the competition] Note that the above set of phrase markers is different from the following



which contains four copies of John, three of which are deleted at PF (see Nunes 2004) (65) [TP John seems John to appear John to be likely John to win the competition] Thus it is a question to E&S and other proponents of the copy theory of movement whether our analysis of (63a) involves successive movement of John to each Spec-TP position, and whether there exists a trace/copy in the syntactic 160



representation. This being said, the observation of a single item bearing multiple occurrences is conceptually independent of whether movement must be successive. It should also be pointed out that whether PH or EPP-checking exist is conceptually independent of the validity of successive movement.



Successive



movement might still exist, without being driven by checking off any formal features (e.g. EPP features). Accounts along this line include Bošković 2002. 5.6. SUCCESSIVE MOVEMENT WITHOUT EPP Bošković 2002 proposed a dissociation between EPP features and successive movement. Successive movement is not driven by checking the EPP feature of Spec-to and Spec-T, but instead it is a result of the property of the movements involved. That is to say, there is a locality condition already built into the property of Move, which is independent of the postulation of EPP features that attract overt movement. Since there is no EPP feature at Spec-TP, this position should always remain empty at PF. In §5.6.1, we introduce Bošković’s proposal of the Minimal Chain Link Principle. In §5.6.2, we summarize how the EPP-less approach of successive movement is verified in the examination of BELIEVE-type verbs. Given the absence of EPP features proposed by Bošković, expletive movement should not exist, which is summarized in §5.6.3. 5.6.1. LOCALITY OF MOVEMENT The linkage between locality and movement dates back to Rizzi 1990, Chomsky and Lasnik 1993, Manzini 1992, 1994, Takahashi 1994, and Boeckx 2003, etc, who proposed that chain formation should be as minimal as possible:
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(66)



Minimal Chain Links Principle (MCLP) All chain links must be as short as possible. For an element X that undergoes a movement of type Y (i.e. X0, A/A’-



movement), X has to pass through every position of type Y, before it reaches the final landing site. For instance in raising such as: (67) Bill seems Bill to Bill sleep a lot. Movement of Bill from the base position to the sentence-initial position involves the immediate step to Spec-to in that Spec-to is an A-position, the same type of position as in Spec-TP. MCLP brings along a number of consequences. The first one is the unification between A- and A’-movement such as wh-movement: 12 (68) Whoi do you think ti that Mary bought ti? According to MCLP, who at the base position passes through the position of Spec-that before it reaches the sentence-initial position (i.e. Spec of matrix C). Both positions are A’-positions. If wh-movement is done at one fell swoop (as in E&S), it would violate MCLP.



Significantly, Bošković claimed that both A- and A’-



movement do not involve checking EPP features. In the case of A’-movement in (59), the C that does not possess any feature that drives overt wh-movement to SpecCP, otherwise it would be unable to describe the following facts: 13 (69)



a. You think [that Mary bought a car]. b. *You think [a cari that Mary bought ti].



12



Unification of A- and A’-movement could be dated back to Rizzi 1990 in which the notion of minimality is relativized to the type of movement. 13 In DBP pp.109, Chomsky remains vague about whether C/v must have an EPP feature: “The head H of a phase Ph may be assigned an EPP-feature” (emphasis added)
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Since that does not have an EPP feature, it does not drive overt movement and (60b) is ungrammatical. 14 Bošković argued that the analogy could well apply to Spec-TP in A-movement, i.e. A- and A’-movement are not driven by EPP-checking. On the other hand, it was found that postulating an EPP feature for that overgenerates A’movement, for instance: (70) *Who thinks whati that Mary bought ti? If that has an EPP feature that drives overt movement, wh-movement from the object position of bought to Spec-CP should be legitimate, contrary to the fact. 5.6.2. EXCEPTIONAL CASE MARKING WITHOUT EPP In addition, Bošković 2002 countered his previous work (Bošković 1997) that suggested that BELIEVE-type verbs provide crystal clear evidence for the existence of an EPP feature. The original discussion in Bošković 1997 stemmed from ECM constructions such as those formed by believe as the matrix predicate. Previous work on ECM (Chomsky and Lasnik 1993; Bošković 1997; Lasnik 1999, etc) in general agreed that the ECM-ed subject of the embedded clause is case-assigned by the ECM verbs, which is independent of the satisfaction of EPP at Spec-TP, e.g.: (71)



a. John believes Mary to be intelligent. b. *John believes [PRO to be intelligent].



In (71a), the subject of the embedded clause Mary is case-marked by believes, whereas in (71b) the presence of PRO should not have been case-marked (c.f. John



14



This is different from relative clauses where one of the analyses (Schachter 1973; Vergnaud 1974; Kayne 1994) involves overt NP movement to Spec-C: (i) I like [the cari that Mary bought ti] (c.f. *I like that Mary bought the car)
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hoped to be intelligent). 15 On the other hand, the accusative case requirement of believe needs to be ‘discharged’, otherwise the sentence is also ungrammatical: (72) *John believed to have seemed that Peter was ill. Note that most ‘typical’ ECM examples could be properly described without resort to EPP. The immediate task is to find verbs (if any) which (i) assign a subject theta-role, (ii) take a propositional infinitival complement (but disallows a controlPRO complement), yet (iii) do not assign accusative case. 16 The third condition is to rule out expletives or other types of raising to Spec-TP that could possibly result from case discharge from the matrix verb. Bošković 1997 suggested that verbs like conjecture or remark provide the best example for the BELIEVE-type verbs. 17 Take conjecture as an example: (73)



a. John has conjectured [that Mary would arrive early].



15



In Chomsky and Lasnik 1995, the structural case is assigned to the subject of the embedded clause by Spec-Head agreement, i.e. the subject is overtly raised to Spec-AgrO by A-movement. The evidence for A-movement could be further shown in the following binding fact, in which the subject is raised to the matrix clause in order to c-command into the adverbial clause (Lasnik 1998:195): (i) The DA proved [two men to have been at the scene of the crime] during each other’s trials. (ii) The DA proved [no suspecti to have been at the scene of the crime] during hisi trials. (iii) The DA proved [no one to have been at the scene of the crime] during any of the trials. 16 It should be noted that the existence of BELIEVE-type verbs would become impossible if Burzio’s Generalization is correct (Martin 1999; E&S). According to this generalization, if a verb has an external argument, it automatically checks case. Martin 1999 claimed that verbs like ‘remark’ or ‘conjecture’ are formed by N-to-V zero movement (c.f. the noun ‘remark’ and ‘conjecture’. See Hale and Keyser 1993 for the original discussion). He pointed out that zero-derived words are normally followed by overt complementizer, hence the following contrast: (i) Everyone believed (that) Zico would soon retire. (ii) The belief ?*(that) Zico would soon retire (was popular). Martin contended that the selection criterion of ‘remark’ and ‘conjecture’ is restrictive in that they only allow finite complements headed by ‘that’: (iii) He remarked/conjectured ?*(that) Zico would soon retire. As a result, the ungrammatical example ‘John has conjectured to seem Peter is ill’ could be ruled out independent of EPP feature. 17 E&S (pp.74-77) provided counterexamples showing that ‘conjecture’ does assign accusative case if the accusative case recipient can receive proposition interpretation, e.g.: (i) John has conjectured something/it, the first law. (ii) A: John conjectured that the Bulls would win. B: That’s interesting, I conjectured that too. (iii) John conjectured Mary’s illness to have upset Bill.
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b. *John has conjectured something/it. c. *John has conjectured [PRO to like Mary]. d. *John has conjectured [Mary to like Peter]. e. ? Mary has been conjectured to like Peter. f. ?It has been conjectured that Peter likes Mary. Example (73b) is ungrammatical in that conjecture does not assign accusative case. (73c) is ruled out since the presence of PRO in the TP render the phrase nonpropositional, and (73d) is ungrammatical because of Mary fails to receive a case. The typical use of conjecture would be (73a), whereas the slightly marginal status of (73e, f) is due to the passivization of a [-accusative] verb. The following additional examples were employed in Bošković 1997 as the ‘strongest evidence’ for the existence of EPP: (74)



a. *John has conjectured [to seem Peter is ill]. 18 b. *The belief [to seem Peter is ill]. c. *[To seem Peter is ill] i is widely assumed ti.



At first glance, nothing goes wrong in the above examples. Conjecture selects a propositional infinitival clause in (74a) and does not assign accusative case. The same applies to the nominalization form in (74b) and passivization in (74c). Bošković 1997 therefore concluded that the EPP feature of to in the above examples is not discharged that leads to ungrammaticality.



But this may stem from the



18



The data are not entirely clear. For E&S, ‘conjecture’ can assign accusative case, and the use of expletives is sometimes grammatical, e.g.: (i) John conjectured it to seem (that) Peter is ill. On the other hand, Lasnik 2002 (quoted in E&S pp. 84) discussed the similar example but marked it ungrammatical: (ii) *John has conjectured it to seem Peter is ill. Lasnik claimed that (ii) is ungrammatical since ‘conjecture’ does not assign case to ‘it’. However E&S suggested that (ii) is ungrammatical because of the absence of ‘that’ after ‘seem’ in infinite clauses: (iii) I believe it to seem *(that) John left.
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selectional criterion, e.g. to seem needs to select a CP instead of a TP, whereas belief cannot select an infinitival TP at all: (75)



a. I believe it to seem [CP *(that) [TP John left]]. b. *The belief [TP to pass the exam by studying hard].



It should be pointed out that even assuming that the EPP of T were involved, the following examples with expletives are still ungrammatical: (76)



a. *John has conjectured [there/it to seem Peter is ill]. b. *The belief [there/it to seem Peter is ill]. c. *[There/It to seem Peter is ill]i is widely assumed ti It becomes clear that the evidence for EPP features by these examples is



rather flimsy. One key reason is that it is hardly possible to find there-expletives in which there does nothing but satisfy an EPP feature. Compare the use of there and it: (77)



a. The book is short. It only has/*have ten pages. b. The book is short. It only has/*have one page. c. There *is/are many people in the garden. 19 d. There is/*are someone in the garden.



At first glance, it and there are radically different in that the former agrees with the matrix T, whereas the latter does not. Instead it is the associate which agrees with the matrix T. Thus it checks both case and agreement, whereas there does not seem to check agreement. What about case checking for there? A great deal of effort has been contributed to whether the expletive there needs to bear case (Chomsky 1995; Groat 1999; Martin 1999; Bošković 1997; Epstein 1999, 2000), and if the answer is



19



Some English dialects (e.g. Northern Ireland, Scotland) allow the use of default agreement as in (Pietsch 2003): (i) There’s houses. (ii) There’s a lot of people kills ’em. Thanks for Roumi Pancheva for pointing out these facts.
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yes, the ungrammatical examples in (67) are largely due to Case Filter. Whatever the outcome of the debate, it only provides an argument against, instead of for, the existence of EPP as a ‘structural requirement’. 5.6.3. NO EXPLETIVE MOVEMENT The major concept of the EPP feature is that Spec-to needs to be occupied at some derivational stage, regardless of the semantic import of the occupying element. Most evidence in support for EPP makes use of expletives such as there. In the absence of an EPP feature, it directly indicates that there needs not be present in Spec-to.



Bošković 2002 suggested that there is no expletive movement in the



following case: (78) There seems to be a man in the garden. Bošković claimed that there is directly inserted Spec-Tmatrix instead of overtly moving from Spec-to to the sentence-initial position. Two pieces of evidence come from the absence of locality in there-expletives, both from French. 20 In French raising, the presence of an experiencer within a PP (but not its trace) could block the overt raising of the subject of the embedded clause (Chomsky 1995:301): 21 (79)



a. *Jeani semble à Marie [ti avoir du Jean seems to Marie b. Jeani luij



to-have PART talent



semble tj [ti avoir



Jean to-her seems



talent].



du



talent].



to-have PART talent



‘Jean seems to Marie/her to have talent’



20



Bošković claimed that Icelandic also exhibits the blocking effect in the presence of an intervening experiencer. However the data are not exhaustive and the contrast of judgment is not sharp between overt raising and the use of expletives. 21 The same contrast was argued to exist in Italian as well. See Torrego 2002 for a detailed discussion.
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Example (79a) is ungrammatical in that movement of Jean is barred by the presence of Marie that is closer to the matrix T that attracts movement. On the other hand, the intervention effect does not occur if the experiencer moves and leaves a trace behind, shown in (79b). For (79a) and all similar examples, interestingly, the blocking effect could be canceled out when there-expletives are used: (80)



Il



semble au



général être arrivé deux soldats en ville.



there seems to-the general to-be arrived two soldiers in town ‘There seem to the general to have arrived two soldiers in town’ This provides a piece of evidence that the expletive is directly inserted to the sentence-initial position instead of being moved from Spec-to. In addition, in French causative constructions, overt movement of an indefinite NP from the embedded infinite clause is banned if the construction is made passive: (81)



a. Marie a fait



faire



une jupe.



Mary has made to-make a



skirt



‘Mary had a skirt made.’ b. *Une jupe a a



été



fait(e) faire



(par Marie)



skirt has been made to-make by Mary



‘A skirt was caused to be made by Mary.’ However passives could be rescued by expletives: (81)



c. Il



a été fait



faire



une jupe (?par Marie).



there has been made to-make a



skirt by Mary



‘A skirt was caused to be made by Mary.’ Again this suggests that expletives do not occur at the sentence-initial position by successive movement. The claim that there does not move also applies to English.
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Consider the following representation in which there moves from Spec-to, leaving a trace in the base position: (82) Therei seems ti to be someone in the garden. According to Bošković, this raises a problem for LF interpretation in that if expletive movement occurs, the expletive trace at Spec-TP would block the movement of the formal feature of someone to there at LF (i.e. expletive replacement). Notice that if there is no expletive movement, the notion of Merge-overMove becomes vacuous. Recall the classic examples: (83)



a. There seems to be someone in the garden. b. *There seems someone to be someone in the garden. Assume that expletives do not move and therefore Spec-to is left empty. The



following stage is reached: (84) to be someone in the garden. Can someone move to Spec-to that gives rise to (83b)? In principle there is nothing wrong since the movement of someone is local. There are two options that can rule (83b) out. The first option is to claim that Merge-over-Move is correct even though the expletive is directly inserted at the sentence-initial position. As long as there occurs in the same numeration with someone, movement of someone is strictly banned. Note that the statement ‘X occurs in the same numeration as Y’ relies heavily on the notion of phase, whose validity is questioned. The second option, suggested by Bošković 2002, is that insofar as there is no EPP feature that drives overt movement to Spec-to, movement of the associate would
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be banned by Last Resort. In other words, movement must be ‘purposeful’. To illustrate: (85) The students seem the student to the student know French The NP the student starts at the base subject position. The matrix T triggers the overt movement of the student to the sentence-initial position, thus movement is purposeful.



Based on Bošković’s discussion, the NP-movement passes through



Spec-to in that movement has to be local, which is independent of the checking of EPP feature at Spec-to. 5.7. EXPLETIVES, ASSOCIATES, AND COPULAR SYNTAX One of the most salient properties that is left unmentioned in Bošković 2002 and E&S is that expletive constructions are usually formed by copulas in the form of the verb to be (including passives such as in There were declared guilty three men). Thus the following contrast is expected: (86)



a. There is/*are someone in the garden. b. *There run/runs someone in the garden. Copular constructions exhibit rather unique properties, for instance the lack



of Condition C violation, the Definiteness Effect, and the strict word order between definite and indefinite NP, all of which are shared with expletive constructions: (87)



‘Apparent’ Lack of Condition C violation: 22



22



I call it ‘apparent’ since the NP to the right of ‘be’ is treated as a predicate (Moro 1997, 2000). The issue of whether a logical predicate could map with a syntactic argument is subject to debate, and I am unable to do justice to all the proposals. For the latest one that treats logical predicates as syntactic argument, please refer to den Dikken’s (2006) treatment of the copula ‘be’ as a ‘relator’ between the subject and the predicate. This being said, there is a possibility of preserving the effect of Condition C violation by saying that there is no coreference between the subject (e.g. ‘he’) and the predicative NP (e.g. ‘John) in copular sentences. While the two NP bear distinct indices, it is the semantic meaning of the verb ‘to be’ that accidentally corefers the two NPs. For a detailed discussion, see Fiengo and May 1994.
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a. Hei/His namei is Johni. (c.f. *Hei likes Johni) b. Hei/That guyi seems to be Johni. (88)



Indefiniteness Effect: a. John is a/*the policeman. b. There seems to be a/*the man in the garden. (c.f. c. A/The man seems to be in the garden)



(89)



Word order between definite and indefinite NP: a. *Johni is himi/his namei. b. *A policeman is John. c. *Three men seems to be THERE here (c.f. d. There seem to be three men here).



Consider the simple sentence He is John. The underlying structure should indicate that He and John form a constituent that represents a subject-predicate relation, which is necessary in forming a proposition (see also Moro 1997, 2000): 23 (90) Is [he John] → Hei is [ti John]. Movement of he to the sentence-initial position is driven by the matrix T. Since the sentence is grammatical, it indicates that the doubling constituent [He John] does not violate any syntactic constraint, including Condition C (c.f. Kayne 2002). 24 Given the observation that expletive constructions can also be formed by copulas, it is immediately tempting to ask if both constructions should be treated similarly. We could extend the analogy so that there (or at least a subpart of ‘there’) and the



23



Moro’s analysis of copular syntax stems from Stowell’s 1978 original idea that copular sentences are expanded small clauses. Here we assume that ‘John’ is a predicate of the pronoun ‘he’. 24 For details on doubling constituents, please refer to Kayne’s 2002 analysis of the antecedentpronoun relation.
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associate form a doubling constituent. 25 This claim is strengthened by the following copular sentences in different usage: (91)



a. It is an insect (e.g. as an answer to What is a beetle?) b. This is a book (e.g. as an answer to What is that?) c. There is a pen (e.g. as an answer to Do you have anything to write with?)



Following Moro 1997, the above copular constructions stem from the following derivations: (92)



a. is [it [an insect]] → Iti is [ti [an insect]] b. is [this [a book]] → thisi is [ti [a book]] c. is [there [a piece of paper]] → Therei is [ti [a piece of paper]]



One could further extend this analogy for expletive movement, contra Bošković 2002 (see also Groat 1999): (93)



a. [there someone] in the garden → Therei seems ti to be [ti someone] in the garden.



b. Seems [it [that John is right]] → Iti seems [ti that John is right]



While the postulation of expletive movement and the doubling constituent expletive-associate runs counter to Bošković’s analysis, it should be upheld based on a list of observations that can hardly be described under the base-generated theory for expletives. First consider the following contrast: (94)



a. Someonei seems to be ti in the garden. b. *Someonei seems to be ti. (c.f. There seems to be a man). In the absence of there, someone can move from the base position to the



sentence-initial position for case checking as in (94a).



In principle, the same



movement could well apply in (94b), however the sentence is ungrammatical. Note 25



In principle, one could analyze locative ‘here’ and ‘there’ as being formed by a deictic marker, i.e. ‘h-ere’ and ‘th-ere’ respectively. ‘-ere’ could roughly means ‘place’ which is predicative to the associative. On the other hand, the deictic markers ‘h-’ and ‘th-’ could be base-generated at the sentence-initial position which combines with the expletives in subsequent steps.
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that along the lines of Bošković’s analysis, the movement of someone is to check off its case feature at the sentence-initial position, thus satisfying Last Resort. Note that (94b) could be significantly improved by adding a locative PP (e.g. a stressed ‘THERE’) in the object position: (95)



Someone seems to be THERE. We are not claiming that the locative THERE and expletive there are



identical to each other, yet we aim to show that someone should originate at the base position along with a predicate. Sometimes a predicate can be semantically empty. In the case of movement of someone, it strands the predicate (95). In the case of expletive movement that I propose (contra Bošković 2002), it strands the associate: (96) Therei seems ti to be [ti [someone [in the garden]]] The fact that the associate is predicated of the expletive could be further shown by the following facts: (97)



a. {*It/there} seem to be many people in the garden. b. {It/*There} seems that John is right. Assuming that both there and it are expletives, it is intriguing to note their



selection criteria for the associates, i.e. the associate for it is a CP whereas that for there is an NP. In the underlying level, the following doubling constituents are required: (98)



a. [NP there [NP ]] b. [CP it [CP ]] Some previous work (e.g. Martin 1999) seemed to conflate the expletive it



and it as a third person singular pronoun (c.f. It (i.e. the cat) seems to meow). Accordingly, it and there differ in that the former bears both a case and φ-feature, 173



whereas the latter bears only a case feature. The use of it is ungrammatical in (97a) in that its agreement is not checked off by the matrix predicate seems (instead seems checks off the agreement of many people). I fail to see the difference between there and it in terms of the feature matrix and the computational processes the claimed difference brings about. What seems relevant instead is the legibility condition, i.e. the use of it in (97a) is ungrammatical in that the doubling constituent [it [many people]] is uninterpretable. It is all about the choice of lexical items that give rise to the problem of semantic interpretation. Note that the following contrast can also be ruled out by the legibility condition: (99) John thinks/*seems that Mary is intelligent. Moreover, a movement-less theory for expletives entirely misses the chain relation between the expletive and the associate. Certainly one immediate remedy is to postulate a chain relation without movement, a broader issue to which we will return later. The second argument for expletive movement is that it is analogous to whmovement: (100) a. What is/*are it? b. What *is/are these? Assume that wh-words originate at the base position as a predicate to the subject. The following is one particular analysis for wh-movement: (101) Is [it what] → iti is [ti what] → isj iti tj [ti what] → whatk is iti tj [ti tk] While the wh-word moves to Spec-CP at the last stage by means of checking the [+wh] feature of C (since it semantically forms a question), one could apply the 174



analogy and say that in expletive constructions there starts from the base position and moves to Spec-TP by checking some particular features of T. One possible candidate is the case feature that is compatible to a PF-interpretable feature, i.e. πoccurrence. The only difference between wh-questions and expletive constructions (and moreover between A- and A’-movement) that I could notice is the semantic interpretation, which is independent of the algebraic operation of the narrow syntax. 5.8. MOVEMENT CHAINS AND ANAPHORIC CHAINS If we follow Bošković’s analysis in assuming that no expletive movement exists, the only way to relate the expletive and associate is to say that they form an anaphoric chain. But recall that CH do not exist as a grammatical formative. Instead it is reanalyzed as a list of occurrence(s) of the lexical items. For instance: (102) Johni seems ti to ti thrive. CH (John) = (*Tseems, to, thrive)



(Movement Chain)



(103) Johni thinks that hei is ti intelligent. CH (John) = (*Tthinks, *Tis, intelligent)



(Anaphoric Chain)



For a movement chain, the occurrence list contains at most one strong occurrence (S-OCC) (indicated by * as in Boeckx 2003).



The chain is anaphoric if the



occurrence list has more than one S-OCC, e.g. (104). 26



Whether a chain is



movement or anaphoric makes a difference, e.g.: (104) a. *John seems ti is ti intelligent. b. *John thinks that he/pro to be intelligent.



26



Questions arise as to the treatment of anaphoric chains formed by –self anaphors such as John likes himself. The claim here is that this is not different from antecedent-pronoun relation (such as (94)) in that the occurrence of ‘John’ and ‘himself’ are strong. We continue to assume that while the S-OCC of ‘John’ is the finite T, the S-OCC of ‘himself’ is its subcategorizing category ‘likes’. The claim that subcategorization instantiates an S-OCC will be discussed in later.
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Both examples are ungrammatical in that the type of chain does not match with the occurrence list. (104a) is ungrammatical in that a movement chain should consist of at most one S-OCC. The anaphoric chain in (104b) requires the presence of more than one S-OCC, which is not satisfied (assuming that infinitive does not bear a SOCC). Let us consider the following: (105) a. *John seems to he thrive. b. *John thinks is intelligent. In the absence of an S-OCC in the embedded clause in (105a), the presence of he is ungrammatical. In example (105b), the finite T in the embedded clause has an SOCC that requires an overt NP at Spec-TP. The reason I mention these cases is that the difference between anaphoric chains and movement chains is not predetermined by the derivational algorithm per se, but arises as a result of the constellation of properties such as the identity of the occurrence list and the concomitant requirements presented by those occurrences. Under such an analogy, insofar as the expletive-associate relation can be described by chains (which Bošković agrees to), the debate of whether expletive movement exists turns out only to be a technical issue. This kind of discussion is not particularly novel, for instance some syntacticians discussed whether antecedentpronoun relations as an instance of an anaphoric chain could and should be analyzed as a movement process (e.g. Hornstein 2001; Kayne 2002; Zwart 20002). To a large extent, this only brought out a lot of technical refinements (e.g. by augmenting the conditions on movement; see the detailed discussion in Kayne 2002) without touching upon the kernel of the question. Insofar as expletive constructions involve 176



chain formation, it is always plausible to establish a local relation between chainrelated elements. Note that in principle the distance between the expletive and the associate is potentially unbounded: (106) Therei seem to appear to seem …. to be many peoplei in the garden. If derivation is computationally economical, the best way is to analyze there as originating at the embedded subject position along with many people.



The



formation of a doubling constituent has a consequence that there becomes ‘harmonized’ with many people with respect to its φ-features. This could be stated as the following hypothesis: (107) In expletive constructions, the matrix predicate agrees with the expletives that are harmonized with the associate with respect to φfeature, via the doubling constituent. The claim that expletives receive the full set of φ-features by copying from the associate via the doubling constituent could be shown by the following tag questions and yes-no question (Radford 1997): (108) a. There is somebody knocking at the door, isn’t there?



(Tag questions)



b. There are several patients waiting to see the doctor, are there? c. Is there someone knocking at the door?



(yes-no questions)



d. Are there several patients waiting to see the doctor? Both constructions show that the expletive there could function as a grammatical subject that agrees with the auxiliary.



The most plausible way to suggest a



harmonization of φ-feature by forming a doubling constituent: (109)



a. [there [3 pers] [Sing] [0 gend] [index i]



a man] b. [3 pers] [Sing] [0 gend] [index i]



[there [3 pers] [Plur] [0 gend] [index i]



many people] [3 pers] [Plur] [0 gend] [index i] 177



5.9. MOVEMENT OUT OF THE DOUBLING CONSTITUENT Consider (again) the following contrast in expletive constructions: (110) a. There seems to be someone in the garden. b. *There seems someone to be in the garden. Given our proposal that chain formation is local in order to minimize the computational cost, the derivation starts from the following: (111) seems to be [there [someone]] in the garden One option to describe the ungrammaticality in (110b) is to say that the doubling constituent cannot be moved as a syntactic constituent in English.27 As a result, only there as the adjoined element could be extracted to various intermediate positions before reaching the landing site: (112) seems to be [there [someone]] in the garden → *Seems [there [someone]] to be [there [someone]] in the garden → *There seems [there [someone]] to be in the garden What about someone moving to Spec-TP and stranding there in the base position? This is also disallowed since someone is an X0-element that cannot occupy an A-position.



This leaves the following derivation in which there moves



successively to the sentence-initial position as the only viable option: (113) seems to be [there [someone]] in the garden → seems there to be [there [someone]] in the garden → There seems there to be [there [someone]] in the garden The doubling constituents get rid of Merge-over-Move. First, the concept of Merge-over-Move is unclear since Move is actually Internal Merge. Second, in 27



That the doubling constituents are not movable in English is attested in other constructions. McCloskey 1990 and Boeckx 2003 claimed that resumptive pronouns are the result of wh-movement that strands a chain-related pronoun. The wh-word and the resumptive pronoun do not form a movable constituent in English.
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expletive constructions, Merge-over-Move says that there also moves to the sentence-initial position. There blocks the movement of someone for the sake of its own movement. As a result, the pair in (100) is equivalent in terms of the number of Merge and Move, yet (100b) is grammatical. Under the analysis of expletive constructions by doubling constituents, movement becomes a natural consequence. This is summarized as the following: (114) a. Doubling constituents establish chain-related elements. b. The expletive there as an adjoined element moves, resulting in a long-distance relation with the associate. 5.10. A- AND A’-MOVEMENT Since derivation is an algorithm of matching contextual features of lexical items, many pre-established notions are merely for expositional purposes. These include the distinction between A- and A’-movement.



In §5.10.1, we list the



similarities and differences between A- and A’-movement. In §5.10.2, we claim that the distinction between A- and A’-movement is not computationally, but rather lexically defined. In §5.10.3, we claim that the assignment of strong and weak occurrences can describe the properties of A- and A’-movement. 5.10.1. COMPARING A- AND A’-MOVEMENT To begin with, let us summarize the similarities between the two types of movements: 28



28



The original proposal for unifying A- and A’-movement stems from Lasnik and Saito’s 1992 Move



α. It was claimed that both types of movement are derived by Move α and are subject to three main constraints of syntax, i.e. Subjacency, the Specified Subject Condition, and the Tensed-S Condition (Chomsky 1973).
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I.



Both are potentially unbounded



(115) a. John seems to appear to seem …. to win the competition. (A-movement) b. What did John say that Mary said that …Charles had eaten? (A’-movement) II.



Both start from the base position to the sentence-initial position.



(116) a. Johni seems ti to ti thrive. b. Whoi do you think ti that Mary likes ti? III.



(A-movement) (A’-movement)



Feature checking



- Strong D-feature of T for A-movement; Strong wh-feature of C for A’-movement. IV.



Reconstructions



(117) a. Advantage seems to have been taken of John. b. Which pictures of himself does John like? V.



(A’-movement)



Minimality of movement



(118) a. *Johni was said that it seems ti to like dogs. b. *Whati did who buy ti? VI.



(A-movement)



(A-movement) (A’-movement)



Expletive constructions



(119) a. There are many people in the garden. b. Was glaubt Hans mit wem Jakob jetzt spricht?



(A-movement) (German)



What believes Hans with whom Jakob now talks ‘With whom does Hans think that Jakob is now talking?’



(A’-movement)



c. Was glaubst du, weni wir ti einladen sollen? What believe you who we invite should ‘What do you believe who we should invite?’ (was-expletives; van Riemsdijk 1983) d. Mit gondolsz hogy kit látott János?



(Hungarian)



What-acc think-2sg that who-acc saw-3sg John-nom ‘Who do you think that John saw?’ mit-expletives; Horvath 1997)



On the other hand, the distinctions between A- and A’-movement are shown below: I.



A-movement is formed by raising predicates; A’-movement is formed by proposition-selecting predicates.



(120) a. John seems/*thinks to thrive. b. Who does John think/*seem that Mary likes?



(A-movement) (A’-movement) 180



II.



Raising predicates select a non-finite TP; Proposition-selecting predicates take a CP



(121) a. John seems [TP to be likely [TP to win the competition]]. (A-movement) b. Who does John say [CP that Mary thinks [CP that Peter likes]]? (A’-movement) III.



A-movement lands at Spec-TP; A’-movement lands at Spec-CP



(122) a. [TP Johni seems [TP ti to be likely [TP ti to thrive]]]. b. [CP Whoi do you think [CP ti that Mary saw ti]]?



(A-movement) (A’-movement)



IV.



Phase Impenetrability Condition applies only to A’-movement



V.



A’-movement exhibits scope ambiguity, whereas A-movement does not always



(123) a. Everyone seems not to be there yet. (∀>not) (*not>∀)



(A-movement)



b. Some politician is likely to address John’s constituency (some>likely, like>some) c. Who does everyone like?



(∃>∀) (∀>∃) (A’-movement)



5.10.2. THE LOCATION OF THE A-/A’-DISTINCTION Questions could be raised at two levels, i.e. to what extent is the A-/A’distinction real, and does the distinction (if any) bear on design features of the NS per se? Except for the difference regarding scope readings that is still not clear, all the distinctions between A- and A’-movement could be identified at the level of lexical items, which is independent of the narrow syntax per se. As a result, it is the particular choice of lexical items that determine whether movement is A or A’. On the other hand, the affinity between the two types of movement shown above is largely independent of the lexical items. It shows that the narrow syntax as a computational system is in principle blind to A- and A’-movement. The only level to locate such a distinction is at the lexical level. This seems plausible since the most salient A/A’-distinction involves semantic interpretation. A’-movement (e.g. wh-movement) can form a question, whereas A-movement stays as a proposition: 181



(124) a. Johni seems ti to ti thrive. b. Whoi do you think ti that Mary likes ti? The movement of John and who is also relevant to the observation that both need to move until it reaches at the lexical item with a strong occurrence. Their movement to the edge of each A- and A’-position is to avoid Spell-Out leading to a crash at PF.



To summarize the two types of movement in terms of a set of



derivations, we have the following parallel: (125) A-movement John thrive John to thrive John seems to thrive



A’-movement likes who Who that Mary likes Who do you think that Mary likes



The above parallel shows that A- and A’-movement are constrained by the type of occurrence list, i.e. only one strong occurrence (S-OCC) could appear in both types of movement: (126) a. CH (John) = (*T, to, thrive) b. CH (Who) = (*Cdo, that, likes) Other types of occurrence lists would be ungrammatical, e.g. it contains more than one S-OCC, or the S-OCC is not the last matched π-occurrence: (127) Ungrammatical if more than one strong occurrence: a. *Johni seems ti ti thrives. CH (John) = (*Tseem, *T, thrive) b. *Whoi do you think ti does Mary like ti? CH (who) = (*Cdo, *Cdoes, like) (128) Ungrammatical if the strong occurrence is not the last matched π-occurrence: a. * ti To seem Johni ti thrives. CH (John) = (to, *T, thrive) b. * ti that you think whoi does Mary like ti? CH (who) = (C, *C, like) 182



Besides the claim that the distinction between A- and A’-movement is a property of the interface level (i.e. there exhibit a pronunciation and semantic difference), it does not undermine that claim that the NS as a computational system is largely neutral to such a distinction. Again, there are strong reasons to believe the mutual independence between the bare output conditions and the NS as an internal system. Here we have the following claim: (129) The distinction between A- and A’-movement is a property of the interface level. 5.10.3. STRONG OCCURRENCE AND WEAK OCCURRENCE Consider the following examples: (130) a. Whoi did John see ti? b. John saw Mary/someone. We discussed that overt movement is driven by the presence of S-OCC within the chain as an occurrence list. The S-OCC is a type of π-occurrence that has a phonological consequence. This supports the current thesis that derivation is driven toward the PF-LF correspondence, since π-occurrence is part of the syntactic computation. The following is a descriptive statement of the conditions for a wellformed occurrence list: (131) A movement chain is a formal representation of a lexical item matching with more than one π-occurrence, exactly one of which being strong. This statement subsumes one-membered CH and multiple-membered CH. Consider John saw Mary in which Mary is subcategorized by saw. We could extend (120) to subcategorization such that the presence of Mary is required by the S-OCC 183



of saw. This makes sense since a pronounced (moved or unmoved) item should be the result of matching the S-OCC of another LI. In this case, Mary forms a onemembered CH. Three types of syntactic relation could be depicted by means of SOCC (marked by *): (132) a. A-movement 



b. A’-movement 



c. Subcategorization 



One problem for the postulation of S-OCC for V comes from wh-movement. If the subcategorizing category such as V bears an S-OCC, why does V fail to subcategorize for an overt element in wh-questions as in ‘Who did John like who?’. Note that in the absence of the notion of lexical array, there is no a priori reason to pre-assign an S-OCC to C instead of V in the case of wh-movement. One potential answer that is viable seems as follows. Assume that derivation starts from the following step: (133) see who In English and other wh-moving languages, as soon as a wh-word such as who is selected into the computational space, it immediately indicates that C is the SOCC. This could be explained by the fact that combining see and who does not create an LF-interpretable object (e.g. see cannot actually subcategorize for who that has a wh-operator component and assign a theta role). Therefore in wh-movement, the subcategorizing verb does not bear an S-OCC, and who needs to move. We call an occurrence that is not strong a weak occurrence (W-OCC), coupled with the following claim:
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(134) The presence of a weak occurrence entails the presence of a strong occurrence within the occurrence list, but not vice versa. This entailment is unidirectional, i.e. the presence of an S-OCC within an occurrence list does not necessarily entail the presence of a W-OCC. In John likes Mary, Mary is a one-membered chain that does not contain a W-OCC.



Now



consider successive wh-movement along the occurrence list: (135) a. Whoi do you think [CP ti that Mary saw ti]? (Successive wh-movement) CH (who) = (*Cdo, that, saw) b. I know [CP whoi Mary saw ti] CH (who) = (*C, saw)



(Embedded questions)



c. I know [CP who likes what] (Multiple wh-questions) CH (who) = (*C, v), CH (what) = (*likes) All the above occurrence lists are well-formed, i.e. each occurrence list contains exactly one S-OCC (marked by *). 5.11. FROM EPP TO PHONOLOGICAL OCCURRENCE The previous discussion focuses on the formation of the occurrence list as a proper description of movement. We suggest that it is the π-occurrence that defines the members of the occurrence list. An item bearing a π-occurrence means that it requires a phonologically overt element in its immediately preceding or following position. To a large extent, it runs counter to the usual understanding of occurrence that is syntactically defined under ‘sisterhood’ (e.g. MP). First, sisterhood should not be a viable option for the definition of an occurrence of lexical items since it resorts to X’-level that is not conceptually necessary within the NS. In the current theory of syntax in which NS is a binary operation of concatenation without the postulation of labels (§2; see also Collins 2002), the X’-level is simply undefined 185



within the computational system. Second, sisterhood is also irrelevant to Spec-head configuration which is argued to be the locus of formal feature checking. Consider again the following schema of successive A-movement: (136) DPi T [t3 to1 V1… [t2 to2 V2… [V3 t1]]] The DP originates at the object of V3 via First Merge and moves successively through Spec-to2, Spec-to1 and finally reaches Spec-TP for EPP (and case) checking. Note that there are three traces (i.e. t1, t2, t3) left by movement. While linguists generally argue that the movement to the sentence-initial position, Spec-to1 and Spec-to2, respectively, stems from EPP-checking, most analyzes ignore the base position, i.e. the internal argument of V3 (if the trace is an object).



This is



understandable in that linguists agree that the internal argument combines with V3 by First Merge and there is nothing more interesting to say. But most terms used in movement are merely for expositional purpose. Why do we need to assume that the base position is where theta role is assigned, as suggested by Chomsky 2001? What if theta role assignment is not the defining property of First Merge, but just a consequence of something else? The point here is that if the three traces (including base position) and the landing site are movement-related, they should be subject to the same set of syntactic conditions and moreover the computational algorithm. The old consensus is that DPi, t3 and t2 are compatible in that all are related by EPP-checking. What about the original trace t1? Two possibilities are in order---Either (i) we claim that all traces are featurerelated, including the base position, or (ii) the base position should be excluded with 186



respect to CH formation. The second option is immediately ruled out since the base position provides the semantic feature that needs to be interpreted at LF, and its syntactic feature (i.e. [+N]) maps onto a syntactic argument that combines with a predicate and forms a semantic proposition. This leaves the first as a plausible idea. Using this analogy, in (126), John, t1 and t2 are all feature-related: (137) Johni seems t2 to t1 thrive. We suggest that all movement-related positions defined by a CH as a list of occurrence(s) involves the same mechanism of matching contextual features. In particular, all landing positions of the moved items are related by their occurrence. It is interesting to note that a number of works on syntax notate the occurrence list of John in (126) in the following way (e.g. Chomsky 1995; Boeckx 2003, etc): (138) CH (John) = (*T, to, thrive) It is immediately clear that the occurrence list is never defined by syntactic relations such as sisterhood.



Instead it is the π-occurrence that is defined by



‘immediate preceding/following’ which is in effect: (139) a. John immediately precedes thrive. (c.f. John is not a sister of thrive) b. John immediately precedes to. (c.f. John is not a sister of to) c. John immediately precedes T. (c.f. John is not a sister of T) We therefore reach the following statement: (140)a. The EPP feature is not a syntactic or an uninterpretable feature; instead it is occurrence feature that requires an immediately preceding/following element. b. In the absence of labels and X’-level, an occurrence cannot be defined by syntactic relations such as sisterhood. c. Since occurrence feature as a contextual feature defines the occurrence list and moreover a chain of lexical items, it is part of the narrow syntax. 187



This being said, the original idea of LSLT concerning the notion of occurrence and context of lexical items can be retained, i.e. an occurrence concerns the phonological context of an element within a sentence.
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CHAPTER SIX – CONDITIONS ON STRONG OCCURRENCES: FREE RELATIVES AND CORRELATIVES 6.1. INTRODUCTION: CONFLICTING STRONG OCCURRENCES As discussed in the previous chapter, subcategorization is an instantiation of π-occurrence.



For instance the direct object is a one-membered chain whose



phonological presence matches with the S-OCC of the transitive verb. The fact that a single CH contains only one S-OCC seems universal. Let us look at examples in (2). Example (2a) and (2b) are grammatical sentences in which Mary has one SOCC in the occurrence list. However it is ungrammatical to combine the two sentences since a single instance of Mary cannot satisfy two S-OCCs simultaneously, shown in (2c): (2)



a. John likes Mary b. Mary was arrested c. *John likes Mary was arrested. d. *John thinks Mary. e. John thinks Mary was arrested.



CH (Mary) = (*likes) CH (Mary) = (*Twas, arrested) CH (Mary) = (*likes, *Twas, arrested) CH (Mary) = ∅ CH (Mary) = (*Twas, arrested)



Example (2e) is grammatical in that thinks is not an S-OCC of Mary, i.e. think cannot subcategorize for Mary, as shown in (2d). To generalize further, if the derivational space contains {V1, V2, N} (both verbs being transitive) and nothing else, there is no possible way to generate a convergent output. This is simply because each V is an S-OCC that requires one overt element. In the following representations, the S-OCC of either V1 or V2 is not satisfied: (3)



a. *[VP1 V1 [VP2 V2 [NP N]]] b. *[VP2 V2 [VP1 V1 [NP N]]]



(V1 does not subcategorize for VP2) (V2 does not subcategorize for VP1) 189



The basic answer is that two transitive verbs require two NPs, while there is only one in the derivational space. However, since each transitive verb requires just one NP, in principle a single NP in the derivational space could bear two S-OCCs simultaneously, represented by the following two schemas: (4) a. 8 V N V



b. tyty V N V



At first blush, both representations are ill-formed under our traditional understanding of syntax. To name only a few, the elements in (4a) and (4b) cannot be linearized since in (4a), the two Vs c-command each other, whereas in (4b) there is no c-command relation between the two Vs.



(4a) is not formed by binary



branching, whereas N in (4b) has more than one root node, a possibility that is not generally recognized in most versions of syntactic theory. All these problems are however solvable if the narrow syntax has some mechanisms that transform the ill-formed trees to grammatical ones (e.g. Citko’s 2000, 2005 notion of Parallel Merge; See below). For instance, Coordination and Across-the-board extraction shows that syntax has a way to resolve the tension: (5)



a. John likes, but Bill hates, Mary.



(Coordination)



b. Who did John like but Bill hate?



(ATB-extraction)



Assume that a single item could satisfy two S-OCCs simultaneously based on these observations.



However, the problem that becomes more puzzling is that



syntactic derivation is impossible given two radically conflicting S-OCCs. In the case of coordination and ATB-extraction, we could still maintain the minimal requirement from the grammar that coordinated and ATB-extracted elements have to satisfy the subcategorization of individual predicates. In (5a) Mary is a DP that is 190



subcategorized by likes though they are not linearly adjacent to each other, whereas in (5b) who is subcategorized by both like and hate.



In this sense, the two



occurrences are not in conflict with each other. Now imagine a situation in which the derivation contains {V1, wh-NP, Cwh} (V1: transitive). The wh-word combines with Cwh and forms a CP (e.g. by whmovement) given that C has an S-OCC that requires wh-NP (i.e. (6a)). However V1 as a transitive verb requires a referential noun (i.e. a DP), not a CP (i.e. (6b)). Without an overt noun, the configuration in (6c) is bound to be ill-formed: 1 (6)



a. [CP whi-Cwh…ti] b. [VP1 V [DP ]] c. *[VP1 V [DP ∅ [CP whi-Cwh…ti]]] Interestingly, syntax seems to bear the capacity of generating grammatical



sentences given conflicting S-OCCs in the computation, with examples attested across the board. All these observations point to the conclusion that occurrence is a type of contextual features and moreover a part of the computational system. Both



1



Note that the configuration is grammatical provided that it is an NP relative clause (following the movement analysis in which the NP leaves a trace at the base position, as in Vergnaud 1974 and Kayne 1994), e.g.: (i) I read [a paperi [ti that is recently published ti]]. (c.f. I read [DP a paper]) Kayne 1994 suggests that free relatives are analogous to relative clause in that in the former case, the wh-word moves to Spec-C which is immediately followed by another movement to the D-head. His main evidence comes from whatever-FR in which ever- is a D-head that drives wh-movement. As a result: (ii) Hansel reads [whati-ever [[tj books]i Gretel recommends ti]] First, the movement from an A’-position to an X0 position remains unmotivated. Second, unlike the analysis of NP relative clause, the bare wh-word is not a referential expression that cannot be directly selected by the matrix predicate (except in echo questions): (iii) *I read what/whatever. Third, if it is true that the last wh-movement would strand the head noun in Spec-CP, it means that the wh-word does not form a syntactic constituent with the head N. However this is refuted by the following coordination (Citko 2000): (iv) I will read whatever books and whatever magazines Peter recommended.
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PF- and LF-interpretable features should be among the design features of the narrow syntax. In the coming pages, we introduce the analysis of free relatives (FRs) and correlatives (CORs). The reason the two constructions are chosen as the major study is that their semantics are largely compatible with each other, while their structures cannot be unified under the usual notion of syntactic transformation. We show that free relatives and correlatives share a common ground based on the manner in which the strong occurrence is matched in the both structures. The chapter is listed as follows: In §6.2, we discuss various significant issues of free relatives. In §6.3, the properties of correlatives will be examined. In §6.4, we bring along a unification of the two distinctive constructions. In §6.5, we show that distinctive constructions can be conceptually unified by the minimality condition. In §6.6, we turn to conditional constructions and argue that they should be treated on a par with correlative constructions.



In §6.7, we discuss whether a single syntactic structure for all



relativization strategies is tenable or not. 6.2. FREE RELATIVES The discussion of FRs centers on a number of issues that are considered as significant for syntactic theories in general, which is discussed in the coming sections.



In §6.2.1 and §6.2.2, we introduce the matching effect as the major



property of free relatives. The two competing hypothesizes, i.e. the head-account and the comp-account, are also introduced. In §6.2.3 and §6.2.4, we summarize and evaluate the proposal of Parallel Merge (Citko 2000) as an alternative account of the matching effect. Then we will discuss the difference between free relatives and 192



embedded relative clauses (§6.2.5) and interrogative constructions (§6.2.6).



In



§6.2.7, we propose a novel analysis of free relatives, adopting the proposal of sideward movement (Nunes 2004). In §6.2.8, we show that the analysis of the matching effect can extend to fragment answers that are highly related. In §6.2.9, we discuss the significance of syntactic hierarchy in the construction of free relatives, which brings along some further ideas concerning successive derivation in general. 6.2.1. THE MATCHING EFFECT AND THE HEAD-ACCOUNT One salient property shared by FRs observed in many languages is the matching effect (Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978: 336): 2 (7) a. I will buy [NP [NP whatever] you want to sell] b. John will be [AP [AP however tall] his father was] c. I’ll word my letter [AdvP [AdvP however] you word yours] d. I’ll put my books [PP [PP wherever] you put yours] This phenomenon is called the Matching Effect (ME) in that the syntactic category of the wh-phrase is the same as that of the whole FR clause, selected by the matrix predicates: (8)



a. buy / V, [VP __ [NP]] b. be / V, [VP __ [AP]] c. word / V, [VP __ [AdvP]]



2



These include Romance, Germanic and Scandinavian languages. See Vogel 2001 for a typological study of free relatives. In this work, free relatives refer to the use of wh-construction as a referential (though indefinite) expression. Many languages do not have free relatives under this definition. For instance Thai and Japanese use a relative clause with a default head noun to express the same interpretation as free relatives: (i) Chan kin sing [thii khun tham]. (Thai) I eat thing that you cook ‘I eat what you cook’ (ii) Watasi-wa [John-ga ryoori sita mono]-o tabeta. (Japanese) I-top John-NOM cooking did thing-ACC ate ‘I ate what John cooked’ I am grateful to Teruhiko Fukaya and Emi Mukai for providing Japanese judgments, to and Kingkarn Thepkanjana for Thai judgments.
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d. put / V, [VP __ [PP]] Using the tree notation, we have the following representations: (9)



a. NP b. AP c. AdvP ru ru ru NP S AP S AdvP S 5 5 5 5 5 5 whatever you… however tall his… however you …



d.



PP ru PP S 5 5 wherever you…



Based on the ME, Bresnan and Grimshaw claimed that the wh-morpheme is base-generated as the head of the clause and S is an adjunction to the wh-head.3 Call this analysis the Head-Account (ibid): (10) A phrase and its head have the same categorial specification. The FR clause is ungrammatical if it violates ME: (11)



a. I’ll reread whatever paper John has worked on. b. *I’ll reread on whatever paper John has worked.



(11a) observes ME since ‘reread’ subcategories for an NP which is projected by ‘whatever paper’. On the other hand, (11b) is ungrammatical since ‘on whatever paper’ projects a PP which does not fit into the subcategorization of ‘reread’. Two caveats should be noted with respect to ME. First, it does not specify whether the wh-morpheme has to fit into the subcategorization frame of the embedded predicate; Second, the ME could be extended to case-matching (in addition to categorymatching) in which the case assigned to the wh-morpheme by the embedded predicate is the same as the case assigned by the matrix predicate. For instance in German case-matching is obligatory in addition to category matching (Bhatt 1997): 3



Note that Bresnan and Grimshaw correctly noted that FRs differ from INTs in that the latter but not the former observe the ME. For instance the following pair shows that the interrogative clauses does not agree with the main predicate, whereas the FR clause does: (i) What books she has isn’t/*aren’t certain. (INT) (ii) Whatever books she has *is/are marked up with her notes. (FR)
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(12) a. Wer



nicht stark ist, muss klug sein.



who-NOM not



(German)



strong is must clever be



‘Who is not strong must be clever’ b. Wer/*Wen



Gott schwach geschaffen hat, muss klug sein.



who-NOM/whom-ACC God weak



created



has must clever be



‘Who God has created weak must be clever’ (12a) is grammatical in that both the wh-morpheme of the relative clause and the subject of the matrix clause bear the same nominative case. On the other hand, there is a case conflict in (12b)--- the wh-morpheme within the relative clause receives an accusative case, whereas subject of the matrix clause receives a nominative case. Languages differ in terms of how they parametrize case-matching, the particular details of which are beyond the scope of our study. 4 6.2.2. THE COMP-ACCOUNT The claim that the wh-morphemes in the FR clause occupy the head position turned out to be suspicious given the understanding of wh-movement in general. In particular, Grooj and van Riemsdijk 1979 postulated the Comp-Account and argued for an alternative position of the wh-morpheme. Their main counterexample against the Head-Account comes from the examples of extraposition in German: (13)



a. Der Hans hat [das Geld, das er gestohlen hat], zurückgegeben. (German) The Hans has the money that he stolen



has returned



‘Hans has returned the money that he has stolen’ 4



According to the typological survey by Vogel 2001, the case realization of the wh-morpheme in FRs could be classified as follows: (i) Total matching between the matrix case and the relative case, e.g. English, Dutch (ii) The wh-morpheme always bears matrix case, e.g. Icelandic, Modern Greek (iii) The wh-morpheme is sensitive to case hierarchy (nominative < accusative < dative, genitive, PP) (Comrie 1989) between the matrix case with relative case, e.g. German, Gothic. See the discussions below.
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b. Der Hans hat [das Geld ti], zurückgegeben, [CP das er gestohlen hat]i c. *Der Hans hat ti, zurückgegeben [DP das Geld, das er gestohlen hat]i Example (13c) shows that in German, DP cannot be extraposed, yet a CP could be extraposed, stranding the head DP as in (13b). Now consider the extraposition of German FRs: (14)



a. *Der Hans hat [was ti] zurückgegeben [CP er gestohlen hat]i The Hans has what



returned



he stolen



has



b. Der Hans hat ti zurückgegeben [CP was er gestohlen hat]i The Hans has returned



what he stolen



has



‘Hans has returned what has been stolen’ The fact that the wh-morpheme cannot be stranded in (14a) suggests clearly that the wh-morpheme is not placed at the head position (since a head can be stranded shown in (13b)), but Spec-CP. However if we follow the Comp-Account, the description of ME is completely lost.



To cope with this problem, Grooj and van Riemsdijk



proposed the Comp Accessibility Parameter to capture the ME (ibid: 181): (15)



The COMP [i.e. Spec-CP in X-bar schema; TL] of a free relative is syntactically accessible to matrix rules such as subcategorization and case marking, and furthermore it is the wh-phrase in COMP, not the empty head, which is relevant for the satisfaction or non-satisfaction of the matrix requirements. On the other hand, the claim in Bresnan and Grimshaw that the wh-word in



FRs is base-generated rather than resulted from overt wh-movement to Spec-CP is empirically dubious. 5 The following case of reconstruction could further verify such a doubt (Citko 2000:114): 5



Instead they postulated a pro-analysis at the object position of the embedded predicate. They call it ‘Controlled Pronoun deletion’: (i) XP…XP[pro]Æ XPi…[XP [pro] e] For instance: (ii) I will live in whatever town you live [pro pro]
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(16)



a. I will buy [whatever pictures of himself ] John is willing to sell. b. I tend to disbelieve [whatever lies about each other] John and Mary tell. Any movement analysis could capture the above binding facts. Now we are



facing a dilemma: The Comp-Account was argued to be more descriptively adequate than the Head-Account with regard to reconstruction, whereas the Head-Account is more favored in describing the matching effect in various languages (on the other hand, the Comp Accessibility Parameter is a generalization that requires motivation). The question is how to capture the matching effect while preserving a movement approach to FRs. 6.2.3. PARALLEL MERGE Citko 2000, 2005 (whose idea originated in Goodall 1987) proposed an alternative idea for the derivation of FRs with special focus on the ME.



She



postulates that in addition to Chomsky’s (2004, 2005a, b) notion of Internal Merge and External Merge, there is another kind of Merge which she called Parallel Merge (P-Merge) which is sufficient to account for the derivation of FRs and other related constructions: 6 (17)



Parallel Merge a. lexical items α, β, χ b. K={, {α, β, χ}}, such that i. binary branching is observed ii. χ is simultaneously a sister of α and β The special property of P-Merge is that it takes three syntactic objects



simultaneously, one of which (i.e. χ) is commonly selected by two predicates, i.e.: 6



While Citko did not explicitly discuss it, it is immediately clear that the Parallel Merge is also relevant to constructions in which a single lexical item is involved in more than one syntactic domain at the same time. These include causative constructions such as ‘I wiped the table clean’ in which ‘the table’ is the object of ‘wiped’ whereas a subject of ‘clean’, or serial verb constructions in which a single argument is selected by more than one predicate.
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δ ε tyty α χ β



(18)



Citko suggested that each subtree has to comply with the X’-schema, e.g. one of the constituents is the label of the subtree. The following representation is illformed since one subtree is ill-formed: (19)



*



α α tyty α χ β Details aside, consider the sentence Gretel reads whatever Hansel The wh-word whatever can P-Merge with the two predicates



recommends.



simultaneously, which directly describes the ME: (20)



VP VP 33 reads whatever recommends Next, parallel derivations of the matrix and embedded predicates proceed



simultaneously: (21)



TP TP ru ru Gretel T’ T Hansel ru ru T vP vP T ru ru Gretel v’ v’ Hansel ru ru v VP VP v ruru reads whatever recommends



Note that there exists a distinction between the matrix and embedded clause that needs to be accounted for, otherwise its difference with Hansel recommends whatever Gretel reads will be lost. This is encoded within the features of C in the
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two clauses, i.e. a [+declarative] feature will be projected in the matrix clause, whereas [+relative] feature is used in the embedded clause: 7 (22)



CP ty



CP ty C[+Decl] TP TP C[+Rel] ty ty Gretel T’ T’ Hansel ty ty T vP vP T ty ty Gretel v’ v’ Hansel ty ty v VP VP v ty ty reads whatever recommends



The syntactic representation needs to be fixed in order to produce a tree with a single root node (e.g. for the purpose of linearization). Demerge sprouts out two instances of the same item whatever, and two separated phrase structures are formed: (23)



TP ty Gretel T’ ty T vP ty Gretel v’ ty v VP ty reads DP whatever



CP ty whatever C’ ty C TP ty Hansel T’ ty T vP ty Hansel v’ ty v VP ty recommends whatever



The last stage involves adjunction of the embedded CP to the DP of the matrix predicate. 8 Note that only one copy of whatever at Spec-CP is spell-out at PF: 7



This postulation could be problematic since whether a feature is declarative (i.e. the matrix domain) or relative (i.e. the embedded domain) is not necessarily intrinsic to the lexical item, but rather it could be adequately determined by the syntactic representation and the way it is built. 8 Adjunctions of the embedded to matrix clause potentially violate the Extension Condition which states that derivation proceeds on roots not terminals. The analysis provided by Tree-Adjoining
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(24)



TP ty Gretel T’ ty T vP ty Gretel v’ ty v VP ty reads DP ty DP CP 5 ty whatever DP C’ 4 ty whatever C TP ty Hansel T’ ty T vP 6 Hansel recommends whatever



P-Merge was argued to apply extensively to the ME observed in other constructions. For example in Across-the-Board (ATB-) Extraction in Polish: (25) a. KogoACC Jan lubi tACC a Who



Jan likes



Maria podziwia tACC?



(Polish)



and Maria admires



‘Who does Jan like and Maria admire?’ b. *KogoACC/komuDAT Jan lubi tACC a Who



Jan likes



Maria ufa tDAT?



and Maria trusts



‘Who does Jan like and Maria trust?’



P-Merge starts from the following representation and follows the parallel derivation mentioned above (on the other hand, (25b) is ill-formed): (26)



a.



VP VP tyty lubi kogo podziwia



b.



* VP VP tyty lubi kogo/komu ufa



Grammar (TAG) (e.g. Frank 2002) allows adjunction of one elementary tree to another, which could rescue the present analysis.
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What about the following situation in which the coordinated predicates have different case requirements? In Polish, help assigns a dative case whereas like an accusative case: (27)



VP VP 33 help DP like Wh Case[acc, dat] φ [3sg] The answer of P-Merge is that morphological case conflict could be resolved



if the language exhibits the case syncretism.



In Polish, when the dative and



accusative cases are morphologically identical to each other, a single wh-word could represent two different cases, and its ATB-extraction is grammatical. 6.2.4. THE PROBLEMS OF PARALLEL MERGE However there are several issues raised by P-Merge that forces one to doubt such an analysis.



First, Citko suggested that P-Merge takes three objects



simultaneously, with one being commonly selected by two predicates. In principle, P-Merge could take as many objects as it allows. For instance in ATB-extraction: (28) Who did John see, Mary like, Peter hate……., and Bill adore? If we follow the analysis of P-Merge, the single wh-word who is selected by all the coordinated predicates simultaneously. In view of this, FRs become a special instance of P-Merge (i.e. it takes three objects) in that the wh-word is positioned between a matrix domain and an embedded domain. It remains problematic as to what derivational mechanism(s) should be used in order to transform an ndimensional object to a syntactically well-formed tree. 201



Second, since the first Merge is parallel (hence its name), the framework embodies both parallel and successive derivation. There is a price to pay --- insofar as the matrix-embedded distinction is lost at P-Merge, this piece of information needs to be augmented at a later derivational stage (e.g. by creating a [+declarative]/[+relative] feature for C). This ad-hoc mechanism should be avoided in a theory of grammar in which all syntactic relations are derivational (e.g. Epstein 1998;



Epstein



and



Seely



2006).



Moreover



the



postulation



of



[+declarative]/[+relative] feature runs into the risk of violating the Inclusiveness Principle. Third, while P-Merge may accurately describe the case of FRs and ATBextraction, the framework remains largely silent as to its overall generality. If our grammar really incorporates P-Merge and Chomskyan Merge, what motivates the use of one but not another? Since FRs and ATB-extraction are attested across the board, some simple mechanisms should be used instead of P-Merge as an ad-hoc process. 9 A fourth concern is whether Parallel Merge creates phrase structures that are grammatical according to our understanding of syntactic theory. Reconsider the following schema: 9



In later work (Citko 2005), P-Merge was argued as combining the properties of External (E-) Merge and Internal (I-) Merge. P-Merge is similar to E-Merge since it involves two distinct root objects, and it is similar to I-Merge since it combines the two by taking a subpart of one of them. Thus P-Merge could at best be taken as a shorthand representation whose descriptive power could equally be expressed by E-Merge and I-Merge without any loss of generality. The claim that P-Merge should not enjoy any independent status (from the computational perspective) is shown by the later mechanism involved in P-Merge. In order to obtain a grammatical output, the P-merged markers have to be demerged. Demerge is an ad-hoc mechanism since it sprouts out two copies of the same item. Thus it could be viewed as an Anti-E-Merge mechanism. That is to say, while the framework of PMerge may be descriptive adequate (at least in the discussion of FRs and ATB-extraction), it is not a computationally necessary component of grammar.
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δ ε tyty α χ β



(29)



If we treat the above grammatical object as a single tree, it is ungrammatical since it contains two roots. 10 It is because the binary relation of domination between nodes is not total within the tree. In the above ‘tree’, δ dominates α and χ, but not β, whereas ε dominates χ and β but not α. Also no dominance relation could be stated between δ and ε. Another way to rule the above tree out is by the notion of (unambiguous) paths (Kayne 1983) that stated that any two elements within a tree are related by one upward and one downward path. However in order to relate α and β, two upward and two downward paths are needed. 11



Given that the tree is



ungrammatical to start with, the schema of Parallel Merge needs to incorporate a repair strategy (e.g. Demerge vs. Remerge, creation vs. deletion of copy) so that a grammatical tree will be created at the time of Spell-out. Insofar as we could find a theory that dispenses with such ad-hoc mechanisms, Parallel Merge would become untenable. Fifth, and most importantly, Citko’s framework does not bring out any novel understanding about syntactic derivation as a whole. The representation expresses a piece of information that could be stated in simpler terms as in the current thesis ---a



10



The definition of a syntactic tree can be shown in the following (Higginbotham 1997: 336): “A tree is a partially ordered set T = (X, ≥) such that, for each element x of X, {y: y ≥ x} is well-ordered by ≥…The elements of T are the points or nodes of (T, ≥). The relation ≥ is the relation of domination. The relation of proper domination is >, defined by x > y iff x ≥ y & x ≠ y. A root of a tree is a point x such that x ≥ y for every y ∈ T; since ≥ is a partial ordering, the root of a tree is unique if it exists.” 11 This being said, the paths are not grammatical to start with, regardless whether it is unambiguous or not (that is relevant for binding relations).
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single lexical item bears more than one occurrence (i.e. a chain), one by α and another by β.



Recall that when an item bears more than one π-occurrence,



displacement is involved. This being said, P-Merge is at best another way of stating the displacement property of language. Its analysis of FRs and ATB-extraction is not appealing enough to change our concept of syntactic derivations. 6.2.5. FREE RELATIVES AND RELATIVE CLAUSES Recall the examples of FRs that support the claim that wh-movement is involved, analogous to wh-movement in questions (also see Sauerland 1998; Citko 2000): (30)



Anaphoric binding: a. I will buy [whatever pictures of himself] John is willing to sell. b. [Which pictures of himself] is John willing to sell?



(31)



Reconstruction of Idiomatic expressions: a. [Whatever advantage] they take of this situation will surely come back to haunt them. b. [What advantage] did John take of Peter?



(32)



Condition C violation: a. *[Whatever pictures of Billi] he*i/j took last week were not very flattering. b. *[Which pictures of Johni] did he*i/j take yesterday?



It is clear that wh-movement lands at the position of Spec-CP. This could be shown by another use of FRs as a free adjunct (Izvorski 2000). 12 The FR clause that functions as a free adjunct is a CP in that it does not involve case-checking or φfeature-checking, e.g.: 12



Free adjunct free relatives are semantically related to universal quantification (e.g. the use of –ever in English, a quantificational morpheme ‘also’ as in Japanese and Bulgarian) or subjunctive mood (e.g. Spanish) which expresses a concessive meaning. The following FR clause cannot function as an adjunct: (i) *What John cooks, he will win the cooking contest.
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(33) [CP Whatever John cooks], he will win the cooking contest. Given that the ‘FR clause is a CP’, we are now facing a problem---How can a CP be selected by an argument-taking predicate? Consider the following typical example of FRs: (34) John will eat [CP whatever Mary cooks tonight]. The question is, is CP directly selected by eat as in (34), or is CP embedded by a DP projection that is selected by the matrix predicates such as the following? (35) John will eat [DP [CP whatever Mary cooks tonight]]. The first option is immediately ruled out, given the following ungrammatical sentence: 13 (36) *I like [CP that Mary arrived]. On the other hand, the CP-within-DP hypothesis seems to be compatible to the structure of embedded relative clauses (RCs). According to one mainstream analysis (i.e. the raising analysis), in the following example, the head noun book moves from the base position to Spec-CP. The CP is the complement of the D-head, which is further selected by the matrix predicate read (e.g. Vergnaud 1974; Kayne 1994): (37) I read [DP the [CP booki that Chomsky wrote ti]]. As a result, from the point of view of distribution, the FR clause exhibits dual category status, i.e. CP and XP (i.e. the syntactic category selected by the matrix predicate). The XP-category of CP gives rise to the matching effect, further shown



13



ECM verbs which can select more than one syntactic category may be an exception: (i) John believed [CP that Mary won the competition]. (ii) John believed [IP Mary to be intelligent]. (iii) John believed [DP the rumor].
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in the following list of examples (Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978:335; Caponigro 2002): (38)



a. I appreciate [FR what you did for me] / [DP your help]. b. I will buy [FR whatever you want to sell] / [DP the turkey]. c. She vowed to become [FR however rich you have to be to get into that club] / [AP very rich].



d. I will word my letter [FR however you word yours] / [ADVP quite carefully]. f. John will go [FR wherever he wants] / [PP to school]. Let us restrict the discussion to one particular instance that FRs share the DP property (as in (38a)). If we are treating FRs as having the same structure with RCs, we are led to say that the FR clause is a RC with an empty D-head (e.g. Kayne 1994): (39) V [DP ∅ [CP ]] However, it is also clear that FRs differ from RCs in many aspects. To list a few, first, FRs show the ME, whereas RCs need not (Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978; Groos and von Riemsdijk 1981; Caponigro 2002): (40)



a. * I bought [DP [PP with what] I’ll wrap it].



(FR)



b. I bought [DP the paper [PP with which] I’ll wrap it].



(RC)



Second, the set of wh-pronouns that can be used in FRs is different from that of RCs. While who, where, when and how are commonly used in both constructions, what, which and why behave differently: 14 (41) (42)



a. I will buy what I like.



(FR)



b. *I will buy the thing what I like.



(RC)



a. *I will buy which I like. 15



(FR)



14



The use of who, where, when and how in both constructions can be shown in the following: (i) The boy who I met yesterday vs. I will meet whoever you met yesterday. (ii) The place where I went yesterday vs. I will go wherever you go. (iii) The way how you fix the car vs. I will fix the car however you fix it. (iv) The time when you finish the homework vs. I will go whenever you go.
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(43)



d. I will buy the thing which I like.



(RC)



a. *I hate it why you hate it



(FR)



b. This is the reason why John is successful.



(RC)



Third, the wh-pronoun in RCs is largely optional, whereas it is obligatory in FRs: (44)



a. I will only buy *(what) I like.



(FR)



b. I will only buy the thing (which/that) I like.



(RC)



Fourth, the basic distinction is that the whole FR clause functions as a complement to the argument-selecting predicate, whereas it was claimed that both complementation and adjunction structure could be used for RCs (e.g. Schachter 1973; Vergnaud 1974; Kayne 1994; Aoun and Li 2003; inter alia): (45)



Free relative clause as a complement to the matrix predicate: E.g: John ate what/whatever food *(Mary cooked).



(46)



Relative clause as a complement to the head noun: a. the Paris *(that I know) b. the (two) pictures of John’s/his *?(that you lent me) c. the four of the boys *(that came to the dinner)



(47)



Relative clause as an adjunct: E.g: the food (that Mary cooked)



Last but not least, it is a general property of RCs to allow stacking, whereas it is largely forbidden in FRs: (48)



a. John is listening to the records [that Mary bought] [that he likes best]. (RC) b. *John is listening to [what Mary bought] [what he likes best].



(FR)



15



The use of ‘whichever’ is grammatical though, as in: (i) It may be a good idea to contact whichever of those two bodies is appropriate for further guidance. On the other hand, the use of ‘whyever’ is entirely ungrammatical.
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6.2.6. FREE RELATIVES AND INTERROGATIVES FRs also differ from Interrogatives (INTs). At first glance, FRs and INTs are formed by the same set of lexical items and they should be treated on a par: (49)



a. I ate [FR what Mary cooked].



(FR)



b. I wonder [CP what Mary cooked].



(INT)



However the two constructions differ with respect to at least two properties. First the matching effect is observed in FRs but not in INTs: (50)



a. * I bought [[PP with what] you could wrap it].



(FR)



b. ?I wondered [[PP with what] you could wrap it].



(INT)



Second, extractions out of the INT clause are generally allowed, which is not the case in FRs (Caponigro 2000): 16 (51) (52)



a. Whoi do you wonder [Mary liked ti]?



(INT)



b. *Whoi/Whoeveri will Mary marry with [ti her parents like ti]?



(FR)



a. Queste sono le ragazzei che so



(INT)



these



are



the girls



[CP chi



that I-know



ha invitato].



who has invited



‘These are the girls that I know who has invited’ b.* Queste sono le these are



ragazze che odio [FR chi ha invitato].



the girls



that I-hate



(FR)



who has invited



‘These are the girls that I hate who has invited.’



(Italian)



16



Engdahl 1997 (quoted in Hogoboom 2003) provided examples from Norwegian and suggested that the wh-word within the FR clause could be extracted. (i) Denne kunstnereni kjøper jeg hva enn ti produsererl this artist buy I what ever produces ‘I buy whatever this artist produces.’ However it seems that the extraction out of the FR clause is semantically and pragmatically conditioned. For instance, the matrix verb should be chosen so that when it combines with the extracted subject, the semantic interpretation is similar to when it combines with the whole FR clause. While it is impossible to ‘buy an artist’, the native speaker could infer this expression to mean ‘buy the artist’s work’, which is the meaning of the FR clause.
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Third, there exists a well-known distinction between FRs and INTs noted by Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978. The use of –ever suffix to the wh-words can only be observed in FRs, but not in INTs: (53)



a. I will buy what/whatever he is selling.



(FR)



b. I will inquire what/*whatever he is selling.



(INT)



Fourth, since INTs are not referential expressions, they do not express number agreement with the main verb. On the other hand, FRs exhibit a DP property and agree in number with the main verb (Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978): (54)



a. Whatever books she has *is/are marked up with her notes.



(FR)



b. What books she has is/*are not certain.



(INT)



Fifth, FRs ban the pipe-piping of the whole wh-phrase, and instead a bare wh-word is moved. On the other hand, INTs freely allow the pipe-piping of wh-phrase (Donati 2006): 17



17



Using these facts, Donati concluded that the structure of FRs involves complementation as utilized in Kayne’s 1994 analysis of relative clauses, i.e. [DP D CP]. What is different in FRs is that the moved wh-word is a wh-head (instead of a wh-phrase) that projects its head status to the whole phrase, i.e. [DP Di [CP [DP…ti…]]]. This move seems theoretically plausible in that head movement and phrase movement would be largely unified: the former moves the head and creates a new head position, whereas the latter moves the phrase to the Spec position (given that Spec is an XP projection). However Donati’s treatment of ‘what’ as a D-head is dubious. The typical wh-head under D in English is instead ‘which’. However ‘which’ cannot exist in FR, though it can in INT: (i) *I shall visit which/which town you will visit. (FR) (ii) I wonder which town you will visit. (INT) (iii) I wonder which the biggest sports trophy in the US is. (INT) On the other hand, a bare ‘what’ could function as a question word (which includes an operator and restrictor) that is radically different from ‘which’, hence a DP. Categorically, the following pair should receive the same syntactic analysis: (iv) [DP What] did you visit yesterday? (v) *Which did you visit yesterday? (vi) [DP Which town] did you visit yesterday? (vii) [DP What town] did you visit yesterday? We could treat ‘what’ in (iv) as a DP, whereas ‘what’ in (vii) as a D-head which is analogous to ‘which’. The only grammatical use of ‘what’ in FR is by bare ‘what’ as a DP category. Therefore the following structure for FR is suggested (to be discussed): (viii) [DP DP CP]
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(55) (56)



a. I shall visit what (*town) you will visit.



(FR)



b. I wonder what town you will visit.



(INT)



a. Ho



mangiato {*quanti biscotti/quanto}



have-1SG eaten



hai



{how-many cookies/what} have-2SG prepared



‘I have eaten what cookies you have prepared’ b. Mi chiedo quanti



preparato.



biscotti hai



preparato.



(FR) (INT)



me wonder how-many cookies have-2sg prepared ‘I wonder how many cookies you have prepared’



(Italian)



Lastly, native speakers could sense a prosodic difference between FRs and INTs given their semantic difference. The wh-word in the FR clause cannot be stressed: (57)



a. I will buy what/?*WHAT he is selling.



(FR)



b. I will inquire what/WHAT he is selling.



(INT)



6.2.7. THE SYNTACTIC REPRESENTATION OF FREE RELATIVE CLAUSES To sum up, FRs exhibit a dual category status based on the observation of the matching effect. The FR clause is CP on one hand since there is evidence for operator movement, while on the other hand it is at the same time an XP subcategorized by the matrix predicate.



Given the abovementioned distinction



between FRs and RCs/INTs, there are four possible syntactic representations that could be considered: (58)



a. [VP V [CP/DP DPi [C’ C [IP …ti … ]]]] b. [VP V [CP DPi [C’ C [IP …ti … ]]]] c. [VP V [DP DPi [CP ti C’ [IP …ti … ]]]] d. [VP V [DP Di [CP ti [IP …ti … ]]]]



Structure (58a) in which the conflated category CP/DP is largely undefined given our traditional understanding of constituent structure. (58b) is also problematic in that the CP formed by the FR clause is not actually selected by the matrix predicate. The 210



structure in (58c) represents the original spirit of Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978 (also Citko 2001) in accounting for the matching effect.



Note that the CP in (58c)



becomes an adjunction to DP. (58d) is similar to (58c) in which the subcategorized category is DP, hence the matching effect. What is different in (58d) is that it is a wh-head instead of a wh-phrase that moves. Given that the moved item is a wh-head, the property of head as a projecting category will be reserved throughout the derivation, leading to the Move-and-Project hypothesis (Bury 2003; Donati 2006; also footnote 17). Based on the observation that what is actually moved is the DP (instead of D), we suggest that (58c) is the syntactic representation for FRs. It should be pointed out that the matching effect could be described by two ways. First, the projection of DP is subcategorized by the matrix predicate as a result of matching the contextual features (i.e. subcategorization). Second, the pronounced DP also matches with the π-occurrence of the matrix predicate, i.e.: (59)



VP ty V DP1 DP1 is subcategorized by V ty DP2 immediately follows V CP DP2 ty ti C’ ty C IP …ti… In the same vein, if the subcategorizing category selects for a PP (e.g. John



will go wherever Mary goes), the same matching effect could be shown in the following by changing the DP to a PP: 211



(60)



VP ty V PP1 PP1 is subcategorized by V ty PP2 immediately follows V CP PP2 ty ti C’ ty C IP …ti… The claim that π-occurrence has a bearing on the licensing of FRs could be



shown in the following. In English, we notice the distinction between the use of whwords in FRs: (61) I shall visit {what/*what town/*which town} you will visit. The current proposal is that the bare what is not a D-head, but a DP. As a result, what at Spec-DP (as the result of overt movement; see footnote 18) could match with the π-occurrence of V: (62)



VP ty V DP DP is subcategorized by V ty what immediately follows V CP DPi ty ty whatj D’ ti IP ty 5 D tj … t i… On the other hand, the use of what town and which town is ungrammatical in



that they are unable to match with the π-occurrence of V, because of an intervening empty element at Spec-DP:
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(63) * VP ty V DP DP is subcategorized by V ty what/which does not immediately follow V CP DPi ty ty ∅ D’ ti IP ty 5 D NP … ti … | | what town which town We therefore come up with the following claim concerning the matching effect: (64)



The matching effect of free relatives is licensed by two factors: the subcategorization between the matrix predicate and the complement, and the π-occurrence between the matrix predicate and the wh-word. The claim that π-occurrence is relevant could be partially demonstrated by



the following example. In German as a SOV language, the free relative clause needs to be extraposed so that the matrix verb and the wh-word end up being adjacent to each other. On the other hand, in-situ free relative clause is largely degraded given the non-adjacency (Grooj and van Riemsdijk 1979): (65)



a. Der Hans hat ti zurückgegeben [CP was er gestohlen hat]i. the Hans has returned



what he stolen



(German)



has



‘Hans has returned what has been stolen’ b. ?*Der Hans hat [CP was er gestohlen hat] zurückgegeben. the Hans has



what he stolen



has returned



To summarize, the occurrence list of the wh-word in English FRs is as follows: (66) CH (what) = (*Vmatrix , C, Vembedded)
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6.2.8. THE MATCHING EFFECT IN FRAGMENT ANSWERS It is also noticed that the observation of ME is not restricted to the context of FRs. Another instance is the use of fragment answers to wh-questions (Merchant 2000; Culicover and Jackendoff 2005): (67)



a. Q: [CP Who did John see]? A: [NP Mary] b. Q: [CP Where did John go]? A: [PP to the park] c. Q: [CP How did John beat the man]? A: [PP with an umbrella] d. Q: [CP How do you feel]? A: [AdvP very well]



While wh-questions are by definition CP, the corresponding answers can assume different categories depending on the nature of the question. Previous approaches toward fragment answers lies on two extremes, one treating them as a truncated form of CP (e.g. Lasnik 2001; Merchant 2001), whereas another approach is what-yousee-is-what-you-get (e.g. Culicover and Jackendoff 2005) and the semantic interpretation relies on specialized syntax-semantics correspondence rule that is not transparent. We notice that the wh-words in the questions are all focused elements that can be uttered in isolation, e.g.: (68)



a. Who did John like? WHO? b. Where did you park? WHERE?



Since a bare wh-word can be uttered, a focused answer can also be used in isolation: (69)



a. John likes Mary…(Q: what?) …yes, MARY, not MAY! b. I park in the plaza…(Q: where?)…IN the PLAZA!



We observe a ‘mirror’ relation between questions and answers with respect to the assignment of the strong occurrence. In questions, the wh-word matches with the S214



OCC of C, and the subcategorizing verb bears a W-OCC.



In answers, the



subcategorizing verbs bear an S-OCC that requires the phonological realization of an element (i.e. answer), and nothing is pronounced at Spec-CP. The use of bare fragment answers already guarantees grammaticality since it matches with the SOCC of the verb, which is theoretically independent of whether it is the result of ellipsis. Now we could make a plausible comparison between successive movement and FRs. Successive movement is motivated by the position of S-OCC within the occurrence list. Recall that an S-OCC is the last matched occurrence that also corresponds to the maximal syntactic representation.



The moved item passes



through all intermediate steps via the matching of other occurrences within the chain, before it matches with the strong occurrence and gets pronounced at the sentenceinitial position. On the other hand, in FRs, the subcategorizing verb in the matrix clause has an S-OCC that needs to be satisfied by the presence of a phonological element. Notice that the embedded C does not necessarily bear an S-OCC. In the following pair, the position of the wh-word is determined by the position of S-OCC, determined by the particular configuration: (70)



a. I wonder whoi Mary saw ti. b. Whoi do you wonder ti Mary saw ti?



Therefore we are presented with strong evidence that in FRs, it is the subcategorizing verb that bears an S-OCC. No further movement is observed in FRs, shown by the following contrast: 215



(71)



a. John ate whati/whateveri Mary cooked ti. b. *Whati/*Whateveri did John eat ti Mary cooked ti?



6.2.9. THE MATRIX-EMBEDDED ASYMMETRY IN FREE RELATIVES One immediate question is why the position of the strong occurrence and the syntactic category of CP are determined by matrix predicate instead of the embedded predicate. The observation that there is a matrix-embedded asymmetry is widely attested. In many languages, for instance, the morphological case of the wh-word in FRs is always determined by the matrix predicate, regardless of the case assigned by the embedded predicate. This is typical of Icelandic, Modern Greek (Vogel 2001), and Classical Greek (Hirschbühler 1976): 18 (72)



a. ég hjálpa hverjum/*hvern



(sem) ég elska. 19



(Icelandic)



I help who-DAT/*who-ACC (that) I like ‘I help who I like’ b. ? ég elska *hverjum/hvern



(sem) ég hjálpa.



I like *who- DAT/who- ACC (that) I help ‘I like who I help’ (73)



Agapo opjon/*opjos



me agapa.



(Modern Greek)



love-1sg whoever-ACC/*NOM me loves ‘I love whoever loves me’ (74)



Deitai



sou touton ekpiein sun hoisdat malista phileis. (Classical Greek)



he-requests you this



to-drink with who



best



you-love



‘He requests you to drink who you love best.’ I found no modern languages in which things work exactly the contrary, i.e. the wh-word in FRs always bears the structural case assigned by the embedded 18



This is also called case attraction. Note that the current discussion focuses on the case attraction of FR, which is different from headed relative clauses. See van Riemsdijk 2005 for the discussion. 19 In Icelandic, hjálpa ‘help’ selects for a dative case whereas hvern ‘like’ selects for an accusative case.
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instead of the matrix predicate. 20, 21 A caveat is in order: this asymmetry does not apply to languages which seem to have a FR construction, yet they do not. At first glance French acts as a counterexample to the above asymmetry (Jones 1996: 513): (75)



a. J’ai



mangé ce que



vous aviez laissé sur la table.



I-have eaten that what-ACC you have left



(French)



on the table



‘I have eaten what you have left on the table’ b. Luc regrette ce qui Luc regret



s’est



passé.



that what-NOM self-be happened



‘Luc regretted (for) what has happened’ In the French examples, the morphological case of the relative pronoun qui/que is licensed by the embedded predicate instead of the matrix predicate, shown by (75b). 20



This excludes languages such as German that apparently violates the matrix-embedded asymmetry in case assignment. The wh-words in German FR observe two conditions: (i) The FR-pronoun realizes the embedded case (i.e. case assigned by the embedded clause) (ii) The matrix case (i.e. case assigned by the matrix predicate) is not higher than embedded case on the case hierarchy (Comrie 1989), i.e. Nominative < Accusative < Dative, Genitive, PP. For instance: (iii) Ich einlade *wen/wem ich vertraue. I invite who-ACC/who-DAT I trust ‘I invite who I trust.’ (iv) Ich vertraue *wem/*wen ich einlade. I trust who-DAT/who-ACC I invite ‘I trust who I invite.’ In (iii), dative case is realized as it is an embedded case and dative is higher than the matrix case in case hierarchy. On the other hand, (iv) is ungrammatical regardless of the case because the embedded case (i.e. accusative) is not higher than the matrix case (i.e. dative). German has a repair strategy that uses the light-headed relatives so that the subcategorization of matrix and embedded predicates could be satisfied independently. For instance (Vries 2002): (v) Ich kenne den [der dort steht]. I know the who there stands ‘I know who stands there’ 21 Some ancient languages did exhibit an upward case attraction. For instance Bianchi 2001 noticed that in Latin and Old German headed relatives, the morphological case of the wh-pronoun is licensed by the wh-domain, but not the matrix domain: (i) Urbem quam statuo vestra est. city-ACC which-ACC found yours is ‘The city which I found is yours.’ (NOM→ ACC) (ii) Den schilt den er vür bôt, der wart schiere zeslagen. the-ACC schield-ACC which-ACC he held that-NOM was quickly shattered ‘The shield that he held was quickly shattered.’ (NOM→ACC) However we do not have sufficient data to suggest that inverse case attraction occurs in free relatives without a head.
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However it should be noted that in French ce is a determiner which transforms the construction into a relative clause with an empty head, i.e. [DP ce ∅ [NP qui/que…V…]]. An RC with the construction [DP ∅ [CP]] is essentially different from FRs. No one will be surprised by the fact that the head noun and the relative pronoun bear different cases in relative clause, as in the following English example: 22 (76) I met the oneACC [whoNOM won the contest]. English also freely allows examples with an empty head noun such as the following, though the usage is rather formal or archaic: 23 (77)



a. I did that which I intended. b. The only history we have is that which is made by historians. c. I believe in certain principles, the which I have already explained



The matrix-embedded asymmetry can also be attested in ECM constructions. It is well known that the subject DP of the embedded clause is allowed to occur only if it is selected by a case-assigning predicate in the matrix domain (Bošković 1997; Lasnik 2003): (78)



a. Mary believed/considered/reported [AgrOP Johni/*PROi [IP ti to have loved her]].



b. Mary tried/managed [AgrOP *Johni/PROi [IP ti to go ahead]]. Under the MP in which government does not exist, one traditional suggestion is that the case of the ECM-extracted object is assigned by AgrO via the Spec-head relation. On the other hand, one can instead focus on the syntactic position of the ECMextracted object and claim that its accusative case is assigned by the matrix predicate 22



We therefore ignore the case of light-headed relatives (as termed by Citko 2000, 2004) which do not exhibit the same traits as FRs. 23 Thanks to Jim Higginbotham for pointing out this possibility, and to Stephen Matthews for examples.
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by means of matching the occurrence of the moved item (c.f. adjacency condition; also §2): (79)



VP ty believe AgrOP John immediately follows believe ty John immediately precedes AgrO John AgrO’ ty AgrO IP 5 … t i…



Similar to FRs, the occurrence list of the moved item in ECM constructions is as follows: (80) CH (John) = {*believe, AgrO, I, V} 6.3. CORRELATIVES The investigation of FRs shows how the matching effect as an idiosyncratic property of constituent structure could be described by looking at the way its occurrences are matched. We notice that FRs are not the sole strategy that expresses the particular interpretation of relativization. On the other hand, some language makes productive use of the adjunction structure to express the same semantics. This structure is generally known as correlatives (CORs). In the coming sections, we demonstrate the basic properties of CORs, and furthermore claim that CORs and FRs are essentially constructed by the same concept of matching the list of occurrence(s) of lexical items, though the two constructions cannot be unified by simple means of syntactic transformation, e.g. movement. From §6.3.1 to §6.3.3, we illustrate the basic properties of CORs and how they are distinct from other relativization strategies. In §6.3.4 to §6.3.5, we examine one recent proposal by 219



Bhatt concerning the syntactic derivation of CORs via A’-scrambling of the correlative clause.



This comparison between Hindi and Hungarian as another



correlative language shows that the level at which the correlative clause combines with the main clause is subject to parametrization. In §6.3.6, we focus on the formalization of one major property of CORs, the matching requirement. We show that an alternative view of the matching requirement hinges on a better understanding of other related constructions such as resumptions and the expletive constructions as mentioned in §5.8 and §5.9. 6.3.1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF CORRELATIVES Correlative constructions are the common properties of many Indo-Aryan languages. 24 To begin with, there are a number of defining features of CORs. The first and foremost is the left-adjoining structure of the correlative clause in CORs. The basic schema for CORs is shown in (81), with a list of examples in (82): 25 (81) [IP [CP …REL(-XPi)…]i [IP … DEM(-XPi)…]] (82) [CorCP Je REL



mee-Ti okhane daRie girl-3SG there



ache



], Se



lOmba.



stand-CONJ be-PRES-3 SG 3 SG tall



‘The girl who is standing over there is tall’ (83) [CorCP Je REL



dhobi



(Bangla)



maarii saathe aavyo], te DaakTarno bhaaii che.



washerman my



with



came



that doctors



brother is



‘The washerman who came with me is the doctor’s brother’



(Gujarathi)



24



This is widespread in various Indo-Aryan languages (e.g. Hindi, Gujarati, Marathi, Hittite and Walpiri). Representative works on Indo-Aryan correlatives primarily include Downing 1973, Andrews 1985, Keenan 1985, Srivastav 1991, Dayal 1995, 1996, Mahajan 2001, Bhatt 2003, McCawley 2004. COR are also used in some form of Slavic languages (Izvorski 1996) and languages as early as Sanskrit (Andrews 1985). 25 Bangla (Bagchi 1994), Gujarathi (Masica 1972), Hindi (Bhatt 2003), Hittite (Berman 1972; Downing 1973), Maithili (Yadav 1996), Nepali (Anderson 2005, 2007), Sanskrit (Lehmann 1984).
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(84) [CorCP Jo CD sale-par hai], REL



Aamir us



CD-ko khari:d-ege.



CD sale-on be-PRES Aamir DEM CD-ACC buy-FUT.M.SG (Hindi)



‘Aamir will buy the CD that is on sale’ (lit. ‘Which CD is on sale, Aamir will buy that CD.’)



(85) [CorCP Kuis-an



appa-ma uwatezzi n-za],



REL-NOM-s-him



dai.



apas-at



back-PRT bring-3SG PRT-PRT DEM-NOM-s-him take-3SG



‘The one who brings him back takes him for himself’ (86) [CorCP Je bidyarthi kailh REL student



ae-l



r´h-´ith],



(Hittite)



se biman p´ir ge-l-ah.



yesterday come-PERF AUX-PAST-(3H) 3P sick lie go



‘The student who came yesterday got sick.’ (87) [CorCP Jun keTilai REL girl-DAT



Ramle



dekhyo], ma



(Maithili) tyo keTilai cinchu.



Ram-ERG see-PST 1SG-NOM DEM girl-DAT know-1SG-PR



‘I know the girl who Ram saw.’ (88) [CorCP ye



‘ngara asans], te



REL-who



coals were



(Nepali)



‘ngiraso ‘bhavan.



these Angiras became



‘Those who were coals became Angiras’



(Sanskrit)



It is found that CORs are also attested in other language families: 26 (89) [CorCP N ye so I



PST



min ye], cE



be



o dyç.



house REL see man PROG it build



‘The man is building the house that I saw’



(Bambara)



(lit. ‘The house that I saw, the man is building it’) (90) [CorCP Wie jij uitgenodigd hebt], die who you invited



wil



ik niet meer



zien.



have that-one want I no longer see



‘The one you’ve invited, I don’t want to see him any longer’ (91) [CorCP Aki REL-who



korán jött], azt



(Dutch)



ingyen beengedték.



early came that-ACC freely



PV-admitted-3PL



‘Those who come early were admitted for free.’



(Hungarian)



26



Bambara (Givón 2001), Dutch (Izvorski 1996), Hungarian (Lipták 2005), Korean (Hyuna Byun, personal communication), Lhasa Tibetan (Cable 2005, 2007), Russian (Izvorski 1996), Thai (Kingkarn Thepkanjana, personal communication), Vietnamese (Thuan Tran, personal communication)
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(92) [CorCP Na-lul ch'otaeha-nun saram-un nuku-tunchi] ku-nun John-to I-ACC invite-RCL



person-TOP who-ever



he-TOP John-also



ch’otaeha-n-ta. invite-PRES-DECL ‘Whoever invites me also invites John.’



(Korean)



(93) [CorCP khyodra-s gyag gare njos yod na] nga-s de bsad pa yin you-ERG yak



REL



buy aux if I-ERG that kill past aux



‘I killed the yak that you bought.’



(Lhasa Tibetan)



(lit. If you bought any yak, I killed that) (94) [CorCP Kogo



ljublju]



REL-whom



poceluju.



togo



love-1SG that-one will-kiss-1SG



‘I’ll kiss who I love’



(Russian)



(95) [CorCP Khwaam-phayayaam yuu thii-nai], NOM-try



khwaam-samret ko



stay at- REL-where NOM-success



yuu thii-nan.



also stay at-there



‘Where there's a will, there's a way.’ (96) [CorCP Ai REL-who



nâu], nây



(Thai)



ăn.



cook that-person eat



‘Whoever cooks eats.’



(Vietnamese)



While English is not generally regarded as a ‘correlative language’, we still find the footprints of CORs that are shown in some archaic usages. For instance: 27 (97)



a. The more you eat, the fatter you get. b. Where there is a will, there is a way.



(comparative correlatives) (idiom)



Second, as shown in the above examples, there is always a relative morpheme (REL) in the correlative clause (Cor-CP), and an anaphoric demonstrative morpheme (or a



27



For the constructional approach to English comparative correlatives, please refer to McCawley 1988, Fillmore et al 1988, Goldberg 1995, 2006, etc. For a generative approach, see Leung 2003 and den Dikken 2005. Becks 1998 also offered a formal semantic account of comparative correlative. For a typological survey of comparative correlatives, see Leung 2005. Also see footnote 31 for the relevant discussion.
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pronoun) (DEM) in the main clause. In usual cases, neither the REL nor the DEM can be omitted. This is verified in Hindi (98) and Hungarian (99): 28, 29 (98) [CorCP Jis larke-ne sports medal jiit-aa],*(us-ne) REL boy- ERG



academic medal-bhii jiit-aa.



sports medal win-PERF DEM-ERG academic medal-also win-PERF



‘A boy who won the sports medal also won the academic medal.’ (99) [CorCP Akit



bemutattál



REL-what-ACC introduced-2SG



], *(annak) köszöntem. that-DAT greeted-1SG



‘I greeted the person you introduced to me.’ Third, in most cases, correlative languages observe both simple correlatives (mentioned above) and multiple correlatives. Multiple correlatives mean there is more than one REL in the Cor-CP, which is matched by the same number of DEM in the main clause. For instance: 30



28



We should point out that there are cases in which the DEM can be omitted. It happens in pro-drop correlative languages (e.g. Hindi), and when the DEM satisfies some morphosyntactic conditions for optional deletion. In Hindi, the DEM can be optionally deleted provided that its morphological case is the same as the morphological case of the REL, and their shared case is phonetically empty (Bhatt 2003:531). In (i), both the REL (as the subject of the Cor-CP) and the DEM (as the subject of the main clause) have a nominative case that is not phonetically overt. The REL can therefore be optionally deleted: (i) [CorCP jo lar.ki: khar.i: hai], (vo) lambii hai. REL girl standing.F is 3SG tall.F is ‘The girl who is standing is tall.’ The optional erasure of the REL in particular situations does not necessarily undermine the present thesis. Instead, things could be viewed the other way round, i.e. the optional erasure stems from the underlying assumption that the presence of a DEM matches with the presence of a REL, which is subject to further morphosyntactic conditions for optional erasure. If the morphosyntactic conditions are not met, the DEM cannot be omitted. 29 Hungarian is similar to Hindi which allows violations of the matching requirement under some morphological conditions (footnote 28). For instance the DEM can be optionally erased when it is a direct object that can be dropped (Liptak 2005): (i) [CorCP Aki korán jön ] (azt) ingyen beengedik. REL-who early comes DEM-ACC freely PV-admit-3PL ‘Those who come early, the organizers will let in for free.’ 30 It should be made clear to the readers that multiple correlatives are not restricted to ‘double correlatives’ in which two RELs are matched by two DEMs. Other numbers of the instances of REL and Dem can also be found, e.g. in Marathi (Wali 1982): (i) [CorCP jyaa muline jyaa mulaalaa je pustak prezent dila hota], tyaa muline tyla mulaalaa te REL girl REL boy REL book present gave had, DEM girl DEM boy that pustak aadki daakhavla hota. book before shown had
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(100) [CorCP Komu



Jan dał], temu



co



REL-who-DAT REL-what-ACC



Maria zabierze.



to



Jan gave DEM-DAT DEM-ACC Maria take-back



‘Maria took back the thing that Jan gave to a boy back from him/the boy.’ (lit. ‘Anything Jan gave to whom, Maria took it back from him.’) (Bulgarian) (101) [CorCP Jis REL-OBL



larkii-ne jis



larke-ke-saath khel-aa ], us-ne



girl-ERG



boy-with



REL-OBL



play-PERF



us-ko



DEM-ERG DEM-ACC



haraa-yaa. defeat-PERF ‘A girl who played with a boy defeated him.’ (102) [CorCP Aki



kér ], az



amit



REL-who REL-what-ACC



wants



(Hindi) elveheti.



azt



DEM DEM-ACC



take-POT-3SG



‘Everyone can take what he wants.’



(Hungarian)



(103) [CorCP Jya mula-ne jya muli-la pahila], tya mula-ne tya muli-la pasant kela. REL



boy-ERG REL girl-ACC saw



DEM



boy-ERG DEM girl-ACC like



‘A boy who saw a girl liked her.’ (104) [CorCP Kto



co



REL-who REL-what



(Marathi)



chce ], ten to



dostanie.



wants



gets



DEM DEM



‘Everyone gets what he wants.’ (105) [CorCP Kto



(Polish)



ljubit], tot o tom i



kogo



REL-who REL-whom



loves



govorit.



he of him and speaks



‘Everybody speaks about the person they love.’ (106)[CorCP Kome



se



kako predstavĭs



REL-whom REFL



did



(Russian)



], taj misli da tako treba da te



how present-yourself he thinks that thus should to you



tretira. treat ‘The way you present yourself, this is how people think they should treat you.’ (Serbo-Croatian) ‘The girl that presented the book to the boy had shown it to him.’ (lit. ‘Which girl presented which book to which boy, she had shown it to him.’) For the sake of exposition, we focus on double correlatives as a typical case of multiple correlatives.
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The condition that there should be equal number of RELs and DEMs in the case of multiple correlatives can be further verified in the following ungrammatical examples: 31 (107) a. *[CorCP Jis larke-ne jis larki-ko dekha], us larki-ko piitaa gayaa. REL



boy-ERG REL girl-ACC saw



DEM girl-ACC beaten



was



‘A girl whom a boy saw was beaten.’ b. *[CorCP Jo laRkii jis laRke-ke saath khelegii], vo jiit jaayegii. REL



girl



REL



boy-OBL with play-F



she win-PERF-F



‘A girl who plays with a boy will win.’ Both examples in (197) are ungrammatical in that there is a mismatch between the number of RELs and DEMs.



We call this the matching requirement (MR) of



correlatives, and we will discuss this property in the coming pages. While the specific details vary from language to language, in general most ‘typical’ correlative languages observe the following properties: (108) i. The correlative clause is always left-adjoined to the main clause. ii. The correlative clause always consists of at least one relative pronoun. 31



Some non-typical correlative languages do not readily allow the use of multiple correlatives. For instance in Dutch (Leung 2007): (i) *[ CorCP Wie jij wanneer uitgenodigd hebt], die dan wil ik niet zien. REL-who you REL-when invited have that then want I not see *‘I don’t want to see the person(s) you invited sometimes then.’ (lit. ‘The person(s) you invited sometimes, I don't want to see him/those then.’ This leads us to doubt if the Dutch example (90) should be regarded as a correlative example, and moreover if Dutch should be regarded as a ‘correlative language’. We should stress that not all languages that exhibit correlative constructions are subject to the same set of conditions. Instead we are interested in the patterns that are attested in a great deal of languages which are unlikely to be accidental. These include the co-existence of single and multiple correlatives. While Dutch and English do not allow multiple correlatives as in Hindi and other Indo-Aryan languages, it does not undermine the claim that these ‘non-correlative’ languages still have correlative constructions in some grammatical contexts. One notable example in English is the comparative correlative construction (mentioned above). While some linguists (e.g. Fillmore et al 1988, Goldberg 1995, Culicover and Jackendoff 1999, 2005) treated (95) and (97) as idiomatic expressions that should receive a separate analysis, others (e.g. Leung 2003, den Dikken 2005) suggested that they are analogous to correlative constructions in various interesting ways. The fact that comparative correlatives are represented by similar means across languages provides another piece of evidence that (ii) should not be treated as an ad-hoc construction (Leung 2005).
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iii. The main clause always consists of at least one demonstrative morpheme (or a pronoun) that is anaphoric to the relative morpheme. 32 iv. The matching requirement: the number of relative morphemes in the correlative clause equals the number of demonstrative morphemes in the main clause. Most previous analyses of CORs focused on the semantic link between the relative pronoun and the anaphoric expression (Srivastav 1990; Dayal 1996, etc), and the transformational mechanism that derives the surface correlative-main clausal order (Srivastav 1991; Bhatt 2003; Liptak 2005). I know of no previous attempt to understand the conceptual motivation of the matching requirement.



What is



desirable is a single theory that can unify all the abovementioned properties of correlatives. 6.3.2. SEMANTICS OF FREE RELATIVES AND CORRELATIVES The major attempts to unify FRs and CORs were mostly done in semantics, dating back to the work of Cooper 1983, Jacobson 1995, Dayal 1996, Grosu 2002, inter alia. To begin with, Jacobson argued that in FRs, the wh-phrase is semantically interpreted as denoting a definite NP, as shown by the semantic equivalence of the following pair: (109) a. I ordered what he ordered for dessert. b. I ordered the thing(s) he ordered for dessert.



32



Bhatt (1997, 2003) suggests that there are cases in which the anaphoric expressions could be omitted, only if the form of both cases of REL and DEM are morphologically null, hence a PF rule. For instance: (i) [CorCP jis larke-ne sports medal jitt-aa ],*(us-ne) academic medal-bhii jiit-aa. REL boy-ERG sports medal win-PERF DEM-ERG academic medal-also win-PERF ‘The boy who won the sports medal also won the academic medal.’ (ii) [CorCP jo larki: khari: hai], pro lambii hai. REL girl standing is tall be-pres ‘The girl who is standing is tall.’
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Note that FRs could express universal quantification, shown by the use of ever– FRs: 33 (110) a. John will read whatever Bill assigns. b. John will read everything/anything Bill assigns. To generalize the definite or universal reading of FRs, Jacobson suggested that FRs denote a maximal singular/plural entity with a given property P. A plural entity includes both atomic/singular entities as well as plural entities, whereas the wh-word as the maximizer is analogous to the iota operator that maps onto exactly one (singular/plural) individual. For instance in (109a), it means that I ordered the set of maximal plural entities that he ordered. 34 It was also argued that the semantics of the wh-words in FRs is analogous to those in questions. 35 Dayal 1996 extended Jacobson’s proposal of maximization to CORs. She claimed that the singular-plural distinction could be described by postulating the maximalizing property to the wh-word, which creates a unique maximal individual, to be scoped over by the universal quantification: 36 (111) a. [CorCP Jo REL



laRkii khaRii girl



hai], vo lambii hai.



standing is



she tall



(Hindi)



is



‘The girl who is standing is tall.’ ∀x [x = max y (girl’(y) and stand (y)) [tall’(x)] 33



Jacobson also pointed out that the use of -ever or not has no absolute bearing on the definite/universal reading of the free relative clauses, though -ever generally favors the universal reading. 34 If there are three things a, b, c, that he ordered, the maximal plural entity includes the set {a, b, c, a+b, b+c, c+a, a+b+c}. a, b, c are the singular entities, and the remaining are the plural entities. 35 For instance in ‘John knows what is on the reading list’, what John actually knows is the maximal plural entity (or proposition) such that for everything that is on the reading list, John knows that that thing is on the reading list. 36 This being said, Jacobson’s analysis treats the free relative as a result of type shifting. Dayal instead viewed it as a universal quantification, i.e. it restricts to the individual(s) who uniquely satisfy maximality.
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b. [CorCP Jo laRkiiyaãã khaRii hãĩ], ve REL



girls



lambii hãĩ.



standing are they tall



are



‘The girls who are standing are tall.’ ∀x [x = max y (girls’(y) and stand (y)) [tall’(x)] As a result, both FRs and CORs could generate a unique and universal reading (depending on the head noun), and this could be described by a maximal plural individual as a unifying device. Moreover Dayal claimed that the uniqueness of individuals (expressed by maximal plural individuals) is observed in multiple correlatives that exhibits the bijection relation (c.f. Higginbotham and May 1981): (112) [CorCP Jis laRkiine jis laRke ke saath khelaa], usne usko haraayaa. REL



girl



REL



boy



with



played she him defeated



‘The girl who played with the boy defeated him.’ ∀x, y [x = max z (girls’(z) and boy’ (y) and played-with’ (z, y)) and y = max z (girl’ (x) and boy’ (z) and played-with’ (x, z))] [defeated’ (x, y)] The bijection relation can be guaranteed only if the maximal operator is posited along with the condition that the assignment of the value to the variable (i.e. x) is determined by the other wh-NP (i.e. z). This makes sure that for two pairs of individuals such as  and , a does not play with b or d, or a does not play with b or d. If a played with b and d, b+d will be the maximal atomic individuals that a played with, and uniqueness relative to a will not be maintained (Dayal 1995:186). Moreover the common consensus is to treat FRs and CORs on a par with each other by viewing both of them as denoting the definite descriptions, given the uniqueness requirement imposed by the two constructions. First, in Hindi, there is a 228



demonstrative requirement such that there is always an anaphoric expression in the main clause that is coindexical with the CP: (113) [CorCP Jo laRkiii khaRii REL



girl



hai]i, *(voi) laRkii lambii hai.



standing is



DEM



girl



tall



is



‘The girl who is standing is tall.’ In order to express numerals, a partitive is used that is always accompanied by a demonstrative morpheme: (114) [CorCP Jo laRkiyãã khaRii hãĩ], un-mẽ-se REL



girls



standing are



DEM- PART



do lambii hãĩ. two tall



are



‘Two of the girls who are standing are tall’. There are exceptions to the demonstrative requirement as noted in Srivastav 1991. The following examples in which the subject of the main clause without a demonstrative is still grammatical: (115) [CorCP Jo REL



laRke khaRe



hãĩ], sab/dono mere chaatr hãĩ.



boys standing are all/both my students are



‘All/both goys who are standing are my students.’ We notice that these exceptions are allowed only if they are floating quantifiers that involve null partitives (Sportiche 1988), e.g.: (116) All/both/each (of) the students This being said, all CPs could be treated as denoting a definite description, coupled with the use of demonstrative morpheme or the floating quantifiers that involve null partitives (which are expressed by a demonstrative morpheme in overt cases) in the main clause. This partially provides a motivation for the unification between FRs and CORs.
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6.3.3. CORRELATIVES AND RELATIVE CLAUSES CORs are different from ‘English-type’ RCs. For instance, Hindi CORs express -ever-FRs with the quantifier bhii ‘also’, which cannot be used in embedded RCs and extraposed RCs: 37 (117) a. [CorCP Jo REL



b. *Vo



bhii kitaabe mere-paas thi: ], vo



kho gayi:.



ever books I-GEN-near were



lost go-PERF-F.PL



DEM



(COR)



kitaabe [jo bhii mere-paas thi: ] kho gayi:.



DEM



books



REL ever



I-GEN-near were lost go-PERF- F.PL (Embedded RC)



c. *Vo kitaabe kho gayi: DEM



[jo bhii mere-paas thi:].



books lost go-PERF-F.PL REL ever I-GEN-near were



‘Whatever books I had got lost.’



(Extraposed RC)



There are other diagnoses such as the headedness asymmetry and the demonstrative requirement that converge to the same conclusion that CORs are different from other types of RCs (Srivastav 1991; Dayal 1995, 1996; Mahajan 2001; Bhatt 2003, McCawley 2004). 38



37



Hindi allows English-type RCs: (i) Vo kita:b [jo sale-par hai] achchhi: hai. (embedded RC) DEM book REL sale-on is good-F is ‘That book which is on sale is good’ (ii) Vo kita:b achchhi: hai, [jo sale-par hai]. (extraposed RC) DEM book good-F is REL sale-on is ‘That book which is on sale is good’ 38 Headedness asymmetry: The head noun is optional in CORs (as long as one instance exists), whereas it is obligatory in the main clause in extraposed and embedded RCs. (i) [Jo (laRkii) khaRii hai], vo (laRkii) lambii hai. (correlatives) REL girl standing is DEM girl tall is (ii) Vo *(laRkii) [jo (*laRkii) khaRii hai] lambii hai. (embedded RC) DEM girl REL girl standing is tall is (iii) Vo *(laRkii) lambii hai [jo (*laRkii) khaRii hai]. (extraposed RC) DEM girl tall is REL girl standing is ‘The girl who is standing is tall.’
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6.3.4. THE RELATIVE-DEMONSTRATIVE RELATION Recall the schema of CORs: (118) [IP [CorCP …REL(-XPi)…]i [IP … DEM(-XPi)…]] Given the assumption that the correlative clause adjoins to the main clause as a case of adjunction, one issue concerns the formalization of the syntactic relation (if any) between the relative pronoun in the correlative clause and the anaphor in the main clause. At first blush this seems hardly solvable since adjunction should not ccommand into the main clause. Srivastav 1991 claimed that the semantic relation between the relative pronoun and the anaphor is mediated by generalized quantification in which the base-generated correlative clause functions as a quantifier that binds into the anaphor as a variable by A’-binding. 39



Demonstrative requirement: A demonstrative must be present in the main clause in CORs. Other NPs such as indefinites are ungrammatical, unlike extraposed and embedded RCs. (iv) [Jo larkiyaa kharii hai], *(ve) do lambii hai. (correlatives) REL girls standing are DEM two tall are ‘The two girls who are standing are tall.’ (v) Do larkiyaa lambii hai [jo kharii hai]. (extraposed RC) two girls tall are REL standing are ‘Two girls are tall who are standing.’ (vi) Do larkiyaa [jo khaRii hai] lambii hai (embedded RC) two girls REL standing are tall are ‘Two girls who are standing are tall.’ 39 Srivastav suggested that there is an implicit universal operator which takes the Cor-CP as a restrictor and the main clause as the nuclear scope at the level of LF. For instance: (i) [Jo laRkii khaRii hai], vo lambii hai. REL girl standing is she tall is ‘The girl who is standing is tall’ LF: ∀x [girl’(x) and stand’(x)] [tall’(x)] She claimed that the translation of correlatives into a tripartite quantificational structure ‘has intuitive appeal since it establishes an anaphoric link between one or more wh-NPs and demonstratives which are not in a c-command relation’ (Dayal 1996:183, emphasis added). The generalized quantificational approach is analogous to the treatment of E-type pronoun in which the pronoun is bound by a non-ccommanding antecedent: (ii) If a mani owns a donkeyj, hei beats itj. See, for instance, Elbourne’s (2001) attempt to solve the ‘formal link problem’ between the antecedent and the pronoun.
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The problems that CORs create apply extensively to other constructions in which the coindexed elements are related by a formal link. To a large extent, syntacticians continue to struggle with the following examples in which the antecedent and the anaphor/pronoun are not clause-mate (for recent analyses, see Kayne 2002; Zwart 2002). (119) a. Johni thinks that hei is intelligent. b. I met a boyi yesterday. The boyi is a prodigy. Insofar as we have laid out a general algorithm of stating the relation between the relative pronoun and anaphor in CORs, it is supposed that the same algorithm could hinge on the above antecedent-pronoun constructions. 6.3.5. LOCAL MERGE IN CORRELATIVES Bhatt 2003 argued for the following base configuration in which the correlative clause locally adjoins to the DEM at the underlying level. For instance: (120) Ram bought [DP [Cor-CP which CD is on sale] that CD] The above sentence is attested in Hindi.



Bhatt claimed that the surface



representation of CORs is derived through optional IP-adjunction via A’-scrambling of the Cor-CP, i.e.: (121) [IP [CorCP which CD is on sale]i [IP Ram bought [ti that CDi]]] It was argued that the evidence of A’-scrambling of the Cor-CP is abundant. First, the Cor-CP and DEM form a syntactic constituent, which is verified by the coordination test (Bhatt 2003:504): (122) Rahul a:jkal [DP[DP[jo kita:b Saira-ne likh-i: Rahul nowadays



REL



] vo1] aur [DP[jo cartoon-



book Saira-ERG write-PERF-F DEM and



REL



cartoon
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ne Shyam-ne bana:-ya]2 vo2]] parh raha: hai. ERG



Shyam-ERG make-PERF DEM read PROG be-PRES



‘Nowadays, Rahul is reading the book that Saira wrote and the cartoon that Shyam made’ Second, colloquial Hindi allows the following as a fragment answer (Liptak 2005): (123) Question: Who came first? Answer: [jo laRkii khaRii hai] ??*(vo) REL girl



standing is



that ‘The girl who is standing.’



Third, the observation of island effects and Condition C violation indicates the surface position of the Cor-CP is the result of overt movement (ibid, p.500): (124) *[jo vaha: rah-ta: hai]i mujh-ko [vo kaha:ni [RC jo Arundhati-ne REL



there stay-HAB is



I-DAT



us-ke-baare-me likh-ii DEM-about



that story-F



REL



A-ERG



]] pasand hai.



write-PERG-F like be-PRES



* ‘Who lives there, I like the story that Arundhati wrote about that boy’ (Complex NP island) (125) *[jo larkii Sita-koj pyaar kar-tii hai]i , us-nek/*j us-koi REL



girl



Sita-ACC love do-HAB is



DEM-ERG DEM-ACC



‘She rejected the girl who loves Sita’ The fourth factor comes from semantics.



thukraa di-yaa. reject give-PERF



(Condition C violation) The following examples receive an



alternative interpretation by which the Cor-CP is placed back to the reconstructed position: (126) [Jis larke-ne jis larki-ko dekha], aksar us-ne REL



boy-ERG REL girl-ACC saw



often



us-ko



DEM-ERG DEM-ACC



pasand kiyaa. like



did



Translation: ‘Which boy saw which girl, it is often the case that he liked her’ Interpretation: ‘For most boys and most girls such that (when) a boy saw a girl, he liked her’



(Quantificational Variability Effect; Lewis 1975)
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Bhatt furthermore argued that grammar should impose an economy condition so that related constituents are merged as local as possible: 40 (127) Condition on Local Merge: (Bhatt 2003: 525, emphasis in origin) The structure-building operation of Merge must apply in as local a manner as possible. Bhatt claimed that the locality of Merge observed in simple correlatives can also describe multiple correlatives: (128) [IP [CorCP … REL(-XPi)…REL(-YPj)…] [IP … DEM(-XPi)…DEM(-YPj)…]] Similar to simple correlatives, the Cor-CP of multiple correlatives locally merges with the main clause, followed by the A’-scrambling that results into the surface structure.



This being said, the following surface representation should



receive an interpretation in which the Cor-CP is reconstructed to the trace position: (129) [IP [CP … REL(-XPi)…REL(-YPj)…]k Bill thinks that [tk [IP … DEM(-XPi)…DEM(-YPj)…]]]



Analogous to simple correlatives, overt movement of Cor-CP in multiple correlatives can also verified by some constraints on movement, e.g. Condition C violation: (130) [Jis lar.ke-ne Sita-se-i jis topic ke-baare-me baat ki-i]1[voj/∗i soch-tii REL boy-ERG Sita-with REL topic about



talk did



ki[ t1 [vo lar.kaa us



topic par paper likh-egaa]]].



that



topic on paper write-FUT



DEM



boy



DEM-OBL



DEM



hai



think-HAB.F is



Lit. ‘For x, y such that x talked to Sitai about topic y, shej/*i thinks that x will write a paper on topic y.’



40



The locality of Merge also applies to other bi-clausal configuration such as conditionals. In the following, sentence (i) shares the same interpretation as (ii), showing that the if-clause is moved from the First-Merge position to the sentence-initial position: (i). [If you leave]i, I think that ti I will leave. (ii). I think that if you leave I will leave. For relevant studies, please refer to Collins 1999, Bhatt and Pancheva 2006.
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According to Bhatt, the conceptual argument concerning the local merge of Cor-CP is that Cor-CP has to merge with the element that it is associated with: (131) What does associated with mean? The notion associated with is meant to subsume both head-argument relations as well as the relationship that obtains between a modifier and what it modifies. Relative clauses are associated with the noun phrase they modify, the ‘head’ of the relative clause [footnote omitted]. Correlative Clauses are associated with the DemXPs they occur with. (Bhatt 2003:526)



Bhatt’s position was that the relation between Cor-CP and the head noun in the main clause is that between a modifier and a modified noun. First we question if this is factually correct.



It has been shown above that Hindi CORs are syntactically



different from English-type relative clauses in the observation of headedness asymmetry and the demonstrative requirement, whereas the semantics of RCs (e.g. embedded RCs and extraposed RCs) is generally argued to involve noun modification (Srivastav 1991).



The difference between CORs and RCs is also



verified in other correlative languages. In Hungarian, CORs are essentially a type of FR construction (Liptak 2005). To begin with, the relative pronoun amely ‘RELwhich’ can only be used in RCs, but never in FRs: 41



41



Other relative pronouns could occur in headless free relative constructions in Hungarian (Kiss 2002): (i) Azt [aki korán jött] ingyen beengedték. that-ACC REL-who early came freely PV-let-3PG ‘Those who come early were admitted for free.’ (ii) [(Ott) [ahol meg bolygatták a talajt]], meg jelenik a parlagfű. there where up broke-they the soil up shows the ragweed ‘Where the soil has been broken, ragweed appears.’ (iii) [(Akkor) [amikor a parlagfű már el virágzott]], káső irtani. then when the ragweed already VM flowered late to-extirpate ‘When ragweed has already flowered, it is late to extirpate it.’ This constraint is also verified in English, i.e. ‘which’ cannot be used in free relatives: (iv) *I will buy which Mary likes. (v) I bought the book which Chomsky wrote.
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(132) Olvasom *(azt



a könyvet) [CP amely-et



read-1SG that-ACC the book- ACC



most vettem].



REL-which-ACC



now bought-1SG



‘I am reading the book that I have just bought.’ Given the observation that the presence of amely signals a headed RC structure, amely cannot be used in CORs even its only difference with headed RCs in (133a) is the word order (c.f. (133b) with the use of aki ‘who’ that is grammatical in CORs). These facts suggest that Hungarian CORs are de facto the free relative construction: (133) a. *[CorCP Amely-et



most vettem



REL-which- ACC



b. [CorCP Aki



a könyvet olvasom.



now bought-1SG that- ACC the book-ACC read-1SG



korán jött], azt



REL-who



], azt



ingyen beengedték.



early came that-ACC freely



PV-admitted-3PL



'Those who come early were admitted for free.' Furthermore, in Hindi, ever-FRs and other types of FRs could be easily expressed by COR, suggesting that CORs and headless FRs should be treated on a par: 42 (134) a. [CorCP Jo bhii kitaabe mere-paas thi:], vo DEM



ever books I-GEN-near are



DEM



kho gayi:.



(Hindi)



lose went



‘Whatever books I had got lost.’ b. [CorCP Jo DEM



aapne



banaayaa], vah meine khaayaa.



you-ERG made



DEM



I



ate



‘I ate whatever you made.’ c. [CorCP Jise



aap pasand karoge], mein usii



DEM-who-OBL



you like



to-do I



se



DEM-only



shaadi



with marriage



karungaa. will-do ‘I will marry whoever you choose’



42



Note that ‘why’ cannot be used in Hindi CORs and English FRs (e.g. *I did it why/whyever you did it) (Larson 1987), further suggesting that the two constructions are compatible with each other.
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d. [CorCP Jahaan



ve



DEM-where



khel rahe hei], vahaan



mein gayaa.



they play were-PROG DEM-there I



went



‘I went wherever they were playing’ e. [CorCP Jab DEM-when



John phunchaa], tab



mein chalaa.



John arrived



I



DEM-then



moved



‘I left whenever John arrived’ tumne



f. [CorCP Jaise DEM-how-OBL



kiyaa], meine ise



you-ERG did



I



vaise



kiyaa.



it-OBL DEM-how-OBL did



‘I did it how you did it’ While it is clear that FRs and CORs differ in that the former are constructed by complementation, whereas the latter are formed by adjunction, the Cor-CP agrees with the anaphor in the main clause in terms of the grammatical function. This is characteristic of Hungarian subordinate clauses that include FRs (Kiss 2002:230, 244): (135) a. János azt



is



megígérte, [hogy segíteni fog].



John that-ACC also VM promised that to-help will ‘John also promised that he would help.’ b. János CSAK ARRÓL beszélt, [AMIT TAPASZTALT]. John only about-it spoke



what he-experienced



‘John spoke only about what he experienced.’ c. Arról



is tudok, [ami a színfalak mögött történt].



that-about also know-I what the scenes



behind happened



‘I also know about what happened behind the scenes.’ Example (135a) literally means ‘John also promised it, that he would help’, and (135b) means ‘John spoke about it, what he experienced’, and so on. This being said, the relation between Cor-CP and the anaphor is more like an agreement relation analogous to Spec-head configuration rather than that between a modifier and a head 237



noun. Such an agreement relation, I will suggest, is directly relevant to the matching requirement widely observed in CORs, to which we will return later. 6.3.6. PARAMETRIZATION OF LOCAL MERGE: CORRELATIVES IN HUNGARIAN Empirically, the thesis of locality of Merge faces the problem posed by typology.



Again, the study of Hungarian suggests that the level of Cor-CP



attachment is subject to parametrization. 43 To begin with, Cor-CP does not combine with the DEM at the surface level in Hungarian: (136) *A szervezők ingyen beengedik the organizers freely



[CP aki



PV-admit-3PL



REL-who



korán jön] azt. early comes that-ACC



‘Those who come early whom the organizers admit for free.’ Second, a bare Cor-CP in the absence of an anaphor can be used as a fragment answer: (137) Question: Who came first? Answer: [CorCP Aki



ott



REL-who



áll], (*az)



there stands that



‘The one who is standing there’ Third, no reconstruction effect which leads to condition C violation is observed in Hungarian correlatives. In the following example, a null subject pro is postulated as the subject of the main clause: (138) [CorCP Akit REL-who-ACC



szeret Marii], azt



meghívta proi a



loves Mari that-ACC invited



buliba.



pro the party-TO



‘Who(ever) Marii loves, shei invited to the party.’



43



Nepali correlatives (Anderson 2007) share a lot of properties with Hungarian with respect to the adjunction level of Cor-CP and its movement possibility.
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The coreference between Mari and the null subject pro is felicitous in CORs, contrary to the following example in which the RC (which contains Mari) is ccommanded by the pro, hence a Condition C violation: (139) *Meghívta proi azt invited



[CP akit



pro that-ACC



szeret Marii] a



REL-who-ACC loves



buliba.



Mari the party-to



‘Shei invited who(ever) Marii loves to the party.’ While one might wonder if the lack of Condition C violation is due to linearity, the following example clearly indicates that when the referential expression is inside an object DP, it cannot be coindexed with the subject pronoun: (140) *[DP Az Annáróli



írt



the Anna-about written



könyvet] nem olvasta proi még. book-ACC not read-3SG



yet



*‘Shei did not read the book about Annai yet.’ These facts provide strong evidence against the Local Merge of Cor-CP, i.e. Cor-CP is not a modifier of the head noun. Instead Liptak 2005 argued for the following structures for Hungarian CORs depending on the intended interpretations (such as the topicalization of the Cor-CP and topicalization/focus movement of DEM) which we do not discuss in details (The bracket means optional movement): 44 (141) a. [CP2 ([Cor-CP]) [TopP (DEM) [CP1 [Cor-CP] ... [TopP DEMi [ ... ti... ]]]]] b. [CP2 ([Cor-CP]) [FocP (DEM) [CP1 [Cor-CP] ... [FocP DEMi [ ... ti ...]]]]] While more language samples are needed, the above discussion at least shows that the syntactic representation for CORs is parametrized and language makes use of different choices for the level of attachment of the Cor-CP. Some



44



The evidence of optional movement of DEM and Cor-CP is shown by the island effects when an island (e.g. a complex NP) intervenes between the dislocated element and the base position. See Liptak 2005 for a detailed discussion.
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attach the CP at the level of DEM (e.g. Hindi), whereas others attach the CP at a higher level (e.g. Hungarian). To sum up, it is my impression that the debate of the level of attachment of the Cor-CP to the main clause is not vital to the understanding of the structurebuilding mechanism. Such a debate would eventually become uninspiring for two reasons.



First, parametrization is largely taken to be across the constructions,



whereas the unearthing of principles that provide the motivation of parametrization should be the ultimate goal. Second, and more importantly, the debate does not provide any clue as to the syntactic relation between Cor-CP and the DEM on one hand, and between the REL and the DEM on the other hand. Recall that the solution cannot be found even though the Cor-CP locally merges with DEM (along the line of Bhatt 2003), repeated as the following: (142) a. [DEM-XP [CP … REL(-XPi)…] DEM(-XPi)]] (simple correlatives) b. [IP[CP…REL(-XPi)…REL(-YPj)…][IP … DEM(-XPi)…DEM(-YPj)…]] (multiple correlatives) Instead we suggest that the syntactic relation between Cor-CP (which contains the REL) and the DEM can be formalized given our understanding of the matching requirement as a design feature of correlatives. 6.3.7. DERIVING THE MATCHING REQUIREMENT OF CORRELATIVES What was concluded in the previous section is that no correlative constructions violate the basic defining property of CORs, i.e. the matching requirement (MR) (Bhatt 1997, 2003):
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(143) In correlatives, the number of relative morphemes equals the number of demonstrative morphemes. 45 It is MR that unifies simple correlatives (shown above) and multiple correlatives: 46 (144) [CorCP Jis laRkiine jis laRkeko dekhaa] usne REL



girl-ERG REL boy-ACC saw



usko passand kiyaa.



that-ERG that-ACC like did



‘Whichever girl saw whichever boy liked him.’ (145) [CorCP Aki



amit



REL-who REL-what-ACC



kér ], az azt



(Hindi)



elveheti.



wants that that-ACC take-POT-3SG



‘Everyone can take what he/she wants.’



(Hungarian)



(146) [CorCP Jya mula-ne jya muli-la pahila], tya mula-ne tya muli-la pasant kela. REL



boy-ERG REL girl-ACC saw



DEM boy- ERG DEM



girl-ACC like did



‘Whichever boy saw whichever girl liked her.’ (147) [CorCP Jasle



jun kitab paDcha], usle



REL-ERG REL



book reads



(Marathi)



tyasko barema nibanda lekhcha.



3S-ERG DEM-GEN about essay



‘Whichever boy read whatever book writes about it.’



writes (Nepali)



Let us first focus on the matching requirement of simple correlatives. Assume that CORs are compatible with FRs in that both are formed by a matrix domain (i.e. IP) and a relative/embedded domain (i.e. CP). In CORs, the matrix domain consists of an S-OCC, usually a finite T or a verb. The relative/embedded domain consists of another S-OCC by C[+wh]. Instead of using a single wh-word to satisfy the S-OCC by the matrix predicate in the construction of FRs, COR make use 45



McClawley 2003 listed a number of counterexamples to the matching requirement, for instance: (i) [jo larkii jis larke-se baat kar rahii hai], ve ek-saath sinemaa jaa-ege. REL girl REL boy-with talk do PROG is DEM-PL together cinema go-Fut ‘The girl who is talking to the boy will go to the cinema together.’ (lit. ‘Which girl is talking to which boy, they will go to the cinema together.’) While further research is needed, one could imagine that the two RELs in the Cor-CP are combined together and become a single argument. This derives from the general observation that in multiple correlatives, all RELs must be clause-mate that are related by a single predicate. Thus the above CorCP can be semantically translated as ‘X-Y (X talked-to Y)’ in which X-Y is treated as a single argument. X-Y is spelled out as ‘they’ in the main clause, therefore (i) can be understood as a case of simple correlatives. See also footnote 28, 29 and 31 for relevant discussion. 46 Hindi (Bhatt 2003), Hungarian (Liptak 2005), Marathi (Wali 1982), Nepali (Anderson 2005).
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of two LIs to satisfy two S-OCCs independently. To simplify the representation (148) with the corresponding occurrence list (149): (148)



IP ru CP IP The relative morpheme immediately precedes C ty ty The demonstrative morpheme immediately precedes I REL C’ DEM I’ ty ty C IP I VP 5 5



(149) CH (REL) = (*C), CH (DEM) = (*I, V) Now the next task is to find a formal way to relate the REL and DEM. 6.3.8. THE DOUBLING CONSTITUENT OF CORRELATIVES The selection of the REL in the relative domain and the DEM in the matrix domain means that *C and *I are independently satisfied.



One vital question



concerning the formal relation (if any) between REL and DEM that relates to the matching requirement, a hard question unsolved in previous attempts to my understanding. I thereby assume that the K-features of REL and DEM are matched with each other, the same as we have observed in the expletive-associate relation (§5.8-9). In expletive constructions, the φ-features are harmonized between the expletives and the associate in the doubling constituent. In CORs, a similar matching is going on, shown in the following: (150)



DEM-XP ty REL-XP DEM-XP [+X] [+X] (X: the syntactic category such as NP/PP/AP/AdvP) 242



Let us further illustrate the above representation. The claim that the REL and DEM share the categorial feature [+X] could be shown by the relative-anaphor pair whose morphology is somewhat related. Take Hindi as an example: (151) Person Place Time Manner Quantity



Relative/Indefinite Jo Jahan Jab Jese Jitnaa



Anaphor/definite Vo Vahaan Tab Vese Utnaa



It is well known that interrogative/relative/indefinite morpheme shares a number of morphological properties with anphors/definites (Kuroda 1968; Chomsky 1977; Cheng 1991; Haspelmath 2001). 47 Following the conclusion in §5, we could extend this morphological affinity to feature matching as in the doubling constituent [[REL-][DEM-]]. In the course of derivation, the REL as an adjunction is moved, shown in the following steps: (152) [DEM-XP [REL-XPi][DEM-XPi]] → [CP … REL-XPi…] [DEM-XP ti DEM-XP] (sideward movement) → [DEM-XP [CP … REL-XPi…] [DEM-XP ti DEM-XP]] (adjunction) → [IP [CP … REL-XPi…]j [IP …I… [DEM-XP tj [ti DEM-XP]]]] (movement of CP) The above derivation needs further explanation. Given that REL is subject to movement, we immediately notice that it has no landing site within the matrix clause which is an IP. What REL needs is a Spec-CP position. One remedy is for it to move sideways (c.f. Nunes 2004) to the Spec-CP of another domain (i.e. relative domain). Notice that such a move is grammatical and does not violate the Extension Condition. Imagine the following scenario with three objects α, β and γ. γ is 47



In Hindi and many ‘correlatives’ languages, the REL and the INT morphemes are expressed differently. INTs are formed by a k-morpheme whereas RELs are formed by j-morphemes which are not interchangeable.
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embedded within β, whereas α belongs to another computational space and does not connect with β. Now γ is moved out of β. In principle two options are possible as to what γ combines with: (153)(a). α γi [β…β… […ti…]] → α [β…γi…[β…β… […ti …]]] (Internal Merge) → [α…α…[β…γ… [β…β… […ti …]]]] (External Merge) (b). α γi [β…β… […ti …]] → [α …α…γi…] [β…β… […ti …]] (External Merge) → [β [α …α…γi…] [β…β… […ti …]]]] (Adjunction) The second option is what is going to happen in CORs. All steps of movement comply with the Extension Condition since each step of derivation operates at the root level on one hand, and it acts on the most ‘salient’ domain on the other hand. In (153b), γ moves sideway and combines with α. Now α becomes the salient domain. Derivation continues on the α-domain and adjoins back to the β-domain. This being said, the following derivation should be banned since in the last step of derivation, the phrase marker does not build on the most salient domain (shown by the shaded area): (154) α γi [β…β… […ti …]] → [α …α…γi…] [β…β… […ti …]]] (External Merge) → * [α …α…γi…] [δ…δ… [β…β… […ti …]]] As a result, movement of REL occurs as soon as there exists another possible landing site, in this case Spec-CP of the relative domain. This gives rise to the Local Merge between the Cor-CP and DEM in the sense of Bhatt 2003. The mutual Kmatching between REL and DEM at the beginning stage of derivation is what gives rise to the matching requirement of CORs:
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(155) The matching requirement of correlatives: a. The REL and the DEM form a doubling constituent. b. The REL as an adjunction moves to its first possible landing site, i.e. Spec-CP. c. In the absence of Spec-CP in the matrix domain, REL moves sideway to the relative clause that is not yet connected to the main clause. d. The relative domain which hosts the REL immediately adjoins back to DEM, satisfying the extension condition of syntactic derivation. e. The movement of REL creates an occurrence list (*C, DEM), whereas DEM has a separate chain with the occurrence list (*I, V). It should be noted that language differs with respect to the syntactic position of the DEM.



Some correlative languages place the DEM at the clause-initial



position of the matrix clause (Izvorski 1996; Bhatt 2003; Liptak 2005): (156) [Wie REL-who



jij uitgenodigd hebt]i, diei i



you invited



i



wil ik niet meer zien. (Dutch)



have that-one want I no longer see



‘The one you’ve invited, I don’t want to see him any longer.’ (157) a. [Kolkoto



pari



iska]i toklovai



misli če šte i



da.



how-much money wants that-much thinks that will her give-1sg ‘She thinks that I’ll give her as much money as she wants.’ b. *[Kolkoto pari



iska]i misli



če šte i



dam



toklovai.



how-much money wants thinks that will her give-1sg that-much c. *[Kolkoto



pari



iska]i misli če



toklovai



šte i



dam.



how-much money wants thinks that that-much will her give-1sg (Bulgarian) In Bulgarian, the movement of DEM could be verified by island constraints: (157) d. [kakto im



kazah ]i takai



čuh



(*sluha)



če sa postâpili.



how them told-1SG that-way heard-1SG the-rumor that are done ‘I heard (the rumor) that they had acted the way that I had told them to.’
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In order to accommodate with the syntactic position of DEM, in those languages (e.g. Dutch and Bulgarian) the doubling constituent [DEM REL DEM] moves to the SpecCP of the main clause, and the REL moves subsequently to the Spec-CP of the relative clause: (158) [IP …[DEM-XP [REL-XPi][DEM-XPi]]] → [CP [DEM-XP [REL-XPi][DEM-XPi]]j C [IP …tj …]] → [IP [CP … REL-XPi…]k [CP [DEM-XP t k [DEM-XPi]]j C [IP …tj …]] Thus REL will have the same occurrence list across the board. On the other hand, the occurrence list of DEM is parametrized: 48 (159) a. (*V) b. (*C, V)



(Hindi) (Bulgarian, Dutch, Romanian)



Multiple correlatives, on the other hand, could be taken as the repetition of simple correlatives. There are two (or more) instances of the doubling constituent [DEM REL DEM] formed in the main clause. After the formation of the main clause that consists of the two doubling constituents, REL and REL are extracted and land at the relative domain. The relative clause is built up and immediately adjoins back to the main clause: 49 (160) [IP [DEM-XP REL-XP DEM-XP]… [DEM-YP REL-YP DEM-YP]] (main clause) → [CP REL-XPi [CP REL-YPj …]] … [IP [DEM-XP ti DEM-XP]… [DEM-YP tj DEM-YP]] → [IP [CP REL-XPi [CP REL-YPj…]] [IP [DEM-XP ti DEM-XP]… [DEM-XP tj DEM-XP]]] (adjunction) It is likely that the movement of REL-XP and REL-YP is ordered such that the more embedded one within the main clause will be extracted first. One piece of



48



Since the contextual relation ‘REL / __ DEM’ is already suggested, the contextual relation ‘DEM / __ REL’ is immediately entailed. As a result, the occurrence lists in (159) can be equally expressed by (*V, REL) and (*C, V, REL) respectively. 49 I assume that multiple correlatives share the analysis with multiple wh-movement. For the proposal of the latter, see Richards 2001.
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evidence comes from Dayal 1996 that the syntactic relation between the two RELs in the main clause is copied in the relative clause. Thus in the following Hindi example: (161) a. Jis DaakTar-nei jis mariiz-koj dekhaa, REL doctor-ERG REL patient-ACC



us-nei us-koj paisa



diyaa.



see-PAST, he-ERG he-DAT money give-PAST



‘The doctor who saw the patienti paid to himi.’ In the absence of morphological distinction between the two DEMs us ‘he’ in the main clause, their indices will be determined by the order of the two RELs in the relative clause. The sentence therefore means ‘the doctor paid the patient’ (instead of the other way round under the normal circumstance). If derivation complies with the Extension Condition in which structures are only built up, the more embedded REL jis mariiz ‘which patient’ should be extracted and moved to the relative clause before another REL Jis DaakTar ‘which doctor’. This gives rise to the correct word order between the two RELs within the relative clause. 6.4. UNIFYING DISTINCTIVE CONFIGURATIONS As a result, what we assume about CORs corresponds with our previous discussion of expletive constructions (§5.7-§5.8), in particular in the following aspects: (162) Comparisons between correlative and expletive constructions: a. In correlatives, the REL forms a doubling constituent with DEM; In expletive construction, the expletive and the associate form a doubling constituent. b. The adjunct element of the doubling constituents in both constructions, i.e. REL in correlatives and there in expletive constructions, are extracted. c. Movement of the adjunct is as minimal as possible in both constructions. d. Within the doubling constituents, one member is indefinite (i.e. the REL and the associate), and another is definite (i.e. the DEM and the expletive). 247



e. Both correlatives and expletive constructions are formed by a syntactic representation in which two strong occurrences are matched by the phonological presence of two chain-related items. Consider (again) the following expletive example: (163) Therei seems to be someonei in the garden. The expletive there and the associate someone satisfy two S-OCCs independently. There satisfies the S-OCC of the finite T, whereas someone satisfies the S-OCC of the copular be. On the other hand, in CORs, the REL satisfies the SOCC of C[+wh], whereas the DEM satisfies the S-OCC of the finite T (if it is a subject) or the verb (if it is an object). The claim that two S-OCCs could be satisfied by two independent lexical items is attested elsewhere. One example is resumption. There have been attempts to suggest that the instance of the resumptive pronoun at the ‘base position’ is the result of overt wh-movement that strands the D-head (e.g. Boeckx 2003, whose original idea stems from Postal 1966). For instance in Irish (McCloskey 1990) and Hebrew (Borer 1981), true resumptive pronouns largely alternate with gaps: 50, 51 (164) a. an ghirseach ar ghoid na síogaí (í). the girl



C



(Irish)



stole the fairies her



‘The girl who the fairies stole’



50



Note that the movement analysis is restricted to true resumptive pronouns that alternative with gaps (e.g. Hebrew). Intrusive resumptive pronouns that are used as a repair strategy (e.g. in avoiding island effects or ECP) may not induce a movement analysis (e.g. McCloskey 1990, whose idea originated as early as Ross 1967). The latter is shown in the following example (McCloskey 2006): (i) He’s the kind of guy that you never know what *(he) is thinking. (ii) They’re the kind of people that you can never be sure whether or not *(they) will be on time. The main difference between true resumptive pronouns and intrusive resumptive pronouns is that the former is treated as a gap, wheras the latter an ordinary pronoun. 51 One caveat about Irish is in order. Resumptive pronouns are generally used in two situations: (i) it is optionally used when a gap can be used; (ii) it is obligatorily used when a gap cannot be used (e.g. when a movement violation is incurred).
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b. Ha-/iš



še-ra/iti (/oto).



(Hebrew)



the-man that-I-saw him ‘The man that I saw’ It should be pointed out that resumptions seem only restricted to A’-binding. On the other hand it would be surprising if the following passive and superraising sentence (or its like in other languages) in the presence of a resumptive pronoun were grammatical: 52 (165) a. *Johni was arrested [ti he] b. *Johni seems that it was told [ti he] [that IP]. Since the participle arrested in (165a) and told in (165b) are not S-OCC and therefore do not require phonological realization in the object position, the use of the resumptive pronoun he in the base position becomes infelicitous. Note that this above situation is different from the following in which two S-OCCs need to be satisfied. While the following sentence is ungrammatical in English, (166) *Johni seems that [ti hei] is intelligent. I suspect that the same structure could be grammatical in some other languages. 53 In principle the instance of the resumptive pronoun he is felicitous because it satisfies the S-OCC of the embedded finite T. Insofar as movement of the antecedent (that strands the pronoun) satisfies all syntactic conditions, the process should be allowed. 52



This does not mean to say that stranding does not occur in A-movement. Certainly it does occur, shown by the classic work by Sportiche 1988 on Quantifier floating in which the full DP that firstmerges with the quantifier moves to the sentence-initial position and strands the quantifier in-situ. (i) The studentsi have [all ti] left. McCloskey 2000 argued that Quantifier floating also exists in A’-movement, e.g. in Irish English: (ii) Whati did you get [all ti] for Christmas? (iii) What all did you get for Christmas? 53 As it was mentioned before, the ungrammaticality of this sentence may not be due to any crash at PF. Instead the Legibility Condition as an interface condition would immediately rule this out since ‘John’ does not receive a theta role, hence an uninterpreted argument. C.f. John thinks that he is intelligent.
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Haitian seems providing a slight piece of evidence for this claim (Ura 1996; quoted in Boeckx 2003): 54 (167) Jani samble [[ti li] te Jan seems



renmen Mari].



he PAST love



Mari



‘Jan seems he loved Mari’ To schematize the three types of configurations that we have studied so far: (168) a.



ty b. Xi ty *Y ty Z ti



ty *Y ty X Z



c.



ei tytyty *Y X X’ *Z



In (168a), overt movement of X matches with the S-OCC of *Y, establishing a Spechead relation. In (168b), X satisfies the S-OCC *Y as a subcategorizing category, e.g. in free relatives. In (168c), two lexical items (i.e. X and X’) are used to satisfy two S-OCCs placed within two separate domains. In addition, X and X’ match with the occurrence of each other (shown by the grey branches).



This is the case of



correlatives. To summarize the occurrence list of the three constructions: (169) a. CH (X) = (*Y, Z) b. CH (X) = (*Y, Z) c. CH (X) = (*Y, X’), CH (X’) = (*Z, X)



(Internal Merge) (free relatives) (correlatives)



Since we claim that the three configurations should receive a unified analysis in terms of matching the contextual features, they should be governed by the same set of syntactic conditions. One test involves the notion of Minimality.



54



Colloquial English also allows the following sentence: (i) Jan seems like he loves Mari. Thanks to Stephen Matthews (personal communication) for pointing out this possibility.
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6.5. MINIMALITY The representation in (168a) does not require much explanation. Previous work has focused on the relevance of minimality on movement (Rizzi 1990; Cinque 1990; Manzini 1992; Chomsky 1995; Epstein and Seely 1999, 2006; Richards 2001; inter alia). Thus the landing site and the extraction site should be mediated by a series of intermediate ‘stepping stones’ so that movement is as local as possible. This is convincingly shown by successive A- and A’-movement and expletive movement. Minimality is also observed in (168b). In FRs, after its first wh-movement to Spec-CP, the wh-word moves sideway and combines with the CP-adjunct. To a large extent, this sideway movement is analogous to the movement of the REL out of the doubling constituent in correlatives in that both merge back with the original phrase marker immediately: (170) a. Free relatives: [CP [XP wh-]i C [IP …ti…]] → [XP wh-]i … [CP ti C [IP …ti…]] (sideward movement) → (no new landing site for XP) → [XP [XP wh-]i [CP ti C [IP …ti…]]] (merge back) b. Correlatives: [DEM-XP [REL-XPi][DEM-XPi]] → [CP … REL-XPi…] [DEM-XP ti DEM-XP] (sideward movement) → [DEM-XP [CP … REL-XPi…] [DEM-XP ti DEM-XP]] (adjunction) Recall Bhatt’s 2003 analysis that the Cor-CP first-merges with DEM-XP provides another support to this claim of minimality.



The following sentence is



ungrammatical since a strong island exists between REL and DEM, repeated as below:
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(171) *[Jo REL



vaha: rah-ta:



hai]i mujh-ko [vo kaha:ni [RC jo



there stay-HAB is



I-DAT



us-ke-baare-me likh-ii DEM-about



that story-F



REL



Arundhati-ne A-ERG



]] pasand hai



write-PERG-F like



is



‘I like the story that Arundhati wrote about the boy who lives there.’ (lit. ‘Who lives there, I like the story that Arundhati wrote about that boy.’) (Complex NP island) 6.6. CORRELATIVES AND CONDITIONALS What we have concluded so far assumes further consequence for other wellattested bi-clausal configurations.



In this work we try to extend some of the



discussions to conditionals (CONDs). CONDs appear to be highly compatible with CORs in various aspects (Geis 1985; Comrie 1986; von Fintel 1994; Izvorski 1996; Schlenker 2001; Bhatt and Pancheva 2006; inter alia). Most previous arguments for the COND-COR link are semantically and pragmatically motivated. We focus on ifthen CONDs and their comparisons with CORs. For the consideration of space, we will not cover all types of CONDs (e.g. unless-CONDs), let alone other types of biclausal configurations allegedly analogous to CORs (e.g. as…as constructions, comparatives and subcomparatives, etc). 6.6.1. ‘THEN’ AS A PRESSUPPOSITION MARKER To begin with, some linguists suggested that in CONDs, the conditional marker (e.g. if) should be treated as a correlative marker (c.f. REL), whereas the consequence marker (e.g. then) is a kind of proform (c.f. DEM). According to Iatridou 1991, then is semantically related to presupposition. In the presence of then in the ‘if p then q’ constructions, the presupposition is that there exists some cases in 252



which ‘¬p implies ¬q’. For instance in If you go to the party, then I will join too, the use of then suggests two states of affairs, i.e. (i) which is common to all types of CONDs, and (ii) which is exclusive to then-conditionals: (172) a. In all the occasions that you go to the party, I join in those occasions (i.e. ‘p implies q’). b. There exist(s) some occasion(s) in which you do not go to the party, I do not join in that occasion (i.e. ‘¬p implies ¬q’). 55 Let us focus on the additional observation (172b) in the presence of then. Consider CONDs in which the consequence is already asserted given that the conditional exhausts all possibilities (or contains expressions that are scalarly exhaustive), the use of then is also largely degraded: (173) a. If John is dead or alive, (# then) Bill will find him. b. Even if John is drunk, (# then) Bill will vote for him. c. If I were the richest linguist on earth, (# then) I (still) wouldn’t be able to afford this house. d. If he were to wear an Armani suit, (# then) she (still) wouldn’t like him. 55



Jim Higginbotham (personal communication) pointed out that English ‘then’ could be used in more abstract contexts such as mathematical statements: (i) If X and Y are even, then XY are also even. Note that the consequence is true regardless of the truth value of the conditional, yet the use of ‘then’ is felicitous here. The following non-math example is always acceptable to English speakers: (ii) If John leaves, then I will leave. But I will leave anyway. On the other hand, it seems that the semantics of ‘then’ varies from language to language. Some language, e.g. Chinese, tends to use jiu ‘then’ to express a causal or temporal relation between the two clauses. As a result, the use of jiu in abstract contexts seems weird. Instead another formal consequence marker ze is used: (iii) ??Ruguo X da-yu Y, X jiu da-yu 2Y. If X large-compare Y 2X then large-compare 2Y (iv) Ruguo X da-yu Y, ze 2X da-yu 2Y. If X large-compare Y then 2X large-compare 2Y ‘If X is larger than Y, (then) 2X is larger than 2Y.’ The temporal and causal interpretation of jiu could be shown by the following (Li and Thompson 1981:331): (v) Wo (*zuotian) jiu qu. I yesterday then go ‘I will (soon) go.’
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All the examples violate the intuition stated in (172b). In example (173a), since any human being is either dead or alive, it violates the premise of claim (172b) in that there exists no occasion ‘¬p’ to start with. On the other hand, in (173b) and (173c), the adjective richest and NP Armani suit represents the extreme point along a scale of value (e.g. wealth). Given that ‘if p then q’ presupposes ‘¬p implies ¬q’ in the presence of an overt then, the presupposed claim that there exists an occasion in which I am not the richest linguist on earth yet am able to afford this house directly conflicts our world understanding. Example (173d) could be described in the same terms. Iatridou 1991 (also quoted in Bhatt and Pancheva 2006) showed that the presupposition use of then arises in an alternative way. Consider the following examples: (174) a. If there are cloudsi in the sky, (# then) iti puts her in a good mood. b. If Mary bakes a cakei, (# then) she gives some slices of iti to John. Recall that the presence of then presupposes ‘¬p implies ¬q’. In (174a), this would mean that in the occasion there is no cloud, the consequence is false. However for the consequence to be false, the anaphor it needs to refer, yet now the conditional becomes ¬p and no cloud fails to refer and the sentence becomes unacceptable. The same applies to (174b), i.e. the presence of then implies that the consequence is false in the situation the conditional is false. Since no cake fails to refer, so does it and the sentence is unacceptable. 56



56



The claim that the anaphor fails to refer when the antecedent is under negation is not without problems. First, since negative quantifier is a binder, the following anaphoric relation is well-formed: (i) No studenti in this classroom respects hisi teacher.
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Moreover if the presupposition is incompatible with the conditional, then cannot be used. We could immediately use this criterion to exclude a large number of examples. For instance, in Speech-act CONDs, the use of then would become infelicitous since nothing is presupposed (Dancygier and Sweetser 2005; Bhatt and Pancheva 2006): (175) a. If you are thirsty, (*then) there is beer in the fridge. b. If you don’t mind my saying so, (*then) your slip is showing. c. If you need any help, (*then) my name is Ann. In all these examples, the utterance of the consequence is only relevant to the conditional in the sense that the former is a speech act for the hearer. It by no means embeds the presupposition ‘¬p implies ¬q’, therefore the use of then is infelicitous. 6.6.2. CORRELATIVE PROPERTIES OF CONDITIONALS Let us return to the discussion of whether CONDs should be treated as a type of CORs. First while the REL-DEM pair in two separate clauses is used in CORs, the conditional-consequence pair is used in CONDs: 57 (176) a. If you come, then I will go. Second, both the correlative and conditional clause are adjunctions to the main clause.



The main clause force could be shown by the tag questions and the



subjunctive construction:



Second, in the case of donkey anaphors, the use of plural pronouns is felicitous which means that they do refer even its antecedent is under negation: (ii) No studentsi came to the party yesterday night. Theyi were all busy preparing for the exam. 57 The optionality of then in sentence-initial CONDs brings along a number of proposals concerning its syntactic structure. For instance Collins 1998 claimed that CONDs with and without then are represented by different structures, which leads to several consequences such as Subjacency. In the proposals that argue it as a low-level distinction such as phonological deletion (e.g. the present one), the apparent distinctions that Collins revealed should receive an explanation elsewhere. See below.
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(177) a. If I go, (then) you will go, won’t you/*won’t I? b. I demand that if Mary goes, (then) John go(es) too.



(Tag questions) (Subjunctive)



Third, both constructions allow a variant embedding counterpart, e.g. I will go if you come.



Adjunctions and embedding are distinguishable by the list of syntactic



relations (if any) between elements of the two clauses. In embedding constructions, Condition C is violated if the referential expression is bound by an antecedent, for instance in (178b). On the other hand, no syntactic relation is defined between he and John in the (178a): (178) a. If hei comes to the party, Johni will bring wine. b. *Hei will bring wine if Johni comes to the party. Interestingly, this nature is also found in English comparative correlatives as a vestige of archaic correlative constructions: (179) a. The more hei eats, the fatter Johni gets. b. *Hei gets fatter the more Johni eats. Schlenker 2001 claimed that if-clause is subject to the Binding Theory.



He



suggested that if-clause is treated as a definite description of possible worlds that cannot be bound by a pronoun (c.f. Condition C). On the other hand, then is analyzed as a world pronoun. Consider the following pair: (180) a. I will come home if John leaves. b. * Then I will come home, if John leaves. The asymmetry between (180a) and (180b) is based on the presence of then in the consequence clause. (180b) is ungrammatical in that then is in effect a pronoun that
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c-commands the if-clause. The claim that linearity does not play a major role in determining the presence of then is shown in the following example: 58 (181) Because I would theni hear lots of people playing on the beach, I would be unhappy [if it were sunny right now]i. Fourth, CONDs are analogous to CORs in that the sentence-initial CP appears to locally merge with the main clause (c.f. Bhatt 2003). The following pairs in (182) are semantically identical, showing that there is a level at which the sentence-initial conditional clause first-merges with the main clause, followed by overt movement (Bhatt and Pancheva 2006): (182) a. [CP If you leave]i, I think that [IP ti [IP I will leave]]. b. I think that [CP if you leave [IP I will leave]]. That there is a stage at which the conditional locally merges with the most embedded main clause could be further supported by the following Condition C violation: 59 (183) *[If Johni is sick]j, (then) hei thought that [tj [Bill would visit]]. Fifth, CONDs and CORs are subject to the same morphological conditions, for instance the suppression of the future marker and the use of donkey anaphora in the conditional clause, which is observed at least in English comparative correlatives: 60



58



The example is problematic if then is not a correlative pro-form but instead an adverb meaning ‘at that time’. The contrast could be shown as follows: (i) Q: Are you leaving at 4:30? A: Yes, I think I will leave then (i.e. 4:30)/*Yes, then I think I will leave. Schlenker’s example is unconvincing since then could exist independent of the conditional. On the other hand, in his example, the consequence of the if-clause is instead ‘I would be unhappy’. 59 This sentence is in potential conflict with the analysis of Bhatt and Pancheva 2006. They suggested that the if-clause is base-generated at the sentence-initial position in the presence of then, since the latter blocks the low construal of the if-clause. The following sentence that is minimally different from (172) would be grammatical with the base-generated if-clause: (i) If Johni is sick, then hei should expect that Bill would visit. 60 CONDs and CORs also differ, e.g. counterfactuals that exist in CONDs are not used in CORs or comparative correlatives.
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(184) a. The faster you (*will) drive, the sooner you’ll get there. (future marker) b. If you (*will) drive fast, you’ll get there by 2:00. (185) a. The more a man owns a donkey, the more he beats it.



(donkey anaphor)



b. If a man owns a donkey, he beats it. 6.6.3. ‘IF-THEN’ AS A CONSTITUENT Given the similarity between CONDs and CORs, it is immediately tempting to generalize the analysis of the former to the latter.



Recall in our previous



assumption, we hypothesize that expletive constructions and CORs could be unified by means of postulating the doubling constituent: (186) Expletive constructions a. [expletivei [associatei]] → expletivei … [ti [associatei]] Correlatives b. [REL-XPi [DEM-XPi]] → REL-XPi … [ ti [DEM-XPi]] The link between the displaced element and its trace should be formed as minimal as possible. Let us look at the following examples that we briefly mentioned: (187) a. [CP If you leave]i, thenj I think that [IP ti [IP tj I will leave]]. b. I think that [CP if you leave [IP then I will leave]]. Observing that the above pair is semantically equivalent, we assume that the if-clause and then in (187a) originate at a lower position indicated by the traces.



We



furthermore notice that if-clause and then need to be structurally adjacent to each other, shown by the following: (188) c. *[CP If you leave]i, I think that [IP ti [IP then I will leave]]. d. *Theni I think that [IP if you leave [IP ti I will leave]]. Given this property, it is plausible to assume that there is a derivational stage in which the if-clause and then form a constituent with each other: (189) [[CP if…]i theni] 258



Such an analysis becomes understandable if we assume then as formed by the deictic marker ‘TH-en’ in which ‘en’ roughly means ‘occasion/situation’. A piece of indirect evidence comes from the following examples (Lasersohn 1999; quoted in Bhatt and Pancheva 2006): (190)a. The fine [if you park in a handicapped spot] is higher than the fine [if your meter expires]. b. The outcome [if John gets his way] is sure to be unpleasant for the rest of us.



c. The location [if it rains] and the location [if it doesn’t rain] are within five miles of each other. In Chinese (e.g. Cantonese), a similar example is at least acceptable: 61 (191) a. ?[DP Jyugwo ngo tingjat If



I



beicoi



ge zoenggam] jau



tomorrow compete GE prize



geido?



(Cantonese)



have how-much



‘How much is [DP the prize if I compete tomorrow]?’ Lasersohn concluded that adnominal conditional has the following format: (192) [Det [NP if-clause]] As a result, there is a stage the if-clause locally merges with then if the latter is interpreted as ‘the occasion/situation’.



Interestingly, the conditional if is



semantically interpreted as an operator over possible worlds (i.e. occasions) (Lewis 1975; Stalnaker 1975, etc), similar to the semantics of interrogatives.



Some



languages express CONDs and INTs using the same strategies. For instance: (193) a. E-si-ve?



(Hua; Haiman 1978)



come-3SG.FUT-INT ‘Will he come?’ 61



In many cases, the use of jyugwo ‘if’ is optional since in Chinese the consequence need not be overtly marked by a conditional marker. On the other hand, in the absence of ‘if’, English need to use other expressions to indicate the consequence: (i) *How much is the prize that I compete tomorrow? (ii) How much is the prize as a consequence of / for my competition tomorrow?
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b. E-si-ve



baigu-e



come-3SG.FUT-INT will-stay-1SG. ‘If he will come, I will stay.’ c. Scheint



die Sonne?



(German)



shine.INFL the sun ‘Does the sun shine? / Is the sun shinning?’ d. Scheint



die Sonne,(so/dann) gehen wir baden.



shine.INFL the sun



so/then go



we bath



‘If the sun shines / is shining, (then) we go for a swim.’ In English, if can also be used as an interrogative marker like whether: (194) John asked if/whether Mary would go to the party. Also free relatives expressed by wh-words could be semantically interpreted as a conditional, for instance: (195) Whoever comes first will win the champion.



(English)



(c.f. If anyone comes first, he will win the champion) (196) Qui REL-who



leget,



inveniet



disciplinam.



(Latin)



3-will-read will-acquire knowledge



‘Whoever reads will acquire knowledge.’ (c.f. ‘If anyone reads, he will acquire knowledge.’) (197) Shei REL-who



xian lei,



shei xian chi.



(Mandarin)



first come who first eat



‘Whoever comes first eats first.’ (c.f. ‘If anyone comes first, he will eat first.’) (198) Ai REL-who



nấu, nấy



ăn.



(Vietnamese)



cook that-person eat



‘Whoever cooks eats’ (c.f. ‘If anyone cooks, then he eats.’) To schematize the constituency formed by the if-clause and then (‘en’ means ‘occasion’): 260



(199)



IP ty THEN IP ty …….. THEN CPi 5 ty …Ifi… THi- en Adopting the analysis for expletive constructions and CORs, we should seek



further explanation for the coindexation between if and then, or namely, between WH-



and



TH-,



in COND. Such a codependence relation could be established by



harmonizing the two items via the doubling constituent, i.e. [WH-eni [TH-eni]]. 62 Recall the observation of COR that the doubling constituent [DEM REL DEM]] is what gives rise to the matching requirement between REL and DEM, and the level at which the Cor-CP merges with the main clause after sideward movement of REL is parametrized (c.f. Hindi vs. Hungarian). In CONDs, it is plausible to assume that in some languages, the if-clause forms a syntactic constituent at the level of NP (e.g. English). Other languages merge the if-clause at a higher level of syntax, e.g. VP/IP. Analogous to CORs and the expletive constructions, if (i.e.



WH-en)



as the



specifier of the doubling constituent will be extracted. It moves to the closest possible landing site, i.e. Spec-CP: (200) [TH WH-eni [TH-eni]]→ [[CP WH-eni …] [TH ti [TH-eni]]] Recall the previous example:



62



It should be pointed out that at least in English the temporal adverb ‘when’ and ‘if’ are sometimes interchangeable: (i) A contestant is disqualified if/when he disobeys the rules. (ii) I keep the air-conditioning on at night if/when/whenever the temperature goes above 30 degrees. This provides further support to treat ‘if’ and ‘when’ on a par with each other, i.e. ‘WH- + -en’.
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(201) If you leave, then I think that I will leave Given the constituency formed between if-clause and then, the above sentence could be properly described by the following steps: (202) I think that [[if you leave]i [theni]] I will leave]. → [[If you leave]i [theni]]j I think that [[tj] I will leave] → [If you leave]i [ti [theni]]j I think that [[tj] I will leave] English has a strict requirement that the if-clause and then must be structurally adjacent (or its link must be as minimal as possible), shown again in the following: (203) a. *[CP If you leave]i, I think that [IP ti [IP then I will leave]]. b. *Theni I think that [IP if you leave [IP ti I will leave]]. However we should notice that overt movement of if-clause that strands then is also subject to parametrization. While this is strictly banned in English, this could be violated in other languages.



In Cantonese, CONDs are expressed by



‘jyugwo…,..zau…’ construction in which the consequence marker zau ‘therefore’ functions as a pre-verbal adverb: 63 (204) Jyugwo keoi heoi, ngo zau heoi. If



3SG go



I



(Cantonese)



then go



‘If s/he goes, then I go’ Since it functions as an adverb, it takes immediate scope over the constituent it ccommands. Therefore the following pair is distinguishable:



63



It is also widely as a marker in free relatives: (i) Nei waa dim zau dim la you say how then how PRT ‘Whatever you say.’ (ii) Nei heoi bin ngo zau heoi bin you go where I then go where ‘I will go wherever you go.’
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(205) a. Jyugwo keoi heoi, ngo zau gokdak Siuming wui heoi. If



3SG go



I



then think Siuming will go



‘If s/he goes, then I think that Siuming will go’ b. Jyugwo keoi heoi, ngo gokdak Siuming zau wui heoi. If



3SG go



I



think



Siuming then will go



‘If s/he goes, I think that then Siuming will go’ In (205a), the truth of the conditional has a direct consequence on ‘what I think’ (if Siuming will go). This could be described by the position of zau that immediately scopes over the matrix predicate gokdak ‘think’. On the other hand, in (205b), the truth of the conditional has a direct consequence on ‘whether Siuming will go’. The meaning of (205a) is inexpressible in English, given that then must be interpreted at the lowest embedded predicate. This indicates that the structural adjacency between the if-clause and then is subject to parametrization. 6.6.4. ‘IF-THEN’ AND THE DOUBLING CONSTITUENT Slightly different from the proposal from Bhatt and Pancheva 2006, we come up with the following list of conditional constructions: 64 (206) Sentence-final if-clause a. Bill will [VP [VP leave] [CP if Mary comes]].



64



The main difference with Bhatt and Pancheva’s 2006 proposal is that they included an analysis in which the sentence-initial if-clause merges in VP-adjoined positions and is followed by overt movement, i.e.: (i) [IP [CP If Mary comes]i [Bill will [VP [VP leave] ti]]]. The supporting evidence comes from the binding facts: (ii). Johni will be happy if pictures of himselfi are on sale. (iii). If pictures of himselfi are on sale, Johni will be happy. (iv). Every motheri is upset if heri child is late from school. (v). If heri child is late from school, every motheri is upset. Note that all examples involve the use of logophoric reflexives. The use of non-logophoric reflexives turns out to be ungrammatical in the same context (Culicover and Jackendoff 1999): (vi). If another picture of himi/*himselfi appears in the news, (Susan suspects) Johni will be arrested. More examples are needed in order to establish a movement analysis of sentence-initial if-clause.
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. Sentence-initial if-clause b. [IP [CP If Mary comes]i [IP [ti theni] [Bill will [VP [VP leave] ]]] Speech-act conditionals c. [IP [CP If Mary comes] [IP Bill will leave]] One immediate question concerns the optionality of then. While the presence of then involves structure (206b), does the absence of then involve (206b) (followed by the phonological deletion) or (206c)? Collins 1998 pointed out that extractions are degraded in the presence of then, e.g.: (207) a. It is the TA that if the student does poorly, {?∅/?*then} the teacher will fire. b. It is if Bill comes home that (*then) Mary will leave. c. It is if Bill comes home that John said (that) (*then) Mary would leave. d. Which TA did John say that if the student does poorly, {?∅/?*then} the teacher would fire? e. How did John say that if Mary brought the tools, {(?)∅/*then} Bill would fix the car? f. Why did John say that if Mary left, {(?)∅/*then} Bill would be upset? He explained the difference of grammaticality in terms of barriers. The presence of then assumes a functional projection and the if-clause is its specifier. The movement of if-clause in the presence of then is therefore degraded since it crosses a barrier: (208) [FP if-clause [F’ [F then] [IP …]]] On the other hand, no FP exists in the absence of then. The if-clause becomes an IPadjunction. While we generally agree with Collins’ intuition (except for the whextraction cases which we found worse than what he claimed, even then does not exist), his postulation of a functional projection brings along a number of discussion. First, Collins’ proposal is that then represents a functional head F that subcategorizes 264



IP. The if-clause is placed at Spec-FP as a result of Spec-head relation. This seems plausible since the if-clause and then co-occur with each other. Without a previous context, the if-clause and then-clause cannot be independently uttered: (209) a. *If John comes to the party. b. *Then John will bring the wine. This also provides further motivations for the structural adjacency between ifclause and then. However, we notice that then must involve adjunctions, given the following considerations: (i) Its presence is largely optional (though it makes some semantic/pragmatic difference); (ii) It cannot be a specifier of a particular functional head (e.g. F) since it could occupy many different positions.



The syntactic



projections that it can be an adjunction to vary a lot: (210) a. [CP Then [CP how would you solve it]]? b. … [IP then [IP I will go to the party]]. c. He [IP then [IP nodded to me]] d. I will [VP then [VP go to the party]]. Given that the interpretation of then is uniform in various positions, we could tentatively conclude that it is an adjunction that does not alter the projection, contrary to Collins’ proposal. Remember there are two merits of Collins’ proposal, i.e. the postulation of Spec-Head relation for if-clause/then that links to the matching requirement, and the description of extraction facts. The first merit could be neatly described by means of the doubling constituent. Instead of saying that then agrees with if-clause, then should agree with if that is later extracted to form the if-clause. This outcome is welcome since it largely avoids the issue of functional projection by then. 265



For the extraction facts, i.e. the observation that extractions are largely degraded in the presence of then, we could rely on two assumptions. Recall that in English, the if-clause and then need to be structurally adjacent to each other. The clefting of if-clause adds a CP projection that destroys the structural adjacency: (211) … [CP that [IP [CP if…] [IP then [IP …]]]] → *…[CP if…]i [CP that [IP ti [IP then [IP …]]]] On the other hand, while clefting of NP from the object position is generally legitimate (e.g. It is John that Mary invites), the sentences become more degraded when there are intervening structures. Interestingly one could observe an asymmetry of judgment determined by the intervening structures, which is hard to explain since both extractions satisfy Conditions on Extraction Domain (Huang 1982): (212) a. It is the winei that John will bring ti if he comes to the party. b. ?*It is the winei that if he comes to the party, John will bring ti. Given that extractions are potentially unbounded and the two linear orders of CONDs in (212) are semantically identical, it is challenging to account for the unacceptability of (210b). We claim that it is mainly because of the intervening CP. Under this concept, the presence of then degrades clefting since there is an additional level of adjunction: (213) … [CP that [IP [CP if…] [IP then [IP …NP…]]]] → *…NPi [CP that [IP [CP if…] [IP then [IP …ti…]]]] 6.7. A UNIVERSAL STRUCTURE FOR RELATIVIZATION? We conclude that it is impossible to postulate a single underlying syntactic structure for free relative and correlative constructions, even though they can be abstractly unified if we adjust our understanding of syntactic derivation in terms of the matching of contextual features and the occurrence lists of lexical items. Since 266



Kuroda 1968, it was argued that English relative constructions and the discourse expressed by two independent clauses that express the similar meaning cannot be structurally unified under the traditional transformational grammar. Consider the following relative construction in English: (214) The boy who I met yesterday is a prodigy. Kuroda pointed out that the above sentence in which the head noun is the definite description can be paraphrased as the conjunction of two clauses as in the following: 65 (215) I met a boyi yesterday. The boyi is a prodigy. In the paraphrase, the first instance of boy is an indefinite noun and the second one a definite noun. That indefinite-definite descriptions are arranged in a rather strict sense is verified in the following contrast: (216) a. I met a boyi yesterday. {The boyi/That boyi/Hei} is prodigy. b. *I met {the boyi/that boyi/himi} yesterday. A boyi is prodigy. The parallel between relative constructions and discourse is further shown in the following cases. In English, the subject of the copulative predicate (i.e. be) must be definite:
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This is to distinguish with relative clauses with a quantifier NP as the head noun, which cannot be paraphrased as the discourse of two sentences. Consider the contrast in the following: (i) Everyone/Someone/no one who studies in USC is a genius. (ii) *A person studies in USC. Everyone/someone/no one is a genius. It is also noted that different types of NP could exhibit different behavior, for instance the binding of discourse pronoun: (iii) John/the man/a man walked in. He looked tired. (iv) Every man/no man/more than one man walked in. *He looked tired. The semantic analysis between various types of NP is beyond the scope of this work. For reference, see Montague Barwise and Cooper 1981, Kamp 1981, Heim 1982, Partee 1986, etc. Kuroda’s insight is that language in general allows relativization to be expressed by other possible means, including concatenation of clauses, which is largely independent of the interaction between the type of NP and its binding property.
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(217) a. *Something [which startled Mary] was big and black. b. Something [which was big and black] startled Mary. The relation between definiteness and copulative predicates is also confirmed in the component sentences that form a discourse: (218) a. *Something was big and black. It startled Mary. b. Something startled Mary. It was big and black. Given the parallel between relative-complex sentences and discourses, one tempting suggestion is to devise a formal algorithm that unifies the constructions in a consistent manner. 66 However the attempt was immediately rejected (Kuroda 1969: 280): (219) [I]t must be made clear that we do not assume that discourses … are the basic forms of complex sentences…The point we are interested in is solely the fact that the way the two determiners are assigned to the two coreferential occurrences of the pivotal noun in the two component sentences of relativization is paralleled by the way they are assigned to the two coreferential occurrences of the same noun in the corresponding two component sentences of a certain discourse paraphrase of the relativecomplex sentence…Indeed, as a matter of fact, there would be no room in the present theoretical schema of generative syntax of sentences to say that certain sentences are derived from certain discourses.



In subsequent studies of RCs such as Aoun and Li 2003 (henceforth A&L), the same conclusion was reached. A&L suggested that English RCs allow both the promotion (Schachter 1973; Vergnaud 1974; Kayne 1994; Bianchi 1999) and the matching (Chomsky 1977; Safir 1986) analysis.



The former entails a complementation



66



There is at least one pragmatic difference. The proposition expressed by the RC is ‘presupposed’ to the hearer, whereas in discourse formed by two independent clauses, both propositions are ‘assertions’. For instance in the following relative construction, the main clause is asserted, whereas the RC is presupposed (e.g. Givón 2001): (i) The man who married my sister is a crook. (ii) The man is a crook. (asserted) (iii) The man married my sister. (presupposed)
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structure for RCs as suggested by Kayne’s antisymmetry approach, whereas the latter is essentially an adjunction structure: (220) a. [DP D [CP NP/DP [C [IP …ti…]]]] b. [NP/DP [Head NP/DPi…] [RC whi [IP …ti…]]]



(Promotion analysis) (Matching analysis)



A&L provided evidence to show that in languages such as English and Lebanese Arabic, both strategies are effective depending on whether RCs are formed by the complementizer that or a wh-word. That-relatives suits for the promotion analysis whereas wh-relatives provide support for the matching analysis. 67



For



instance, the two analyses differ in that the promotion analysis could pass the reconstruction test, whereas the matching analysis in which the head noun is basegenerated cannot be reconstructed (ibid, p.110-114): 68 (221) Reconstruction of idiomatic expressions: a. The careful track {that/??which} she’s keeping of her expenses pleases me. b. The headway {that/??which} Mel made was impressive. (222) Anaphoric binding: a. The picture of himselfi {that/*?which} Johni painted in art class is impressive. b. We admired the picture of himselfi {that/*which} Mary thinks Johni painted in art class is impressive.



67



In Lebanese Arabic, the dividing line is drawn between definite and indefinite relatives such that the former exhibits the promotion analysis whereas the latter exhibits the matching analysis. The underlying motivation, according to A&L (p.104, 129), follows from Bianchi 1999 that in the promotion analysis, the moved DP contains an empty D that is licensed by the D-head of the whole DP, i.e.: (i) [DP [D the] [CP [DP ∅ man] [C’ that [IP came here]]]] In Bianchi’s analysis, the external D licenses the internal empty D of the DP in the Spec-CP, and the external D has an NP to be interpreted with. For Lebanese Arabic, it was argued that (e.g. in Choueiri 2002) definite determiners can co-occur with a DP that contains a null determiner (hence licenses the head raising), whereas indefinite determiners cannot. 68 A&L also mentioned the acceptability of reconstruction by distinguishing between amount relatives and restrictive relatives, following the definition of Carlson 1977. Amount relatives exhibit reconstruction whereas restrictive relatives do not.
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(223) Quantifier binding: a. The picture of hisi mother {that/?*which} every studenti painted in art class is impressive. b. The picture of himselfi {?that/*which} every studenti bought was a rip-off. (224) Scope reading: a. I phoned the two patients {that/who} every doctor will examine tomorrow. (that: two>∀, ∀>two) (who: two>∀) b. I will interview the two students {that/who} most professors would recommend.



(that: two>most, most>two) (who: two>most)



The claim that a universal structure could not be reached for RCs is further supported by Chinese which exhibits an adjunction structure. It is well known that Chinese RCs could be formed by the marker de that immediately follows the prenominal modifiers. Given a strict order [D-NUM-CL-N] in Chinese, it was found that de could be inserted quite freely without alternating the interpretation (A&L: 147): 69 (225) (de) DEM (de) NUM (de) CL (de) N (216) a. hong de na shi-ben shu



(Mandarin)



red DE that ten-CL book b. na hong de shi-ben shu that red DE ten-CL book c. na shi-ben hong de shu that ten- CL red DE book ‘those ten red books’



69



On the other hand, when the modifier is not separated by ‘de’, a strict order is somewhat observed (A&L: 149) (i) xiao hong che small red car (ii) *hong xiao che red small car
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Furthermore, A&L provided evidence from coordination that that head of RCs is an NP instead of a DP, contrary to Kayne’s (1994) antisymmetry approach toward RCs that the complex expression is a DP (e.g. in English). In the interest of space, we only focus on the conjunction jian ‘and’. 70 Similar to the English sentence He is a secretary and typist, Mandarin jian is a connector that expresses the dual semantic roles of an individual. Other connectors such as he/gen which conjoin more than one individual are ungrammatical in the same context. Note that jian and he/gen seems to be complement to each other: (227) Ta shi [[mishu] {jian/*he/*gen} [daziyuan]]. he is secretary



and



typist ‘He is a secretary and typist’



The above example shows that jian is an NP-connector. 71 Jian could also be a VPconnector.



In the following examples, the conjoined VP is predicative of one



individual: (228) Zhangsan [[nianshu] jian [zuoshi]], hen mang. Zhangsan



study



and work



very busy



‘Zhangsan studies and work; (he is) busy.’ On the other hand, the connector erqie is used to conjoin two clauses: (229) [[wo xihuan ta] {erqie/*jian} [zhangsan ye xihuan ta]]. I like



he



and



Zhangsan also like him



‘I like him and Zhangsan also likes him.’ Now let us look at the clausal conjunction within RCs in Mandarin. If [DP D CP] is the correct structure of relative clauses (as in Kayne 1994), what is conjoined
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In Cantonese, the conjunction gim is used which expresses the same usage as Mandarin jian. For a DP-connector as in English ‘I met a secretary and a typist’, he/gen should be used: (i) wo xian zhao [[yi-ge mishu] {*jian/he/gen} [yi-ge daziyuan]]. I want find one-CL secretary and one-CL typist ‘I want to find a secretary and a typist.’ 71
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should be CP and the clausal connector erqie should be used. However the use of erqie in (230) is ungrammatical, and jian as the NP-connector should be used: (230) wo xiang zhao yi-ge [[fuze yingwen de mishu] {*erqie/jian} [jiao xiaohai de jiajiao]]. I want find one- CL charge English DE secretary



and



teach kid DE tutor



‘I want to find a secretary that takes care of English (matters) and tutor that teaches kids’



A&L used this example to argue against the DP structure for Mandarin RCs. Instead the complex nominal formed by RCs should be an NP, i.e. [NP CP NP]. Furthermore they showed that (chapter 6) different types of relativization provide supporting evidence for an NP-movement from the RC to the head noun position (e.g. NP relativization), or an operator movement with the head noun base-generated (e.g. adjunct relativization). The motivation for such a comparative study is to argue against a universal structure underlying RCs. It should be pointed out that in addition to Kayne’s proposal that all NPs formed by RCs have a complementation structure, another approach is to couch all structures within the adjunction, such as the one in Fukui and Takano 2000 (henceforth F&T). Using Japanese as the major example, F&T claimed that all relative constructions are formed by a left-adjunction to the nominal head, i.e. [CP N]. The difference between head-initial (e.g. English) and head-final (e.g. Chinese) languages is that the former projects a D head which attracts an N-to-D movement, whereas the latter always lacks a D and no N-to-D movement is foreseen. This being said, the following shows the difference (F&T: 229):
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(231) a.



b.



Japanese



NP ty complement N



English



DP ty determiner D’ ty Ni D’ ty NP D ty complement ti



F&T furthermore argued that this parametric difference of N-to-D movement nicely accounts for several differences observed in the two groups of languages. To begin with, one salient difference between English and Japanese (and other headfinal languages such as Mandarin) is the presence of relative pronouns in the former but in the latter: (232) a. A picture which John saw yesterday



(English)



b. A student who/whom John met yesterday (233) a. John-ga kinoo



mita syasin



(Japanese)



John-GEN yesterday saw picture ‘The/a picture that John saw yesterday.’ b. John-ga



kinoo



atta gakusei.



John- GEN yesterday met student ‘The/a student who(m) John met yesterday.’ (234) a. Zhangsan zuotian du



de tushu



(Mandarin)



Zhangsan yesterday read DE book ‘The/a book that Zhangsan read yesterday. b. Zhangsan zuotian



kanjian de ren



Zhangsan yesterday see



DE



person



‘The/a person whom Zhangsan saw yesterday.’
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F&T noticed that in RCs, the relative pronoun is referentially identified with the relative head, which is always syntactically represented by binding. As a result, English allows the relative pronoun since the raised N could bind into the relative pronoun. On the other hand, the RC in Japanese adjoins to the head noun as an adjunction. Under the bare theory structure, the following representation is used: (235)



N ty CP N = syasin ‘picture’



The upper and lower N form a two-segmented category (along the line of May 1985). The lower N does not c-command into the CP, hence the absence of relative pronouns in CP in head-final languages. The absence of relative pronouns in head-final languages leads to other general hypotheses, such as the absence of operator movement and moreover the absence of relative complementizer. In view of operator movement, F&T claimed that the semantics of Japanese RCs is not to modify the head noun, instead it represents an ‘aboutness’ relation (similar to topic constructions) with the head noun. For instance: (236) a. John-ga



kinoo



mita syasin



John-NOM yesterday saw picture ‘The/a picture John saw yesterday’ b. Syuusyoku-ga



taihen na buturigaku



employment-NOM difficult is physics ‘Physics about which to find a job is difficult’



The two RCs are interpreted as being about the picture and Physics, respectively. It should be noted that (236b) does not have an English counterpart (c.f. *Physics that 274



finding a job is difficult) in that English exhibits a syntactic matching between the head noun and the RC (by means of predication or head raising). The absence of operator movement suggests that no island conditions would be observed, which is generally attested: (237) a. * A gentleman [whoi the suit that ti is wearing is dirty] b. [proi kiteiru



yoohuku-ga yogoreteiru] sinsii



is-wearing suit-NOM



is-dirty



(English) (Japanese)



gentleman



‘The/a gentleman who the suit that is wearing is dirty.’ In the same analogy, the absence of relative complementizer could be accounted in the same fashion. Insofar as there is no operator movement and the interpretation of RCs is to express the ‘aboutness’ of the head noun, no C/CP needs to be postulated for Japanese RCs. Note that complementizers are attested elsewhere in Japanese such as subordination. Lastly, F&T related the absence/presence of N-to-D movement in RCs to the observation of internally headed relative clauses (IHRCs) that are found in Japanese (and other head-final languages) but not in English. In Japanese, the object of the matrix verb is an IHRC whereas the internal head is located in the object position of the embedded verb: (238) Susan-wa [Mary-ga



sandoitti-o



tukutta no]-o tabeta.



Susan-TOP Mary-NOM sandwich-ACC made NM-ACC ate ‘Susan ate a sandwich Mary had made.’ Cole 1987 argued that IHRCs are formed by a null pronominal coreferential with the internal heads. The pronominal neither precedes nor c-commands the internal head.
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This being said, Japanese allows IHRCs whereas English does not, since in English the pronominal precedes and c-commands the internal head: (239) a.



b.



Japanese NP ty CP proi ty …Xi…



English DP ty proi CP ty …Xi…



The N-to-D movement proposed by F&K also accounts for this asymmetry. English allows N-to-D movement, and pro becomes able to precede and c-command the internal head, which entails that it does not allow IHRC structure. On the other hand, in Japanese the head noun stays at the base position. The pronominal therefore satisfies the condition for IHRCs. In response to F&T’s universal adjunction structure, A&L argued that languages such as Chinese, English and Lebanese Arabic provide opposing evidence that the universal approach is deemed failure. For instance, they argued that the interpretation of Chinese RCs is not to express the ‘aboutness’ of the head noun. Moreover Chinese RCs utilize a distinct strategy with topic structure. Sometimes, a head noun in RCs cannot be topicalized (Aoun and Li 2003:199-200): (240) a. * Zhe chechang, ta xiu che this garage



(Mandarin)



he fix car



‘This garage, he fixes cars.’ b. Ta xiu che de chechang he fix car



DE garage



‘The garage where he fixes cars.’
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(241) a. *Gonghoi ni go haugwo,



keoi saat jan.



talk-about this CL consequence he



(Cantonese)



kill person



‘As per the consequence, he kills people’ b. Keoi saat jan



ge haugwo



he kill person GE consequence ‘The consequence for his killing people’ In other cases, topicalized nouns cannot be the head noun of the RC: (242) a. Yu, wo xihuan chi xian yu. fish I



like



(Mandarin)



eat fresh fish



‘Fish, I like to eat fresh fish.’ b. * Wo xihuan chi xian yu de yu. I



like



eat fresh fish DE fish



*‘The fish that I like to eat fresh fish’ (243) a. ?Gonghoi sanggwo, ngo zau zungji sik caang. regarding fruit



I



then like



(Cantonese)



eat orange



‘As per fruit, I like eating oranges’



b. *Ngo zungji sik caang ge sanggwo I



like



eat orange GE fruit



*‘The fruit that I like eating orange’ Also since F&T claimed that head-final languages (e.g. Chinese, Japanese) do not have N-to-D movement and the head noun stays at the base position, A&L shows that Chinese exhibits NP-movement even N-to-D raising does not exhibit in the presence of a numeral and classifier in the structure. In the following examples, an NP reconstruction is observed: (244)a. wo zai zhao [ni-ben [[Zhangsani xie e de] [e miaoshu zijii de] shu]].



(Mandarin)



I at seek that-CL Zhangsan write DE describe self DE book ‘I am looking for the book that describes self’s parents that Zhangsan wrote.’
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b. na-ge



ni



yiwei Zhangsan (weishenme) bu neng lai



that- CL you think Zhangsan why



de liyou



not can come DE reason



‘The reason that you thought Zhangsan could not come.’ The universal adjunction structure proposed by F&T also casts doubt given the matching relation between the head noun and the relative pronoun, e.g.: 72 (245) a. The reason [CP why…] b. The place [CP where…] c. The person [CP who…] d. The time [CP when…] e. The thing [CP which…] Finally, the claim by F&T that English always exhibits overt N-to-D movement is also debatable.



While it is attested that overt N-to-D movement



generates a definite interpretation (e.g. Italian proper names that precede pronominal adjectives) (Longobardi 1994), a strategy that is widely used in various Scandinavian languages, English does not employ this construction productively, thus no overt Nto-D movement is attested: (246) {Old John/*John Old} came in. Based on all the abovementioned examples, A&L concluded that relative constructions could not be unified structurally.



In addition, whether a relative



construction is formed by adjunction or complementation is independent of the



72



Jim Higginbotham (personal communication) points out an interesting paradigm. He suggests that the matching between the head noun and the wh-pronoun is not fully productive: (i) I know {who to believe/the person to believe/*the person who to believe}. (ii) I know {what to do/the things to do/*the things what to do}. (iii) I know {where to go/the place to go/*the place where to go}. (iv) He told us {when we should leave/when to leave/ the time we should leave/the time to leave/* the time when we should leave/*the time when to leave}. First, it seems that the use of finite relative clauses largely improves the sentences: (v) I know the person who I should believe. Second, it could be that the wh-phrase as a free relative clause is a DP (for ‘what’ and ‘who) or a PP (for ‘when’ and ‘where’). As a result, both the head noun and the free relative clause need to be subcategorized, and combining them becomes ungrammatical.
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presence of overt N-to-D movement. Instead both complementation and adjunction structures could be employed. A&L also pointed out that it is the morphosyntactic considerations that determine which languages choose which constructions.



They focused on the



morphosyntactic features of wh-interrogatives and the comparison with relative constructions, e.g. whether the quantification/restriction is construed as a single whword (e.g. English, Lebanese Arabic) or not (e.g. Chinese), or whether the wh-word undergoes overt movement.



While they argue that the derivation of relative



constructions parallels that of wh-interrogatives, it does not mean that the same strategy for forming wh-questions could be used in forming relative constructions. For instance, in Lebanese Arabic wh-questions could be formed by wh-in-situ with a question complementizer. The relative construction cannot be formed in the same fashion since relative constructions in Lebanese could be formed by operator movement, and it observes another set of morphosyntactic conditions that I would tend to leave the details to the readers (A&L:214). This being said, no universal structures can be posited for the relative constructions.



If we backtrack to our current thesis, we conclude that the



derivational relation between the complementation and adjunction structure cannot be resolved under the traditional sense. Instead, the derivation of various relative constructions is pre-determined by matching of the contextual features of lexical items. The morphosyntactic properties of lexical items represent one instantiation of the K-feature. For instance the fact that a single wh-word in English and Lebanese Arabic represents a question/quantification/restriction could be understood by saying 279



that it matches with the S-OCC of the interrogative complementizer. On the other hand, Chinese complementizer does not bear an S-OCC, and no wh-movement is observed at PF.
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CHAPTER SEVEN - CONCLUSION AND FURTHER ISSUES 7.1. CONCLUSION The current thesis is driven by the plausible attempt to unify a set of structures that are conceptually related yet are not immediately resolved by the transformational grammar in the traditional sense. Since the advent of generative syntax around the fifties, a great deal of effort has been spent on the true nature of syntactic derivation, with some success attained at various levels. A central research agenda that was set up after Chomsky’s Minimalist Program (MP) is the notion of economy.



This includes primarily the economization of derivation and



representation. The former mainly hinges on the constraints on movement such that it is conceptually motivated by means of checking certain strong features at a particular syntactic position, whereas the latter initiates some rethinking of certain representational notions such as syntactic categories, syntactic relations (e.g. head, complements, projections, bar levels, labels, c-command, government, chain), and architectural constructs (e.g. traces, indices, λ-operator).



In another sense, the



architecture of the language faculty has undergone another wave of economization so that notions such as levels of representations (D-structure, S-structure), phrase structure rules, etc, can be dispensed with. Based on the assumption that conceptually related structures should be unified by a well-defined manner, we suggest that this attempt is achievable provided that the notion of syntactic derivation is redefined. In §2, we suggest that the narrow syntax (NS) as a basic computational system should be treated as a binary operation on strings. Such a binary operation is analogous to mathematical addition and 281



multiplication with respect to the notion of associativity, commutativity, closure, and identity. Assuming that the NS is associative and commutative, it differs from the configuration of PF and LF (in equal manner) in that the former is associative and non-commutative, and the latter is non-associative and commutative. This entails that derivation is in principle neutral to PF and LF, contrary to Chomsky’s many proposals, including the Derivation by Phase (DBP) (§3) in which derivation is driven primarily toward LF, and PF is viewed as ancillary. Given the abundant evidence for the idiosyncratic properties of constituent structures (e.g. bar level, labels, heads, projections, syntactic relations, etc), our thesis reallocates the generation of all these syntactic properties. We follow the general consensus that NS takes lexical items (LIs) as the syntactic objects. What is slightly different from the MP is that we stress the property of functional duality of LIs. Each LI bears two functions in the derivation of a sentence, i.e. a conceptual (or denotational) function, and a contextual function. It is the second function that combines with the particular selection of LIs that gives rise to all major properties of constituent structures. The contextual role played by LIs can be notated by assigning a set of contextual features (K-features) so that they need to be properly matched by another LI. The matching of K-features essentially derive a number of interpretable relations in the interface levels, i.e. theta roles, agreement, subcategorization, and the phonological relation between two adjacent LIs. Each LI provides a set of Kfeatures to be matched by another LI. To recapitulate the main theme of the current thesis: 282



(1)



Syntactic derivation is the algorithm of matching the contextual features of lexical items in a well-defined manner. In §4, we illustrate that a simple derivational approach toward syntax is able



to generate the major properties of constituent structure. We argue against most established notions such as syntactic relations, syntactic categories, labels, phase, etc. We also question Collins’ approach of elimination of labels since his proposed Locus Principle relies heavily on the notion of Probe/Goal distinction, a concept in DBP that merits further justification, let alone its motivation. The notion of symmetry is usually taken as a null hypothesis in many field of nature science, whereas asymmetry should otherwise receive a satisfactory account. A major innovation (at least from the point of view of minimalist syntax) is that derivation is neutral to PF and LF. Instead of saying that an asymmetry exists between LF and PF such that the latter is subordinate to the former with respect to its relevance to narrow syntax, we contend that derivation is driven toward the PF-LF correspondence. This being said, the algorithm of narrow syntax should generate either PF- or LF-interpretable outputs, i.e.: LI, K, + ru



(2)



PF --------- LF In §5, we look at A- and A’-movement. Under the current theory, a sentence is built up by selecting an LI that match with the outstanding K-feature(s) in the derivation.



As long as there is at least one outstanding K-feature in the



computational space, derivation continues to proceed without termination. We also 283



argue that A- and A’-movement do not differ from the point of view of NS. Their distinctions only lie on the particular properties of LIs that drive movement (e.g. T/v for A-movement, C for A’-movement). In §6, we focus on the strong occurrence (S-OCC) and its relevance to the derivation of free relatives (FR) and correlatives (COR). We conclude that FR and COR can be unified by means of the abstract notion of chain formation and the matching of the occurrence list (i.e. contextual features). In FR, one S-OCC is placed within the matrix domain via the subcategorizing verb that selects a DP complement, therefore a single S-OCC is satisfied by a single instance of wh-word. In COR, two S-OCCs are placed within the matrix domain and the relative domain respectively. The phonological realization of two LIs (i.e. REL-XP and DEM-XP) satisfy the two S-OCCs. Both constructions are minimally construed. In FR, the matrix and the embedded domain overlap at the position of the wh-word. In COR, the relative clause locally merges with the main clause. Under the current assumption that derivation equals the matching of the Kfeatures of LIs, the thesis leads to several topics that were discussed since the advent of generative grammar. While we are unable to do justice to all of them, we stress the following issues that we think any version of grammatical theories should touch upon. 7.2. ON DISPLACEMENT The formal issue regarding displacement is its relevance to narrow syntax with regards to the notion of perfection. Since the MP, Chomsky assumes NS is a formal system that generates outputs that satisfy the Bare Output Conditions (BOC). 284



This being said, NS is subject to the interface properties that correspond with the human sensory and motor apparatus. This is reasonable since every organic system should in principle serve a particular function, in this case a function that derives convergent outputs to be further interpreted in a specific way. Furthermore, Chomsky regarded the formal system of NS as ‘perfect’. Any possible departure from the perfection of syntax is the result of the interface conditions, for instance the level of PF. In the following famous paragraph: (3)



If humans could communicate by telepathy, there would be no need for a phonological component, at least for the purpose of communication; and the same extends to the use of language generally. These requirement might turn out to be critical factors in determining the inner nature of CHL in some deep sense, or they might turn out to be “extraneous” to it, inducing departures from “perfection” that are satisfied in an optimal way. The latter possibility is not to be discounted. This property of language might turn out to be one source of a striking departure from minimalist assumptions in language design: the fact that objects appear in the sensory output in positions “displaced” from those in which they are interpreted, under the most principled assumptions about interpretation. This is an irreducible fact about human language, expressed somehow in every contemporary theory of language, however the facts about displacement may be formulated. (Chomsky 1995:221-2; emphasis in origin)



Chomsky’s contention that displacement introduces an imperfection of the NS has undergone a radical change in recent years, especially since MI and DBP. The issue involves the notion of design specifications of NS, i.e. how can a formal system such as language be designed so that it creates usable outputs for the interfaces at all, and how good is such a design. Chomsky (2002:96) dealt with these two questions by stating the following bold claim: (4)



Language is an optimal solution to legibility condition.
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In response to the displacement property, one (including Chomsky) should delve into the issue of whether this property is really an imperfection, or it is instead part of the best way to meet the design specifications. Chomsky chose the second option, viewing displacement as defined within the externally imposed legibility conditions set by the interface levels. The claim that displacement is an optimal solution meeting the design specifications is highly relevant to the innovated notion of Spell-Out in MP --- displacement is resulted at the point of Spell-Out that delivers the structure to the phonological component, which converts it into PF. In another context, Chomsky defined Internal and External Merge as the basic ingredients of the NS. Displacement was redefined to be a perfect design feature of NS: (5)



Under external Merge, α and β are separate objects; under internal Merge, one is part of the other, and Merge yields the property of “displacement,” which is ubiquitous in language and must be captured in some manner in any theory. It is hard to think of a simpler approach than allowing internal Merge (a grammatical transformation), an operation that is freely available. Accordingly, displacement is not an “imperfection” of language; it absence would be an imperfection. (Chomsky 2004:110; emphasis in origin)



(6)



That [displacement] property had long been regarded, by me in particular, as an “imperfection” of language that has to be somehow explained, but in fact it is a virtual conceptual necessity. (Chomsky 2005:12; emphasis in origin)



Under the current thesis in which the NS is the algorithm matching of contextual features, displacement becomes the natural consequence of derivation. Asking whether displacement is an imperfection of NS is equal to asking whether the recursive property of language is an imperfection at all. Recursivity as a unique property among other organic systems could be assumed as an optimal solution to meet the design specification of the interfaces (e.g. it is the property of the 286



conceptual-intentional interface that a proposition could contain an infinite events, or an entity could have an infinite attributes).



For instance, in the following



demonstration, the occurrences of each LI need to be satisfied successively (e.g. each LI in principle bears two occurrences, one for precedence and one for following): (7)



ty → ty → … π1-α π1-β π2-γ π2-α π1-γ π2-α



On the other hand, displacement is described by a chain that consists of more than one occurrence: (8)



ty → π-α 5 …X…



ty → ty →… X ty X ty π-α 5 π-β ty π-α 5



This being said, successive derivation and successive movement are the natural consequences of matching the contextual features of the particular LI. 7.3. ON THE NATURE OF DESIGN We assume that it is unavoidable that any scientific theory has to provide a channel through which one could attempt to answer the ‘ultimate question’---what is the nature of a particular formalism, and why it is the way it is, instead of many other options. In this regard, it is our contention that language, or namely the Faculty of language (FL), exhibits an example of a natural object analogous to other organisms that exist at the space-time. We tentatively adopt the terminology from Hauser et al 2002 that two notions of FL exist---FLB (i.e. FL in a broad sense) that includes the internal computational system along with the two interfaces (i.e. sensorimotor and conceptual-intentional interfaces), and FLN (i.e. FL in a narrow sense) that primarily 287



defined recursion and the property of discrete infinity of language.



FLN is



embedded within FLB. The ultimate questions in the domain of language as a natural object are usually couched under the field of ‘biolinguistics’ (Jenkins 2000; Chomsky 2001 et seq; Hauser et al 2002; Hinzen 2006), though we are actually asking a problem in theoretical biology that dates back to the early work by D’Arcy Thompson 1917/1966. Taking the claim that FL is a mental organ as a point of departure, we could actually ask questions as we are dealing with other organisms. Consider DNA. Not only should we understand its form (e.g. its double helix morphology, the hydrogen bond linking from the beginning to the end of the strands of DNA, the sequence of the base, etc), but we also have to describe its functions (e.g. DNA contains genocodes that determine the development of a particular cellular form. It can be duplicated and transmitted to the offspring during reproduction, etc). While the debate as to the correspondence and the epistemological priority between form and function is not entirely conclusive at this time, and will continue to be so, I would like to stress that there is a fundamental independence between form and function. To begin with, Hinzen (2006:11-2) summarizes three major proposals (originally brought up by Williams 1992) concerning the nature of organisms in the following paragraphs: (9)



…, consider a useful, threefold distinction made by Williams (1992:6), between organism-as-document, the organism-as-artifact, and the organismas-crystal. The first perspective is adopted by evolutionary biologists primarily interested in unique evolutionary histories, organisms as outcomes of unrepeatable contingencies, which get documented in features of the organisms themselves…The second perspective views organisms as
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machines: they have a design that suits a particular purpose…The third perspective, finally, views the design of the organism as the outcome of a structure-building process which involves law of form and natural constraints that induce restrictions in the space of logically possible designs and focus nature to generate only a tiny amount of a much larger spectrum of forms. (Emphasis in origin)



In the domain of FL as a natural object, it is plausible to state that all the three forces are exerting on the final properties of FL. The first perspective was seriously entertained in the field of evolutionary psychology such as in the work by Pinker and Bloom 1992, Jackendoff 2002, Pinker and Jackendoff 2005, inter alia, that the nature of FL is the result of adaptation and natural selection adopting the neo-Darwinian approach. Accordingly, FL as a component of the human brain is subject to the external selective forces in a piecemeal fashion. Thus its nature is analogous to that of a vertebrate eye, both are evolved in a gradualist fashion, so to speak. The second perspective, depending on the level of resolution, could be understood in two folds. First, it is commonplace that the primary function of language is for communication and social interaction between human beings, a claim which dates back to the original discussion by Edward Sapir and Otto Jespersen. 1 Under the assumption that human communication should be as effective as possible (e.g. for the sake of survival of human beings), it is argued that the intermingling forces underlying communication should shape the design features of FL.



On



another facet, while the school of structuralism discards the significance of communicative function as defining the design features of FL, no formal



1



The original discussion of functionalism is primarily found in biology that traces back to the era of Aristotle.
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syntacticians are willing to reject the minimal agreement among linguists that language essentially expresses a correspondence between sound and meaning. The former is represented by a postulating a sensorimotor interface, and the latter a conceptual-intentional interface, whereas the mutual interaction between the two interfaces and the NS depends on the particular framework. At first blush, the two interfaces are distinct with each other:



The



sensorimotor interface primarily encodes the temporal order of lexical items, prosodic and syllabic structure, etc, whereas the conceptual-intentional interface is a system of thought that encompasses certain arrays of semantic features, event and quantificational structure, etc.



However there seem to be strong arguments in



support of the hypothesis that the mapping between the two interfaces is real, though sometimes indirect. For instance it was suggested that syntactic structure mirrors syllabic structure in an interesting way (e.g. Halle and Vergnaud 1987; CarstairsMcCarthy 1999), and the asymmetry between elements is widely manifested in the two interfaces (see also §2). 2 Furthermore Carstairs-McCarthy 1999 hypothesized that the parallel between the two interfaces stems from evolution in which the syllabic structure (as a consequence of the vocal tract of homo sapiens) gives rise to the syntactic structure, hence the design features of the FL.



2



Carstairs-McCarthy (1999:148) listed three asymmetries commonly observed in syntactic and phonological structures. For instance, an asymmetry exists between nuclei and margins (onsets/codas) as between heads and complements (for the notion of heads). The fact that onsets are more salient than codas (e.g. onsets are found in all languages while codas are not) mirrors the subject-object hierarchical asymmetry (e.g. in the examples of binding). Also syllabic and syntactic structures are constructed hierarchically, both of which could be described rather satisfactorily by the X-bar schema.
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It should be stressed that the conceptual link between the design feature of FL and the interface conditions is the main driving force of the MP. In particular, it concerns the notion of ‘good design’ of FL. Chomsky brought up the following ‘evolutionary fable’ to justify this liaison: (10)



Imagine some primate with the human mental architecture and sensorimotor apparatus in place, but no language organ. It has our modes of perceptual organization, our propositional attitudes (beliefs, desires, hopes, fears, etc) insofar as these are not mediated by language, perhaps a “language of thought” in Jerry Fodor’s sense, but no way to express its thoughts by means of linguistic expressions, so that they remain largely inaccessible to it, and to others. Suppose some event reorganizes the brain in such a way as, in effect, to insert FL. To be usable, the new organ has to meet certain “legibility conditions.” (Chomsky 2001:94)



The central notion is BOC, i.e. the design feature of FL has to fit into the interface conditions in an optimal way.



One instantiation of this idea is the



Inclusiveness Principle such that derivation guarantees that only PF- and LFinterpretable features remain at the point of Spell-Out. In the current thesis which does not postulate a PF-LF asymmetry, the sound-meaning correspondence needs to be directly mapped from the NS. Each step of derivation needs to create either a PFor LF-interpretable object, or both. The third perspective in (38), originally brought up in the seminal work of D’Arcy Thompson under the name of theoretical biology, was employed in the study of FL as early as Chomsky 1965. The debate was recently brought under the spotlight in Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004. This perspective is based on the assumption that FL, as a natural object, is subject to the same set of constraints that apply to other homologous organisms. Chomsky (2004:106) proposed the following three
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factors whose intricate interaction gives rise to the attained language L: (S0: initial state of FL) (11)



i. Unexplained elements of S0. ii. Interface Conditions (the principled part of S0). iii. General properties. The strongest idealization assumes (i) to be empty and proceeds (ii) and (iii).



For condition (iii), the task is to go beyond the explanatory adequacy of grammar and seek for a deeper explanation of why the conditions that define the FL are the way they are. Note that the statement of (iii) should be domain-general, i.e. the properties should be well-defined in mathematical or computational terms so that they also underlie other homologous organic systems. Typical examples include principles of computational efficiency that are not specific to language, e.g. the notion of recursion, principles of locality, structural preservation, etc. The present work attempts to provide a channel to focus on the second and third perspective. While it is likely that the first perspective (i.e. an evolutionary approach toward syntax) is in effect for shaping the FL in a piecemeal fashion, evolutionary linguists usually treat FL as a unitary object without any subcomponents. Thus the tacit assumption is that the force of evolution in terms of natural selection applies to FL as a whole, a claim which is suspicious given our understanding that FL consists of sensorimotor and conceptual-intentional interfaces that are subject to different constraints, hence distinct evolutionary pathways. On the other hand, we expect that a satisfactory account from the second and third perspective concerning the nature of FL should be sufficient to dispense with the discussion of the first one, at least for the present purpose. This, we assume, 292



should apply to all other natural sciences as well. One could always ask a deep question under the first perspective, for instance where water comes from, and what the actual physical mechanism is that gives rise to the first drop of water in the Universe. I assume that it would be a challenging task for ecologists or even astrophysicists. Biologists or chemists instead study the nature of water and its relation with the external conditions.



Communication between fields will be



established for a complete understanding of the subject matter in due course, and it is plausible that a satisfactory understanding of the nature of water could complement our evolutionary knowledge of this matter. On the contrary, making claims of the evolution of natural objects without a prior understanding of their ‘nature’ is a risky research agenda, and will unavoidably be conceived as an exercise of pseudo-science. Without the second and third perspective that provide us with a plausible formal framework, any claim about evolution is at most a ‘fable’, as Chomsky alluded to it. While Chomsky largely emphasizes the significance of the second and third perspective, I would reiterate that the interface conditions are not necessarily defining the nature of FL (also Frampton and Gutmann 2001). FL (esp. FLN) is not destined to fulfill the function of



communication, or even more radically, to



provide legible expressions at LF and PF. 3 There is also no a prior reason to believe that FLN embodies the notion of asymmetry because the interface conditions say so. To entertain the fundamental independence between the design features of FLN and the interface conditions, we suggest that the NS is essentially symmetric that is analogous to binary operations. The asymmetric nature of language, on the 3



The also applies to other organisms such as eyes are not evolved to fulfill the function of visual perception.
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other side, is an affair of the external world. In order to satisfy the BOC imposed by the level of LF and PF, the system has to incorporate an additional mechanism, which is the algorithm of successive derivation. Given the successive nature of derivation as a consequence of matching the contextual features of LIs, the asymmetric properties observed in LF and PF could be properly generated, and the BOC can be satisfied. It is to my strong feeling that this is how the real world behaves, given all the lessons we learnt from other natural sciences. For instance since the advent of Euclidean Geometry it has been treated as the mathematical axiom and the nature of the physical world that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line. However this claim is valid only when the two points are placed on one-dimensional manifolds, e.g. a plane.



For the surface of a sphere (e.g. a globe) as a two-



dimensional manifold, the shortest distance between two points is not a straight line. Albert Einstein’s General Relativity also provided a mathematical disproof of Euclidean Geometry as a viable model of the space-time, which was later verified by observing the solar eclipse in which the ray of the starlight was bent (however slightly) by the sun’s gravity. Actually, all the axioms of the Euclidean Geometry will collapse in two-dimensional manifolds such as the Earth, let alone the Universe as a manifold of higher dimensions, hence the branch of non-Euclidean Geometry. But nature is nature, and it still remains plausible that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line. It is just the interplay between the invariant nature of the mathematical system and the external conditions that matters.
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Therefore regarding the third perspective, the task is to depict general properties that could be instantiated at an abstract level, which are conceptually independent of the interface conditions. For instance, the law of commutativity and associativity as proposed to the NS is also the defining properties for a number of algebraic operations. Again, the validity of commutative and associative algebra is restricted to particular contexts. While they largely remain valid within the Cartesian coordinates, algebra will cease to be commutative and associative if the topological space is more intricate, e.g. rotations over three dimensions. 4 Another major proposal that hinges on the third perspective of the design features of FL is the significance of contexts and contextual features. The two notions differ conceptually--- Context refers to the physical or mental event, in which an entity is defined by its material attributes and the contextual attributes. Contextual features are the computational constructs that define derivation. Context is widely used in many branches of psychology such as visual perception, and other frameworks of linguistics such as Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 1987; Taylor 2002) and Construction Grammar (Goldberg 1995, 2006) (with details omitted). On the other hand, the primary function of contextual features along with the particular derivational algorithm is to account for the recursive property of language. It should



4



This field of geometry is called ‘noncommutative geometry’. The simple demonstration could be shown in the following paragraph in Scientific American (Aug 2006, pp36): In commutative algebra, the product is independent of the order of the factors: 3×5 = 5×3. But some operations are noncommutative. Take, for example, a stunt plane that can aggressively roll (rotate over the longitudinal axis) and pitch (rotate over an axis parallel to the wings). Assume a pilot receives radio instructions to roll over 90 degrees and then to pitch over 90 degrees toward the underside of the plane. Everything will be fine if the pilot follows the commands in that order. But if the order is inverted, the plane will take a nosedive. Operations with Cartesian coordinates in space are commutative, but rotations over three dimensions are not.
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be noted that recursion is not unique to language.



The closest neighbor of a



recursive system can be observed in the numeral system. For instance, there is a fundamental difference between the set {1, 2, 3} and the numerical expression 123 created by the numeral system, though both expressions are formed by three identical elements. We could assume that the former consists of three members (i.e. {1}, {2}, {3}), and the latter consists of eight members shown in the following: (12) {#, 1, 2, 3, K-1, K-2, K-3, K-#} The difference between the numerical strings formed by ‘123’, ‘213’ and ‘132’, etc, is derived from the manner in which the K-features of the numerals are matched by a non-K-feature within an ordered pair (c.f. how the same notion is applied to phonology and syntax in §2): (13)



a. , , ,  = 123 b. , , ,  = 213 c. , , ,  = 132 The general assumption of the current thesis is that FLN consists of two



major components, i.e. LIs as discrete syntactic objects, and the contextual features that are attached to each LI. One could ask an intriguing yet difficult question as to their evolution---Why syntactic objects (e.g. words, morphemes, phonemes, features) must be discrete, and where the discrete nature of syntactic objects comes from? This question, again, would be addressed to evolutionary and mathematical linguists, as long as the present theory becomes more mature. I thereby finish this work as a summary of my mind until 2006. Old issues are addressed, new questions are raised, 296



and traditional analyzes are understood from a new angle, that I hope better mirror the mind of a human being.
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